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Abstract 

From a purposive sample of thiny (30) pre\'iously disad,·antaged learners sponsored b) the 

Telkom Foundation and cun·ently cmolled at an elite private secondary school in South 

Aii·ica. this study unde1iook a baseline survey of the participants· \;>,Titing and comprehension 

skills. The pen and pencil surYey. including a questionnaire, identified their competency 

leYels and the gaps in the participants· language skills. 

Over a three-year period. the study examined and extended the participants· writing styles in 

their comprehension and composition scripts on three genres - expository. nanati\'e and 

descriptive. From the three genre texts. it was established that their sentence structures ranged 

from the s imple. compound to the complex variety. Using the Hypotaxis Index as a 

quantitative measure to analyse the written texts, which is the cow1t of subordinated clauses. 

appropriate linking devices and the successfu l co-ordination of ideas in sentences calculated 

as a percentage of the total clauses making the composition. it was established that the higher 

the Hypotaxis Index, the more accomplished and successful tbe writing (Horning. 1998: 

Balfour, 2007; Alli son, 2002). Discursive and expository compositions that displayed the 

characteristics of appropriately projected thoughts, and an awareness of the perceived 

audience, were more successful Lhan those that reli ed on s imple subject and ,·erb concord 

sentence structures. 

A major challenge in the analysis of the compositions stemmed from incidents '"'here 

incomplete clauses were used, \\ ith no evident subject-verb pattern or concord. There '"ere 

also some relatin'ly successful compositions that depended on simple and compound 

sentence structures on ly. 

It was deri\'ed from thjs three-year longitudinal study that an attempt to impro\·e the writing 

quality and strength of the secondary school learners would be through a deliberate focus on 

dc,·eloping their cognitive academic literacy (CALP) skills through the design. development 

and implementation of a task-based syllabus based on the specifications of Breen ( 1999). 

Long and Crookes (2006) and the ecological factors of the International School of outh 

Africa. Explicit grammar instruction, particularly the structural patterning of the sentences 

that learners used in their writing. v•as decided upon as a practical reinforcement for language 

skills that the learners needed in order to develop academic literacy proficiency skills in 

English. The Hypotaxis Index, if correctly calculated, should be a significant indicator of 

what imen cntion could be effected in order to improve learners· skills. 

I\ 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 

1.1. Introduction 

The Telkom Foundation (TF), Beacon of Hope Schools Project is the Corporate Social 

Jm estmen t (CS I) ann of Telkom outh Africa (Ltd). Its primary nim is to bridge the 

educat ional as well as the digita l divides between the urban and ru ral communities as 

,.veil as between the boy and gir l learners with in the di sadvantaged communities in South 

Africa. In its goal to fu nher the development of historically disadvantaged ru ral 

communities, the Telkom Foundation Beacon of Hope Schools Project, in partnership 

with provincial Departments of Education, se lected twenty learners (boys and gi rl s) from 

' arious chool in the nine provinces of South Africa to be part of this initiative. The first 

group of twenty learners was selected from Toronto School and ortham School in 

Limpopo Pro' ince in 2007. The second group of thiny learners \\as selected in 2008 

from the North- \\'est and 1\'orthern Cape provinces. Learners in the second group were 

pre' iouSI) enrolled at the fo!Jo,Ying schools: Guntsc. Bopepa. Ragugang and Buinelo 

(0:ot1h- \\'est Pro' incc); t Boniface, Kimkgolo. Zingita, \1oleabang,, e and St Patrick's 

Kimberly (Northern Cape Province). This pi lot project took place at the International 

School of , ou th Africa (l SSA). si tuated in the •onh-West Province. 

fhe TF app lies for admission to the International School of South Afhca (JSSA) for al l 

the identified learners and commits itse lf to taking responsibility for the followin g 

payments: 

• lull tuition and boarding fees for each learner, 

• school uniforms. 

• books and stationery. 

• educational trips and c~cursions. 

• transpott, 

• toiletries, 

• allowances tor clothing and necessities, including pocket money. 

• emergency expenses (when a parent/sib ling is deceased) and 

1 1 P •• " ..: 



• medical costs/expenses('' hen the learner takes ill). 

Th is study seeks to des ign a task-based syllabus resu lti ng fl·om a thick description of the 

multi -faceted strategies and I iteracy progress of l\·Venty learners enrolled at the 

International chool of South Africa from ::!007, the time that they enrolled in Form T\\ O 

(grade eight). up to their full integration stage in 2008. rhc t\\cllly learners \\ere selected 

by different prO\ inces and sponsored by the Telkom Foundation as part of its corporate 

marketing and socia l responsibility programme. They v. ere all from previously 

disadvantaged schools wh ich are materially under-resourced. staffed by less-qual ified 

educators and quite often, with limited exposure to the target language and to the rural 

experiences of post-apartheid outh Africa. The main criterion for selection was their 

academic performance. In the government schools that they attended, they were the 

highest performers in English and Mathematics and it was assumed that they were fully 

integrated in terms of the performance and expectations of the outcomes-based education 

curriculum specifications that their schoo ls followed. On entry into ISSA, the learners sat 

an entry examination that intended to identi:"y their levels of literacy and cogni tive 

academic competencies in secondary school subjects. particular!) in Engli sh and 

lathematics. and placed them on a continuum so that the) could be streamed into the 

appropriate classes. 

In the placement tests, the learners' performance suggested multiple levels of 

ach ievement and non-achievement in reading. vocabulary. writing and nurnerncy. 

Consequent!). the learners \\Cre placed accord ing to the results of these tests. including 

numeracy. spelling and reading tests. A plan for remediation and aligning thei r academic 

integration programmes in the secondary school '~as mounted. The focus of language 

literacy assessment \\as on the following competency area : 

• Reading. 

• Writing. 

• pelling. punctuation and 

• General \ocabulary range. 

2 I J> :1 g e 



The numeracy test covered the following n~athematical concepts: 

• t1.entalmathematical skills development, 

• Mechanical mathematical skills developnent, and 

• The concepts of (in1) proper fractions and decimal fractions. 

The learners were placed in classes according to the "objective" test scores and their 

competency in reading, '"'riling, spell ing and punctuation skills. Besides appointing 

ordinary mainstream staff for the Foundation students, the International School appointed 

two special teachers for Mathematics and English, two core subjects that largely 

determine the future mobility and success of these learners. especial ly with regard to 

further study and opportunity for employment. These were teachers working essentially 

within an integrative. developmental and language extension-cum-remedial approach, 

seeking to fully integrate these learners into the ·'mainstream .. English as a first language 

culture of the school. For English. teachers mentoring these learners had initially 

identified areas to work on for the language development and remedial programme. 

particularly in the aforementioned language skills. T\1athematics, as a subject, was allotted 

to a teacher who facilitated the learners' development in the following key areas: 

• division and multiplication of fract ions. 

• problem-solving sk ill s, 

• the concept of fractions and div ision, and 

• mathentatics language and the terminology for shapes and other associated concepts. 

The competency tests indicared that for the majority of the Telkom Foundation students. 

academic competence in language and mathematics was inadequate. In language. simple 

recall questions based on a sho11 comprehension passage \\ere incorrectly answered. 

Understanding of key words in a comprehension context proved problematic \Vith the 

majority of the learners. Selecting the correct adjective to complete simple descriptive 

sentences was also a challenge to many ofrhe learners. From this initia l evidence, it v.as 

imperative to put in place enabling reading strategies for the TF learners, that is, "plans 
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for problems encountered in constructing meaning·· (Janzen, 2002). trategic reading is 

deemed conduci'c to the impro,ement of learners· sense of agency. self-efficacy. 

motivation. confidence and enhanced performance in second language. L2 (Oxford. 

2005: Diaz-Rico. 2004). As an educator at the research site. the endea' our was set out as 

a question: I low do I attempt to develop adaptive cultural transfonnative competence in 

English in order to enable the emergence of multiple identities appropriate for the 

different cultural and linguistic communities? (i.e. the first language, L I audience/reader. 

the school, home, further education and the workplace). 

Performance in v. riting ,.vas no better. Given that feedback to learners' written work 

depends on an educator's definition of error (Hanks, 2007), the entrance test revealed that 

the feedback that was given was largely aimed at repai r, correction and focused on form. 

The written piece about oneself v.·as fraught wi th errors of sentence construction. concord 

and punctuation. These errors were most notable in the inappropriate use of the comma. 

The dash, semi-colon and colon were hardly used in the creative writing segment, 

pointing to possible a\'oidance strategies by the learners. Sentences created remained on a 

simple or compound leveL again suggesting a lack of confident attempts to engage "ith 

challenging language and sentence construction. A bo,·e all, the sentences tended to lack 

the convincing adjective._, adverbs and stylistic sophistication. Often, it was not clear 

\·Vhat the learners intended to express about themselves and their experiences as the 

expressive idiom was uncertain , often requiring the reader to probe the thought patterns 

intended in some of the expressions. 

Such were the problems in English that there had to be a working definition of literacy. 

This definition cannot only be seen as expecting the learners to get beyond "being able to 

read and \\rite ... but should extend to being able to use ··procedural knowledge." Literacy. 

according to ~1oyana (2000:6). ··allows for self-sustained development. .. lcnabling] a 

learner to function in a social contextual setting'' ith a relati\e amount of sophistication 

which allows for changes over time, place and social condition ."' Guthrie and Kirsch 

( 1978), Butler (2007. Prctorius (2007), Cohen. (2002), Stubbs ( 1986) and Dornyei ( 1996) 

a ll see literacy as an interactive process. not as something sol itary and static . Literacy 
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cannot be seen as the simple ability to recognize words and decode basic meanings, but 

should be concei,ed as abi li ties to recognize context. tone and implied messages that arc 

invariably encoded in tex ts. Such literac) can only be achieved by the learner if there is 

sufficient recognition and ucceptance of what the learner brings into the classroom. 

particu larl) their socio-cu It ural experiences (Freire. 1970: Apple. 1986) 

Literature on language literacy abounds with very elastic definitions of competence. 

Del pit (2006:30-31) argues convincingly that teaching "teaching other people's children .. 

is a mammoth task that engages with both cultura l conOicts in the classroom and the 

abilities that such ch ildren ha,·e to explicitly demonstrate upon leaving school. With these 

observations in mi nd thi s study anticipated competency clusters in language literacy and 

skills that could be delimited to tlm~l.! categories or competency clusters: 

1. Reproduction cluster, i.e. the cogni tive capacity developed in the learners to 

enable them LO perform routine procedures and problem-sol\'ing skills of a 

basic linguistic orientation, including, amongst others, decod ing skills and 

generation of meaningful structures at the Yisual and sentence level: 

11. The connections cluster. i.e. the cognitive capacity allowing the learner to 

app ly linguistic modeling and interpretat ion, enabling multiple methods and 

application of 3cquired sk i lis. i.e. ideational connections. generating equence. 

deta i I and argument at levels with in and bet ween sentences and paragraphs, 

including a rl.!cognizablc and progressi,·e application of logical connectors in a 

bid to deve lop cohesive and coherent texts anJ 

111. 1 he rcnection cluster, i.e. the cogniti,·e capacity developed in the learner ro 

allov,, for complex lingu istic problem posing and solving: rcnection. insight. 

originali ty in approach. S) mhesizing information. e,·aluation of language use. 

general iza tion and generat ion of interpret ive, critica l and analytical modes. 

Jt \\'aS the development or these three intersecting competencies that this project 

anticipated: lo expose the learner<> 10 language enrich ing environments that wou ld nuL1urc 



competency 111 reproducing meaningful ·texts, making logical connections through 

language and reflecting on the varieties of language discourses encountered in the 

secondary school curriculum. The educator strategies revo lved around the pertinent 

issues of problematising and developing an effective syllabus that would tap into the 

basic interpersonal communication skills (BlCS) competencies and how these BICS 

could be developed and extended to the extent that the learners \NOu ld not only reproduce 

meaningful language but also make connections and gain reflective capabilities in 

context-reduced academic language proficiency (CALP) skil ls. 

There was need to define the context of English as a language of learning and teaching 

(LoLT) in South Africa in order to appreciate ful ly the problems of access and power. 

Under apartheid, English and Afri kaans were the only officia l languages and therefore 

were associated with access, privilege and power. As these languages were in a dominant 

pos ition, this meant that the indigenous languages (spoken by the majority) enjoyed 

lesser status. After 1995, the South African government of the day established a 

Language Plan Task Group (LA. GTAG) to look at the language map of and the 

language choices availab le for South Africa. This group produced a rep01t that essentially 

authorized and recommended eleven official languages: Tshivenda, Xitsonga, isiXhosa, 

isiZulu, Sesotho, Setswana, Seped i, E:1glisb and Afrikaans. It is clear in this 

recommendation that whereas the eleven languages are given national status, making 

them theoreticall y equal, the reality on the ground is that Afrikaans and English still rule 

the roost, according to Alexander (2005). Both Afrikaans and English have the after

taste of the coercive colonial period and in the post apartheid era, they remain languages 

that are, materially, more privileged than the other nine. They are used far more than the 

other languages by the national broadcasting authority, in parliament, business and at 

both provincia l and local government leve ls (Janks, 1995). The implication is that 

conce1ied effo1i in the classroom still has to focus on making the learners competent 

owners and users of English, paradoxical though it might be (Lodge, 1997; Janks, 1995; 

Granville et al, 1998). Janks (1995) summarises the position clearly: 
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If. .. you deny students access to the dominant language, you pe1petuate their 

marginalization in a socie1y that continues to recogni;e the value and importance 

of this language. You also deny them access to the extensive resources which 

ha,·e developed as a result of the language 's dominance ... English acts as an 

effective social and economic gatekeeper. .. Teaching ... [English, Afrikaans and 

other national languages] shou ld aim to ensure both basic interpersonal 

communicative skills and cognitive academic language proficiency for learners 

(1995:259, 264; my emphasis). 

The English language intervention programmes at ISSA sought to integrate the learners 

fully and accelerate their mastery of academic language competencies in order to prepare 

and orient them tOwards the Cambridge International Exam inations in English as a fi rst 

language at the exit stage. rt is argued in the current study that enhancing basic 

interpersonal communicative skills, and developing cognitive academic language 

proficiency (CA LP) competencies aimed at effectively empov,rering these learners by 

ensuring that they developed the connections and reflective cluster skills which would 

make them effectiYe at encoding, decoding and unpacking meanings across a variety of 

texts. Such a pos ition is adopted to affi rm the insights of Del pit (2006:25) who contends 

that ·'success in institutions - schools. workplaces and so on - is predicated upon 

acquisition of the culture of those in pO\·ver:· She argues that that there are codes for 

participating in power. and such codes "relate to linguistic communicative strategies and 

presentation of self: that is ways of talking, ways of writing ... ways of ... [reading] and 

interacting [with texts)."' 

1.2. Statement of the problem 

The learners in thi s longitudinal case study were Ouent speakers of their home languages, 

Setswana, isiZulu , Tshivenda, sePedi and Sesotho. English had been taught to them as a 

second or additional language in their formative years. They had spoken and written in 

English as a first add itional language, and they had read some English texts too. They had 

been exposed to it as a medium of instruction from the fif1h year of their schooling up to 

grade se' en. which is the exit level for primary schooling in South Afi·ica. Throughout 
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their last four years in primary school. these learners had attempted to speak and write in 

thi s additiona l language, often with some scaffolding provided through translation and 

recourse to their home language. 

On entry into the International School, the learners were expected to meet the ethos, 

language standards and va lues of the school. The international rating of the school and its 

private status had huge implications for the learners. They had to develop into proficient 

and competent users of English as a first language, in both spoken and written form. This 

was an implicit target competency level in the integration process at the school. The 

examination that the school offered was in Engl ish as a first language. It was imperative 

therefore that this study describe and evaluate their entry and exit competencies and the 

strategies adopted by both the educators and the learners in order to achieve or 

apprm-.imate this language proficiency. 

As mentioned in Janks' ( 1995) statement above, the learners in th is study would 

perpetuate their marginalization if they did ~10t successfu lly integrate. But, by the same 

token, in taking English as a second language (ESL), they were (together with thei r 

educators) involved in a process that could be seen as the peripherilization and 

emasculation of their mother tongue or home languages in order to access the ad' anlages 

of be ing competent in Engl ish in South Africa and globall y. In terms of numbers, 

indigenous languages in South Afri ca have the greater number of speakers, but both 

English and Afrikaans, as a result of the historical sociolinguistic and political 

dominance, continue to be the languages of education and commerce. This dynamic 

tension was played out in a language community defined by the classroom si tuation that 

Bakhtin ( 1984) correctly perceived as the ·'co·1tradictor) and multi-languaged"' horizon of 

heteroglossia. 

The learners in the study were regarded as competent users of thei r home languages and 

could reso1t to these languages in order to scaffold the processes of acquiring and 

extending ESL proficiency. It was also taken for granted that they were taugh t, in their 

previous schools. to master English basic interpersonal skills as a second language. In 
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enrolling at the International SchooL the expected outcomes 'vere that they had to move 

beyond the basic interpersonal competencies or ESL to approximate Eng! ish as a first 

language standard and the attendant Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency Skills 

(CALP). A sim pli stic bas ic skill s approach to English was deemed inadequate for these 

learners. principal!) because of the ir home backgrounds. and secondly because rhe) 

\\'ould be j udged on their product. .. [a product] based on the specific codes· of n particular 

[middle class] culture ... " hose codes had been made expli ci t to the other learners. 

From the preliminary proficiency test administered to the first group. results indicated 

that thirteen ( 13) had severe comprehension. writing and language challenges. These 

thirteen learners operated at the reproduction cluster level. However, seven (7) showed 

evidence of successful "ri ting and comprehension skills that approximated performance 

at the connections cluster level. The responsibility to improve the skill s of those 

identified as having severe challenges was shouldered by the Department of English. This 

" ·as a mammoth expectation. from both the fi\'e teach ing staff members in the 

department, the sponsors (Telkom) and the school administration , given the context of 

these learners' educational backgrounJ and their rerformance in the proficiency test. 

It must be stated that th~ proficiency test administered to the Telkom benefi ciaries was 

timed. and npproximated examinat ion conditions. rhis. in itself. carried huge 

impl ications for what the learners Ct)U ld express and articulate in the time set. The 

no\'elty of this proficiency test and the attendant anxiety with which the ent rants took it 

were all factors that cou ld not be directly quantified . Nonethe less. the test was taken to 

establ ish the participants· \\Til ing, reading. grammar, punctuation and spelling 

competencies. The other attributes of language ski lis. namely listening and speaking \\ ere 

not directly assessed since they were not examination skill s fo r the International General 

Certificate of Secondar) Education (IGCSE) Jc,·el . The comprehension segment of the 

test was based on a single passage. \\ ith questions set on the pedagogic pro file of .lean 

Piagct's (1956) schema of K-CApASE (knowledge, comprehension. application. 

analys is. S) nthesis and evaluation skill s), \vith the ana lysis. synthesis and evaluation tasks 

being embedded in the last set of questions. There were questions on the lower order 
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level that sought to establish the learners· ab ilities to find direct references, copy a 

segment of the te.\t and state facts based on the reading text. The latter segment of the 

questions. as has already been indicated. related to exophoric rather than endophoric 

information retrieval skills: providing an opinion. making inferences and reasoned 

ded uct ions, synthesis and criti ca l evaluative assessment of the implied meanings of the 

text. 

The exophoric questions demanded higher order skills on the part of the learner since 

in format ion retrieved from the text had to be understood, li nked to information outs ide of 

the text, and the two sources of information be organized and re-articulated in one' sown 

words. As they expressed their responses to exophoric questions, the learners engaged 

v·:ith the language at the level of making it e»press opinion and judgment. The learners 

therefore were dea ling with language at the more demanding level, processing and 

rehearsing the concreteness of what they had expressed. In more than one way, they 

interrogated the language they had themselves created in order to express a response to 

specific questions in the entrance test. Ng"enya (2010:18) who states that "\\'riting is 

more difficult than read ing [becauscl reading presents n ready-made text for learners to 

decode (butl \\'riting gives the reins to the learners and demands that they themseh cs 

encode the texts .. corroborates this obsen·ation. 

There were several other challenges that the Telkom beneficiaries faced, such as: the 

attempt to achieve balance bet'" ecn academic pursuits and extra mural demands: 

impro,·ing productive and recepti\ e English language skills. adapting to boarding life. 

dc, eloping concepts and skills needed in other learning areas of the curriculum. 

developi ng a work ethic needed to cope with the demands of a Cambridge International 

Examinations curriculum and genera lly keeping the learners' motivation high. In the 

three years that they \\ere at I SA (2007- 20 I 0), the educators tasked v, ith thei r teaching 

mounted remediation and general life skills classes to facilitate and nurture this lingui tic 

broadening and competence in the learners. They devised teaching syllabi (Chapter 

Seven) and set aside consu I tat ion time both inside and outside the classroom for the 

benefit of these learners. In man~ \\ ays. the learners were on the one hand expected to be 
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the same as e\ery other learner in the 'mainstream rSSA tradition' while, on the other 

hand, teachers needed to recognize and appreciate their special needs and therefore notice 

and minimize their differences from the rest of the community at ISSA. 

1.3. Objectives of the research 

The major objective of this research was to design an Engl ish language sy llabus for the 

Telkom Foundation learners aimed at developing these learners' language skills from the 

SICS entry level ro their anticipated CALP skill s at the exit point '"'hen they '"'rote 

IGCSE examinations. This syllabus was devised as seminal brief statements of intention. 

In the process of teaching, this syllabus continuously evolved to a robust and detailed 

document that included language aspects and skills that needed emphasis, extension and 

reinforcement. 

(i) In order to design the syllabus, it was essential to establish the language needs of the 

learners v>ho \\ere sponsored by the TF. This study examined the curriculum foiiO\ved by 

the learners in their previous schools (Curriculum 2005 and the Revised ational 

Curriculum Statements) and established. through intervie,vs and entry assessment 

instruments, the current levels of learner-competencies. 

(i i) Since there was a distinctly marked transition in the learn ing circumstances of these 

learners i.e. the dichotomous rural - lSSA ecologies. it '"as important to describe the 

syllabus that the learners were expected to follow towards certifi cation (the Cambridge 

Internat ional Examinations syllabus) and examine its convergences with and departures 

from C2005 to which they were exposed in primary school. This descriptive stage was 

important as it informed decisions on the task-based sy llabus developed Lo bridge and 

extend and synchroni;e the learning experiences of the learners. There was already in 

place a matrix table for comparing different grades awarded by various examination 

boards and such a matrix informed some of the comparab ility levels of the learners in this 

study. 
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(i ii) The third purpose of the study was to understand and reflect on the part icipants' 

strategies and processes of CALP skills acquisition at the secondary school stage, 

investigating in the process the possibilities and efficacy of a task-based syllabus to 

facilitate and enhance the acquisition of these strategies and skills. It was necessary to 

eva luate the outcomes of the implementation of this evolving task-oriented sy llabus 

through formative and summative evaluation strategies as formulated by the researcher. 

This thrust in the e' aluat ion incorporated measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of 

the syllabus implementation b) describing and assessing emerging learner strategies and 

competencies in read ing, composition writing and comprehension skil ls on set tasks . 

1.4. Research question 

This research was a project aimed at obtaining sustained development of the research 

participants· CALP skills. The aim was two-fold: to intervene in order to solve the 

language challenges exhibited and identified: and illuminate the actual interventions so 

that the CALP skil ls challenges at secondary school level in South Africa could be more 

clearly articu lated '' ithi n and through a more anal) tic theoretical framework. This 

grounded pedagogica l f'ramework generated the research question : 

What effective. relc\ ant and efficient English language syllabus could be designed for the 

L2 learners in this study in order to empower them with cognitive academic langungc 

proficiency sk ill s. enabling them to succeed in the multiple d iscourses embedded in their 

secondary schooling at the International chool of South Africa? 

1.5. Significance ofthe study 

a) This study sought to establish the feasibility and sustainability of a programme 

undenaken by the Telkom Foundation. describe the learners' competencies at entry and 

e;..it points and make recommendations to the Department of Education. the sponsors anJ 

other stakeholders. particularly the International School of South Africa. Since each case 

study develops around the unique attributes of the sample, the syllabus de\'eloped \\as 



rele\'ant to the unique challenges. circumstances. transitions anJ strategic3lly de, eloping 

competencies ofthe research partici pants in question. 

b) The study revicv,red literature on mother tongue instruction, language immersion 

programmes and the E pedagogical strategies used to enhance mastery and 

competence in language. It identified and analyzed po licy and practice in language 

education in ourh /\ frica in order to place this qualitati\e study within a broader context 

of bridging the educational di ide between privi leged and under-privileged educational 

sites. first language and second language user-competencies, urban and rural 

communities. 

c) The Nonh-West Province, in which lSSA is located, is a marginalized province. There 

are a number of disadvantaged schools that cou ld benefit from the spin-offs of this study. 

d) Competence in l:lnguage is a critical facility for academic progress: learners have to 

reason in multiple discourses in order to comprehend, \vritt:, analyze and evaluate 

qu~stions and issues. This c:tudy focused on a crucial secondary school stage. '' ith 

learners ranging between 13 and 16 years or age; and it was expected th at the findings on 

second language learning strategies at this age and grade level \\'ould be a significant 

contribution to research focused on language acquisition. learning and development. 

Accepting the fact that the learners 111 this ~tud~' could perform at the level of the 

·'reproduction cluster'' and that they could perform routine procedures and problem

solving at the basic language le,·el, the anticipated syllabus should enable the learners to 

go through a programme or language study that wou ld cu lminate in them operating at the 

·'connection ·· and '·reflection .. cluster level. rhese are le,·els '"here application skills, 

reflection. generali/3tion and generation of interpreti\e and analytical modes become 

actua li zed a cognitive academic language capacities in the learners. 

1.6. Rationale of the study 
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Studies in language acquisition and de\elopment in South Africa ha\e general!) focused 

on kindergarten learner (3- I I ) ear old) for instance. Hendricks. (I 999): De Klerk. 

(2000): Ho" ie. (2002) . and those in privileged tertiary institutions (I 9 ) ears old and 

above), Datta. (2000); Kress, ( I 994); gwcnya (200 I) and orton (2004 ). This trend in 

the research foci is especial ly pronounced in the area of syllabus design and curriculum 

development and bemoans the high fa ilure rates at institutions of higher learning. 

Negotiating the design of a syll abus for 13- 16 year old learners at the secondary school 

stage. and the challenges of gathering evidence of the learners' language developmem 

over time made this study doubly relevant. The study sought to make grounded 

connections to major theoretical and research concerns about composing processes, 

reading processes and language processing strategies. It sought to fil l a gap by explori ng 

the acquisition strategies of learners and language-learning promotion strategies by 

educators in the facilitation and de\ elopment of linguistic competence and power in 

learners in the 13-16 year age group in a secondary school setting. Phaala (2006), 

Tiyamhe Zeleela (2006) . 'gwenya COO I). van der Walt ( 1982) and Kil foi I ( 1997). 

amongst others, focus on syllabus development and the role of cognitive academic 

language skills in knowledge production at un i,·crsity and other tert iary k:,·els. The more 

obvious observation related to such studies concerns the fact that at tertiary level. the 

majority of the learners would have already missed the opportuni ty to nurture CALP 

skil ls at the crucial secondary school stage, hence the need fo r a study such as the current 

one. Other studies in South Africa such as Alexander (2000) and Pierce ( 1995) focus on a 

pedagogy of possibi lity in the general teaching of English [or academic purposes. 

Another crucial justification for such a study resides in the philosophical. contextual and 

methodological discrepancies between Curriculum 2005 (both the original and the 

revised \ersions) and the Cambridge International Examinations curriculum. both of 

v,hich ha' e an immediate relevance to. and impact on this study. The learners in this case 

study followed. for all thei r primary schooling, the prescriptions of Curriculum 2005, a 

South ;\ frican national-oriented curriculum package conceived in the trad itional top

down syllabus design model. On the inception of the Telkom sponsorship programme in 
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2007. the learners ,.verc '"'Caned !i·orn Curricu lum 2005 and exposed to a new syllabus 

package. oriented towards L:.nglish language instruction and assessment benchmarked. 

culturally and pedagogically. against first language standards. Such a paradigm shift 

necessitated this study because there was a need to bridge the gap for the learners and 

enable the transition in their secondary school ) ears. 

The research design for thi s study focused on a broad conceptual fi·amework that sought 

to establish the learner and educator strategies that were adopted. interrogated. practised 

and theorized in order to enhance the cognitive academic language proficiency ski lls of 

the research participants. Primary school learning experiences in both L l and L2 '"ere 

retrospectively assessed in the light of the exit competencies anticipated fo r the learners 

in the secondary school and these projected levels of competence formed the basis for 

curriculum. syllabus and , in situ, assessmelllt design. It \\as decided that a predetermined 

syllabus (an interim out line) \VOuld be beneficia l for the learners as they came into the 

ne'' research site. and that the sequencing of its items would focus on convergences with 

the ultimate syllabus that the learners would fo llow once they had become factors in the 

schoors ccolog). This conceptual frame"·ork fo r the research is represented in figure I. 
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Figure 1. Learner and educator strategies towards CALP skHis acquisition 
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1.7. Definition ofterms 

Lcaroe1· st ra tegies: I derive this term from the work of O' Malley and Chamot 

( 1990). These are identified as obsct'\'ed characteristics of effectiYe language learners. 

and from Rubin ( 1981), these characteri stics include clarification. verification. 

monitoring, memorization. inducti,·e reasoning/inferencing. deductiYe reasoning and 

practice. Other indirect strategies include creating language practice opportunities, 

using production tricks such as making L I /L2 comparisons and exploring 

sociocultural meanings. 

Multi-faceted litcracies: This term is extended from the work of BeiTeiter and 

cardamal ia(l986) whose seminal paper 0 11 reasoning in multiple discourses had a 

profound shaping on my conceptualization of the current research. They argue that 

discourse knov .. ,Jedge inYolves the ability to call up various types of schemata, such as 

story grammars if the language to be generated is narrative or event scripts if the 

language to be used is a sequence of actions. To be literate in the various discourses 

includes pla1ming. setting goals and \\Tiling in the appropriate language for each 

specific tasks. In \\Titing, organi1..ation at both the sentence and the text level 

contributes to successful communication and quality of the written product. Cohesi,·e 

devices at the sentence le\ el and coherence at the te)..t level differentiate between IO\\ 

and high discourse literacy. 

1.8. Division of chapters 

This study is divided into eight chapters: 

1.8.1. Chapter One: Introduction and background to the research 

The imroduction discusses the background to the study. defines the research problem. 

orientation of the study. purpose and objectives of the study. the research questions 

and outlines a rationale for the study. This chapter also defines and contextualizes 

imp01iant and key terms used in the study. 

1.8.2. Chapter Tvvo: Literature review 1: Language acquisition 
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This chapter focuses on reviewing literature related to thi s study, specifically on 

language acquisition. It locates the study v. ithin the broad theoretical framework of 

how acquisition takes place. The chapter seeks to develop thematic, logical and 

chronological com1ections to the entire study. The chapter also discusses literatme 

related to quantitative measures of written competence, culminating in the di scussion 

of the hypotaxis index. as a tool to assess the complexity and development of the 

written work of the learners in this study. 

1.8.3. Chapter Three: Lite rature review 11: Models of syllabus design 

Chapter three is an extension of literature review but addresses specific aspects in the 

literature on syllabus design. It defines the context of the South African syllabus, 

Curriculum 2005, and di scusses the frame,.vork of the Cambridge International 

Examinations (CIE) with a Yiev,' to con-elate prior leaming experiences v>ith the 

evo!Ying syllabus developed at ISSA for the Telkom Foundation learners. 

1.8.4. Chapter Four: Research m ethodology 

This chapter focuses on the methodology used to col lect data. As a study seeking to 

make connections bet,,·een theory and practice, this chapter describes the actual 

research situation, the research methodologies of the tield of educational linguistics 

and the pedagogic practices that were developed to facilitate teaming in the I F 

learners, especially as they relate to considerations fo r syllabus design. 

1.8.5. Chapter Five: Presentation of resu lts and analysis 

1l1is chapter describes the data collected and presents it in various formats, mainl) 

from the qualitative perspective. This prese ntation nnd multi-form representation of 

the data and the en<;uing d iscussion clarify matters pcr1aining to the actual secondary 

school language classroom. the syl labus development-cum-implementation. and the 

outcomes of the approaches adopted in the pedagogic programme. 

1.8.6. Chapter Six: Framework for the proposed syllabus 

1 his chapter develops the findings into a matrix of models. practical and theoretical 

suggestions on syl labus design fo r second language learners and offers actual 
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materi als used in the longitudinal case research process. The sy ll abus framework 

suggests that a design should legitimately consider issues of comextual re)e,·ance and 

the effic iency or the des ign to meet the needs o r the participants in a programme of 

language skills deYclopment and study. The chapter makes pe11inent inferences from 

the actual study and significantly prefaces the presentat ion of the S) I Iabus in the next 

chapter. 

1.8.7. Chapte r Seven: The proposed syllabus 

This chapter presents the proposed S) ]Iabus in the form that it was designed and 

implemented at ISSA over the three-year period of this research. 

1.8.8. Chapter Eight: Recommendations a nd conclusion 

This fina l chapter d iscusses research constraints, the chal lenges encountered. suggests 

recom mendations for implementation and concludes the stud y. 
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CHAPT ER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW!: LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 

2.1. Introduction 

In the literature identification and rev1ew process, it was possible to eli minate 

iiTelcva11t literature as ihvas established that many primary research studies had been 

conducted with populations or Je, els different from and often at odds with the focus 

of this stud) at the level of cultural specificity and ecological specificity. Many of the 

primary and reported studies have focused on tertiary students (Stubbs, 1986: Berlin. 

1988: Bizzell , 1987) or leamers at kindergm1en, more especiall y on international 

immigrant populations whose needs were not necessarily on reading and writing or 

focusing on cognitive academic language development (Bachman. 1990; Doughty and 

Williams. 1998) and did not precisely focus on the age group and grade level such as 

the one in this study. 

Given the emphasis placed on reading and writing 111 the pa11icipants' fi nal 

assessment, and the complex \vays in which the two competencies m·e related, it 

became necessary to fo llow the leads suggested in studies of these cognitive and 

socio-cultural strategies and attempt to answer the research question set out at the 

beginning of this study. that is, "hat effecti,·e, relevant and efficient English language 

syllabus could be designed for L2 learners in order to cmpov.er them v:ith CALP 

skills, enabli ng them to succeed in reading and vlriting. The results of this liternture 

survey revea l stmiling shortfal ls in the area of strategies for written language and 

reading proficiency development. especially in South African secondary schools. The 

focus or this literamre review chapter is to explore the relation betv;een language 

acquisition theory and the \'arious learner and educator strategies used to enl1ancc the 

acquisition. It brings together models and theories that have their roots outside South 

Africa but which I interpret in pa1ticular ways with reference to the broader South 

African pedagogical context and in particular the ecology of the lntemational School 

of South Africa. But before this is done. a short historical O\'erview of language 

acquisition is presented below. and its scope is to mediate between the theoretical 

perspectives ofSLA and the practice oflanguage teaching. 
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2.2.1. Grammar Translation Method 

The major premise in the grammar translation method is that kno'-' ledge of lexical 

items and of the rules of moq)hology. syntax. sentence-grammar semantics and 

phonolog~ is critical fo r linguistic competence (Canale and wain. 1980). Grammar 

translation has its ro.ots in the study of classical languages. especial!) Latin and Greek. 

It has been carried over in time and has shown a somewhat admirable resistance to 

change. Focus remains on the teaching of vocabulary lists ('' ords in isolation). 

e laborate explanations of the intricacies of grammar. de-contcxtunlized readings of 

texts where emphasis is on grammatical analysis. and the translation of disconnected 

sentences from target language to mother tongue (Brown, 2000). 

Even though the grammar translation method has been discredited for being 

"theory less ... Canale and '" ain (1980) have resuscitated considerable interest in its 

functional ity in LA, especially where they discuss the four major constructs of 

communicative competence. Communica6ve competence entail s grammatical. 

discourse. sociolinguistic and strategic competencies. In tandem v-:ith new insights 

into SLA. the grammar translation method still has some role in promoting second 

language competency, albeit minimally. In this stud~. the Telkom Foundation 

research participants \\'ere mult ilingual and thei r languages \\ere identified as 

important resources that were harnessed for the development of higher cognitive 

skills. Transl::ttion was therefore encouraged in an eff011 to boost their confidence in 

dealing with texts and instances where cultural and seman tic equivalence \il'ere 

problematic. 

The most notable critique of translocating the granunar-translatjon method 's (GTM) 

theoretical premises onto L2 acquisition ecologies such as I ' /\ is that GT:\1 

generaliLt:S that "L2 learners mainta in some L l ahil ity to absorb forms of L2 

unconscious!). I his generalization has led to the notion that all that is needed is to 

expose L2 learners - like infants- to memorization and rote in L2" (Krashen, 1982). 

fn a nutshell. GTi\ 1· s theoretical domain is "grammatical competence, not the variable 

use of grammatical knowledge in actual performance" (Ellis, 1995 in Cook and 

Seidlhocfcr, 1995). Its focus on a language acquisition device (LAD) makes it a static 

theory instead of one focusing on the ''{ransitions" of the learner thro ugh phases of 

vari:1blc competencies in SL\ . 



2.2.2. The audio-lingual method 

The audio-lingual method (ALM) v .. ·as a "conditioning and habit-formation·· model 

that focused on the teaching of linguistic patterns. The military contexts post 1940 

v>ere largely responsible for its popularity and large-scale dissemination as a credible 

language-leaming method: the military personnel needed to be at1iculate in the 

language of the enemy. Focus was on pronunciation, pattern drill s and conversation 

practice. ubsequent to its endorsement by linguists such as Fries(1945), a lot of 

funding \\as made avai lable for language laboratories. aud io-tapes and ·'radio 

lessons:· 

Gee (2008) re-confirms what Celce-Murcia (1979) sums up as the principal 

characteristics of ALM: dialogue. mimicry and memorization of prototypical phrases, 

repetitive drills of structural pattems. inductive-analogical teaching of grammar, 

emphasis on pronunciat ion and immediate reinforcement of error-free utterances. As 

far back as Ri' ers ( 1964) had exposed the major fallacies inherent in the ALM. but 

notwithstanding, some of its premises continue to be used in second language 

teaching and learning. especially in South African second language classrooms for 

English and French. 

Valdes (1999) suggests distinguishing betv\'een 'incipient bilinguals' and ·functional 

bilinguals' so that appropriate pedagogical approaches migbt be adapted and 

deve loped. For Valdes, ' incipient bilinguals' denotes learners who are still learning 

English and v.hose intcrlanguage contains many and varied grammatical errors. [n 

contrast. ·functional bi linguals· have developed fairly ad\'anccd profic iency but still 

produce frequent errors. The enors produced by functional bilinguals. accord ing to 

Valdes. are S) temat ic and repetiti\·e. reflecting ·fossilized elements· in both speech 

and \\ritin!!.. As has alrcad\ been su!!e.ested so far in this studv. the Tclkom leamers 
- • -- J 

had the peculiar identity of a group that had achieved a highly pri/ed secondary 

school placement but ironically remained ·stigmatized· as 'outsiders· \\ ho had to be 

'integrated' into the language ecology of the International School of South Africa. 

Their rhetorical sophistication in their L l invited a pedagogical approach that 

facilitated enrichment and extension of LZ capacities that ··eliminated or minimized 

the number and extent of the most egregious types of errors in tht:ir \vritten texts·' 

(Hinkel, 2004: 48 ). 1\ jud icious use of drills was employed to c lin1inate these errors. 
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2.2.3. Contrastive analysis and its contribution to the current study 

lt would be fruitful to explore the possibilities of contrastive analysis in enhancing 

CALP skills development in this current study since there are some marked ways in 

v·:hich semantic meaning in South African languages differs significantly from the 

structural patterning of the target English language. Contrastive analysis which came 

in to vogue during the t\\'O world wars and continued to excite I inguists into the sixties 

focused on a comparati' e analysis of the two languages in contact. It sought to predict 

where in the acquisition process learners would meet the most difficulty. Lade ( 1957) 

postulated that if the languages in contact were markedly different. the Ieamer \Vould 

certainly encounter greater difficulty than in a situation where there \·Vere elements of 

phonological and morpho-S) ntactical simi larit). The research pruticipants in this 

study spoke Setswana, ·ePedi and Afrikaans, '"'hich except for the latter, were 

markedly different from Engli sh as a First language. The hypothesis that drove the 

study was therefore based on the phonological and morpho-syntanctical differences 

between the languages in contact. In 1971, Oller was able to conclude that contrasti\'e 

analysis predicted students · errors sometimes but not always \\'ith ce1tainty because in 

a majority of instances the learner a\'oided the more challenging or unusual structures 

of the target language. His observation presents a fertile starting point since the 

problem-soh ing nature of this longitudinal stud) addresses the protot) pica! 

components of read ing and v.:riting where the multi lingual nature of the research 

participants complicates an: "ce11aintics .. that one might ha,·e fo r the classroom 

situation (Bizzell. 1992; Hedgecock and Penis, 2005:8) . 

The foundational theories for contrastive analysis, that is behaviourism and 

structuralist approaches. claimed that the difficulties encountered in SLA Jay in the 

interference of L l on L2. The thesis in contrasti,·c analysis is ultimately a 

simplification: .. a taxonom~ of linguistic contrasts bet\\ cen L I and L2 \\'Ould enable a 

[teacher] to predict the difficulties a learner wou ld encounter [in a classroom]." 

Brown (2000:213) critiques this o,·ersimplification and concludes that ··teachers must 

certainly guard against a priori pigeon-holing of learm:rs before we have even given 

!earners a chance to perform ... Comrasti\'e linguisti c interference implies much more 

than <; imply the effect of one 's Ll on L2.''I eoncur with hie; suggestion that more 



research needs to be carried out in the fo rm of contrastive lexicology, syntax. 

semantics and pr3gmntics as these facets ha,·e a more immediate relevance and 

applicabilit) to the second language acquisition challenges faced by the learners. 

Furthermore. it is not the syntactical and lexical errors alone that maHer as implied by 

e1TOr anal) sts: rather it is mastery of specific communicati\e skills. which include 

reading and \\Titing of ~xpository or persuasi,·e essays for the grade-appropriate level 

that is stake here. Given such institutional. educational social and cultural demands, 

read ing and composi tion instruction in second language classrooms ought to provide 

opportunities for practicing and appropriating the content, language. and rhetorical 

expertise necessary for success at each grade-level as Ferri s and lledgccock (2005: 9) 

argue. 

2.2.4. Error ana lys is and its contribution to the current study 

Larry Sclinkcr (1972) and Jack Richards ( 1974) carried out their research from a 

cognitivist perspective and argued that instead of contrastive analysis. the ansv,·er to 

the problem of language leaming lay in error analysis, an approach that treated errors 

in the second language as similar to those experienced and encountered in learning a 

first language. They saw the eJTors as deYelopmental and therefore approximations of 

the target or first language. According to Selinker and Richards. errors \\Cre a result 

of O\ ergenera li zation of rules in the first language, incomplete rule applicat ion or the 

hypothesizing of false concepts. 

Both Selinkcr anc.l Richards focus on rules of language and therefore wou ld be 

classified as proponents of the teaching of language form and structu re rather than the 

much lauded communicati\'e approach to language teaching that has become the bane 

of many-a-classroom (Delp it. 2006). As in the case of contrastive analysis. error 

analysis came into vogue and \vaned. There is still a lot that can be gleaned from these 

tv-,·o wa' es in language dc,·elopment and acquisition as ehack.ne (2002) argues: 

although there arc often individua l differences. if research could identify large chunks 

of common non-acquired language in homogenous L2 leamcrs. it is possible to 

··customiLe·· their curriculum to ensure that thev are dealing \\ ith unmastered 

language items. 
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This obseJYation is quite critical and rele\'ant in this study as the Telkom Foundation 

(TF) learners could be seen as somev . .rhat ·'homogenous." There was a possibility of 

.. customizing .. a language curriculum for them initially through the identification of 

crTors and subsequent!) analyzing the differences in L I anu L2 semantic. iconic and 

imagistic features. Most grammntical syllabi hn,·e been constructed on the basis of 

frequency of occurrence, grammatical simplicity and utility and this is in line \\ ith 

Krasht!n· s contention { 1987) that learners can only be taught what is .. learnable and 

,,.,·hat is portable .. . not yet acquired:· The process of establi shing the language 

competencies and challenges of the Telkom Foundation leamers was principally 

based on th is understanding of the process of language learning, where errors \Vere 

seen not as aberrations bu t approximations to the target language. 

The process of "customizing'· their cuniculum was a focus area, especially as thei r 

recurrent significant errors were described and their first language ana ly;,ed to explain 

the thought processes engaged or retrie,·cd in accessing the target language. Research 

has established a close link between extensive reading and literacy, which in turn 

suggests improYed language acquisition and competence in the use of the target 

language (, ims. J 996: Dulay and Burt. 1975: Schackne. I 99-+ ). This "as taken into 

consideration in the teaching or the fF learners and implied a more intensive reading 

programme aimed at improving their word-recognition and comprehension skill s. 

Such reading \\as oh' iousiY learner centered and the kamcrs could pursue this 

acth·ity both collaborati\'el; as wdl as independent!). 

The recognition that learners ha' c needs in the aJTecti\'c a \\ell as the kJ10'" ledge 

domains demanced that this research attend w the factors that other researchers ha\ e 

idcnti tied as inOuenci ng the language learning process. fhcse Yary f'rom attitude. 

motivation. and self-confidence to anxiety. These factors. as Tarone and Yule (1989) 

point out. are difficult to isolate und study by means of some object i' e research 

instrument. Kleinmann ( 1977) e' en goes fun her to argue that there is a difference 

between dcbilitaring anxiety and facilitating anxiety v.hich ma) be experienced by the 

same Ieamer on di ffcrcnt occasions. In a nutshell, these ''" o researchers suggest that 

anxiety must be viewed as high ly subjective. It would be. perhaps, imperative and 

fruitful to establish from the learners themseiYcs the type or anxiety they e:-.hibit in the 



language classroom n1 this pri,·ate school and explore the impl ications thereof for 

their language learning and development of CALP skills. 

Follo\\ing up on the an:-;ieties identified by the learners. it ''ould :.~!so be fruitful to 

explore the '"Titing and reading processes of these research participants as they 

attempt to acquire facility in the English language. Berreiter and cardamalia ( 1987). 

proponents of the prOC€;SS approach to writing composition. suggest that focus should 

be on such macro-level features as planning, specific \\Tiling tasks. organizing ideas 

and reYising texts. but the noYice reader-\\Titers in this study apparently lacked and 

were anxious about micro-Jeyel features such as granunatical, lex ical and mechanical 

accuracy. Even if some L I instructional techniques were used fo r the research 

parti cipants in th is study, it was apparent that as learner writers, they required specific 

and targeted instruction aimed at the development of specific lingu istic skills and 

composing strategies. 

2.2.5. Input and interaction as factors in language development 

Krashen ( 1985) in the input h) pothesis argued that in second language teaching. input 

should be at the lc,el i .J·/. l le adds that L2 acquisition takes place as a result of the 

learner ha,·ing understood input that is essentially at. or slightly abo' e the cuiTent 

language competency Ji.:, cis of the learner. Learning anJ subsequent acquisition of 

language skil ls is when input is at the level i +l. A significant ly important contribut ion 

in Krashen·s study is v.. hat he calls the "affective fil ter hypothesis .'' This ··affecti ' e 

filter·· relates direct ly to learner confidence or anx iety. i.e. the learner's fee lings and 

emotions. The afkcti,·c fi lter regulates tbe amount of input that the Ieamer comes in 

contnct wi th. and the amount of "intake" that is converted into add it ional language 

skills. A logical sequence de' elops from this hypothesis. "here low affecti\ e filters 

imply low :mxiety and signilicantly higher intake. This high intake results in confident 

and moti\atcd leamcrs. ln contrast. high affective filters imply lesser intake. higher 

anxiety and. therefore. less confident and less moti\'ated learners. 

The proposition that input and interaction pl::ly an important role in the writing process 

(M) les. 2002:8: Ellis. 199-f: LightbO\m and Spada. 2006) is crucial to this study. The 

frequency of input (which can he largely seen as teacher modeling, instruction. 

reading, negotiation and modelling). the nature of comprehensible input (derived from 

Krashen. 1985). lci:!rncr output (the bnguage practice exercises. comprehension tasks, 
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summarizing and '"ritten compositions) and the processes of collaborati\ e discourse 

construction are all critical in this study and need to be intetTogated in some detail. 

The more adequate input there is, ·the more leamers become familiar with the 

rhetorical. mOI1Jhological and o;~·ntactical fom1s of the target L2. The grammar and 

spelling errors t.bat learners make in the process of composing become a usefu l source 

of language learning behaviour: errors are identified by the educator and seen as 

approximations to the target language. The premise here is that learners have ideas for 

the compositions but not the accurate language 'vvith \\'hich to express those ideas in 

comprehensible and normati,·c l ~ acceptable ways. Indeed. according to Ellis 

(1985:43), it is through analyzing errors mnde by learners in the v\Titing process that 

those errors are: "elevated to the status of a gu ide to the inner working of the language 

learning process rather than seeing them as undesirable:· Input at the construction 

(planning stage) affords learners the opportunity to identify and subsequently select 

the fac ts and opinions. This process implies a conscious search through declarat ive 

knowledge for the constructs that approximate to the task. The sequencing and 

structuring of the facts or opinions logicall) follows, and. according to O' Malley and 

Chamol (l99 1 :38), in st ructuring, the learner exploi ts discourse knowledge, together 

''ith an understanding of audience. 

Cummins 0 987:29) investigates L2 acquisition and his interdepend~ncc hypothesis 

states: 

ro the ext~nt that instruction in [x (language x) is effecti\ e in promoting 

proficiency in Lx, transfer of this proliciency to Ly (language y) v;ilJ occur 

pro,·ided there is adequate c-.;posure to Ly (either in school or em ironment) 

and adequatl! moti,·ation to learn L,1 . 

Literac~ and competency in L2 for Cummins then may be affected by competency in 

Ll. This interdependence h) potht!sis. \\ hile being helpful in a relational perspecti,·e 

and the in t~gr:ation of prior knov, ledge and experiences. does not fully explore the 

cun·enc) (usage and prestige 'aluc) ofll. and the Ieamer's attitude towards L2. It is 

imporiant. hov;e\ er. to note that for both Krashen and Cummins, motivation (both 

intrinsic and extrinsic) is central to the strategies adopted by the learner in order to 

attain L2 competency . .\lore insightful comments emerge fl·om Canagarajah (:2003) 

"ho sees the process of text construction as an effon to achie,·e rhetorical coherence. 



The target of rhetoricai coherence is atTected b) "'discordance .. in the realization of the 

text. \Vhich discordance is attributed to a number of facto rs, amongst which are the 

different leYels of mastery of effecti\ c rhetorical strategie . 

Myles (2002:9) makes a ,·ery pe11inenr observation for this study: that learners· 

\;t,if iting. hO\·Vever developmental it may be considered. is still marked and evaluated 

according to criteria that are static and product-based. Even the proponents of the 

process approach. Zamel ( 1997) and Stern glass (1998) find the structural and 

grammatical problems of the learners quite daunting if proficiency nnd competence is 

to be described only in its relationship to specific written contexts. Bialystok 

(1998:504) is of the opinion that there must be "identifiab le standards against which 

to measure and de:;cribe language skill s of learners in different contexts."' Whereas in 

the conversational context meaning can be enhanced by voice, gest:.~re, context and 

other paralinguistic de\'ices. this study argues that the problem with the \-Hitten text 

lies in the conception of language performance as accurate, hence denying in large 

measure, the recognition of individual learner strategies and differences. 

Klein (1998) argues that educators <;honlcl acknov:ledge learner \·a rieties by thinking 

·'about proficiency as a process .. tO\\'ards master~ of cogniti ,·e academic literacy skills 

that go beyond basic interpersonal communicative skills. fhis viewpoint is located in 

the critical language awareness paradigm and its persuasi, ·~ness cannot be 

overlooked. The problem is how rar the variability between each learner can 

approxin1ate parameters describing proficiency: indeed. how far such variability can 

be seen as appro:-.imating the course goals. grading procedures and "'normati\'e 

standards" implicit in classroom and test settings. In a nutshell. the problems 

associated \\'ith a process-oriented approach to the teaching of writing relate to how 

educators inten ..;nc in the writing. how they identify errors and whether they should 

stress master) of mechanics of writing or urge the learners to pay 'ittle attention to 

COITcctness. De,·clopment of ideas. clarity and coherence might be c. ~entia! aspects to 

focus upon but equally grammatical accuracy matters. Ideally therefore, the classroom 

in this instance ''ould need to strike a balance between process instruction and 

attention to the learners' language development. 
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2.2.6. Psychological foundations of second language acquisition 

Language teaching and learning, in this study, are seen as reflexive and reflective 

processes: language is not simply a means of expression or communication, but a 

practice that constructs and is constructed by the ways language learners understand 

themselves, their sqcial sunound ings, their histories and their possibilities for the 

future 0forton and Toomey, 2004). Chomskyan generative hypotheses have had a 

s ignificant impact 011 the construct of language teach ing and the strategies adopted by 

learners in the process. The major proponent of psychological foundations of SLA 

remains Chomsky (1969). Dulay and Burt ( 1974) later propound that ·' there are 

nat'Jral sequences in cl1ild second language acquisition" driven by LAD (language 

acquisition device), while Krashen (1985 :47) adds that there is need fo r "input slightly 

above the learner 's current level in order for acquisition to occm."' The grammar 

syllabus. especially sentence-level grammar, dri II and memorization have been used 

to teach both first and second language. The argument embedded in the approach is 

that a learner's linguistic competence, especially syntactic competence, is achieved 

without the influence of general cognition (Hornstein and Lightfoot, 198 1) since the 

Ieamer has access to UG (universal grammar) and Swartz(I993) endorses the 

modularity of the mind where only primary linguistic data (PLD) is the only relevant 

input fo r second language learning. This mentalist approach has been generally 

supplanted by communicative language teaching approaches and quite often the 

dismissal of the grammar approach has had unforeseen negative consequences on the 

mastery and competence skills of the language Ieamer. As already hinted Chomskyan 

linguistics is seriously under-tbeorised in cunent language learning and pedagogic 

scholarship and consequently has been uncri ticall y dismissed by "current waves of 

theorising" that perceive a coercive pedagogy embedded in the ·'rules of grammar."' 

Memorization sti ll has a place in second language learning. for instance, in 

recognizing Latinates and Greek-root words lhat are still cunent in the English 

language. Affixes such as prefixes and suffixes help learners form new words and 

make them unpack better the meanings of specific words that they are likely to 

encounter in reading and writing. "Ex'' as in exterior. external and exonerate or "pre" 

as in preliminary, preface and precursor would be best taught through the driJJ and 

memorization of '·input slightly above the Ieamer's current le\el" in order to stimulate 

acquisition. The prutlcnt advice in Norton and Toohey (2006: 159) is therefore a 
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welcome addition: ··whateYer statement about grammar ·makes sense· to a student and 

helps him to achic'c a learning task is ... impor1ant:· 

2.3. Integrative and instrumental motivation for second language acquisition 

Gardner and Lambett ( 1972) make a disti nction between imegrati,·e and instrumental 

motiYation Cor second language learning and acquisition. Some learners in the 

Gardner and Lambert study approached the learning of a second language with the 

more specifically uti litarian puqJose of accomplishing some goal other than leaming 

the language (e.g. fini shing school, getting a job). Ager (2001) argues that this 

distinction is fallacious. contending that language learners approach the second 

language from an integrative orientation. ft \\'US interesting to study the TF learners in 

this research through a process of observation and inten·iev.r and observe how they 

developed a sense of the ir ownership and use of language on an integrative

instrumental continuum. In order to communicate orally with their peers in the school. 

they largely focused on the integrative fork or motivation. while the instrumental edge 

played a more predominant dri\·e in terms or \niting conectl) according to the 

demands of the \"UriOUS subjects that they Studied in the school. 

Myles (200~ :2) argues that students \·Vant to write close to en or-rree texts and that 

they enter language courses v;ith the expectations of becoming more proficient writers 

in the L2. This obscn·ation is critical in this stutly because it suggests a high )eYe] of 

competency at ,,·hich syllabus design for the part icipants should aim. pat1icularly the 

writing tasks and the sequencing of the reading and wTiting task.s. Literature on ESL 

\lo,Titing and reading abounds ,,·ith conflicting models of methodology and approach 

(Pcnnycook. 2002; Smitherman, 1997; Janks, 1992. Canagarajah, 2005, Shohamy, 

2004). There is no doubt that the twenty learners in this study brought with them 

varying commands of the L2 but their expectations of improvement b) the end of the 

course were high. Zamel (1983). Kaplan ( I 987) and s,,·aies(t990) arc proponents of 

the 'process approach· to ESL composition \Hiting while Flower and Hayes(l980, 

1981) focus on what the learner-writer docs in the process or composing - the 

problem-soh-ing activity that the learner engngt.:s in during the process of writing. 
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The Ieamer. accord ing to FJo,.,·er and Hayes ( 1981 ). addresses the topic and the goals 

of the writing process itself. that is, the presence or the reader and the construction of 

meaning that will e' entuall) become the m·itten composition that is submitted for 

evaluation or language use and linguistic robustness as part of progress assessment. 

The premise in this process-writing model is clearly that the L2 writer is critically 

engaged '' ith the process of generating meaning and the language is continuously 

manipulated to develop an ultimately meaningful text or composition. This 

manipulation. Bereiter and Scardamalia ( 1987:4 7) argue. demonstrates awareness on 

the pa1i of the L2 writer that they differentiate between the knowledge-telling model 

and the kno\\'ledge-transforming model where in the latter, the learner-writer is 

involved with ref1ective problem-solYing analysis and goal-setting in the production 

of the composition. The limitations of the knowledge-telling model are located in 

memorization without much understanding, and the limitations of mimicry that go 

with such an approach. 

The key challenges facing the learners include vocabulary (which could be limited), 

target language structure (which could be markedly different from Ll) and content of 

the composition topic. Generating a meaningful composition is. therefore, a challenge 

for the second language learner and effective negotiation and guidance can only be 

successful with the ful l realization that this is also a process involving L2 acquisition. 

This also im·o!Yes getting the learners acquainted with the strategies essential fo r 

successful \\Titten discourse. ~1cLaughlin (1988:23) therefore argues that "writing is 

an nctiv~ process of skil l development and tlu·ough grndual elimination or errors, the 

learner internalizes the L2 ... ·1 he continual restructuring of error and sentence 

structure e\'entually facilitate:; competence in the L2 and Anderson ( 1985) concurs. 

A lot of caution was taken in the consideration of the published research, particular!) 

because findings from different cultural milieu have been inad\'isably appropriated 

and applied to contexts that do not match or resemble the unique characteristics of 

novel and different research contexts, particularly thi s South African context where 

research participants were "eaned fi·om one curriculum orientation to an O\'e11ly 

different one altogether. Process-oriented pedagogy (Stenhouse. 1975; Ben·eiter and 

Scardamarlia. 1987), for instance, has been appropriated in many "Lraditional 
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classrooms·· and consequent!) displaced earlier foci on product conectness with 

unexpected consequences, especially for second language leamers. Harklau (2002), in 

addition. established in a discourse anal) sis-oriented study, that in high schoo l 

classrooms, learners rarely had more than a single monosyll abic exchange \:<.lith the 

teacher in a whole lesson in English as a second language. She concludes that in the 

m~jority of cases, writteJ1 rather than spoken language was the modality of learning a 

language, a finding that remains both il luminating and challengeable in the wake of 

research (Heugh. 2002: Freeman, 1993; Riessman. 1 993~ Weideman, 2006) that 

argues that writing in a second language is a vastly more layered and complex 

process. 

Delpit (1995) offers additional insights into the problems in syl labus design and 

bilingual education, adding that the major deatth of research at secondary school level 

emanates from a false premise that the majority of second language leamers were 

young children in the primary schoo l. In Delpifs opinion. since native language 

instruction was considered a bridge to Engli sh, researchers and schools saw no need 

to continue the extension of primary language strategies into the secondary school. 

The assumption was that b) the time the bil ingually educated learners reached high 

<>chool. they should have acquired enough second language English to partic ipate 

effecti\·ely in an all-Engl ish secondary school classroom em·iromnent and beyond. To 

master and appropriate English for academic content, indeed. remains a major 

challenge at high school as e\'idenced by the case of the Telkom Foundation leamers. 

Research and practice indicate that as the curriculum becomes progressiYely 

challenging through the school S) stem. so too do the academic I inguistic requirements 

(O'Keefe, 1990: Schellens, 2004). Learners. arguably, continue to develop their 

language lcaming skills and expertise, spec i rically in the two areas of reading and 

writing, in order to meet the ever-increasing challenges of the formal secondary 

school curTiculum. 

One major shortfall in Cummins· CALP/BICS distinction is that he fails to take into 

account socio-economic factors (Sa,·ille-Troike, 1984) and therefore such aspects as 

tanO\ ich's perceptiYe concept ( 1986) of "Matthew Effects" in differential reading 

proficiency remain unaccounted. Stanovich has elegantly demonstrated the effect that 

experi ence with print has on metalinguistic functioning, in addition to the observation 
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that the ability to comprehend more complex syntactic structures is. in part, the result 

of reading experience. Reading histories have a profound effect on literacy. and 

Stanovicb (1986:381) argues that ,·ocabulary gr0\\1h takes place through inducti,·e 

learning of the meaning of new words encountered in written language. This suggests 

that the \'Olume of 1:ending experience is inextricably embedded in reading abilities: 

learners v.,rho read \\'ell and have good vocabularies tend to read more. learn more 

\\ ord-meanings and therefore read even better. Tbe im erse of this obtains. 

The BJCS/C ALP distinction has been critiqued by numerous scholars who sec it as 

oversimpl ified (Scarcella. 2003; Valdes, 2004) reflective of an ·'autonomous'· rather 

than an ·'ideological" notion of literaC) (Wiley. 1996: Gee. ~006) and a ·'deficit 

theory" that attributes bilingual students' acndemic difficulties to their ·')ow CALP'' 

(Eldesky 1990). Scarcella (2003:5) argues that the dichotomous conceptualisation of 

language incorporated in the BJCS/CALP distinction "is not useful for w1derstanding 

the complexities of academic English or the multiple 'ariables affecting its 

de,·eJopmem:· This study contends that in spite of the valid criticisms identified here. 

the construct CALP still remains useful as it promotes the generation or power and its 

de\'e]opment into academic expe1iise significantly empowers students in their 

interactions \\ ith both their tC\lS and educators. Indeed. there i. recognition th~H both 

BICS and C:\LP are more complex than is suggested by the binary distinction. 

2.4. Problematising language acquisition, critical language teaching and 
critical language awareness 

The pilot project sponsored by Telkom pres~.:nts a number of challenges fi·OJn both 

language learning and teaching perspecti\'es. The educntor could not only provide 

instruction using "traditional transmission methods'' aimed to promote maximal 

language acquisition. I he language educator had the duty 10 empower students so that 

they felt encouraged to achie\c their academic goals inside and outside the classroom. 

This ''as not just an approach meant to promote efficient language teaching and 

aimed at improving the learners· language proficiency. Focus was on the educational, 

ethical and sociological dimensions of the Ieamer as these impacted on the acquisition 

of co!!niti\'c academic lan!!UU!!e skills. 
.... "" ' 
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Theoretical issues related to language acquisition haYe exerted se\'ere influence on the 

reconceptualisation of teaching methodologies. Thus Manchon (200 I) focused on a 

writer-based orientation \vhere multiple drafts, peer-collaboration and abundant 

revision '"'ere amongst the most celebrated ,.vritcr stra tegies. Pennycook (2001), on the 

other hand, placed emphasis on the need to apprentice non-native speakers into one or 

more of specific disco_urse communities and therefore focused on the possible 

acbieYements of such apprenticeship as it focused on specific audiences and the 

rhetorical features of a discipline. Fairclough (1995) traces a more robust and 

appealing Freirean notion of ··liberatory literacy practices·· ( Ferris and Hedgecock. 

2005: 13) and therefore concludes that literacy instruction should enable \:O.' riters to 

comprehend. analyse, and negotiate the demands of academic disciplines. Critical 

pedagogy and critical discourse analysis arc all desirable outcomes: so are critical 

writing and critical race issues. All these grand ideals are possible if we seriously 

engage with ilva ( 1990:1 8) who proposes that ··L2 \\TiLing should be approached 

systematically as pwvoseful and contextualiLed construction and transmission of 

knowledge·· [my italics). The interaction or the L2 writer, the Ll aud ience, the text 

(product) and the context of the writing - cultural, political, academ ic. and situational 

- are of critical significance in the classroom. 

There \\ere L\\ o or more processes immcdiatcl) affecting the lcamcrs in this conte:--;t. 

Firstly. strategies Cor the acquisition of multi -faceted literacy in a new en\'ironmenL 

equal ly demanded sccond- cultw-e acquisit ion. Secondly, the pedagogical approaches 

adopted had to be cognizant of the complexity of second language acquisition by the 

language karner. The participants in this <;tudy presented multiple identities (~unan. 

2002: .\1orson. 1986) and the learners· contributions (Breen, 2001: Fairclough. 1995). 

together with socio-cultural perspectiYeS of language leaming (Picncmann. 2000: 

Pe1mycook. 199-+ ). fhese tlu·ee had to be integrated as a relevant and sensitive 

methodology was <Jdopted. There had to be concerted rethinking on ·'authentic 

genres .. (El li s. 2004) as the initiation and dc,·clopmcnt of the learners into cognitive 

academic language cultures and discourses proceeded. It was pa11icularl) recognised 

that Ll -based approaches and methods could not be applied uncritically to this 

distinct research population v,ith its educational background and multilingual 

capabilities. 



The h) pothesis in 1his integrati\·e approach was that the learners '"'Otdd. v.hen 

confronted wi th the thinking tools of English language. gain new and more 

infom1ation about themseh·es and about English. In the rethinking of English - - -
language pedagogy, there \\'US the hurd le Of \\'bat variety to teach, given the 

emergence of ··\'arietics of English" (Braj Kachru. 1987). and more specifically. the 

,-ariability in these learners· proficiency in English. The leamers had been. in their 

pnmary school educational c:-o;perienccs. taught by second language speakers of 

English. lt was established that in oral and '"Titlen expression they had been 

acculturated to one or other of the \'aricties that researchers ( Igwcnya. 2001: 

Malasela et al, 2003: Janks. 1992) have attempted to desc ribe as South Afi·ican Black 

English (SABE). 

ln terms of the ultimate examination assessment. the learners offered Engl ish as a first 

language where pro ficiency levels were " empirical ly validated ... transnational 

calibrations''(Taylor and Jones, 2006:3). Gi,·en this hurdle, it \\'US practical that the 

syllabus envisaged would negotiate a middle ground to,vards the examination 

standards of IGCSE. Approach~s to teaching English as Ll ''ere pragmatically 

concei ,·ed as incompati ble with the specific group in this study. This \Vas not an 

under-estimation of the capacit~ to acquire language on the part of the learners and 

Labov (I 989) argues that C\ 'Cn underprivileged learners have an cxpressi' c 

,·ocabulary. Rather. this task-ba<>ed S) !Iabus was aJTi\cd at after considering best 

practices in bnguage ncquisition studies that suggested a hol istic incorvoration of 

prior learning experiences into any well -meaning skills development syllabus and 

educational prn<.:tice. A complete relegation of learners' experiences was perceived as 

coerciYe and detrimental. \\·hat the learners kne\\ about language use was 

incorporated into the syllabus design and the teach ing process. 

Working on some familiar language and syllabus topics enabled leamers Lo ex tend 

their learning e:-.periences. in <;pile of th~ir different abilities. \1ost importantly. it \\as 

decided that the language syllabus top ics should generate more language, more 

,·aricgated language-learning strategies and language skills. 

There is an inherent inclination in educational practice to ·measure pedagogical 

progress' in the traditional \\':1~' <lf scores and means and standard de' iations, with all 



the critical and generic problems related to the statistical 'Bell Curve ' and the 

interpretation of cores. This testing and examination approach simplifies. as much as 

it compl icates, the classroom processes, detaching classrooms from their larger 

historical. psycbolinguistic and socio linguistic condi tions (Haralambos. 2004; Bowles 

and Uint is. 200 I). The examinations and school administrators reduce competenC) 

targets and stages of language learn ing to measurable units and S) mbols, obviously 

for the benefit of examining boards, the programme sponsors and ease of placement 

of the learners in so far as they .. quantify. classify and punish"' (Shohamy, 2001: J 7). 

This tends to diston the compkx and anguished reality of the language learning 

processes (Shohamy, 200 1). The educator and the learner need to give attention to the 

meanings of the linguistic strategies that will be adopted in the classroom in order to 

enhance language intake and de' elop procedural competency (as opposed to 

declarative kJ10\vlcdge per se) whilst remaining cogni L.a nt of the context-defined 

assessment schemes against '' hich the emerging language competencies \\"ill be 

measured. 

2.5. Anderson's stages of language producti on(writing) 

Anderson· s model of language production ( 1985) itemiLes three stages: construction. 

transformation and execution. Through brainstorming and mind-mapping. the learner 

plans ,,·hat to \\rite. Language rules arc appli~d to transform intended meanings in the 

composing and revising stages of actual ,~-,Titing . Ultimately, execution is the final 

write-up of the composition text :md this process im·oh es a lot of reconstruction 

aimed at clarif) ing both meaning and refining grammmicality. Anderson·s theory is 

relevant to the ESL classroom in this study as it projects a pedagogical approach that 

combines the de' elopment of language and content kno'' ledge. practising the \Hiting 

process as part of the developmental acquisition of sentence and text level 

communicative competence. 

Writing in a second language for thc: learner in this study also highlights an identity 

problem. The learner here is not only focusing on an ··accrual of technical linguistic 

abilities" (Matsuda et al. , 2003: 155) but is also engaged in how they view themselves 

as sponsored learners from challenging backgrounds that are tagged as ··different. 

other. ·' Factors rang ing fl·om thei r underpri\'ileged background, the under-resourced 
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schools that they had :mended. and the inadequate expressiYe mode- of their reading 

and written competencies all compounded in making the TF learners strive towards 

"self-ad' ancemcnt for the individual on the one hand and solidarity \1\ ith the group on 

the other·· (Agcr, 100 I: 1 09). They stro \·e to acquire read ing and vnitten 

communicative abilities to satisfy their educational goals. inasmuch as they sought to 

associate and integrate themselYes e\·er so closely '"·ith the '· destination" or insider 

TSSA community. Ager (200 1: II 0) calls this an instrumental motivation since it was 

aimed at imprm ing one's educational life chances. These aspects funher complicate 

the multiple. ambivalent and unstable identities of the writing-reading protocols and 

processes that the learners are likely to produce. 

One problem \\'ith Anderson's model is the time allocated to the writing process. 

Compositions in the classroom are produced under extended times '" hile in the 

examination and other circumstances the) are produced under timed test conditions. 

Learners· affecti\'e states would definite ly influence cognition and en·ors that can be 

self-consciously eliminated under extended time conditions can recur under the more 

restricted timed sess ions. Resea:-ch by Schumann (1998) and O'Malley and Chamot. 

(I 990) suggests that time constraints limit cognitive capacities. These studies suggest 

that instead of n::linquishing their agency because of restricti' c time constraints under 

test conditions. the learners have to explore other relevant encoding strategies to'"ards 

the accomplishment of written tasks. This entails reducing the'" ord count of the final 

product for instance, and focusing on accuracy, sentence variety and extensive 

vocabulary range. The d~nsity of these grammatical, structural and lexica l items in the 

final product pr:lctically compensate for the paucity in length. a wri ting strategy that 

corresponds to Anderson· s ( l 985:3 75) c.;tages of construction (planning). 

transformation (composi tion and revision) and execution (production of the text). 

Widdov;son ( 1994) brings another complex <.1 i mcnsion into this scenario by pointing 

out that a '"Titer's first language pia) s a complex and significant role in the 

acquisition of a econd language. This has been the terrain covered by both 

contrasti\ e anal) sis and etTor analysis in the 1970s and early 1980s. but the 

interesting argument is that when leamers write under pressure. they can call upon 

systematic resources from their native language for the achievement and synthesis of 

meaning in the target language. .Accardi ng to friedlander (1987), L2 learners 
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sometimes use their Ll \\hen generating ideas and details for writing. This does not 

suggest however, that the more errors evident under timed conditions can be 

reductiYely stereotyped and attributed to Ll interference because learners are 

definitely influenced by many other factors and arc themselves continually emiched 

through new language encounters. The cri tical point made in Friedlander's study is 

that the uniqueness of the research partic ipants' home languages in an English 

language classroom has important implications fo r the linguistic profic iency and 

cognitive de\·elopmcnt that the learners ''ill ultimately display, without. of course, 

any recourse to stereotypical generalizations about their deficiencies. 

2.6. Lexical retrieval in \.vriting: the automaticity challenge 

In academic \Vriting at the secondary school stage, the bilingual learner engages in a 

complex lexical rctrie\·aJ process in the composing activity (Manchon. ~1uq)by and 

Roca. 2007:150). A number of studies also confirm that access to a rich and varied 

vocabulary is crucial in ''Titing processes. especially where the agent of the writing 

intends to express meaning in L2. implying an engagement \·rith. and recourse to the 

problem-solving activities of selection, translat ion and transformation of various 

lexical items (Bercitcr and Scardarmalia. 1987: Flower and Hayes. 1980). Manchon 

and Roca de Larios (2007) examine lexical retrie' al strategies at tlu·ee le\t.~ls: during 

the planning phase. during the formulat ion (text-generating phase) and also during the 

revision (editing) stage. In the co nYersion of mind maps and strategic ideas into 

language structures. learner-\witers need ··to ha\'C a certain degree of automatic 

control 0\·er thei r linguistic resources:· (0 . ~1alley & Chamot. 1990:55) and this 

includes le:-: ical access. It could be safe!) argued here that L 1 to L2 \\Tiling would 

result in ··dissonance'' bet\.veen "intention" and the ultimate linguistic expression 111 

" ·hich the tex t is constructed. 

rh is dissonance \\Ould then be ··repai red·· or re-constructed at the word and phrase 

levd in the revision and edi ting slagc. The const ruction of intention, with all the 

attendant '·dissonances·· that get re-constructed in editing protocols suggests that 

Yocabulary is an O\crriding concern for second language writers, ··both as n long-tem1 

learning goal" (Cummins, 2006) in the secondary school lcaming experiences, and 

alc;o when they actua lly \~'rite compositions for class or examination purposes. Yang 
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(2006:83 ). though reporting on a di Cferent population from this pat1icular study. 

confirms this tenuous and uneasy position Vlhen he mentions that the overall goal of 

the participants was .. to enlarge their E:nglish ,·ocabulary to fill the gap between what 

they wanted to say and [how] the) could express [this] in \\Titing ... The most 

significant implication for this syllabus design stud) then emerges: the long-term goal 

or vocabulary development and enhancement of lexical retrieval protocols needed to 

be incorporated into the core educational and linguistic agenda of the syllabus 

en,·isaged in this research. 

Matsuda and Hark lau (2003: \53) t.:onducted a study on L2 writing and in their 

pre ·entation of pedagogical trends argue for a better understanding on how the 

secondary school English language programme prepares - or does not prepare -

students for ,,·hnt educators expect them to do when they get to college or other 

tertiary insti tui ions. The argument in this study was anchored on the understanding 

that primary school \;\,Titing, reading, listening and speaking experiences of the 

learners were highly variable. largely influenced by the sociological demography, 

economic capacit) and material resourcing of their schools and the nature oflinguistic 

pedagogic suppot1 provided for these bi lingual and even multilingual learners. This 

retrospecti , ·e point culled for comparat i,·e research that crosses the borders of primary 

and secondary school language teaching and Jeaming practices in order to understand 

the differing ecologies obtaining in these educational settings. Reading experiences in 

the primary school for instance, focused more on phonological accuracy and fluency 

measures. Thus. n learner could haYe been deemed extremely ~ompetent in 

comprehension because of the fluency and reading speed exhibited (Gee. 2008:37) yet 

there was a .. crisis i 11 reading to learn ... at the comprehension I eYe I. ., Comprehension 

difficulties arc often overlooked because the focus is on decoding and word 

recognition instead of the specific genres that sen·icc speci fie purposes and com·e) 

particular content. J his cun·em stud) only describes the competencies that the learners 

brought into the secondary <;cbool and the strategies that the leamers and educators 

relined together in an effort to configure the gaps that were covered by the task-based, 

CALP de\·elopmcn! S) Jlabus. In describing the differing ecologies of the historically 

disad\'antaged schools and the new academic site. insights gleaned were integrated 

into the task-syllabus in order to cnh;:~ncc linguistic competency. 



An important point considered in this participant-directed and controlled rc earch \\·as 

that the leamers and the teachers shared O\\ nership and progress of the project. When 

it became evident that there was a goal to meet. both educators and learners undertook 

leaming tasks \·Vith a highly refle\:ive interest. The authority that the learners had over 

BIC ski ll s provided ample ground for extension of these skills towards CALP skills. 

The important degree or overlap between BlC skills and CALP enabled organization 

of the curriculum according to the identified and emerging problems affecting these 

specific learners. 

2.7.1. Cognitively-demanding Academic Language Proficiency Skills 

Since Cummins ( 1979) introduced the concept of Cognitive Academic Language 

Proficienc) (CA LP). there has been a lot of scholarly debate on what the concept 

entails. On the one hand. CALP ski lls arc only expected in language leamers after 

they haYe acquired BlC skills, which, naturall y. should be after the initial and crucial 

years of exposure to a first language. Krashen (1985) proposes that academic 

language is characterized by complex syntax. academic vocabulary and complex 

discourse style. assuming that academic language can be analyzed and taught directly. 

The second obsen at ion in Krashen 's stud) is that there- is a component that he calls 

academic content. \\ hich is pan of the repertoire of CALP skills, " ·hich clearly 

demarcates subjects such as algebra. history and literature because or the discourse

specific terms that shape these subjects. The knowledge of academic language and the 

knowledge of specialized subject matter and the linguistic com cntions thereof. 

therefore constitute academic language proficiency. lf Krashen's observations on 

syntax. academic Yocabulary and discourse style are integrated into the s~ llabus 

enYisioned. then the learners \\Ould function through reading and \\Titing successfully 

at the secondary school stage. lt must be stated at this point that the participants in this 

study came with very few academic skill s from their primary schools because their 

primary schooling \\·as based on rote learning e\·en when the major language of 

instruction \vas the mother tongue. this in spite or policy stipulations recommending 

the LoL T as English. 

K.rashen (1 985: 2007) proposes a third dimension to academic proficiency that he 

calls strategies. Strategies. as pa1t of academic proficiency, include competence in the 
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usc or disciplinc-spcci1ic tenninolog) to aid in the acquisition of academic language. 

Amongst the most common strategies, Krashen identifies practice. recall and lexical 

retrie\ al. Tlu·ough practice. learners engage in fruitful extension and .. consequently 

arpropriate. tlu·ough reading, the ,·ocabulary and s~ max necessary for a robust 

language repertoire .. (Gee. 1990). Gee adds that ·'context-driven. meaning-making 

strategies at the sentence level and beyond .. such as recognition of lums in argument 

through the location of signifying conjunctions. bias markers and signposts of 

persuasion in lexical choices hould be extended in eYery classroom. Strategies 

certainly haYe a powerful effect on language development and the mastery of specific 

subject matter. As this study progressed, some strategies used by some of the learners 

to enhance acquisit ion such as seeking clarification, asking questions directed at the 

text. '" riting summaries and tabulating information were extended and scaffolded. 

In light or the submissions by Cummins and Krashen, it is necessary sti ll to break 

down CALP strategies to skills in writing and reading. \1-lriting and reading are 

complex language production acti\·ities. The Ieamer reader-writer is simultaneously 

invoh·ed with: 

I. Thinking of \\'hat to write. i.e. content selection and organization. 

2. Coherence anJ cohesion of the lt.:XL i.e. punctuation. pronouns. conjunctions. 

subordinating and co-coordinating de\ ices and implicit sense-making strategies. ln 

order to differentiate these inter-re lated concepts. coherence is understood as the 

coimcction of thoughts and ideas (not ah,ays ob\'ious in the language of the text). 

\\hile cohesion rl?fcrs to the language forms, such as pronouns and connecti,es ''hich 

(obviously) com1ect one piece of text to another: 

3. Spelling, i.e. correctness; 

4. Layout. i.e. paragraphing, format and visual aesthetics. and 

5. Tone and register. i.e. selection of appropriate eometlt and \\ording for an imagined 

or intended audience. 

1 here are. obviously. a lot of demands made on the memor) of the learner and the 

131C skills that ha\·e to be retrie' ed. acti\ ated and extended in order to promote the 

opportunity to intenogate the texts at the higher CALP level. Leamers need time to 

rcl1cct on past e:-.:pcricnccs and intcgrntc kno\:vledges in order to think about what they 



need to know in the new texts and have ownership and control of their own \\Titing 

abilities. 

2.7.2. Reading skil ls 

In an art icle ·· teps for Close Reading or Explicatjon de texte .. (Cambridge 

ExamiJ1ations yndicate. 2009:1 ·2). there i an underlying understanding that reading 

is a finely detailed, 'ery specific examination of a text (long or shot1) in order to find 

the focus and design of the text. To this end. close reading calls attention to the 

dynamic tensions, polarities or embedded meanings in the imagery, style. li teral and 

symbolic content. and diction that shape a piece of writing. Each particular design and 

organization of the text cal ls for the reader·s attention. and qui te often, the language 

used in the shaping of the text creates a \'isual dynamic as well as verbal coherence. 

Close reading operates on this premise: that a text wil l be more fu lly understood and 

appreciated if the nature and interrelations o f its parts are perceived. This perception 

will lead to the reader establishing the patterns, central purpose and focus or theme of 

the tex t in question. be it a nan-ative, argument, description or poem. This abili ty to 

percei\'e the linguistic patterning of a text is called meta-discourse awareness and it 

becomes increasingly important as learners progress from one grade-le,·el to another. 

and as the) also encounter increasingly sophisticated texts. 

My understand ing is that CALP read ing sk il ls. in the secondary school reader who is 

the subject of this c;tudy. would entail an abi lit) to examine a text carefully fo r words. 

similes. images. metaphors and symbols. rexts at a lower reading level \\ ould use 

such teclu1iques sparingly, and :he linguistic maturation in the reader. including the 

readiness to read more challenging texts, \\ould call for the abili ty to list implications 

and suggested meanings as w·ell as the obvious denotations. Texts projected for the 

secondary school reader would challenge the reader to look for mult iple meanings, 

synonymy. the elasticity of the word and overlapping of meaning: they would 1·equire 

the reader to consider how each \\·ord or group of words suggests a pattern at the level 

of connotation. 

Diction, with its emphasis on choice of ,.vords from a broad lexicon, provides the crux 

of the reader's process of expl ication and, in this regard the secondary school reader 
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who is the focus of this research, is expected to be able to identify the nouns and 

attendant adjectives, as much as the verbs and attendant adverbs. This identification 

shou ld fu rther enable the reader to examine, probe and illuminate new connotations in 

the word usage and context of word use. In this process. the learner develops 

sensitivity to \VOrds, allO\..,·ing the learner to intenogate both the metaphoric and 

spatial sense of the v.iords. The BICS that the participants in this study had shown they 

knew included. amongst others. that the basic sentence has a noun plu·ase subject and 

a verb predicate. Armed with this knowledge, many of the pa1ticipants still '"'rote 

ungrammatical sentences. deviating from the grammar rul es. The practical pedagogic 

challenge was to bring all this together in such a way that the panicipants would 

recognise. create and use grammatical constructions cotTectly. 

Language structure could also carry crucial meanings m tenns of sounds 

(phonological aspects), the formation of words (morphological), plu·ases and the 

fonnati on of sentences (syntactic simplicity or complexity). In their enhancement and 

application of CALP reading skills, secondary school learners are expected to be able 

to establish characters, plot and setting as they relate to selected literary reading and 

comprehension texts, and [UJihcr establish the context. In non-literary comprehension 

texts. the pa11icipants were expected to read for understanding. This comprehension 

level is driven by cndophoric skill s where learners are expected to follow the 

sequence of eYents. deduce information and summarize what the texts communicate. 

Literary texts, in addition to the endophoric skills discussed aboYe, seck deeper skills, 

largely of an exopboric nature because signification is expressed obliquely and 

learners make use of their lived and imagined experiences. 

In terms of information structure, learners are expected to intenogate passages and 

divide them into the more obvious sections such as stages of argument, discussion or 

action if they are of a dramatic nature, in addition to being able to identify the 

interrelations of these units in the shaping of the total it) of the text. Rhetoric is a 

feature of all writing and reading and secondary school lcamers are expected to 

demonstrate their enhanced CALP skills in term of looking for significant stylistic 

aspects such as parallel constructions, antithesis and syntnctic structures. Audiencing 

in writing also challenges learners to de,·elop CA LP skills. particularly when they 

begin to interrogate such questions as which audience is being add ressed and vd1y 



2.7.3. Writing skills 

Through thei r extended vocabulary. repeated practice in writing various genres and 

critical imaginati,·e skills. the leamers v..rere expected to demonstrate the fo llowing 

competencies in their writing: 

•independent probleri1 solving, i.e. the capncity to identify sources of trouble in their 

written texts, and initiating re\'ision as well as providing altemative constructions. 

•Notic ing and correcting sentence level eiTors, and by extension eiTors at the extended 

discourse le,·el, '' ith minimal feedback from the edu~.;ator or mentor 

•Assuming fu ll responsibility for the co tTection of errors at the level of editing 

•Emerging consistency in using the English language structures in all contexts of 

\-\Tiling where the self-correction of errors becomes automated (Lantolf, 1 994:47). 

At the secondar) school level, leamcrs are expected to demonstrate competency in 

,~~,,.iting, and the fol lowing skills are distinct expectations: 

• Cri ticall y ana lysing ideas and arguments in written form. 

• ummarising ideas and information contained in a tex t. 

• ynthesising id-:as from two texts, 

• Generating effccti\'e writing baseu on task stimuli provided. such as discursi,·e. 

e:-;pository. narrati,·e and descripti,·e topics. 

• De\'eloping the topic stimulu<; convincingly with well-chosen examples. good 

reasoning and logical arguments. 

• Structuring their vvriting so thnt it moves beyond formulaic patterns that inhibit 

critical examination of the topic and subtle issues related to the topic, 

• Using \'OCabulary appropriate to the secondary school le\'el and the topic. 

• \\'orking collaboratively on \\Tiling and editori al tasks. and in the process. exercising 

the stamina and persistence to pursue challenging language tasks. 

• Varying sentence structures and word choice as appropriate for audience and task 

purpose. and 

• Spelling accurate ly, editing to eliminate errors in grammar and basic mechanics 

Tn order to explicitly explore the conceptualization of CALP skil ls at the secondary 
school stage. the summary nnnotated in Figure 2 was developed for this research 
Sltldy: 



Figure 2: CALP skills at secondary school. 

CALP SKILLS AT 
SECONDARY SCHOOL 

Gven th~ folo.vtng factors about t ht 
Tellom foundat 10n learners: 

Pre-'iously dsad1an: aged sch:>ols 

DifferentIa '"€Uage curricular emphasis 
TranS¢10n from OSE C2005 to OE 

The needs ana'yss; 

CA lP sl<ils were specifically defined 
a;: 

The abi~ty to manipulate and interpret language tn 
cognitively demandng, context-reduced texts 

Is the proficiency required for secondary school study 

's characterised byformalfeatures, i.e. Sentence 
length, sentence variety, complex noun and adjective 
phrases subordinated or embedded in sentences 

Is English used to obtan,process, construct and 
provide subject matter information in written form 

Is the grade-appropriate language team n g and 
appro;:>riation strategies used to construct genre 
sped'ic texts and avoids non-standard or stigmatizing 
features 

Is the ettenttowhich a language learnerhasaccess to 
and command cf the written academic register of 
secondary school ing 

Cummins' conceptualization of CALP needs to be problematised. CALP, to 

Cummins( 1984). was directed at offering a particular explanation to a specific 

research context. Jt \Vas appropriate for, and to, Cummins' speci fic research and did 

not seek to be an abso luti st explanation. Considering tbc South African language map 

of imposed English and Afi-ikaans, and the subsequent relegation of "etlmic 

languages" to the periphery, CALP's applicability is put to the test. 

Taking cue from Sa\' ille-Troike (1984:2 I 3). communicative competence tn social 

interaction in L l does no t guarantee communicative competence in academic 

situations in L2. This should be read in contrast to the views of K.rashen and Terrell 

( 1987) who assume that a good foundat ion in BJC will lead to greater success in 

academic learning sk ill s. Again, with regard to the research participants in this study, 

the point remains that tests and assessment skill s at the secondary school are CALP 

ski ll s. involving reading and wri ting in ana lytic, context-reduced ways. 0 ' ifalley's 

views ( 1998:55) and those of Starfield (199 I) are relevant here as they argue that 

strategies can be taught and leaming strategies transferred to new problem-solving 

tasks. The problem remains one of distinguishing between language proficiency, 

academic ski lls and content mastery in academic performance. The research 

participants in this study had not gained the higher content knO\\ ledge of spcci fie 
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subjects and had not fully de,·eloped the necessary problem-solving skills in Ll to 

allow them to grapple with CALP in a second language. 

2.8. Social constructivist reading theory and implications fo r the classroom 

A dialogic approac;h to reading empowers readers to position themselves as 

participants in making meaning together v.'ith the text and its authors. according to 

Wilson (2003: I). Readers, from this perspecti,·e are not outsiders to the reading 

process: they participate in the action and dialogues and silences implied by the text 

that is, tbe intramental dialogue suggested by Vygotsky (1978). Constructivists 

understand reading as a process that affects why and how we read, including of course 

what is read: a match diary for the v.1orld cup finals, a magazine article on a celebrity 

or reading a high-stakes examination comprehension passage. In the diversity of the 

reading materials, the reader is posi tioned in one or the other of four roles: code 

breaker, meaning maker, text user, and text analyst (Luke and Freebody, 2002; 

\Vilson, 2003). The first role of code breaker is the most basic and is restricted activity 

at the level of deciphering the text at letter, word and sentence level. In this role, there 

are no hea,·y cogniti\ e demands placed on the reader. !faking meaning of the text. 

which is the second reader role. is a little higher and therefore cognitively uc::manding 

since there is an inherent effon to unpack what the "riter is saying. For the Telkom 

Foundation learners, a text in a second language, English, brought challenges in terms 

of its difficult words, grammatical structures and unfamiliar imagistic patterns. 

Engaging with such texts implied interpretation through different cultural lenses, with 

possibilities of arriving at divergent meaning-making protocols. 

When the reader is in the role of a text user. they have to deal with distinguishing 

betv,·cen texts tbat could be used for pleasure, gathering information, wri ting essays, 

and more importantly for the research participants. a text that could be used for 

language learning. fn the fourth role of reader as text analyst, the research participants 

needed to gain text awareness. observing hO\v language is used within different genres 

to achieve different purposes and effects. In this role, readers can detect bias. 

prejudice and can comment on specific positions that writers adopt relatiYe to their 

writing (Wi lson, 2003). The pedagogic journey in this study sought to extend the TF 

research participant's capacity to read constructively through clarifyi ng to themsel.ves 

why and hov .. • the) read specific texts: making meaning, exploiting texts fo r useful 



vocabulary and. at times, looking for \\Titing models in the text. Text awareness. in 

addition to the abo,·e, enables readers to gain insight into the \\'U)' texts are structw-ed 

and empo,~vers them to locate words that suggest a writer is introducing a new point. 

the significance of repeated clauses. Such readers can puzzle out why certain words 

are used instead of others. to the extent that they begin to explore antonyms and 

synonymy. 

fnstead of essentiali sing the multi lingual learners in this study as a group in need or 

remediation, this study explored possibilities of engaging their multi-literacies in 

reading and '"Titing to shape a language programme ,,.·here the borders and cultures of 

L1 and L2 were inten·ogated for their capacity to enJ1ance academic language 

processing. It is this exploration that Harklau (2002) endorses when she points out 

that the secondary school can best be understood as a series of instructional niches. 

each carrying ce11ain assumptions and expectations for learner perfonnance. Each 

stage ought to provide a unique linguistic and academic enYi ronment to learn and 

extend language skills. This can be achieved through giving explicit guidance on 

making sense of texts and helping learners to use context to infer meanings when they 

do not know a word. Another aspect or writing at the secondary school stage, 

pru1icularly in comprehell ::>ion tasks, requires learners to give explan~tions of words or 

plu-ases in thei r ov:n words and the context in "'hich the phrase or \\Ord is embedded 

becomes a critical determinant or the meaning that the word can·ies. 

2.9. Theoretical framework and philosophical orientation of the current study 

Second language acquisition theories continue to be a problematic field. continual ly in 

fltLx, giYen the diYersity of scholarship with roots in behaviourist, structuralist. 

formalist. post-structuralist and constructivist approaches to L2 education. These 

different theoretical positions have had an influence on how language pedagogy has 

developed in outh Africa. particularly with the percept ion that these theoretical 

posi tions at times have been viewed as representing conflicting t11eoretical 

orientations. 

Bakhtin ( 198-l) and Bourdieu (1997) distinguish language as a distinctly social 

practice and argue that meaning is a negotiated practice that is packaged in specific 

modes or saying that hm·e location in non-homogenous and non-consensual 
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conu11unities. For both of these scholars. speakers and writers alike, in dialogue with 

others. continually struggle to create meanings. Speakers interact with listeners in as 

much as v,rriters interact with readers and this duality in interaction necessarily 

situates the word in the historical and contemporary, the assumed and the actual 

'"'orld. The complex Cl!1d conflictual process of meaning generation therefore implies 

the value-laden potential of the word that defines commurlity and context. From this 

perspecti \"e. competence in English language for the leamers in this study could be 

usefully perceived as the capacity of the learners to .. impose reception" (Bourdieu, 

J 997:648: McKinney and Norton. 2007: 194) and the possibi lities of empowerment 

derived from tbe Yarieties of the English language that these learners are exposed to 

tlu-ough diverse classroom practices. Community and context in this respect were of 

specia l sign ificance as they powerfully defined and constructed an overarching 

relationship for the learners \Vith respect to the target language and their somewhat 

problematic and ambiva lent desire to extend and practise using the interlanguage. 

Classroom realities do not conespond to any recogrli zable one-method-fits-all 

methodology. Indeed methods themselves are not value-free instruments validated by 

empi ri cal research for purely practical reasons: they are value-laden. Ligbtbown and 

Spada (2006) recognize that research output in recent years has focused on answering 

the question of what the best method could be to promote second language learning in 

the classroom. This question anticipates that research should ultimately focus o n the 

relationships between teaching and learning of the second language. Tbe pedagogic 

proposals for the second language classroom, as al rc:ady highlighted in sections 2.2 .1 

to 2.6. range from labels such as ··get it right from the beginning", "just listen . . . and 

read·', ""let"s talk"', ··teach \\·hat is teachable". and "get it right at the end."' Broadly 

again, these exhortations fal l into the tv-.ro categories of grammar-based and the 

commw1icative approaches to teaching, and follow what White (1986) has dermed as 

Type A and Type B syllabus specifications. Ferris and Hedgecock(2005:91) condense 

these observations and pe11inently advise that ''conducting a needs assessment can be 

informative and re·warding. leading to the development and establ islm1ent of clear. 

measurable and achievable course objecti\'es'· as those anticipated in the product of 

this CUlTcnt research. They fwiher argue that a syll abus serves as an operational 

frame\rork and plaru1ing tool that structures and sequences instructional aims, units, 

lessons. assignments. classroom procedures for both the teacher and the leamers. 
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The past few decades of research, particular!) i1~ second language acquisition and 

reaching, have resulted in the emergence of two major propositions and approaches 

for the teaching of ESL: Grammar-based Language Teaching (Dri lls, Say After Me. 

Dictation, Parsing Clauses) and Communicative Language Teaching (Content-Based 

Language Teaching. focus on fom1, legotiation foi· Meaning, and Task-based 

Language Teaching) (Lightbov,,n and Spada, 2006). These have been popularized by 

joumals and publishing houses and many educators in South Africa believe in the 

efficacy of one or the other of these "validated"' methodologies, but often adopt, in 

practice. eclectic approaches in order to achieve language learning and teaching 

goals. 

These two paradigms, the grammar-based language teaching and communicative 

language teaching, have produced se,·eral syllabus designs and Hall (2001 :20) 

describes tltree of these syllabus prototypes: 

• The structural syllabus has structures of language as the basic units, e.g. tenses, 

declaratives. interTOgativcs and negatives. 

• The situational syllabus has social situations as Hie basic motor of the syllabus. e.g. 

appropriate register in the shop, at the post office. at the ai rport. in the bank. 

o For the communicative syllabus. meaning and commw1icative capacity ts the 

cornerstone of language learning, i.e. for instance, the abil ity to apologize, to request, 

to offer he lp. 

Developing from the three syllabus prototypes above, options for sequencing syllabus 

items have become the subject of intense and massive research and debate. The first 

has been the "difficulty approaches to the syllabus.'' [n this sequencing, easier items 

are taught first v-.rhile the more difficult aspects are defened til l later in the 

instructional course. As would be clearly eYident, "difficulty"' is a loaded and quite 

subjective concept, depending on the cognitive capacities of the learners in a 

particular group. 

Akin to the preceding approach, the linear approach to syllabus implementa tion 

sequences items one after the other in a more eclectic fashion, assuming that linguistic 

units are mastered by the learners along a continuum. The sequence could be 
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arbitraril; anived at by the teacher, and often this sequencing could be informed by an 

educator's practice over the years. 

In the spiral syllabus sequence of items, the same linguistic item or structure is 

returned to repeatedly and treated in more depth on each occasion it is revisited. The 

spiral sequence has demonstrable practical applications in the classroom. Items are 

usually introduced in '·naturalistic tem1s" early in the educational process and 

experience of the Ieamer. Later, these items are reinforced at deeper and more 

complex levels and this ·'cycli cal pattern'' conceivably allows for the assimilation and 

processing of language by the learner. Utility item sequencing approaches share a 

kindred tlu·ust with the communicative sy llabus as they are grounded on what is 

needed, useful and urgent for the learners e.g. should they learn how to hold a 

telephone conversation first, or should they concentrate on managiJ1g transactions 

when shopping. This sequencing has been most useful in English for Specific 

Pw-poses for instance where tourists might visit a place and need conversational 

language at hotels or in restaw-ants. 

In the synthetic syllabus. the sequencing of items focuses on the accumulation of 

different parts of language taught separately and the discrete elements are finally re

synthesized by the learner. There is an assumption in this sequence that the learner 

masters the items separately. and through the application of enhanced CALP skills, 

the Ieamer is able to synthesize the items into a fonnulaic and systematic 

conceptualisation of the working and dynamics of the language being learnt. ln 

Wilkins ( 1976). an analytical approach to the syllabus is the approximation of the 

learners' own linguistic behaviour, the language being presented in an unanalyzed 

whole. 

Proponents of the communicati,·e approach (Selinker, 1972; Richards, 1974; 

Widdowson 1985) have argued strongly that language is not learned by the gradual 

accumulation of one item after another as implied by the gran1mar-based syllabuses. 

Tbey sugge t that errors are a natural and valuable part of the language learning 

process and that consequently. the insistence on grammatical correctness stifles 

intrinsic Ieamer moti' ation (Lightbown and Spada, 1000: 140). fn contrast to this 

Yie\\', the proponents of the structural approach insist that an exclusive focus on 
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meaning allows the learners too much freedom and this absence of explicit cotTection 

of enor leads to fossil ization of error. There is apparently no consensus yet on either 

the process of ESL acquisition or the best methodology except in the recognition that 

ESL learners display a wide range or abilities or outcomes across tbe spectrum of 

classroom methodologies and learner strategies. 

Table 2 sums the ·theoretical p~rspectives discussed and the strategies fo r 

implementation in pedagogical pructice. 

TA BLE 2: T HEORETICAL PER PECTI\"ES A;'\D PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICC FOR SECO~D 
LAl\Gl".o\GE: AC_QU~JTIO~ 
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE STRATF.GIES FOR SC110LARSI11P 

l:v1PLB1EN rATIO~ I &STATUS OF THEORY 
ChomsJ..yan generative Grammar syllabus. sentence-level Supp lanted by 
hypotheses. Major proponent grammar. drill and memorisation. communicative language 
remain~ Chomsl-:y (1969). Dulay The argument is that a learner"s teaching approaches 
and Bun (1974) propound thai linguistic competence, especially Under-theorised in current 
"there are natural sequences in S) ntactic competence, is achie' ed scholarship and 
child second language acquisition" '' ithout the iniluence of general consequently uncritically 
driven by LAD (language cognition(llomstein and Lightfoot, dismissed by .. current 
acquisition de\'ice). \\ hile Krashen 1981) since the learner has access waves of theorising .. that 
( 1985) argues that there is need for to UG (universal grammar) and perceives a coercive 
'·input slightly abo\·e the Ieamer's Swar1z( 1993) endorses the I pedagogy embedded in the 
current level in order for I modularity of the mind where on ly 'rules of grammar. 
acquisition to occur. 

.. 
1 primary linguistic data (PLD) is I the only relevant input for second 
I language learn in!!. 

ErTor analysis. interlanguage ~ ··Second language acquisition ~oticing. explicit and 
h) pothcsis. \ lajor proponents are entails second culture acquisition." implicit error correction: 
Selinker ( 1972): Kachru·s ·'\\ orld focus on lean1er errors as morpho-s) mactic 
Englishes .. ( 1987) and 1 approximations tO\\ardc; the t<~rgct development in oral and 
Widdowson ( 199-l) anchor the language : the written rroduct as a written proficiency. Errors 
recognition of the varieties of I focal source of\\ hat competencies are perceived as imponant 
English rather than a rnonolithrc. the indi' iduallearner e;..hibits I markers of progress. growth 
purist version and engender useful and maturation. 
debate on the subject. BSA E 
features prominently in 
Janks(J 992) and NQv\enya CWO 1) 
Immersion programmes. Major I Ethnographic orientation: elusive Academic socialisation 
theorists and researchers include target-l ike competence: demands .. immersion .. and 
Brown ( 1985), Ellis ( 1996) I supplants disregards first language learners enter an 

competencies. Major pedagogica l "unproblematic, 
approach has been through homogenous culture·' 
interacti\ e discourse analysis and whose norms they Jearn 
communicative language teaching. through case study and 

imitation. 
Ne\\ literacies projects. Academic Some controversy about The major tenet is that 
literacy. Theoretical wave rooted recognition of prior language I iteracy is not only 
in the work ofLeki (1985), experiences and !-nO\\ ledges: concerned with the 
Beneitcr &Scardannalia ( 1987). examination of bow literacy and acqu isition of a particular 
Gee (1990). Lea (I 994. 2004). and meta-cognitive processing set of cognitive sl-ills \\ hich 
Smitherman (2004 ). Cumm ins inOuence the development of once acqu ired can be put to 
(I 984, 1987. and 2000) explores morpho-syntactic competence in use unproblemmatically in 
the distinction between BJCS and second language: focus on ·'test- any new context. 
CALP in "bilingual education_ wiscness:'' process writing and 
language development and principally driven by drafts. 
empowering minorit~ students ." revision and self-editing protocols 
Critical lamwa!!e awarcnes~_j ~1ajor pc~ogical approach has I Reading and '"'ritin~ arc I 
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rooted in the work of 
Fairclough(i995). Pem1ycooJ.. 

I 
( 199~ ). Phillipsor ( 1995 ), 
Kumaravadh elu(2005) 

2.10. Critical social theory 

~1et>n infom1ed by postcoloni2J 
theory. interrogating po,~er and 
marginality, \'Oice and 
voicelessness. identiry and 
location in both language use and 
the strategies leamers employ in 
the process of acquisition. 

social and cultural practices 
and \ary from context to 
comexr. There is a complex 
relationship between 
acquisition and subject-

! specific reading and writing 
and leamers are implicated 
in the practices leading to 
the production of texts. 

The most significant attribute of critical social theory is that it views literacy as both 

"a set of cognitive skills and a set of practices" (Jenkins, 201 O:xiii). This entails the 

ability to synthesise information, comprehend meaning, evaluate content and re

searching information. Reading and producing infom1ation are perceived as 

increasingly complex practices for which more nuanced pedagogical approaches are 

necessary. especially in multilingual classrooms such as the ISSA research s ite. Thus 

Gee (1990), Janks (2010) and Bourdieu, (1991) contend that [learners'] different \vays 

with words should be explored more critically rather than simply privileging middle 

class literacy norms. The elite outlook of ISSA, and its admission of the research 

participants in:o its ecology dramatized quite palpably the questions of pov,•er 

embedded in language pedagogy: English was both a desirable resource for access 

inasmuch as it posed a threat to the research panicipams· languages. In Janks' terms . 

.. leaming hmv to read the word and the world criricai!J'' (2010:13) informed the 

research thrust :owards multi-modal literacies. 

Nunan (1995), o· _ tfalley and Chamot (1994) and Oxford (1996) have proposed a 

significant emphasis shift from the teacher to greater stress on learners and the 

strategies they refine towards language acquisition. Strategies are defined as the 

.. special thoughts and behaviours of a Ieamer that arc intended to influence how the 

learner comprehends, learns, retains and processes linguistic infonnation" (O'Malley 

and Chamot, 1994:1 ). It is critical to note that learners demonstrate a desire for 

control and autonomy of learning since their goal is to develop communicative 

competence in the target language. Leamer strategies tben are perceived as 

·'especially important for language teaming because they are tools for active, self

directed inYOI\'emenC(Oxford 1996:11 ). They are problem-oriented . tlexible. 

influenced by several factors and invol\'e many aspects that often go beyond the 

cognitive. There are lhrce main types of direct learning strategies: 



~ memory strategies that aid in entering information m long term memory and 

retrieving information Yvhen needed for communication; 

~cognitive strategies that are used for forming and revising internal mental models 

and recei\·ing and producing messages in the target language; and 

~compensation strategies that are needed to overcome any gaps in knowledge of the 

target language. 

Oxford adds that "metacognitive strategies help learners exercise executive control 

through plamung, arranging, focusing and evaluating their own learning"(Oxford 

1996:71 ). Examples of strategies that leamers use include asking questions (for 

clru-itication and cotTection), co-operating with other learners(peers and more 

proficient users of the tru·get language) and empatluzing \Vith others (developing 

cultural understanding and becoming awru·e of others' thoughts and feel ings) . It was 

imponant in this reseru·ch to engage fully with these observations and purposefully 

observe and reflect on the second language acquisition strategies that the research 

participants nUJtured such as guessing, inferencing, vocabulary leaming translation 

strategies. self-correction, making ongoing summaries, reformulation, looking for 

markers of cohesion and writing multiple drafts. 

2.11. Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined tbe distinct and authOJitative voices on ESL acquisition and 

leru11er strategies. In addition, the reviev,, has demonstrated the multiplicity of 

challenges the ESL learners face, espec ially in read ing and writing. It emerged that 

the classroom realities of the research pruiicipants called for a dialogue and 

interaction between the theoretical perspeciives described so far and the learners' 

practical \.vriting ru1d reading needs. This review situated syllabus design in the broad 

realms of second lru1guage acquisition, needs analysis and grow1ded pedagogic 

practice and provided critical insights and understandings that are essential 

ingredients fo r the negotiation and design of a relevant and efficient syllabus fo r the 

research participants in this study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

UTERA TURE REVIEW U: MODELS OF SYLLABUS DES[GN 

3.1. [ntra.ciuctian 

This chapter speaks directly to the research question set out in Chapter One: what 

effective, relevant and efficient English language syllabus could be designed for the 

research participants? I principally engage here with syllabus design models and 

inteiTogate the reading and writing skills that the models propose relative to the 

research participants in this study in order to establish significant precedents and 

empowering possibil ities fo r the ecological particularity of the setting of this research. 

The chapter unpacks the syllabus designs and, most significantly, the sequencing of 

the syllabus components as these seek to address learner skills and the learners' 

strategic appropriation of English. The chapter developed from the conviction that 

decisions in syllabus construction should be driven by learner needs and empirical 

findings in second language acquisition (SLA) research in general, and more 

specifically, the applicabi lity and adaptabi lity of these to the South African research 

site at ISSA. 

The chapter attempts to answer seven critical questions: 

(i) What language competencies do the TF leamers need to have at ISSA? 

(ii) What kind of syllabus have the participants followed prior to their 

adrnission at ISSA? 

(iii) What kind of syllabus would the learners have follov,red at ISSA? 

(iv) Do tbe choices in syllabus design affect the way language is acquired and 

used? 

(v) In making the choice, what role does context play? 

(vi) What are the possibilities of modification in the model chosen? 

(vii) Hov.r do the sequencing and manipulation of different task features affect 

the development of cognitive academic language proficiency skills in 

leamers? 
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3.1.1. Generic syllabus prctotypes 

The 1980s period saw the conce11ed development of three new syllabus types whose 

rationale is deri,·ed fi·om deYelopments in research in second language acqu isition. 

These were: 

a) The procedural syllabus marked by ·incidental' correction of errors (attributed to 

the work of Prabhu, I 983 ), 

b) The process syllabus (associated with tl1e emergence to prominence of "processes·· 

as opposed to ·'products" in cuniculum design, notably championed by Stenhouse in 

1975, and Breen in 1983) and 

c) The task-based syllabus (associated with tasks and on-going research by Long and 

Crookes, 1993, and Skehan. 1998). 

The discussion that follows outlines each of the tenets of the syllabus prototypes, the 

characteristic features and critiques the principles embedded in the design. 

3.1.1.2. The procedural syllabus 

Prabbu (1984; 1987) initiated the Bangalore Madras Communicational Teaching 

Project (CTP) in Bangalore, India. CTP was premised on tasks that engage the learner 

in thinking processes, rather than learning language. This initial step is in consonance 

with Krashen (1982) whose prenlise is that language is acquired subconsciously when 

a learner· s attention is focused on meaning. In completing a meaning-building task, 

the subconscious perceiYes, abstracts, acquires and is engaged \Vith system-building 

and the assumption is that a grammatical system is conseque11tly developed. For 

Prabhu and his colleagues at Bangalore, reaching a second language Through 

conm1unication. rather than/or communication was pivotal for the programme. The 

core goal, interestingly, was gram matical rather than communicative competence. 

Errors were accepted for their content and were subject to incidental as opposed to 

systematic conection. Lem11ing tasks focused on what was to be done in the 

classroom and not upon selected language input for learning. 

The other major features were: emphasis on receptive language. teacher-centred 

classes, the discouragement of group-work and the opp01tunities for negotiation 

provided by appropriate task-selection. Lesson format, in Prabhu 's syllabus, had three 

sections: presentation and demonsrration, :he completion of the task by the individuaJ 
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learner and finally feedback from the teacher. Long and Crookes ( J 993:32} identify 

four difficulties with the CTP syllabus modeL i.e. 

(i) The absence of 7ask-based needs analysis leaves no rationale for the 

content ofthe procedural syllabus: 

(ii) Grading of task difficulty and the sequencing of the tasks is arbitrary; 

(ii i) There is need for input at or above the level of the leamers in order to 

challenge them fUI1her. and 

(i\') E\'aluation (which is excluded from the model) is imponant to identify the 

mismatch between input and output so that the improvements can be made. 

3.1.1.3. The process syllabus (Breen, 1983) 

Breen (1983) and Candlin((1984) provide an educational and philosophical rather 

than a linguistic rationale for the Process Syllabus. There is a significant coincidence 

between Breen and Candlin's approach to education and progressivism, wi th their 

emphasis on exploration, growth and development. Both drav,, on Stenhouse's (1975) 

philosophy, associated wi1h the emergence of the process cuni culum, after the 

Humanities CuLTiculum Project in the CK. The process syllabus in SLA shO\IVS direct 

influence from studies on the way leamers approach learning. 

Breen (1987:163) advocates sequencing oftasl-..s on the basis of two criteria: 

(i) The relati\'e familiarity of the task to the learner's cun-ent communicatiYe 

knowledge and abili ties, and 

(ii) The relative inherent complexity of the task m terms of the demands 

placed upon the learner. 

The task-based approach tl1at Breen suggests m the design of the syllabus is 

complicated by his remark that "the sequencing of tasks cannot be worked out in 

advance. Sequencing depends on the identification of learning problems as they arise, 

.. . prioritizing of particular problems ... and the identification of appropriate learning 

tasks which address the problem areas" (1987 : 164). ·whereas Breen obviously 

assigns protagonism to the leamers, the question is how one could sequence tasks that 

have not yet been selected. ff the selection depends on the daily needs of the students 

this implies that one cannot have an a priori list of such rasks. and this complicates the 

teaching-learning programme. 
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The inherent complex1t) of tasks that Breen memions allude ro: 

(a) The identification and selection of adequate linguistic forms, 

(b) The difficulty of those forms, measured in relation to the Ll ofthe learners, 

(c) The number of fonnal linguistic elements required by the task, 

(d) The semantic units that the learners would have to manipulate, and 

(e) The cognitive demands, the degree of efficiency and accuracy needed for 

communicating those ideas to others. 

Taken together, this appears much the same as the sequencing that one encounters in 

other syllabus types. The criticism on Breen stems from \Vhat Sanchez(2004:58) 

perceives as an oversight: "the Jeaming of language does not take place on a fully 

linear basis, by adding simple elements to the more complex ones that we have 

already acquired. \\'e also learn language by chunks ... memorizing and consolidating 

pieces oflanguage regardless of their degree of complexity." Further, specific leamers 

may have cognitive skills to perform a particular task, but not necessarily the 

linguistic skills to explain \\'hat they are doing in the L2 that they are learning. 

3.1.1.4. The task-based model of Long and Crookes (1983) 

Long (J 983) argues that classroom teaching has an effect on language learning, 

contrary to \\hat Alhuight ( 1984) concludes about learners not necessarily learning 

what teachers teach. He focuses on two questions: 

(i) What do learners do in the process of learning? 

(ii) How do they do it? 

These quest ions allow Long and Crookes to focus on in-depth analys is of the 

participation of the learner in the process of learnjng 12. They contend that what is 

taught (content) should be integrated with the way the content is taught (procedure). If 

a task is re-defined as " a piece of classroom \VOrk v,rhich involves learners in 

comprehending, manipulating, producing or interacting in the target language .. 

(Nunan, 1989: I 0), then content and method are mutually dependent. The teaming 

group takes agency for their syllabus. lnteraction. the negotiation of meaning, the 

building of a personal learning path, the imp01tance of meaning and linguistic fon11 

become components of a task-based syllabus. This observation strengthens the 

selection of the latter modd for ISSA since tasks are conceptualized as holistic: in 
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their reali zation the whoie person is invoh·ed. n1eaning is ·'contained in"' and 

'·conditioned by·· the form in wh_ich it is inserted. Emphasis is on the use of the right 

strategies to achieve the desired linguistic goals. Finally, sequencing of activities and 

tasks does matter in language reaching, hence the design of the S) llabus presented in 

Chapter 7. 

These tlu-ee models of the syl labus demonstrate a marked departure from the preYious 

focus on lexical. su-uctural. functional and notional organizing units for the 

determination of language syllabus constituents. Debates on method, content and 

materials for teaching a second language have critically inDuenced second language 

syllabus development, considering that in a study such as this one, the syllabus is a 

contested space; raising hopes in the learners and the educators, and promoting certain 

cultural values in its implementation. 

The intention to design and develop a relevant syllabus for the Telkom learners v-.1as 

driven by the gap in research in secondary school academic literacy ofL2 readers and 

\niters, especially research about how specific genres are learnt by and can be 

effectively taught to secondary school learners in a South African context. Scholars 

such as Ferris and Bedgcock (2005), Grabe (2003) . Wiggleswonh (2005), Tollefson 

( 199 1) and Sidorkin (1999) address the need for L2 learners to acquire competency 

and demonstTable skills in a variety of gcmes. Hyland (1998:43) in particular 

underscores this need in stating, ·'the ability to function fully in a range of '-"'Iitten 

gemes is often a central concem fo r ESL learners as it can detem1ine their access to 

career opportunities. positive identities and life choices." Hyland recommends that the 

academic language, conventions and constructs of genres should be taught directly 

and explicitly at the secondary school stage, thereby emphasizing the point that 

knowledge about the gemes per se is insufficient and that it is the demonstration of 

the skills in reading and writing that is crucial. This cun·ent study also anticipated 

such possibilities as suggested by Hyland in the syllabus design since to comprehend 

and produce texts from the genres specific to a discipline, learners must know the 

fom1al characteristics and text types of each of these genres (rhetorical structure, 

stylistic featw·es, and prefetTed syntax). Audience or reader expectations pertaining to 

content, structure and form within the Engl ish language also take central place in the 

development of the relevant CALP skills, especially as the participants \vere being 
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prepared to pass their exit Cambridge English examinations. This aspect of "academic 

literacies·· v.:as considered critical in the design of a course of study aimed at 

establishing the relationship between reading, writing and the language learning 

strategies that the research participants displayed. 

3.1.3. A working defif}ition of syllabus 

Richards (1992:368) defines a syllabus as .. a description of the coments of a course of 

instruction and the order in wbicb they are to be taught.'' Thombury (1999:8) and 

Brown (1994:51 ) concur with such a definition in pointing out that a syllabus defines 

objectives, determines content and generally indicates some sequence or progression 

and is, ipso facto, the essential minimum of what is meant by curriculum. Stem 

(1994:89) proposes a multidimensional language syllabus that consists of four aspects 

that have to be emphasized according to learner needs and teaching situation: 

• the language teaching syllabus that deals anal)tically with descriptive aspects of the 

target language (phonology, syntax, grammar and discourse), 

• the communicative activities syllabus that provides opp01tunities for natural 

unanalyzed language use, 

• the cultural syllabus that provides socio-cultural knowledge and contact with the 

target language community, and 

Gthe general language education syllabus that serves to broaden the acquired skills 

and scope of the second language curriculum. 

This is a rich proposition that may only find practical challenges at the 

implementation stage where other concems, such as terminal or surrunative 

assessment, take an overarching presence and priority in the classroom; otherwise, 

Stern's tenets are sound, logical and app licable to the anticipated syllabus in this 

study. ln particular, it is the socio-cultural knowledge and its relevance to the ecology 

ofthe school that w1derpins the breadth and depth of the syllabus components. 

ln a task-based syllabus, the tasks are selected and graded in tem1s of cognitive 

complexity as established by research in second language learning, though there is the 

perennial problem of disco\·ering what material is difficult and which is easy for the 

leamers. Larsen-Freeman (I 974) offers ·'utility" as an alternative to "difficulty" but 

still the problem remains in discovering what is more or less useful to the leamers, 
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e'en if 3 thorough needs analysis has been conducted. This dilemma is succinctly 

addressed by ~unan (2002: 49) who states that ··the core of the challenge iies in 

selecting and ordering tasks·· that are related in some principled fashion to the things 

that the learner would potentially do outside the classroom, tasks that incorporate 

wl:at is known about 'good' language teaming strategies. 

The task-based syllabus anticipated in this study works on the premise that the 

Telkom learners. in addition to being developing readers and writers, are still in the 

process of acquiring the English language lexicon and morphological and syntactical 

patterns and that they need distinct and additional interventions to make up for their 

deficits so that they develop strategies for identifying, correcting and minimizing 

errors. especially the eJTors that would stigmatize them as learner readers, speakers 

and writers. Hinkel (2004) confirms tlus when he notes tbat errors in syntactic, lexical 

and discourse feawres ha\'e a negati\·e effect on perceiYed quality of the learners' 

texts. 

3.1.4. Purpose of a syllabus 

According to Suter (200 1 :4) and Brumfit ( 1984:27), a syllabus is at the same time 

directed into the respective institution and outside it: it specifies work in a course 

setting and sen ·es as an expression of accountability towards the public. The syllabus, 

besides indicating \\'hat is to be taught, has implications therefore for the design and 

selection of materials and tests, the plarming of individual lessons and the 

management of the classroom. On this basis, a syllabus provides a framework for the 

a:;scssmenl of learner and educator strategies and achie\·ements in the process of the 

implementation. ln this regard, the design and implementation of a specific syllabus 

becomes in itself the product. a negotiated fi·amev,ork and strategy for a specific 

context '"'here the conceptual synergy is directed at enhanced proficiency and 

competence. 

3.2. The framevvork of Curriculum 2005 (revised) 

In South Africa. al l the public schools follow subject syllabuses devised by the 

Education Department that is generally called Cuniculum 2005. The initial document 

'vas revised and adopted by :;chools nationally as the Re\"ised . lational Curriculum 

Statements :2005 (RNCS). These subject syllabuses are driven by a broad objecti\ e 
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aimed at creating .. a literate South Africa \\·ithiD which all its citizens have acquired 

general education and training (GET) that enables effectiYe participation in socio

economic and political processes to contribute to reconstruction, developmem and 

social transfonnarion .. programme (RDP) (ABET \'ision, Policy Document I 997:9). 

The revised narional curriculum statement (~~CS) affi1ms a commitment to 

outcomes based education (OBE). 

In apartheid South Africa's education en\'ironment, the syl labus w·as generally 

packaged by political and education authorities who imposed on the teacher and the 

learner v.rhat was to be Jeamt. The learners were expected w assimilate al l that the 

teacher passed on to the learners as .. legitimate" knowledge. The implication in such 

an environment was that the learners memorised the facts and quite often did not 

understand what they memorized. The learners consequently reproduced memorized 

facts and opinions to respond to examination questions. The leaming process did not 

encow·age discussion or interaction between the teacher and the learners, hence the 

labe l of this educational transaction as "talk and chalk." 

From 1994, the new curriculum insisted on a practice in \vhich the teacher has had to 

find out whether or not each lesson has enabled their learners to achieve the desired 

outcome. OBE. the underpinning philosophy in the nev,r South African dispensation, 

asks what learners will be able to do at the end of the leaming experience, which can 

be explicitly measured at the end of each lesson, or cumulati ,·ely at the end of an 

extended leaming period. Continuous and sunm1ative assessment play a significant 

role and contribution to the leaming programme under OBE. ln many ways, OBE is 

concerned with skills as opposed to contenr: it is achie\'ement-oriented, activity-based 

and leamer-centered. 

The knowledge, skills and values that learners must develop arc embodied m the 

cross-field Critical Outcomes that envisage learners who can: 

• fdentify and soh·e problems and make decisions using creative critical thinking; 

o Work effectiYely with others as members of a team, group. organ ization and 

community: 

e Organize and manage themselves and their ac tivities responsibly and effectiveiy; 
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C) Communicate effective] ) using visual. symbolic and language skills m various 

modes: and 

<:J Collect. analyze, organize and critically evaluate infonnation (Ans and Culture for 

All, 2005: \'iii). 

These outcomes are anticipated in leamers \vho are able to reflect on and explore a 

variety of strategies to learn more effectively, learners who are culturally and 

aesthetically sensitJ\·e across a range of social comexts. Learning ba1Tiers are 

identified and addressed. Different backgrounds, experiences and leaming styles are 

valued in the R,~CS across tbe subjects. The paradigm shift encapsulated in OBE and 

the R.,~CS emphasizes problem-solYing and the discovery of skills 'vhere the learner 

reconstructs knov.'ledge for himself/herself and the educator becomes a mediator and 

faci litator of knowledge, developing various strategies to enJ1ar1ce the learning (Kotze, 

1999: 32). In the v.'ords of Kelly (1989 :30), ·'when curr-iculum is , ·iewed as being 

concerned with process, then education is perceived as development"" and this blends 

with the crux of the argument in this study of learners on a language development 

course. Process in this regard is conceived as indicating a notion of competence and 

integratedness between product. content and process that is driven by strategies of 

reflection on the part of the lear·ners. Outcomes, concisely. arc viewed as a 

demonstration of a student's entire range of leaming experiences and capabilities. The 

process of meaning-creation at rhe centre of the approach implies both strategies of 

mastering of content and the deployment and application of appropriate language 

skil ls by the learners. The qualitati,·e and etlmographic research unde11aken here aims 

to reflect critically on the pa11icipar1ts' reading and writing, (close textual analyses, 

the educators' feedback on the reading and writing) in order to unpack the complex 

relationship between acquisition and development of linguistic skills. 

3.2.1. The additive approach to multil ingualism assumed and anticipated in 
RNCS 

This study has already aclmowledged the multilingual nature of South Afi-ica. With 

eleven official languages, the Engli sh language learning area is defined as an 

additional language to the participants in ihis study. All leamers in South Africa are 

expected to reach high compettncy and proficiency levels in at least two oflicial 



languages. The cuniculum policy stipulates the need to nurture high knov . .'ledge and 

skills in the Ieamer tlu·ough an inclusiYe approach that ,-alues indigenous !mowledge 

systems. This additive approach to multilingualism holds that ·'all learners must learn 

their home language and at least one additional official language. Lcamers [must] 

become competent in their additional language. \\'hile their home language is 

maintai ned and deYeloped'' (DoE. 2005: 4). 

The R.'\JCS insists that all learners must leam an African language for a minimum of 

t!u·ee years and that when the learners come to school, the programme of instruction 

must seek to deYelop U10se competences that the leamers bring into the school. The 

additional language (in this case English) is nev.' and therefore the curriculum targets 

developing the learners' ability to understand and speak the language. On this 

foundation, the cuniculum builds literacy and leamers are expected to be able to 

transfer the literacies in their home language to their first additional language. English 

and Afrikaans are the additional languages for the participants in this study and the 

majori1y of black students whose Ll is a South African indigenous language. Also, 

English and Afrikaans largely remain the language of leaming and teaching (LoL T) in 

South Africa. This fact is critical because the additional language supplants the home 

language. yet, according to the DoE ::wos. additive bilingualism should be used for 

English Ll learners and leamers who speak the South African indigenous languages 

while :\frikaans should be used for Afrikaans-speaking Jeamers. The implementation 

of this bilingual philosophical orientation ,,·as intended to dcYelop sufficiently 

comparable confidence and competencies in both the home and additional language. 

Another observation made relates to the actual deliYery strategies where educators, 

mostly in govenuncnt schools, continue to use the vernacular languages even in what 

are supposed to be English language lessons (Venter, 2000; Parmegiani, 2009; 

Hendricks, 2006). This practice compromises and complicates the process of 

acquisition and competency levels in the L2. 

The preceding argument is based on the understanding that language shapes, sustains, 

and transforms identity and knowledge. This view is underscored in the RNCS 

document '"'here one of the critical functions of language is deemed to be 

"understanding the relationships between language, po\\er and identity and to 

challen!!e usee; of these \\'here necesc::arv: to underc::tand the d\'namic nature of culture: - ., .. .. 
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and to resist persuasion and positioning v.:bere necessary·· (DoE. ::'002: 5). fn 

developing learners · academic literacies, language becomes the foundation for 

acquiring other imponant academic proficiency skills such as interpreting and 

evaluating pcrsuasi,·e texts and argumentati\'e rexts. including synthesizing 

information and evaluation. As Janks (20 1 0:22) succinctly argues, "meaning making, 

reading with the text is associated with higher order skills that are necessary for the 

comprehension, analysis and evaluati on of texts. The interrogation of texts, reading 

against the text. is tied to critical literacy and readers can recognize texts as selective 

versions of the world."' These literacies are essential in stimulating imaginative, 

creati,·e and problem-solving acti,·ities. They are multifaceted strategic literacies and 

in that, they empower and allow learners to question values and standpoints adopted 

by writers, to intenogate voices and viewpoints ascribed to narrators and even query 

the positi01i ing of certain characters in extended literary reading. 

One observation is that the learning outcomes specified in RNCS 2005 (Languages 

segment) are all the same, in wording and focus. from Grade R to Grade 9. This 

undifferentiated specification and expectation presents several pedagogic challenges. 

There are six learning outcomes anticipated, described under listening, speaking. 

reading and viewing, '~·Titing, thinking and reasoning, and finally, language structure 

and use. These outcomes are listed below, under the specific headings: 

Learning ou tcome 1: Listening 

The Ieamer will be able to listen for infom1ation and enjoyment. and respond 

appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations. 

Learning outcome 2: Speaking 

The learner ,,viii be able to communicate confidently and effectively m spoken 

language in a '"·ide range of situations. 

Lear·niug outcome 3: Reading and Viewing 

The learner will be ab le to read and v iew for information and enjoyment, and respond 

critically to the aesthetic. cultural and emotional \'alues in the text. 

Learning outcome 4: Writing 

The learner will be able to 'nite different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a 

wide range of purposes. 

Learning outcome 5: Thinking and Reasoning 



The learner \\ill be able to use l::mguage to think and reason. as well as to access, 

process and use infonnation for learning 

Learning outcome 6: Language Structure and Use 

The Ieamer wil l know and be able to use the sounds, words and grammar of the 

language to create and interpret texts (DoE, 2005 : ix). 

A distinct problem exists here in the outcomes relative to the grade level and age of 

the learners. Outcome 3, 4 and 5 for instance, are too ambi tious for learners in gradeR 

to tlu·ee, but \"'ould be perfectly reasonable expectations for learners who have spent 

eight years in school and are doing grade 8. Even at this level, the demand for CALP 

as opposed to BIC skills \:vould have to be contingent on the level of questioning, the 

writing skills mastered and the extent of vocabulary acquired by the learners. 

A general conceprual growth is anticipated in the learners, especially with regards the 

trar1sition from home language to the acquisition of an additional language. Trends in 

ESL research have demonstrated that a home language maintained as LoLT would 

generally facilitate effective acquisition of 12, or an additional language. It is 

therefore justified to question the Yery high expectations spelt out in the outcomes for 

lower grade learners in the acquisition stages: 1hese could be more modest as 

suggested by the materials tl1at should ')e used for the relevant grades reconunended 

in the same RNCS document. 

The ambitious orientation enunciated in OBE in South Africa must be understood 

clearly within the context of an educationally transformative goal, seeking as it does, 

to replace the ideological legacy of the apartheid era and institutionalized segregatory 

practices. The ru1ticipa1cd efficacy and capacity of OBE to "meet the needs of all 

students, regardless of their eD\·ironment, economic status or disabling condition" 

(Capper and Jamison, 1993:428) is. in the least, challenged by the disabling reality on 

the ground. The proposed reform processes of OBE are ''neither benign nor innocent, 

but profoundly partial'' (Soudien, Crain et al, 1997:3), and should be deconstructed 

and interrogated through a sensiti \·e recognition of the differences that have, and 

continue to, characterize and animate South Afi·ica's educational history. 
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This study concedes that during apartheid. education was a legitimating arena for 

white supremacy and that a complex system of racial and cultural ordering evolved 

around the practice. Both the official, explicit and hidden cutTicula of the period were 

configured to produce, reproduce. and validate racial separation and hierarchy (Lotz. 

1996). The study also suggests that the ·'redress-agenda'' of OBE discourse might be 

extending and legitimating new power bases and new orthodoxies. In the re-imagined 

educational space. OBE though the Revised National Curricu lum Statements (RNCS) 

presents an idealistic architecture of the learning process and assessment apparatus. [t 

remams largely rhetorical, in pa1i because liule agreement or definition has been 

reached over what competency actual ly represents. and because the criterion

referenced assessment protocols present a myriad of challenges. As indicated above, 

tl1e main challenge is embedded in the discrepancy between the attracti ve claim that 

OBE is a ·']earner-centred, result-oriented design based on the belief that all 

individuals can leam .. and the "spectre of mediocrity" (Jansen. 2011) that is ammally 

churned out by the public education department schools. 

The General Education and Training (GET) phase spans the school years grade R 10 

grade 9 (5 to 16 years). Since the adoption of RNCS 2005 and its implementation in 

schools was envisaged as a process, the ftrst nationa l examinations based on this 

foundation '''as sat in October/November 2008 after five years of implementation 

since :2003. This fact underscores the imp01tance and raison d'etre of this stud) since 

it coincided with the first national systemic assessment based on the implementation 

of RNCS :2005. The systemic assessment provided a baseline measure of the 

chal lenges associated with the orientation and spirit of the curriculum statements and 

its objectives (Jansen, 2008). Also. the assessmenL v:as bound to proYide insight into 

learner performance in English under the additive bilingual education progran1me 

( .. \BLE) in relation to national indicators and thereby provided a comparative 

paradigm witb other international assessment tools, standards and boards. 

For the first time after the planning, development and implementation of curricular 

materials. OBE had its first examinations in Grade J 2 administered in 2008. These 

examinations bad no other precedent in the educational history of South Africa and, 

therefore, empirical \'alidations together with quality assurance benchmarks were 

proHemmic. Funher. OBE had been tried, implememed and abandoned in places such 
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as Australia and the l -K. Issues of comparability of standards. benclumnks. \'alidity 

and reliability posed serious challenges to the assessment protocols. but this is an area 

for research in another study. The presel1t study can only refer to the assessment too ls 

in the 2008 examinations in the light of how they tested what the curriculum 

objecti,·es stated. and this is detailed in the Chapter 5. 

3.2.2. The International General Certificate of Secondary Education 
Syl labus aims and objectives 

(JGCSE): 

The aims of the lnlemational General Cenificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) 

syllabus are the same for all students taking a course in English as a first language for 

this qualification. One could say that there are universal aims in any study of a 

language and these aims are spelt ou1 belO\~o,' : 

1. to enable students to communicate accuratelv. appropriatel v and effectivelv in 

speech and writing, 

' ro enable students to understand and respond appropriatelv to v,rhat they hear. 

read and experience, 

3. to encourage students to enjov and appreciate a varietv oflan2:ua2:e, 

4. to complement students' other areas of study by developin!l skills of a more 

£eneral application such as anal Ysis. S\'nthesis and drawiJHr of inferences, and 

5. To promo1e students' personal development and an understanding of 

themselves and others. 

(!GCSE Syllabus Aims and Objecti1'es. 2008 :2) 

I have taken the liberty to highlight segments in the aims to reinforce the idea that at 

the core of the syllabus is communication that should be accurate. appropriate, 

critically reflecti,·e and effecti ve. in speech as well as in writing. 

3.2.3 . The lGCSE Assessment Objectives 

Assessment objectives are stated under tlu·ee important categories: reading (R), 

\Hiting (W) and speaking and listening (S). 

Reading 

Candidates' reading skills are assessed on the abiJity to: 

Rl unde rstand and collate explicit meanin2:s 
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organize lessons and teaching materials. Breen (1987:85) posits important questions 

for the construction and development of a language syllabus: v;hat does a Ieamer of a 

second language need to !mow. and what does [the] Ieamer need to be able to do \:>.'ith 

this knowledge? The syllabus must sufficiently answer the five questions set out by 

Breen, v>hich are: 

e What knowledge does the syllabus focus on? 

& What capabilities does the syllabus focus on and prioritize? 

~ On what basis does it select and subdivide what is to be learned? 

0 Hov,r does it sequence what is to be lea rn ed? and 

Q \\ nat is the (philosophical and psychological] rationale? 

This study proposes that the envisaged syllabus should prioritize language learni ng 

strategies that have the explicit goal of assisting leamers in improYing their 

kl1ov .. 'ledge of the target language and, in situ. allow a more pronounced use of 

language use strategies that focus on the learners employing the languages that they 

have in their current interlanguage repertoires. Such a syllabus should clarify the 

learning strategies identified by the learners and develop them into comprehensive. 

multi- leveled and theoretically motivated taxonomies so that the leamers become 

more aware of the ways in which they learn most effectively. This ought to enhance 

their comprehension and production of the target language. 

3.3. Critiquing some tenets in the syllabus models 

This segment problematizes the practice of syllabus design and development by 

critiquing some of the tenets advanced in some of tl1e syllabus models already 

discussed. Two central issues arise in the discussion: first that each design of a 

syllabus presupposes a new hope in language pedagogy (Parmegiani, 2009); and 

second, the exposure of the leamer to non-neutral values by the classroom educator 

provides signjficar1t modeling for the Ieamer (Canagarajah, J 999). These contentions 

are especially relevant to the context of the TF learners in ISSA because from their 

emolment, and from subsequent personal interviews, they harbored the sense that 

success 111 English \·vould enable them to access better prospects and also that 

p roficiency \\ OU!d make them full y integrated and therefore, more accepted by their 

pee rs. 
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If the curriculum is tentati\·cly defined as a s\?lcction from cultures. then the syllabus 

is a deri\·ative of that sel~ction process. Candlin ( 1984:30) submits. ·'syl!:lbuc;es are 

concerned with the specification and planning of what is to be learned. frequently set 

down in some written fonn as prescriptions for action by teachers and learners. They 

ha\ e. traditionally. the mark of authority. The) are concerned with the achievemems 

of ends. often. though not always. associated with the pursuance of particular means ... 

The logic of a syllabus being prescriptiYe is cenainly not endorsed in the present 

discussion. The ··mark of authority" suggested by Candlin is also a \'exed issue and is 

debatable as it suggests an ominous hint of a top-dov·m emphasis in the design and 

development of the syllabus as already observed in !he case ofC2005 .. 

Literature on s~ llabus design has largely aligned itself \\"ith one or the other of tv.·o 

broad categories: the analytic (grammar based) or the synthetic (conm1unicative). 

\Vilkins (1976) de\·eloped the notional syllabus as a reaction to the constraints 

experienced \Yith the grammar approaches to syllabus design and he was also 

incorporating into his design the latest deYelopments in research at the time into 

second language acquisition and the theories that were emerging after contrastive 

analysis and error analysis. \Vhat binds the notional syllabus to the structural and 

lexical \·ersions is the assumption that l<mguage acquisition is a process of 

accumulation of separately taught parts. building up the emire structure of the target 

or second language. Again. the concept of breaking do\\11 language into constituent 

pans that can be leamt one at a time takes a central and pre-eminent role in tJ1is study. 

It has to be decided v•hat the basis of the subdi\'ision is, in as much as it is also 

imponant to detem1ine the organizational units in \\·hich the language would be 

presented. 

The synthetic syllabus is structured on the premise that the learner has the abi lity to 

learn the language structures and functions in pans and. independently, the learner 

integrates and synthesizes the discrete pa11s into a whole for both conm1unicati\'c and 

productive purposes (Long and Crookes, 1993). The deciding factor in the analytic 

syllabus is the Ieamer: it is what the Ieamer can produce and do with the component 

aspects of the acquired language. From the linguistic universals, the learner makes 

inferences and deductions. and 111 the process encounters problems of 

overgeneraii zati on. 
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White ( 1988) proposes a classific:nion nf syllabi into t) pes that he defines as content

b:Jsed. skills-based and method-based. The first two classifications remain largely 

synthetic models \\ hile the method-based s~ I! a bus is a process-based one (Stenhouse. 

1975: Zamel. 1987: Kroll. 1987: Long and Crookes. I 995). Content-based syllabus is 

defined by form (a structural focus) and topic (an infom1ational focus). The skill

based syllabus focuses on language or learning where the intended aims are receptive 

or productive for the former and skill-acquisition for the latter. The method-syllabus is 

oriented tov•ards language acquisition as process. The learning focus is learner-led 

while its cogniti' e focus is task-based. 

There are limitations with the content and skill -based design approaches, but there is 

equally an idealistic and utopian cadence to the method-based design approach too. 

What sells for the method-based approach is its intrinsic realization that the syllabus 

should explicitly state its intentions. allow the curricular transactions to take place and 

allow for continuous evalua:ion of the strengths and weaknesses in implementation. 

These evaluative statements. in a cyclic fashion, allow for a re-formulation of focus 

areas and the appropriateness of the emerging focus in so far as these are sensitive to 

the environment for which t:1e cuniculum statements are intended (Finch. 1999: see 

also the Conceptual Figure on Cumulative Integration of Topics and the development 

of strategic skills in this study, Figure 7). [t is therefore relevant to state the limitations 

of the structural s~ !Iabus (with all its \'ariams such as the functional. situational or 

le:--ical syllabus in tl1e ,,,.ords ofPrabhu (1987) as quoted in Finch (1999): 

[Tbese syl lab i above] share [the view of a] stntic target language, product 
orientation [and] are ultimately based on the language to be learned ... 
[implicitly relying] on the ,·alidity of the equation: \\·hat is taught- v;hat is (or 
ought to be) leamt. In preserYing the traditional roles of syllabus designer. 
teacher and student. and in adhering to a \'iev,• of language as a linguistic rather 
than a psycho/sociolinguistic process involving the acquisition of social and 
cultural knowledge, they ignore the learner as a significant pa11icipant in 
his/her own language learning, defending the idea that the fonns of a language 
can somehow be learned. prior to communication. despite the claims of several 
first and second language acquisition researchers (Scallon 1973; Keenan 197-l: 
Er\'in-Trip 1978; Hatch 1978: White 1988) that grammar de\'clops out of 
conversation or other language use. 

Clearly then, reading and \".Tiring constitute legitimate research foci in this study as 

the research par1icipants predict topic and content, explain and supp011 their own 

understanding of texts. compare texts \\ ith their own experiences. make predictions. 

draw inferences, desc ribe the ~"arious to.! styles and structure their O\o\'11 texts. 



One of' the latest propositions in syllabus design is the ta::,k-based one. first mooted b~ 

Breen U 987). The research ideas vn second language acquisition strategies of 

\\.iddowson (1978), Canale and Swain (1980) and Brumfit (198-+) are explored in 

detail and adapted for the development of the task-based syllabus. The Jisrinction 

betv.cen use and usage is at the centre of the philosophical orientation informing this 

particular design. Long and Crookes ( I 995) have \vorked extensively on this type of 

development because they see its potential in the manner in \Vhich it incorporates 

learner needs. methodology design. materials development, testing and programme 

evaluation. 

3.4. Centrality of the learner in task-based syllabus design 

Task-based syllabus design is rooted in the situations of the leamers and, according to 

Breen ( 1987), allov:s fo r analysis of the knowledge and capabil ities that learners need 

in order to cany out ce11ain speech acts. 1t is a design tbat also is anchored in 

problem-solving approaches that generate participatory learner in teraction. Most 

significant is the capacity of this syllabus design approach to sequence tasks based on 

addressing Ieamer problems or challenges as they arise: and its obvious elastici ty to 

allow the leamcrs to manipulate, produce, interact and comprehend target language 

with a principaJ focus on meaning generation ratber th<m the linguistic form qua form. 

Such flexibil ity allov.'s for and accon1Jnodates different learners and different 

circumstances or acquisition rates. One of the ultimate intentions of such a syllabus is 

to move the learner from explicit to implicit Jmovl'ledgc of language. to moYe the 

learner from declaratiYe knowledge (knowledge as a set of facts. or. in this case 

linguistic units), to procedural lo1owledge (lmowledge of how to do things, in this 

case. how to manipulate language). 

What emerges clearly from the task-based syllabus is a dual focus on conm1unicative 

competence and in its execution, an explicit mobilization of the prior corrmmnicatiYe 

competence that the learners bring into the situation. The language leaming processes 

also emerge on the basis that appropriate content is explored in the classroom 

interactions because the approach focuses on sociolinguistic context and meaning. 

Skehan (1996:46) says that the success of the task-based syllabus rests on selling 

appropriate goals. It is necessary at this point to present Breen ·s anal~ sis of the task

based syl lahu" according to the five questions on what each syllabus ought to address. 
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Table 3: The Task-Based S~ !!<!bus. Based o ~~ Brce:t (19Si} 

I TASK BASED I 
SYLLABUS 

I
I. What knowledge 

1 
Communicative knowledge as a uni1y of text, interpersonal behaviour. and 

does it focus on? ideation. I The Ieamer"s experience and awareness ofi\Orking upon a new language. 

! 2. \\'hat capabilities Communica1i1·e abil it ies and learning capability. 
does it focus on · I The ability to n~gotiate meaning: the ability to interpret meaning; the abilit) 

to ex ress meanmo. 
3. On ''hat basis does 1 Analysis of the actual tasks that a person may undertake when 
it select and subdi1 ide communicating through the target language. 
what is to be learned? I Learning tasks: selected on the basis of rneracommunicative cri!eria. They I 

provide the groundwork for the Ieamer's engagement in communication 
tasks and deal "ith the learner difficulties '' hich emerge during these tasks. , 
addressing i) how the language systems work, ii) how the learning may best 
be dore 

4. How does it 
sequence what is to be 
learned? 

Subdivision is on the basis of task tv es various wa 1S). 
Sequencing can be characterized as cyclic in relation to how learners move 
through tasks. and problem-based (or problem-generated) in relation to the 
on-going difficu lties which learners themselves discover. 
There is a sequence of refinement. as tasks require more and more learner 

l 
compe·.ence. 
Sequencing here depends upon (i) the identification of learning problems or 

I 
difficulties as they arise ; ( ii) prioritizing ofpanicular problems and the order 
in which they are dealt with; (iii) the identification of appropriate learning 
tasks \\hich address the roblem areas. 

5. Vlhat is the I Broader l'iew of what is to be achieved in language learning. 
rationale? The Ieamer's initial competence can be engaged as the foundation upon I 

which :Jew knowledge and capabilities may be accommodated during the 
undettaking of tasks. matching the process that occurs "hen learners 
mobilize kn011 ledge systems when unde11aking actual tasks in the Ll . 1 

Panicipation in communication tasks rhat require the learners to mobilize 
and orches:ratc J,.nowledge and abilities in a direct way will itself be a I 

I catalyst for language learning. 
A more sensit ive methodology: represents the effon to relate content to how 

I 
that content may be worked upon, and thereby, leaming more efficiently. I 
Means-focused and ends-focused. 

I 
Assume; that learning is necessarily both metacommunicati\e and 
communicative. 
Based on the belief that learners can be analytical in their exploration of 
commur;ication in the target language and of the kno\\ ledge and ability use it 
entails. 
Rests on the principle that metacommunicating is itself a pO\\ erful 
s ringboard for lan!!ua!!e learning. 

Clearly. with the task as an organizing uni t fo r the syllabus. it becomes important to 

discuss ho\v such tasks mighl be categorized. Any organization of the tasks makes an 

implicit or e,·en explicit statement about the language acquisition processes. For one 

to set a hierarchy of tasks from the simple ro the most challenging is also to confirm, 

in a \'-ay. the princip les of the synthetic sy. I Iabus design that '·input has to be 

comprehensible and sufficiently chnllen!-!ing .. to rem:1in of interest to the Ieamer. 

( ontinual rcfinemem of ta:,k impiJL!S iOO lhat the initial programm-: of instruction 



might ho,·c been beset by problems. hence the need w re\ isit the demands of the 

tasks. 

Breen ( 1984) identifies possible and plausible ··h) pothec;es for '' hy leamers don·t 

leam "hat teachers teach·· by focusing on the intemal capacities of the learners. In 

this submission on v.hy learners haYe different intakes from the same input by the 

educator, Breen focuses on how encountered language might incubate before some 

learners can use it: some learners might fol low a natural order in lcaming the target 

language: while the other learners might haYe a personal agenda: or for some, learning 

the language might rely on external exposure to language in comprehensible dosages. 

The syllabus that is ultimately adopted for particular circumstances has to address tv,·o 

key areas: the authenticity of the tasks selected for the teaching-learning and the 

Jearnability of the identified materials. Long and Crookes ( 1999:61) argue that ·· a 

social and problem solving oriemation. v,ith explicit proYision for the expression of 

indi,·idual learning styles and preferences. is faYoured 0\ e r a view of teaching as the 

transmission of preselected kno,,·ledge. ·· 

Authenticity docs not rigidly call fo r an essentialising protocol tO\\"ards nativity, 

considering the broadening horizons in reading and writing materials and sources 

currently a\ ailablc. Authenticity is problcmatiscd anti n.:gardc<.l as materials that the 

learners at this secondary school .stage can relate 10. extending from their previous 

experiences in the mother tongue to the anticipated academic performances in the 

second language. Scholars such as Vermeulen C:~OO I) and Roodt (2002) indicate that a 

learner's cognitiYc abi lity is determined in the mother tongue. suggesting that for 

learners to acquire competency in a second language. these second language learners 

ha' c to fir~t master c;trategies for negotiating meaning in worJ and print in their first 

language. 8) extension. these strategies for meaning-negotiation in \\Ord and print 

could be extended by proYiding "authentic .. materials since prior kl1o\vledge is 

important for understanding current learning. Such materials should encourage 

Jeamcrs to build up their self-confidence by not expecting too much or too little. The 

more authen tic the language texts and contexts, the more they will provide 

understandable input and progressively challenging key \'ocabubry items. 
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Learning processes based on authentic texts would range from identification wiih the 

context of the language unit. allowing for. enabling repetition. and paraphrasing 

meaning for the augmentation of second language English. The viewpoint offered by 

Lauffer (2000:20) on the importance of the use of authentic materials is therefore 

quite pertinent in thi~ regard: "no text comprehension is possible, eitber in one' s 

native language or in a foreign language, '"'ithout understanding the text's 

vocabulary." 

Learnability is a complex attribute, complexly intenvoven with the strengths and 

challenges that learners, in their differences, bring into the classroom. Learnability 

assumes, most impmiantly, the learner's ability to recognise, inteqxet and attribute 

meaning to information. This attribute is inescapably influenced by the learners' 

previous knowledge. 

This research submits that any subsequent syllabus preset or not, is constantly subject 

to negotiation and reinterpretation by educators and leamers, pruiicularly because of 

tbe nature of individual differences and the challenges that each task presents to the 

classroom. The educator invariably uses experiences and the uniqueness of learning 

to adapt and deliver the syllabus with all the realization that each local situation has its 

distinctive challenges. Ca.ndlin (1984:8 1) might be a little over stating the point in his 

assertion that "what a syllabus consists of [can only] be discerned after a course is 

over. . . by observing what took place" yet the fact remains that indeed leaming 

outcomes may be different to the intentions of a syllabus designer in a top-down 

model. This is v1'11y the task-based language teaching (TBLT) model is often preferred 

over the process syllabus or other models such as Prabb u 's procedural model. 

There has been a wealth of research on task-types as reflected in Nunan (1 993) and 

Skehan (1998). I highlight here the major research strands and findings that seek to 

democratize the classroom and view classroom lessons as pedagogical, transformative 

and social events, and therefore as "experiences of growth" (Prabhu,l992). 

Brown and Yule (1983) found that tbe length of the speaking turn is a factor in the 

difficulty of the speaking tasks. The implication for the classroom is that the shmi er 

the speaking turn, the easier it is fo r the learner to understand. This, in the later 

research on discourse analysis by Coulthard and Brazil (1987) might also imply that 
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the classroom is te:1chcr-dominatt:d insrend of it a1fording the learner more time to 

practice talking in the target language thus highlighting the centrality of the learner. 

The research by Yule and Shi I cock ( l 984) also distinguishes ber\\'een 'itatic. d) namic; 

and abstract tasks suggtsting :hat the more the t::tsk im·ites abstraction. the more 

challenging it becomes for the learner to accompl ish. in which case the learner applies 

several strategies in order to achie,·e the intended goals. This has imp! ications for the 

task syllabus: that one can on!~· stan wi th static tasks and move on to the dynamic. 

only mo,·ing to the abstrac t a: later stages in the instructional period. Yule and 

Shilcock tibid) :1lso obser\'e that the number of elements, participants. and 

relationships in a task makes it (the dynamic task) more difficult. This finding has 

immense implications for the fact that in e\·eryday life , communicatiYe instances can 

be daunting by the sheer reality of increased participants and the disparate language 

leYels among the participants. A learner who has not succeeded in handling such a 

situation in the classroom might be silenced completely because of the O\·erwhelming 

\'Oices and Yie\\'S in a debate. 

The fact of the matler is that each leami ng transaction recognizes the centrality of the 

learner as key participant in the pedagogic process and that each should attempt ro 

empower the learner ''-'ith a language that \\'ill fnc il itate competent use of the 

language. lt is crucial lO stress that a task-based syllabus is meaning-driven during 

instruction and at the same time draws attention to linguistic elements. Long 

(2000: l 87) aptly describes the interface: 

Focus on form refers to how mtentional resources are allocated and invoh·es 

briefly drawing students · attention to linguistic elements (words, collocations. 

grammatical structures, pragmatic patterns ... ) in context, as they arise 

incidentally m lessons '"hose en erriding focus IS on meaning, or 

communication. The temporary shifts in focal auention are triggered by 

students· problems \\ ith comprehension or production. The purpose is to 

induce what Schmidt ( 1993) calls noticing, that is. registering forms in the 

input to store them in memory without necessarily understanding their 

meaning or function . 
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~ task. fc i· the puq1ose<; of this stud~· · can therefore be described in Breen· s \' it::'"-' as 

·'an~ structural language learning behaYiour which has a particular objective. 

appropriate content. a specified \\Orking procedure. and a range of outcomes for those 

\\ ho undenake the task:· .. Task .. therefore refers to a range of work-plans which have 

the overall purpose of facilitating language leaming - from the simple and brief 

exercise type to m·ore complex and lengthy activities such as group problem-soiYing 

or simulation and decision-m:-tlcing. The pedagogic tasks must be drawn up and 

adjusted to the learners· age and proficiency level. Based on interactionist theory of 

second l:mguage acquisition. the task-based methodological approach accepts and 

indeed defends providing feedback when communication problems arise (Ell is. 2005). 

Such intervention could take the form of providing feedback, recasting learners· 

cnoneous utterances, en or conection. and explicit granu11ar rules (Ellis, 2005: 

Auerbach, 1995). Fluency, accuracy and complexity, as markers of second language 

competence are legitimate focal areas in the task-based syllabus as they indicate also 

the cognitive demands that a task: makes on the learners. These developmental 

competencies and capacities in the learners could be realized and actualized in the 

language classroom if the ideal tasks incorporate what is lmown about the nature of 

successful communication. are linked to real world language challenges and embody 

c;trategies that tap into \\hat jc; kllown about second language acquisition. 

Tarone and Brock (1986) call into question the foundation of the task-based syllabus: 

attention to form has a clear effect on accuracy of pcrfom1ance and that the use of 

referential questions prompts significantly longer and more systematically complex 

responses containing more com1ectives. This suggests the need for a blend between 

the outriuht communicative and svnthetic svllabi if indeed form has an effect on 
~ . . 

accuracy of performance. This finding is also conoborated by Nunan ( 1987). 

Prabbu·s research results (1 987) classify tasks into three categories: information-gap. 

reasoning-gap and opinion-gap tasks. Again. it would be logical to start v. ith 

information gap tasks that tap imo recall and basic deduction strategies and end v:ith 

opinion gap tasks that will have to obviously rely on inferential, analytic and 

e\'aluali,·e lang.uage strategies on 1he pa1t of the learner. Between these extremes 

would be 1h~ reasoning gap tasks that blend application of kl10\\·Jedge together \\ ith 
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~0mc degree cf 5) mhesizing information into coherent and cohcsi,·e linguistic 

statements. 

\\'illing ( 1988) establishes that learners· actiYity preferences can ,·ary markedly and 

these are determjned by cognitive style and personality variables. For the classroom. 

this variation in persQnality ,,·ould bee' idenl in the \'erbally vocal leamers and those 

that are reserved . Tasks therefore could mean that the reserved learner takes less risk 

in language use and manipulation. For such learners. the classification of learner tasks 

by Nation (2000) might be a useful altemati\'e. His categori es of tasks as ·'experience 

tasks .. (i.e. those tasks that use the Ieamer's previous experiences), "'shared tasks'' (i.e. 

gcning learners to help each other bridge the learning gap), ·'guided tasks·· (i.e. 

pro,·iding suppo1t \\'bile learners perfonn the task through focused guidance) and 

.. independent tasks'' (i.e. tasks in which the learners work alone without planned help) 

would be really helpful for the reserved learner. They could explore their experiences 

in the first language and gradually approximate to the shared tasks or more guidance 

could be proYided to scaffold their learning curves and experiences. Interpretative 

tasks (Brovm. 1991) theoretically generate more complexity and these could be 

deferred to a later stage in the instructional-learning period v;ben the leamers are 

linguistically ··ready .. to express thcmseh cs with botb Oucncy and sophistication. 

Although working in different research environments, Pica (1993) and Duff (1996) 

reach similar conclusions that tasks alloYving disagreement lead to longer tums and 

more complex and varied language. For purposes of summatiYe assessment for 

instance. leamcrs \Yho can handle argument with fluency and accuracy could be 

deemed more successful in a language-learning programme than those '' ho continue 

to rely on and achicn on guided tasks. The criticism that has been leYeled at the task

based syllabus has perennially re\'oh·ed around the rationale for the sequencing of the 

linguistic items, suggesting that some tasks are better k amt first than otherc;. 

Foremost in task se lection is the relevance of the task to the learner (Brindley. 1987 ). 

This entails the language demands that the task could elicit fl.·om the learner and the 

accuracy required in accomplishing the task. Tasks that elicit Jess language from the 

learner arc naturall) less re\·ealing than those that allov. the learner a more expressi'e 

range. Equally. a too cognili,·ely demanding tac;k could inhibit the Ieamer through 
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~1-ustr..iti~..n \,·b~n the le".rner C3ili1LH fully anicul:ne what they possibly could. This is 

''hat Candlin ( 1 9S4) de~crihes as communicati\'e difficulty and linguistic complexity 

of the task. BrO\\"il ( 1991) suggests that J task might b~ selected for the precision 

required which ties in with the ,-ocabulary to be used. This could stretch to include the 

gr::umnatical complexit) of the text that the Ieamer is expected to imetTogatc or 

produce. hence the· need to ensure that each task atTords bolh linguistic complexit) 

and variety. Reb ~mce to the learner ought to be prioritized. so should the cultural 

fami liarity of the text and discourse genre. The oveniding factor here is the 

communicati,·e goal, determined certainly by the tyre of response anticipated - oral 

or written (Pica, 1993: Berwick, 1993). 

This communicative goaL and the mam1er in which it is assessed. is another area of 

contention in ESL research. Formal factors (accuracy and code complexity) and 

content complexity ( cOJmnunicati\'e efficiency) should ideally, ,;..,ork together to 

achieve effective communication. Comprehensible output and the feedback offered on 

this production should complement each other to detennine the learner's progress in 

the deYelopment and modification of their imerlanguage. This is indeed what 

Robinson ( 1998:7) advises in suggesting that how language is leamed and how this 

interlanguage is integrated in the Ieamer's experiei1ces constitute a process of 

negotiation. 

Another reason for selec ting specific tasks would be whether the task follows a 
general sequence of operations or this is unclear. There must be a sense of continuity 
between the tasks for purposes of sequencing, making sense of input and obscr\'ing 
how language is organized and structured. This cognitive operation required ofthe 
Ieamer musr stress the imponance of processing information. especially considering 
that the Ieamer has to make hypotheses and inferences so that they can apply skills, 
transfer lmowledge(s) and generalize in the target language. :\Junan (2002) 
persuasi,·ely argues that the tasks selected ultimately refe r to ·'undenakings in ,,·hich 
learners comprehend. manipulate. produce and interact in the target language in 
contexts in which they focus on meaning.'' 

3.5. The epistemological basis of the task-based syllabus 

Based on Breen (1987:162). the focus is on communicati,·e knov,lcdge as a unit) of 

text, imerp~ rsonal beha\' iour. coje and ideation. Reflecting on some of the <!sscssmem 

d..:mands. this communicative: knov,lecge i1ianifests itc::clf in tcxl prnduct :nn that 

e\hibit" 3 numher ni appropriate marker!' for its ('\era!! whesion and coherence. J'he 



sccondar~ school le~rner is c\pc..:ied to .1pply kno,,·Jedgc of the English language to 

interpret texts and e\press responses. These modeling and inteqxctivc methods email 

the de\'elopment of cognitiYe capacities by the learners. Routine procedures are 

harnessed together'~ ith rroblem soh·ing in order to enJwnce the reflect ion capacities 

that generate. in tandem. interpreti,·e and analytical modes. 

The use of English category m task-assessment takes accuracy into account. in 

particular tbc absence of serious cnors. A list of serious errors in the usage category 

includes wrong \'crb forms. serious tense cnors. and errors of sentence structure. 

especially in setting up subordination. Omission or obYious misuse of prepositions, 

wholesale mislmderstanding OYer the meanings of words used, serious eJTors of 

agreement, the habitual comma repla(;ing the necessary full stop a11d breakdown of 

sense constitute lack of accuracy and \;l,'ould be deemed serious errors (Pennegianni. 

~009). If the Ieamer failed to complete pairs of commas in parembetical plu·ases. or 

omined the conm1a after introductory words like "hO\VeYer'', such slippages would 

only be deemed minor errors, as they do not impede the total conYeyance of meaning 

in the generated text (CTE. 2009). This also applies to mis-spellings of a minor nature. 

unless the form of the v:ord is seYcrely mangled. 

There is no conflict in the submission abo' e "·ith the tenets of the task-based S) llabus 

since there is a clear statement on the communicati,·e capabilities that the syllabus 

focuses on. The triad of abilities includes the ability to negotiate meaning, the ability 

to interpret mea:-~ing and ultimately the ability to express meaning mainly in written 

form in this study. The m~ans tlu·ough which me<ming is negotiated, interpreted and 

expressed all ob,·iously hinge upon accurat0 language. original. complex syntax. 

accurate and helpful punctuation and correct spelling. 

3.6. Locating theoretical and philosophical orientations of the task-based 
syllabus 

Foremost. the concept of a task in this syllabus engenders a dialogic process of 

interaction (Bakhtin. 1984) bet,,·een the learners and the educator. In Engli sh 

language pedagog), the task is designed through an established understanding of 

Ieamer compdl:ncies. the gaps io be filled in order to reach the "pecificd outcomes 
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that are . :::ssc!1li2.lly the exit C:\LP ~ompetcncies. With this understanding fore 

grounded. task(s) allow for numerous varieties of interaction between the learner and 

the language content. the learner and other learners. and more critically. bet,,·een the 

learner and the educator. The classroom context and the interactional patterns that 

emerge from each task engender simultanei ty and an ecological interconnectedness 

with the flux of de,·reloping CALP skills in the learners. 

In the process of planning what to write (through brainstonning, mind mapping and 

flow cha11s). and the subsequent translation of these cognitiYe processes into written 

expressions, the task enables the Jeamers to edit, re-shape, and add to their drafts. 

\\'rinen expression fosters the process of concretizing thoughts and mind maps and, as 

~101·son (1987 :23) argues, .. expressing [ideas] becomes a form of leaming:· The task 

breaks dov•n the four major language skills. more specifically writing and reading, 

into ·'do-able'· uni ts. The Ieamer. according to Sidorkin (1999:42), "challenges, and 

re-teLls in one's own words and stores in memory" what was set out for 

accomplishment in the command and plu-asing of the task. 

In assigning a task to the learner, the educator enables the Ieamer to discuss, search, 

query and repo11 the meanings of their proceJural teaming and master) of language. 

This democratisation of learning is, simultaneously, an act of extension of BTC to 

CALP skills and empowem1ent of the learner engaged in lhe process of finding and 

creating meaning. This approach endorses the tenets of a dialogic process of education 

(Vygotsky, 198-f; Freire. 1987: Bak.htin, 1981). Tbe learners are moved beyond plain 

memorisation of language structures or vocabulary in isolation and they generated 

acti,·e exploration of language in dynamic usages (Gray. 2007; Hall. 1999). 

Considering the multicompetencies ( i.e. their knowledge of two languages in one 

mind, Cook. 2003) of the learners panicipating in this study. panicularly their 

knowledge and skills of their L1, it is critical to tap into the submissions of a complex 

systems approach in a bid to understand the interplay of Ll and L2 as the learners 

appropriated skills in both (Weideman 2010: Cameroon and Larsen-Freeman, 2007). 

In real terms. the bi I ingual ism of the research participants allov;ed for code-switching 

and other cogniti,·e experiences including word retrieval speed and meta-linguistic 

processing protocols: they had an anility to transfer more than just linguistic 



knowledge hut also skills and conceptual knowledge ~·om L 1 to L2 and 'ice-versa in 

a recursiYe fashion. Weideman CO I 0: 7) elaborates on the complexity nf the language 

system, contending that there arc ''multiple interacting agents that adapt and change 

their use or the languages in such a way that it affects ho'' language then deYelops 

and changes in future interactions." He enlists the ideas of Beckner et a! (:2009:5 -14) 

to demonstrate that ,,·hen one is teaming a language, one builds up a ··repertoire of 

resources for future use" i.e. a netv.,rork of grammars is built up from the categori sed 

instances of encountered language use. Tllis complex systems approach facilitates our 

understanding of how bilinguals not only acquire but process language by resorting to 

"chun.king·· " ·here ·'frequent word combinations become encoded.. (Weideman 

20 I 0:7) and are transformed to the target language for convenient expression of ideas 

and concepts. Current perspectiYes on languages in contact. particularly in the 

bil ingual experience, argue that language learning and language development 

constitute a process of "d) namic adaptation .. rather than the static conceptualisation 

that characterized Chomskyan generative grammar (Larsen-Freeman and Cameroon. 

2008: 157). The classroom experiences of the learners in this study readi ly 

demonstrate that the development of CALP ski lls. to wbatcver extent these \Vere 

facilitated by the resources and tJ1e strategies of the educators. followed on the 

interplay of imcractiYe clements including cognition. consciousness, experience, 

learner-educator-learner interaction. culture and history and 1hat jointly. these factors 

had an impact. Follov,,ing the footsteps of Larsen-Freeman and Cameroon (2008:226). 

tasks and tests were ··designed. plaimed and managed so as to push and stretch an 

indi\'idual learner's language resources to the edge of their current potential.·' 

3.7. Considering that language pedagogy in the ISSA classroom consciously sought 

to take a number of calculated risks by h)ing iru10\'ati ve acti,·ities. retrospecti,·e 

eva! uation of the cun-iculum was critical in the understanding of learner strategies. 

3.7. Curriculum evaluation 
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it •\'a:- clear frum the ildtur~;. of the reseun:h problem th2t this spon:>rred prngrammc: 

demanded an e'·a luat ion i:1 tenns of implementation c;trotegies and the anticipated 

outcomes. Educ:.uion3.l programmes. ;xmicularly :h0'e built on outcomes. require 

some form of e\ alu:Hion in order to improv~ them and in the process ensuring that the 

desired ou tcomes are met . Both fo rmative and summ~ui vc e\·aluation protocols '"'ere 

reviewed in this study and procedures were considered according to how they related 

to this language and integration research. 

Eisner ( 1979) maimains that there is a cyclic relationship bet\Yeen teaching 2nd 

cutTiculum pla1ming. The intentions of a language curriculum in this instance led to 

curriculum planning, which in turn provided the content and structure for teach ing. As 

the teaching proceeded. as a course of action. new intentions emerged because of the 

inherent evaluati ,·e findings that the educator discerned in the process. Eisner holds 

that teach ing matters when what is taught is WOJ1b the learner's time. hence his 

conclusiYe observation that the most significant functions of educational e,·aluation 

are: 

I . to diagnose 

'> to reYisc curricula 

3. to compare 

4. to anticipate educational needs and 

5. to deten11inc if objectiYes ha,·e been achieYed 

The three central features in this enluation process arc the s~ ilabus itself. the 

teaching that occurs and the learner's educational experiences. 

The medical metaphor of diagnosis and treatment has its inherent problems in that the 

learners. conceptuali?ed as ·objects suffering· from some ·ailment' and therefore in 

need of treatment. does not have the close-fit reality in an educational setting as its 

discourse marginalises and excludes the leamers' agency. 'Diagnosis' and 

'inten·cntion' and ·integration· intbe framework oftbis study were admittedly quirky 

krms that did nol. ho\\'ever. propose .. the identification and management of 

disability .. (K.riegk~ and Sku~. 1996: ,·an Rooyen and Le Grange. 20m:2): they \\eie 

prohlema1ised for· heir \ ery curn:ncy and incidence in the ·needs anal) sis discourst:. · 



Their slippage iO imrl) \Hbcr .::uncepts beside:. deficicnc~ was therefore carefuilv 

managed. 

One aim of eYaluation in syllabus design i:. that in tbe TI· study, the leaners bring 

rheir diff~rem language and cultural backgrounds and certain competenc ies into the 

classroom. Their current k\ els or language anJ comprehension skills determine the 

aims toward which the teaching is directed. fhese backgrounds infom1 the need and 

attempt to create a research-based foundation fo r the development of. and informed 

choices abouL a classroom cuiTiculum for the TF learners that fosters rde\'ant and 

effectiYe teaching and successful learning. The ultimate goal is to create rele' am 

instructional materials - a ·'dynamic, problem-soh·ing [setl in accordance '"'ith the 

identified needs of tbe leamers .. (Scardamalia and Beneiter. 1994: 17). Tyler (19-+9) 

and Dewey ( 1976) argue conclusi\'ely on the need to build from students· past and 

present experiences (recognition of prior learning) and to ensure that subject-matter 

content is ,·alid to be generative and intluential in the students· deYelopmem of futw-e 

understanding. This notion on e, ·aJuation ries in with the observation made by Hugh 

Hawes ( 1994) t11at .. evaluation is a process of making a judgment about the worth of 

something. based on the evidence collected to detem1ine if cenain objecti\'es of the 

programme have been met.·· 

The amicipatcd nature of eYaluation here is a cycle in quick succession as proposed 

by BurkJ1ardt. Fraser and Ridgv·;ay (1990), Char (1990) and Clements and Sarama 

(1995). Such evaluation implies that tasks may be completely re-cons tituted. 'vith 

edited or newly created ones tried in a shon space of time. The implication here is that 

the e\·oh·ing cuniculum and the instructional materials require extensiYe 

documentntion. Such extensi\'e documentation wi II have to be used to evaluate and 

reflect on those components of the dcs!gn that could ba' e been based on intuition. 

aesthetics and subconscious beliefs but are, in rea lity. checked by the progress of the 

learners in grappling with specific concepts. Clements (1996: 14) submits that 

classroom- based teaching experiments are used to track and naluate student learning. 

with the goal of making sense of CUlTicular act i\·ities as they are experienced by 

individual learners. J lis emphasis is on the "process of curricular enactment" 

(1996:14) when the class is obsen~.:d for information concerning the .. usability and 

effecti\C;:nt:ss of the urriculum. 35 well ~s for its c:har2c1er. ,. Thic:; extend<> tn how the 
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materials e.re used. ho\·, (he educator guijc.:s stud~ms tlu·ough Js.ngunge 3c1i' ities. wh:;t 

characteristics emerge in ,·arious insiami:Hions of the classroom (class dynamics) and 

how these processes ar~ connected to intended and unintended learner outcomes. 

Critical variables in this study obviously re\'olved around the conte'\t. In this study. as 

has already been mentioned. the setting of fSSA - an affluent boarding school 

suiTounded by ,·ery poor ,·iJlages - was critical as it \\'as a marked departme from the 

previous impoYerished enYironment of the leamers. Secondly, the hours of exposure 

to language learning v;ere deliberate!) more than would haYe been normal in an) 

other classroom setting in South Africa. Class size. in this case not more than twenty

five leamers per class. was another factor that was considered in the process of 

evaluation. Teacher profile and characteristics (educational. professional 

qualifications and experience) \\'ere considered. in as much as implementation 

variables relating w principal leadership, fidelity of implementation as well as the 

suppo11 and availability of language Jeaming resources. peer relations at the school 

and "convergent perspecti\'es'' of the school administrators and fund providers were 

concerned ( Eisner. 1979: L:nnon.l989: Berends. 2001 : Elmore. 1996). 

3.7.1. Some challenges and observa tions 

This study established that although there are ele\'en officia l languages, Afrikaans and 

English continued to be the predominant languages in the public and legislati,·e 

spheres. The im·erse of this point was found in the rural and poor schools from \Vhich 

the learners were selected: there are declarative statements that English is the LoL T 

but quite often the greater part of the teaching took place in the learner' s. or more 

specifically. the teacher's Ll. There v .. ·as anecdotal e\·idence that much of the 

teaching. in the primary school in pa11iculur. remained largely rote learning. fn a focus 

group interYiew. one of the research pa1ticipams summed this reality succinctly: ".-l.T 

my former school 1re studied in English hut not thaT much. .My teachers 11·ere only 

concerned about Serswana. They Translated many Things imo SeTs11·ana. £1·en if my 

textbooks 1rere in English. the)' ne1'er ga1·e many details in English. When tests came 

in English, ar Times J hare no H·ords and m·ote in SeisH·ona . .. This is in spite of the 

exhortations and submissions from research that rote lcaming smacks of mimicry 



Another challenge came from the classroom practitioners. the educators themsch·cs. 

who insisted on granunatical accuracy. This insistence was ,·oiced in the schools thgt 

the research panicipants came from and \vas quite evident in the rigorous marking 

schemes that were used in both the state school educational s,·stcm and the Cambridge - -
International Examinations. The irony of it all lies in the [act that to al l practical 

intents and purposes. the language used as medium of instruction in the schools was 

deli\ ered often in inaccurate modes yet when tbe assessment and feedback. ,,·ere 

pro,·ided accuracy became a prerequisite. 

3.8. Conclusion 

The Prabhu model (1984) pays attention to granunar only incidentally. 

Communicati\'e meaning is made the primary goal and objective in this model. The 

constraints posed by this model became ob\'ious. especially in the present research 

process where extemal assessment procedures were identified as rigorous. 

Breen's model appears too open-ended. In Breen's modeL as already discussed above, 

the syllabus and the teaching learning evolve in the ecology of the schooL and nothing 

seems concrete and determinate. For the research participants in this study, where 

passing the exit examination was critical (and the learners therefore needed to master 

the skills and craft of writing and responding to specifically formulated 

comprehension texts), it was envisaged that an unwieldy and broad-based 

experimental approach such as the one suggested in the Breen model would be a 

pedagogically costly undertaking. 

The Long and Crookes model allows for inclusion of some pre-selected syllabus items 

and still remains open to accommodate and include the suggestions made by the 

learners. Pre-selection was determined by \\·hat the researcher pcrcei,·ed should ha\'e 

been taught and leamt and mastered by the time the research participants entered the 

research site. This \Vas verified tlu·ough the questiotmaire. TI1is model was 

pedagogically sound and practicable as it gave significant attention to difficulty 

experienced by the learners and therefore allowed for refinement of tasks and 

outcomes in the process of dt.:sign. Practicability and efficiency were. therefore, key 

considerations in adupting and ad3pting this model. 
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CH:'\PTER 4 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1. Introduction 

J engage here with issues of a longitudinal case study whose ecology v .. ·as the 

Intemational School of South Africa. r sketch the systematic conceptualisation of the 

study and locate it within the broad areas of second language acquisition. academic 

research. CALP ski lls strategies and syllabus design. This methodology chapter 

therefore seeks to bring out the interplay of the records, facts and concepts with the 

relevant theories in order to sketch and map out the learner and educator strategies 

that were de,·eloped to answer the research questions. 

4.2. The qualitative and quantitative paradigms 

The cunent research is largely qualitative, and to a Jesser extent, quantitati,·e ~md it 

operates from a set of interpretive practices sensitive to the ,·aJue of the mixed method 

approach. Choosing the qualiiative research methodology v.;as informed by the 

understand ing that this case study v:as concerned with ·'understanding the process and 

the social and cultural contexts \\·hich underlie \'arious bcha,·ioural patterns and its 

concems v;ith exploring the v-:hy and hoY,. questions .. (.\farce. 2007:52). The case of 

the TF learners at the lntemational School intrinsically entailed emphasis on processes 

and meanings of integration and deYeloping CALP competencies in the handling of 

language for the development of multi-faceted literacies. As a sponsored progranu11e, 

this project also required an eYaluation frame\\·ork in order to assess its oUicomes. The 

cloc;e relationship between the researcher and the leamers and the constraints shaping 

this enquiry implied that a qualitative methodology allov.-ed for its descriptive tenor. 

The th ick descriptions of the intcrYiews and Lhe written texts (Denzin and Lincholn, 

l995; \'ithal, 2000) highlight, in the process. how CALP skills and other language 

processing competencies and strategies deYeloped in the learners O\ er the tlu·ce-year 

period of this research. The descriptions highlight the complexity of choices made and 

the percei\ ed appropriation of CALP skills by tbe learners. These descriptions also 

allow for critique by researchers and other educators and should lead to some 

modificati<•n of the models proposed here. hom the descriptions. it was hoped that 

tnt.: thL:Ol\:tical fram ... work of this rt:scard1 C~o•uld ~.e fur her ;le2:-:ed ~:1d ii::e:-ro~:::~d. 

Gi, ~n 1:1:!t th:s c: wdy e~p!0red ::J 111(\del -theory rractice link. "hat unfi)ldeJ in tht: 



de\ elopme!it of tl1L s~·llabu..; sh0uld highlight and enrich tht! critique of ,·a lues and 

knowledge ideas embedded in the fin::1l wrsion of the S) !Iabus offered here. 

The quantitative paradigm, \\ ith its emphasis on empirical data, cause and effect. and 

replicabiliry of study ''as deemed integral in e,·a luating the marks obtained in 

assessment tasks (see Table 6 and Table 7), the graphic representation of the 

pa11icipants· language background (Figures 4, 5 and 6) and the subsequent calcula tion 

of the hypotaxis index (see Tables 4. 5 ar:d 6). This research therefore deliberately 

operated on the mixed-method premise that there is complementarity in the research 

parndigms, rather than seeing the two as dichotomous approaches (Mackey and Gass. 

2005: 164). 

4.3 . Insights into a case study 

As a case study, lhis research has selected twenty leamers to understand them in depth 

at the various sites of this study (lheir previous primary schools, homes and the 

present secondary schooL IS A). They were specifically understood as one group of 

learners from previous!) disad,·antaged schools, follov;ing one programme that was 

broadly their English language secondary school education at ISSA. and the strategies 

adopted and appropriated in the process of C/\LP ski lls deYelopment. McMillan and 

Schumacher (100] :398) obsetTe that research in case studies seeks to investigate in

depth distinct groups where there is a natural socio-cultural background and face-to

face interaction encompassing the group. 

Case study is partjcularly usefu l in educational settings, such as this study. in order to 

understand specific issues and problems of practice (Meniam. 1998:21 ). Cronbach 

(1998: 1 0) submits that case study differs from other research designs in that it calls 

for ··interpretation in context". concentrates on a single entity and attempts to 

"w1c0Yer the interaction of significam factors characteristic of the ~ntity:· Stake 

(2000: 445) endorses ::md extends this obserYation on case study \\hen he underscores 

the fact that during a qualitative case study. the researcher spends ··extended time, on 

site, personally in contact with acti ,·ities and operations of the case. reOecting, 

reYising meanings of what is going on.'' This Telkom-sponsored group has had similar 

educational experiences of Curriculum 2005 in the form of the RNCS. They ,.vere. for 

tlu·ee ) ears. sponsored to pursue an IGC'SE curriculum, and therefore went through 
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;;imih:r cx~~riences . Hcnc~. i!i seekii1g en;a£ernent ;\·ith 1he ··ese3rch p2nicipams zs 

an emity. the purpose of the study was to understand and renect on their strategies and 

processes of C.-\LP skills acquisition at the secondary school stage. investigating in 

the process the possibilities ::md efficacy of a task-based syllabus to faci litate the 

acquisition of these skills. 

Gillham (2000) and McMillan and Schumacher (2001) concur tba l a case, as a unit of 

human activity embedded in the real world, merges in with its context, and in seeking 

to establish a range of different kinds of e\·idence, the case contributes to theory ::md 

practice. It becomes appropriate for discoYery as it elaborates concepts, develops a 

model (in this case a syllabus) \\·ith its subcomponents and propositions fo r 

implementation and re-enactment in other classrooms in South Africa and elsewhere. 

\Vhat emerged from this Tclkom case study v;as ··grounded theory·· (Creswell. 2001) 

as any abstractjon, theory-driven method and context-based approach applied to the 

pedagogical process emerged from crucia l, sensitiYc obser\'ations and the interacti\'e 

nature ofthis enquiry. 

As a study brgely \\'ithin the multi -method paradigm. this case pro,·ided detailed 

description and anal) sis of the profi les and the strategies and processes learners and 

educators employ to enhance CALP skjlls. The learners· language samples were 

drawn from their compositions. language producti vc exercises and tlu·ougb educator

learner interactions. Patterns of leamers' ,·iews of their leaming processes and the 

acquisition strategies that were obtained through inteJYiews and infonnal discussions 

were described. In documenting the processes, strategies and emerging competencies. 

the study increased the pa1ticipants· own understanding of the pedagogical practices 

and. hopefully. improved the practice, especially in the fom1 of the framework for the 

syllabus design. Should the research process generate interest in other scholars with a 

similar focus. in different contexts. then collecti\·eiy this study would build 

educational knowledge about CALP ski lls acquisition strategies in secondary school 

le:irners that is of rele,·ance to ESL classrooms and practice. 

\\"hile case studies do allow for general isations about an insranc~. the power of this 

approach is its mtention ro the Telkom learners. the subtlet) and complexity of this 

<>pecifil: case in its O\\ n ri ~ht (Cohen and ~ 1anion. 199-f l. Adopting il case stud) 



approach also blended '"'ith the 11exibility of utilising the qualitati\ c methods of 

interviewing. obsen ·ations. obseJYer-participation. document analysis as well as 

description. interpretation. and the analysis of the emerging dat:1. 

This segment of the study submits that in exammmg the Telkom beneticiaries· 

developing competencies and their appropriarion of the linguistic power of English. 

both quantitati\·e and qualitati,·e paradigms were integrated in order to fully 

understand the participants. As Cres\\·ell (2008 :261 ) submits: 

Although quantitati\'e and qualitatiYe research differ in how they gain 

k.J1o\.vledge and the research questions they address, they can both be applied 

to study the same research problem ... By using a quantitative approach we 

look for relationships between the \'ariables, while by using the qualitative 

approach \\'e seek in-depth understanding of individuals' experiences. 

Tllis ultimately provides a more elaborate approach to the research problem outlined 

since the findings and data are more fully integrated. 

It is important to stress from the outset that as an educator at the Intemational School 

of South Africa. I was both mainstream teacher of 14 of the Telkom Foundation 

leamers and a researcher for this study. The other six learners, based on continuous 

assessment results. '"ere allocated a different teacher who, together with rhis 

researcher, also took the responsibil ity of providing extra lessons in the afternoons 

eYery day of the week. J considered that my role as observer-participant was val id and 

important to the outcomes of this research: I was able to nwiure a sense of trust and 

rappo11 among the learners and their families and the process of sharing information 

penaining to progress and anxieties was w1inhibited. I was com·inced that as a 

patticipant obscn·er. I was also privileged to see learners· interactions. complexities 

and dynamic processes from a holistic perspecti,·e. 

4.4. Description of the population and sample 

The population for this study v,as second year entrants at the school. J he purposi,·e 

sample was the l\\Cilt)' English language !earners enrolled at the International School 
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of Souih .\inca. :\far!ke!lg. in th:: ~·;onh- \\est P:·oyi;1ce. E'i:tl,lished in I q9o. the 

school emollc:; studems from many count ries. including among others, Botsv·:ana. the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. Tanzania. Mal::nvi. Lesotho, Nigeria. the l lnited 

J;ingdom and Zimbabv, e. h o!Tcrs an intern::nional education and prepares learners for 

the Cambridge International Examinations ((11::) at both general certificate and 

advanced levels. During the time ofthis study. the total number of learners emolled at 

ISSA fluctuated between 41 0 and 440. 

PurposiYe sampling was used in identifying the panicipants of this study v·:ho were 

only the t\\'e-nty leamers \\ ho were sponsored by TF, as this ensured their total 

pruticipation in the research programme. Purposive sampling in this case also 

facilitated focused data collection from infonnation-rich cases in the English language 

leamers and allowed for feedback to the stakeholders: the school administration. 

parents. sponsors as \\'ell as the educators in the Department of English. 

The learners in the current study saw the opportunity offered by Telkom as the chance 

of a lifetime as reYealed by preliminary inten·icv.;s \\·ith the learners. the learners· 

parents ami guardians. They saw the school, ISSA. as a pri\'ileged institution. 

especially in tenm of its material resources and the diYersity or its cultural capi tal. 

They regarded their educators as qualified. inspiring and bent on facilitating the best 

for them. \1any regarded their fom1er schools as comparatin~ly under-resourccd. 

These observations are imponant in inYestigating, ultimately, \\ha t son of leaming 

happens in the classrooms, aiming to faci litate acquisition of cogniti \·e academic 

language skills and fostering reasoning in multiple discourse~. The fact that the 

participants \\ere multil ingual pro\·ides ferti le ground for inYestigating the 

development ofCALP skills. 

The learners· trru1sition fi-om disadYantaged schools to a multi-etlmic. well-resourccd 

one presemed the initial challenge of their labeling as ·'Telkom·· beneficiaries. and so 

did their repn.:sentation in the entry tests as former ·'best students·' and their cuncnt 

recognition ac; ·'struggling" learners. They also had to contend with working tov:ards 

reaching the academic literac) le\·els of first language learners and their .. first 

language pro1icicncy and literac) ·· was. in the nev, school. gen1:!rally subsumed as 

secondary and not .. prestigious:· These identi ties. shaped by lhc nc\\' school. tended to 



jise!npo" eT th~ learners. releg3tin~ :o the peripher> ihe knov.:ledgcs that they brought 

into the new c;ening. lt was critical to re-examine this re-shaping of identi1y. 

particularly by regarding the languages that the learners brought with them as 

enriching resources in their long walk tov·;ards English language mastery at the 

secondary school stage. Tn Figure 3. f auempt to show in diagram form the challenges 

that assailed the learners in th is study: 

Figure 3: institutional ecology: The r·esearch site 

• . '": . 

The purposive sample was enroll ed at the school and therefore fit in the category of 

inhabitants. ln 1hc same circle were the 443 lcamers already emollcd in the school. a 

mix of English First language speakers. English as a Second language (ESL) and 

English as a Foreign language (EFL) including other South African learners v,•ho 

spoke a range of the eleven official languages. The Telkom Foundation learners 

brought in individual language behaviours (particularly code-mixing and code

S\\'itching) that were recognised b)' language educators as impon:mt. and equally 

those "inhabit~Jr.s'" ,,·ho \vere already in the school pcrcei\·ed them as new. different 

and aspiring to access the same CA l P skills as thcmsel\·es. This '·ecology·' of tl1c 
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school w2s :l di\ersc and interesting site for obsen 3ti0n ::md rese:1rch into the crucial 

determination o I'" hat i1 means to be inside or outside or on the margins even of a 

defined ecological system. This dramatisation of identity made it the more important 

for the educators to deliberately create extra space and rime for the leamers· 

imegration and accelerated acquisition of CALP skills in the tlu·ee additional hours 

per v;eek of extra lessons deYoted to Mathematics and English. In total therefore, the 

learners had seven hours of mathematics and language instruction in every week. The 

deliberate mo,·e to accelerate integration was. ironically. a further opportunity for the 

other learners to negati,·ely tag the Telkom Foundation learners :md. in the process. 

alienate them as they ascribed to the patticipants the label of those v·;ho "had to catch 

up.'' 

This study did not look at the learners as detlcient. or as a problem. The deficit 

approach to tbe leamers '"as considered inappropriate: Jacking in sincerity and one 

that \.Vould likely perpetuate difference between the research pa11icipants and the rest 

of the learners who came fi"orn different backgrounds. Rather. it was premised on the 

understanding that the twenty leamers \\·ere bilinguals or multilinguals with adequate 

BIC skills in their mother tongue. This ability afforded ground for enquiry into 

grammar and lexical range in both mother tongue and English as an additional 

language. The lcamers also offered the school challenges on the syllabus to adopt and 

implemem. The learners \vere described in their previous schools as competent 

bilinguals but upon en try into ISSA. the majority demonstrated inadequacies that had 

to be addressed and overcome through robust learner and educator strategies in this 

particular context. 

Learners' reading and writing skills in an additional or second language haYe 

trad itionally been assessed tlu·ough a nationally and culturally specific screen. This 

screen. panicularly the \\Tinen format of the Cambridge exit examination. has a 

defined implicit English and imperial standard. Comrastive rhetoric analysis would 

i mmcdiately consign these learners' writing to an inferior grade and identity, 

especially if measured against first language speakers of the language. [n "Displacing 

the nati\·e spea~er ... Rampton (1990:99) argues that language ownership implies an 

uneasy tens:on bct\\'ccn "'loyally" to. and "expenise" in the language. ln this research 

site and the exit examination. the ::tbility to exercise command O\'er the morphological. 



lexicZ:I. and s~ ntactic features of Engli!\h (siructural o"·nership) was indispensable: 

mutual intelligibi lity am0ng the writers and readers had to be sustained. Tt was 

impcrati,·e to inteq)ret TF learners· \\Titing and reading in light of multiple factOrs 

rather than a distinct!\ South African cultural and lin£!uistic difference and dcJiciencv 
~ - . 

that were assumed in adYance. 

The first task was to get the learners to describe their experiences in the transition 

fi·om under-resourced and disadvantaged govenunent schools to a wcll -resourced 

school. JSSA . The second step was to get the entire group to write in an open-ended 

wa) about their experiences at JSSA at the end of the second term in 2007, a process 

that they repeated at tbe end of each complete year at the scbool. that is 2008 and 

2009. This proYided a holistic examination and reflection ofrhcir integration into the 

school and altitudes about themselves as English L2 learners. 

The learners in this study were panicipating in two inter-related progranunes: the 

sponsorship by the Telkom Foundation was part of social corporate responsibi lity 

\:..·hile their pm1icipation in this multi-faceted skills project was by ,·inue of thei r being 

leamers in transition from one curriculum orientation, OBE, to another one, CIE. 

4.4.1. Demographic patterns of the research participants 

As indicated in Chapter l. the parti cipants in this study came from poor schools ~md 

were selected to continue with their secondary school education at the ISSA in 2007. 

All the primary schools that the participants came from were go,·ernmem or 

community ov.ned. Fees paid ranged from R300-500 per year, in contrast to the R29 

000 per tenn that they paid in boarding school at JSSA. Class size in preYious '>chools 

ranged from 44-55, in contrast to the maximum class size o f 25 at the lntcmarional 

School. These learners were all previously in day schools, a factor which dramatical ly 

changed v.-hen they enrolled as boarders at ISSA. The ISSA school ecology markedly 

differed in terms of LoLT. where. except for Sctswana. french and Afrikaans us 

subject options, English was the common language of interaction. extending to 

communication in the boarding houses and general socialisation. Though this facet of 

fi·equency of use of English in communication '"·as not systematically measured, 

observations confirmed that the research panicipants used more expressive. though 

often informal. English langua~e in da) -to-day imeraction with other peers. They 

spo~c d1tTerent home lan!!ua!:!cs or first lan!!uaees that arc all reco2nised as 0fficial - - ..... - ._ 
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l::mgu.2ges in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (Appendix x: p 282). 

The home languages that they spoke are represented in the pie chart: 

Figure 4: Chart shmdng the research participants' home languages 

[N =20] 

Research Participants ' Home Languages 

oseTswana 

ID is iXhosa 

osePedi 

: o Afrikaans I 

Ten participants spoke Setswana, six spoke isiXhosa, two spoke Afrikaans and 

another two spoke Sepedi. The learners also indicated they spoke other languages 

besides their home languages: ten spoke English (with one adding 'but not 

accurately} ln addition to the above observations, six of the pariicipants indicated 

that in primary school they took English as a first additional language while eight took 

it as a second additional language. For some of the learners, home language was 

largely oral since they could only write in it for the most basic purposes. Interestingly 

too, some of the pa1ticipants' ability to read and '"'rite in their home languages was 

also quite de,·eloped. In the periodic tenn assessments (Appendix \'i, \'ii. and ix), the 

pruticipants scored invariably higher in Setswana. Four of them. who displayed the 

least developed CALP skills in English, '"·ere ironically rop performers in twelve 

Sets wan a L 1 internal assessment sessions oYer the tlu·ee-year data-gathering period. A 

plausible inference from this obserYation is that Engl ish and Setswana are 

morphologically and syntactically differen t to the extent that performance in one of 

the languages has apparently not much bearing on the learner's performance in the 
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vi:her. \not her inferenc.::. deriH~d from an :malysis of the Sct::i\\·2;1a test paper. \\a" 

that \hi,;' tasks were based on more on the structures of the language concemed and less 

on concepts. This mOJTlhological and syntactical dist~mce and difference might also 

account for the difiiculties that the learners in this stud) experienced in creating 

meaningful constructions in Engl ish. Additionally. the cuniculum that they pursued at 

ISSA did not priYilege tl1eir abilities to express themseh·es. argue or present an) 

\Hirten 1.1pinion in the fi rst language. Consequently. there was no motivational 

component to drive them to develop cognitively demanding competencies in the first 

langu:.tge. nlthough it must be stated that tlu·ough obse1 Yatiou, it was establ ished that 

leamers who were good at their Ll \\'ere often good at their L2 too. 

GiYen the historical roles that English and Afrikaans have played in South Africa as 

mechanisms for ascribing essentialised identities and subject positions within an 

inequitable socio-pol itical order, the research participants realized the need to invest 

in appropriating English (Peirce, 1995). An add it ional issue that complicated these 

findings related to what C\LP skills essentially entailed. Apparently, leaming to 

speak and write in a language does not necessarily bestow CALP skil ls on the 

speaker-wri ter. As implied in the nomenclatu re. these are skills acquired in a 

procedural fashion. and through conscientious processes of logical reason and the 

incremental abil ities to create and unpack texts for their underlying meaning tlu·ough 

the application of synthesis and evaluation modes (;.JOiion and Toohey. ~005) . As the 

research participants \\·ere progressing along their course of study, it became clear that 

\\·hereas linguistic proficiency had generally improved(i.e. a1iicu!ation, 

comprehension skills and \\'riting strategies to \\ hich they had been exposed). it could 

not be concluded empirically that their CALP skills had therefore been fully 

developed. This arises from the obsen 'ation that the same learners, outside the 

language classroom. st ill had trouble in unpacking discipline specific concepts in 

other subjects. This challenge that the learners faced points to one of the questions 

that this study had to contend with: observation and systematic ctJrricular delivery and 

e\·aluation were restricted to English lznguage on ly without extending this to other 

~ubjects across the curriculum. Ob,'iously. such an ambition would ha\·e made this 

study unwieldy. 
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The will ingness o f the learners to panicipate in this research was quite ori.en couched 

in their sense of willingness to col laborate with the researcher to infuse and inscribe 

their experiences into this study . This was. therefore. an educational 'co-operati\'c 

endeavour. The larger purpose of the research was contributing to a syllabus design 

that could be used in both the school and elsewhere. The findings inform theoretical 

perspecti\'es. consiaering the fact that the descriptions here emerge from classroom 

practice. 

The idea of being pioneers in both the sponsorship and the research had positive 

ramifications for teaching and learning at the local leYel in South Africa and this 

could possibly have spurred these learners' active partic ipation. Of course, doing my 

research ,~-,·ith these lcamers also raised the question of whether or not I was exploiting 

the situation of these learners. I have incessantly wondered whether the learners in 

t hi s study did indeed have an option in pa11icipating in this research project. It was 

imperative to question whether the learners were "democratically coerced" to 

participate simply because they were my students and might have been unsure about 

the consequences of non-pruiicipation. 

:\n immediate pedagogic need was designing a S) llabus for the participants. Decisions 

bad to be made about syllabi already existing in the school, the semantico

grammatical option or the notional syllabus (Wilkins, 1976: 1 ). There had to be a basis 

for selection of the language to which the Ieamer would be exposed (Krashen 's 1985 

argument was that learners accept intake in the matmer of comprehensible input, l -i i) 

ru1d what the school would expect the learner to acquire by the end of the instructional 

period. Structuring a language course ob\'iously must reflect the objectives and tasks 

of the language learning and teaching (implying a specific syllabus model). Initially. 

the Department of English at ISSA was unanimous that the preliminary syllabus 

would be on a continuum betv;een the synthetic. the anal)iic and the task-based 

teaching models (Department of English ISSA Academic Meeting. March 3, :2007; 

Long and Crookes. 1995). 

\Vilkins (1976:2) holds that a synthetic language teaching strategy is one in which the 

different parts of language are taught separatel y and s:ep-by-step so that acquisition is 

a process of grad ual accumulation of the parts unti I the \\hole structure of tht: 
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lunguage !:a:, been built up. fhe anal ~1ic 3pproaches are b.:ha,·ioural. or£anised in 

terms of the purposes for v, hich !earners are learning the language and the ,·arieties or 

language perfonnance that are necessary to meet those purposes. Each paradigm and 

approach has its strengths and weaknesses, hence the decision to initially '"'ot"k on a 
I 

S) !Iabus outline that straddled the syllabus-model continuum. It was envisaged that 

there would be units to assess reading cUld writing separately. 

Broadly. the aims of this intended sylJahus would mainly be to develop CALP skills 

in order to produce successful readers and writers. The TF learners were expected to 

be competent, clear and accurate in their 0\\11 reading and '"Titing. In this way. they 

were expected to understand and resjpond appropriately tO v•hat they read. J n the 

\\Tiling exercises and tests. the learners were expected to use and appreciate a variety 

of language styles in both writing and speech. If the leamers reached these levels, they 

would also be expected to be creatively im·entive in the \Vrirten texts that the) \\·ould 

produce and consequently de,·elop a multi-faceted literacy in reading and viewing 

anal)1ically and critical ly, writing well and with appropriate use of grammar. 

vocabulary. spelling and punctuation. 

4.4.2. Description of the instruments: design, trial-out a nd validation 

The mixed method approach in this research yielded multilayered data. The following 

segments highlight the procedures tak·en. often indicating the oYerlap of qualitati\ e 

and quantitative methods and the richness gained though these approaches. 

This study relied on a number of data-gathering techniques and instruments. Pre

eminent \\·ere the following: a diagnostic test, semi-structw·ed intetTie\\S with the 

research panicipants · pru·ents. informal interviews with the research panicipants. 

patiicipant observations. end-of term parent-teacher consultations including tcnnly 

progress reports, written test assessments. structured qucstiOJmaires adm inistered to 

the research patiicipants. essays, reading comprehension tests, educator's feedback. 

comparati,·e document analysis in the form ofthe l\\O different syllabuses. 



-k4.2.1. The diagnostic .::md placement tests 

:\t the incep1ion of the sponsorship progr:1mme. 1be TF approached the lntemational 

School of . outh Africa to set profic:ency tests in English and ~fathemmics. These 

proficiency tests were administered at schools that '"ere largely impo\·erished and 

used to select the leamers that would enroU at IS A. The results were therefore used 

as administration and placement data. 

Upon ::~dmission. the learners were asked to sit diagnostic tests in English and 

Mathematics in order to establish the individual problems they had. These 

standardised diagnostic tests were helpfu l m assessing reading age levels, spelling 

age, wri tten language skills and numeracy capabi lities. specifically in addition. 

subtraction. multiplication and diYision. Inten·ention could only be feasible with a set 

of results that described the competencies of the learners that the school ':vas 

emolling. The diagnostic lest results are presented fully in Chapter 5. 

4.4.2.2. The questionnaire administered to the research participants 

The questionnaire elicited biographical details of the participants and \\'hat language 

skil ls th~y thought tbey needed in order to succeed at their grade level. This 

questionnaire had twelve segments: the first five sought information about 

background and the pa rticipants' language learning experiences at primary school, the 

sixth question asked the participants to reflect on their performances in the diagnostic 

and placement test while question 7 to 12 elicited information about the participants' 

percci,·ed cha llenges in English. Esse1:tially these questions were set as a litmus test 

to gauge what the panicipants thought were critical areas for inclusion in a task-based 

s~ !Iabus. The questions were explainec to the research participams so that they could 

fully grasp what they sought from them. \\'hereas questiOimaire-design theory 

suggests !hat questions should be "accessible" to the ;espondents. in this study. some 

of the concepts had to be explained in order to clarify matters. The participants' 

language practices at home cenainly p:ay a role in shaping linguistic repertoires and 

attitudes towards additional language, and the linguistic heterogent!ity that was 

unearthed through the questi01maire had significant ramifications on the study. 



·l .4-.2.3. Docume-nl analysis 

Official documents such as Cuniculu.m 2005. the ReYised '\mional Curriculum 

Statement ~007, the Cambridge International Examination<> <;~·!Iabus and the 

constitution of the Republic of outh Africa ,,·ere analysed in order to unpack their 

stipulations concerning constitutional language pro,·ision and the standards at '" hich 

learners ''ere expected to perform. This analysis of standards specifications pro,·ided 

insight into the competencies that the participants had to attain. considering their 

limited exposurl: to English in their homes and preYious schools. This document 

analysis was also intended to infom1, in practical ,,·ays, the shape and orientation of 

the et1\'isagcd syllabus developed at ISSA in order to guide and facilitate tenching and 

learning. 

4.4.2.4. Semi-structured interviews with research participants 

The semi-structured inter\'iews followed a series of pre-established questions \\'ith a 

limited set of response categories. In this category. a few open-ended questions 

allowed for ,·ariations in response and these were intended to conoborate the 

linguistic skills and needs of the research panicipants. ~1esthrie (2002) argues that in 

South Africa. it iis common to have parents who haYe different mother tongues and 

conunon 10 haYe speakers with \'ery limited conu11and of their mother tonguc(s). Such 

complex multilingual realities impacted on the research agenda of this study since it 

became clear that the participants' hybrid codes (Canagarajah, 1999) were likely to 

be their resource as opposed to an unadulterated use of the mother tongue ( 1T) or a 

monolithic. purist English. Responses to the structured inten·iews were con,·ctted into 

quantitati,·c categories to glean emerging patterns and themes that were used to 

present insights into the research quesrions that the structured intcn·iews sought to 

ansv.;er (Denzin and Lincoln. 199-+: Cresv;ell. 2008). 

4.4.2.5. Unstructured and informal interviews vvith the research participants 

Cnstructurecl and inform31 interviews were part of this research us they allow for 

breadth ::md depth. Whereas semi-structured intervie\vs allowed most of the data to be 

coded and categnri/ed. the unstructured imer,·icws were expected to yield more 
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compreheasi·,·e. complex understandings or the Ieamer.:: without impnsing a priori 

categories for the data. Unstructured interviev,;s '"'ere driven more by a desire to 

understand the respondents rather than explain them. making the respondent an agent 

rather than an object of the research process (Adler and Adler. cited in Denzin and 

Lincoln, 1994 ). 

The interviews and focus-group discussions with the learners allowed for ·'creative 

inten·ic,ving'' that accommodated the changing situations of the leamers. Tn the '"-'Ords 

of ~1arshall and Rossman (1995:80), the interviev·:s in this study were '·conversation 

with a purpose", an interchange between people about themes of common interest. 

that is. the acquisition of cognitive academic language proficiency skill s at secondary 

school level. Such inten·iews reduced the rather coercive exercise of presenting 

questions to be ans\\'cred in a particular format. 

From my role as participant observer, r re-worked oy intetYiew questions, adding 

some and deleting otbers. Tllis was, in essence. an attempt to adhere to the exhOJ1ation 

by Glesne and Peshkin (1992: 39) that questions generated in situ can be better 

interpreted than prefabricated ones that are generated in the anticipation of ''the 

imagined respondent." Questions in this instance emerge from the conversation and 

enhance what is said. Often, the respondents chose to elaborate on one issue or 

question than another. depending entirely on the unique challenges that the learner 

encountered in the institutional and pedagogic transition, and the evolution and 

mastery of CALP skills. Instead of fixed interview questions and schedules. tl1e more 

accommodating semi-structmed format was adopted and used throughout this study. 

4.4.2.6. Focus-group interviews with research participants' parents 

Focus-group interviews were used in the pilot study mainly to find out from the 

parents and guardians of the leamers their biographical details and allitudes and 

expectations from the TF sponsorship programme. Later in the course of the research 

process, both fonnal and infom1al setiings \:>,·ere used for the focus-group interviews, 

especially during parent-teacher consu!tati\'e meetings and on the occasions when the 

learners \\ere collected from or dropped off at their respecti,·e destinations at the 

beginning and end of each 1erm . .-\s imen·icwcr. the researchtr stro,·e to he nexihlc. 



objective, empathic, and persuasive but also be a good listener (Seidman. :2005). 

Responses f!-om these interviews were expected to be broad and representative of all 

the respondents. allowing al so for coverage of the research topic as comprehensively 

as possible ... Group think'. was an ob\·ious flaw to guard against in this type of data 

collection procedure. so too was the problem of some respondents being more \'Ocal 

than the otJ1ers and therefore "the problem of under-representing the entire group 

through this domination was real" (Tarone and Yule. 1989). 

4.4.2.7. Researcher immersion and observation 

The researcher in this study played two seminal roles: the completely immersed 

member researcher and the pa11icipant researcher. As teacher of the TF learners, there 

was no distance to separate the growth, integration and maturation of the leamers 

from the materials that the Depariment of English at ISSA were designing for them as 

a group. Their progress in the curriculum and with the syllabus that was being 

designed and implemented demanded that I be both observer and monitoring 

fac ilitator. Glasser and Strauss (1967) maintain that "observational data gathering 

continues until researchers achieve theoretical saturation.'' Depending on the style of 

analysis of the observational data. this could facilitate formal theory building on a 

cognitive academic language pedagogy of disadvantaged leamers, pa1iicularl y the 

design and implementation of a needs-based anal~ tic syllabus. 

Denzin (1989). Schatzman and Strauss ( 1973) and \Vebb (1966) agree that the 

greatest criticism against observational research lies in tbe area of validity: observers 

rely exclusively on their ovm perceptions and therefore are more susceptible to bias 

and subjective interpretation. Whereas this criticism remains valid. there is room to 

overcome this shortcoming through multip le observers who can then cross-check and 

give credibility to the observations. Also, in the case of the TF leamers, the 

administration, the sponsors and the Depariment of English members were also 

.. observers·' and ·'monitors'· as the funded project relied on progress reponing. Data 

collection for this study officially began in June 2007 with the collection of 

documentation about C2005, OBE, the assessments of the learners from their previous 

disad\·antaged schools and the learners' entrance test resu lts at TSSA. Combining 

professional responsibilities \Vith my dissertation research pro,·ed quite cumbersome 

and often ·'messy. .. fraditional notions of · san iti zed·' data collecting teclmiques, 
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separation ot' personal ~md professionol, Ieamer \'~rsus participant. field \·crsus 

school 'home. researcher and r~se~rched collapsed. creating permeable boundaries and 

\·ery hlurreJ di stinctions. These problems of classification are d~scribed and discussed 

in the research in qualitatiYe tenns as they defy quantifying. Q,·er the three-~ ear 

period of data gathering. 2007-2009. there was an obseJYed st:t of strategies that the 

learners and educators used in order to read efficiently and acquire discussion. 

pragmatic and '"Titing skills. Tlwse are described in detai I in the following segment 

Answering ~cl questions. describing and analysing aspects of comprehension 

passages. comparing and contrasting ideas in discursi,·e topics, asking for and giving 

opinions on set tasks and general reflective practice emerged as some of the major 

skills that both the learners and educators appropriated and de,·eloped. In a bid to 

amplify on the development of these skills, the researcher observed these participants 

as they spoke and \\TOte on specific tasks during the three-year period. \\nat 

transpired was recorded as notes and lesson plan documents. synchronized descriptive 

topography. For a descripti\'e topography, the thirteen weeks of the second tenn of 

each year of data colkction was chosen to t) pically represent the major delivery, 

receptive, interrogative and productive strategies de\'eloped over each academic year. 

Written ~\ork from the leamers is presented in original fom1 . without cotTecti\e 

feedhack from the educator in order to show the authentic texts that the leamers 

created. and the composing and expressi,·e strategies that thev demonstrated 

(Appendix I and ii). 

4.4.2.8. \Vritten assessments 

Learners' written work v .. as a major source of data. This written work rcYeaJed the 

struggles th3t the leamers go through in order to express themselves. to name their 

reactions to given creative and other language stimuli and the errors that they made in 

the process . .-\s the written work was being marked and rated, it was crucial to identify 

the error correction and feedback practices of the educators. The identification of error 

v;as ob' iously a partial indication of the linguistic orientation of the marker as 

structural or communicati\'e. product or process oriented. 

En·orc:; identiticd were also going lObe used to estimate the trajectory of th~ learning 

c:-.;pcri•.:nces and ..:un·es of the karnl'rS. lt should be possibk Lo ca!egorize thi.? errors as 
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de\·eJopmenlal or ref1ectivc of fossilization. The emerging categories of en·or were 

tabulated and described. and these are presented in Chapter 5.1 .3(ii) and (ii i) . 

4.4.2.9. End of term parent-teacher consultations and termly re ports 

As indicated already, ~ny relationship to the TF learners as a researcher has a history 

of my being also one of their educators. TI1ese leamers were special in that respect: 

they were the first group of leamers sponsored by the TF at ISSA and I took them for 

mainstream English during the rooming sessions whilst another educator took them 

for scaffold lessons in the afternoon. During the v-.'eek, the learners had tlu·ee double 

periods of one hour ten minutes each, making three and half hours of contact teaching 

time. fn the afternoon. the leamers had four one-hour sessions per week, making a 

cumulative total of seven and half hours of English language study every week. 

Given our multiple identities in terms of nationality, class and gender, some of the 

learners sought my assistance in various ways and consequently we developed a 

closer relationship through the research and learning programmes v-.re put in place. By 

interacting with their guardians and parents, I grew to know them more and nmtured 

an interest that went beyond the one I had with rhe re~t of the other learners in the 

school. In a way, I created an opportunity for the leamers to own and relate to their 

progress in this research endeavour. As they wrote exercises and essays in the English 

classroom, the learners were av,rare that V·lhatever progress they made was both an 

indication of language learning progress and data for the research. Discussions 

therefore provided a great opportunity for reflection and joint analysis on leamability, 

delivery, methodology and implementation of the syllabus. Alternatives to materials 

approach and content delivery were therefore instant and usually in a state of flu.x. re

orientation and refining. Classroom interactions were participatory and homework 

alv,•ays offered altematiYe strategies for those who had met challenges. 

T vvas as much a resource to them as they were to me, offerjng an oppottunity fo r 

reciprocal and dialogic research learning. )..fy classroom sought to offer a change

en.J1a.ncing context. \.vithout, therefore. being an imposition. There was always the 

challenge of terminal assessment at the end of the tem1 and the reports that had to be 

compiled to indicate leamers' progress. At ihe end of each tem1. the Depanment of 

English set papers that assessed aspects covered during the tenn. The material fo r the 
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tests had to mc;et ··standard expectations of the leYcls of ~ssesse1ent expected at Fonn 

f\\'O in an intemational school. ·· E3ch learner's perfonnance in the cycle tests. 

admini<;tered tv .. ice each term, was recorded and used to gauge progress and problems. 

Each term, a report was issued to the learner. describing the challenges encountered 

and the successes made. This \\'as perceived as feedback to both the learner and the 

parents of the research participants (see 5.7.8). Of paramount importance was the 

positi\'e or negative skew sho ... ,·n in the English language mark. but the rest of the 

learner's performance across the range of subjects was also assessed to establish the 

Je, ·el of CALP skills as knowledge of specialised subject matter. The limitations and 

challenges obserYed in the cycle tests were also anticipated in the final examinations 

the learners v .. ·ould write at the end of their schooling in 20 I 0. The methodologies 

adopted in the research period had to be cognizant of this reality and therefore, in their 

inno,·ati,·eness, still ha\'e to prepare the learners for these external examinations 

characterised largely by screenjng or "gate-keeper· ' practices (see flnal results. Table 

18; Chapter 5.7.8). 

4.5. The hypotaxis index 

In the category of de\ clopment in \\Tittcn texts, an examination of learners' abilities at 

coordination and subordination has become a central focus, though as yet. there has 

not been consensus on one definiti\'C measure of proficiency and competence 

(Pennycook, 1994; Toohey, 2000). 

This segment of the study therefore focused on two competences in SLA: accuracy 

and complexity in the written performance in English. It is argued that the more etTor 

free. accurate and more complex the number of total clauses \\'ritten in a task. the 

more successful and competent the learner. 1 he Hypotaxis lndex is a quantitative 

measure to analyse the sentences in a sustained piece of \:o.Titing: it is the count of 

subordinatec and the c;uccessfully coordinated sentences calculated as a percentage of 

the total clauses making the composition (Hendricks , 2009). This ability to coordinate 

and subordinatl..! idea-.; in order to express more c;ophisticated ideas is interpreted as an 

indication of superior language manipulation, especially when compared to the uc;e of 

"imple sentences t!nt expre's c;ingulnr ideas gcn~.:rall~'· Since the hypotaxis index can 
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be easily calculated as u percentage. it \\'8S envisaged that -;uch a hanJy quanritati\ e 

too l could be of benefit to both learners and educators as it would concretely describe 

the learners· progress and developing coinpetencies in writing (Hendricks. 2007). 

4.6. Classroom de livery strategies 

I focus on this facet of the research process. as it was the rehearsal. dramatisation and 

actualisation of the anticipated syl labus and the operational site for the acquisition of 

the participants' reading and \J..Titing skills. These lessons were often fi lled with 

debate, contrO\ ersy and intense analysis of language presented and discussed. The 

lessons therefore served as ·'convenient ways to accumulate the individual knowledge 

of the learners and gave rise synergistically to insights and solutions that would not 

haYe come "·ithout them·' (Brown et al, quoted in Parton, 1990: 17). Frequently. f 

challenged the learners on language usage in order to stimulate funher discussion on 

quality. appropriateness. and effectiveness of the additional language itself. This 

helped to tease out some of the tensions inherent in a Ieamer's language. This ''-'as 

also a forum for the learners to recognise and engage with the diversity and versatility 

of the language skills that they \\'ere in the process of acquiring, more especially the 

meta-language. 

The lessons. in opemng a forum for discussion amor.g the participants. enhanced 

pruticipation and oral proficiency skills. in addition to the critical awareness of point 

of view. positioning and sensitivity to language. This aspect allowed for the 

expression of and emphasis on the pmticipants · point of Yiew. placing the control oYer 

the "linguistic interaction" in the hands of the participants rather than the 

educator/researcher. Wl1ereas l tried to allow the discussions to take on a life of their 

own. I did. e\·ery now :md then. try to refocus the discussion to issues T had hoped the 

leamers would focus upon and talk more ebout. This practice of "combined laissez

faire and direct control" often led to my agonizing over what became data on syllabus 

design. the strategies used in the acquisition of reading and \\Titing skills for this study 

and what was feedback to rhe language lessons. 

4.7. Issues of validation in the study 

liuberman ~md \1iles (cited in Dcn7in :md Lincoln. l994:J2lJ) argue that drav.:ing 

conclusions ~md making \'alid 'eri firf'll i()n i o a quali tati ve study im·oiYe the rc<.;earcher 
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in interpret ... tion of dara and th:;; tactics used include ccmjX!rison and contra~L noting 

pa!tems and themes. trinngulation and following up to check results with respondents. 

ln order to ensure that this study followed similar research sti·ategies. it was necessary 

to confirm palterns established in the flrst group of twem~· learners enrolled in '2007. 

The corporate commitment of the Telkom Foundation to fund the twenty learners was 

consolidated tlu·ough the f·unding and enrolment of another group of thirty more 

Jeamers at ISSA in 2008. Similar to the selection and funding protocols used in the 

initial group, the thirty were selected from similarly impoverished primary schools. 

The same English language entrance test was administered to this group. Results from 

the entrance test were compared with those fi·om the first group and the emerging 

patterns used to establish, describe and confirm the linguistic skills that the learners 

had. This confirmation of the Jcamers' possession of BICS at entry level in lSSA ,,·as 

an essential process in the Yalidation of the study and the questioru1aire results from 

the second group in 2008 confirmed the language needs as similar to those of the first 

group concerning CALP skills. in this multi-method triru1gulation, it was then 

possible to determine the draft syllabus specifications, objectives and content 

structuring in order to realise the anticipated CALP outcomes in learners' skills. 

4.8.1. Tlu·cats to intemal ,·alidity 

In this study, there were scYeral t!u·eats to the internal ,·alidity of the findings. Such 

threats, as in all longitudinal case studies, limit the extent to which a researcher can 

conclude that the outcomes obscn·ed in the case study are due to the specific 

treatment administered 10 the research sample. As f admit. some alternative 

explanations could be offered fo r the outcomes observed in this study as a 

consequence or instrument t.:JTOL single group tlu·eats. history and maturational 

threats. 

4.8.1.2. Instrument error 

Gass and Sel inker (1995) alludes to instrument error as the inaccuracy or imprecision 

of a meas~.~rement instrument "'hen respondents fail to understand the questions. ln 

this ::.iuJ). such possibility or cnor w<!s precluded by sirting down with the research 

jXllti cip::mts ::110 c?:\pJaining 10 them \;,·hat the questions <:ought to el icit, withou1 
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guiding them to the responses that they would offer. Responses were left entire!) to 

the research participams. 

4·.8.1.3. Si ngle group Lh reats 

Single group threats instantiate themseh·es when a researcher studies a single group 

and then proceeds to make generalizations based on such a study. In the TF case 

stud~· · this cn·or was aYerted by admin istering the same proficiency and plat.:emenr test 

to a second sponsored group to ,·alidate the perf01mance traits of the two groups. In 

this way, the needs of the first group of research participants \.vere corroborated by 

those of the second group. Designing a syllabus to deal v•ith the challenges followed 

from tbe findings established from two groups. 

4.8.1.4. Maturation threat 

A maturation threat occurs when an observed effect might be due to the p:11ticipants 

changing on a matmational paradigm because of the passage of time. For instance, in 

this TF study, the research pa11icipants \Vere exposed to more reading and writing 

practices. They '"ere also observed OYer a four ) car period. As they accessed 

competencies and C\'OI\'ed strategies. these learners were beginning to interTogatc 

their locus, goals and context in a different way from their initial perceptions. This 

dynamic of change could therefore be perceived as one major threat to the internal 

validity of the findings presented in Chapter FiYe. 

4.9. Data analysis procedu res- description and justification of techniques and 
methods of analysis 

Subrcenduth (2003:65) logically argues Ihnt " in most qualitatiYe research. data 

analysis is an ongoing process during the data col lection process." She enlists the 

scholarship of LeCompte and Schensul (1999) in arguing rhat there is no discrete 

separation betv;een the collection of data and analysis- it often occurs simultaneously 

and at 'arious le\·els. In quantitatiYely establishing the entry writing and reading 

comprehension competencies of the TF learners. for instance. the results were a pan 

or dat:1 colleclion about the icarners but also seiYcu a~ ana lysis in the placement of the 

karner:->. Their challenf!CS informed the teaching programme adopted. and in due 
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cow·s~. informed the atm::. specified ii1 tho:: syllabus blueprint. Ibis c~r:·ent c;~ud) 

therefore combined analysis in the tield and after the field study, in keeping with rbe 

caution that ·'premature coding is !ike prem::nme closure .. in qualitative research. 

Frodesen and Stama ( 1999:64) argue that educators need ··w find out as much as they 

can . .. about the students' first language (Ll) as well as L2:· about students' attitudes 

about themseh·es as L2 speakers and writers. and the investment they ha,·e in 

acquiring \'arious le,·els of proficiency for their academic goals. The TF learners in 

this study, il was established. have a srrong sense of themselves as functional in the 

language. The research sought to describe this functionality and place the learners on 

a competency scale in the target language, English. Language profiles, reading, 

composing processes and other writing protocols were fully described in this study. 

Information from questio1maires and inten·iews '"'as synthesized to create a language 

profile about the leamers, showing thei r read ing and writing competencies. In all this, 

there was always recognition of this particular classroom's social and historical 

context , recognition that this classroom was a complex intersection of cultural 

histories, multiple identities and institutional constraints, and dynamic. fluid and 

shifting pov•er relations bet,Ycen the educators and the leamers. 

Concepts of generalisability. ,·alidity and reliability were a major concern in this study 

as they affect the credibility of research findings. Validity. according to Eisenhart and 

Howe ( 1992:64-t) may ·'be generally defined as the trust wonhincss of inferences 

drav,·n from data.'· ·'Trustworthiness''. Kincheloe and McLaren (1998:287) argue is 

more appropriate and .. helpful because it signifies a different set of assumptions about 

resean:h purposes than does ,·alidity .. . pat1icularly in the context of critical research. I 

imply the coherence and imponance of the research questions. the theoretical 

underpinnings of the study and therefore, data and the analysis of the data generated 

in the study. The dual involvement of researcher and the learners in the study lent 

authenticity to the study and the analysis of the data. The reality-altering intention of 

this research process was deliberately infonned and transformed through the learners· 

progression from one stage to the next, i.e. grade level competencies. I remain greatly 

indebtd to Renuka \'ital's (:OO I) concept of "democratic panicipator~ validity ... 

i~ here credibility of the descriptions and an2lyses of data arc increased by refening 

rH:ross conte:-..ts oi ditTcrcnt research schools . 
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Vital develops her concept of democratic participatory validity from Kincheloe and 

~1cLaren (1998) who understand ·'catalytic validity"' as requiring the researcher to 

assess ·· the degree to which research moYes those it studies to understand the world 

and the wa~' it is shaped in order for them to transfonn it. ·· This research anticipated 

change, given that the TF learners were learning English in a completely different 

setting from what they had been exposed to in disadvantaged schools: and also that 

there \Yas a mandate placed on the educators to ensure the learners· success in the 

ultimate CIE examinations. J...:ey points in the research were choice. negotiation, re

shaping and re-casting of learning concepts and ultimately negotiation of the way 

forward. 

4.10. Conclusion 

Following the innovative, interactive and sociocultural perspecti,·c of qualitative 

research, this research design relied on observing the research pmiicipants. conducting 

intetTiews and building significantly detailed records. This was in addition to 

document analysis. especially the panicipams· written \YOrk and their reading in 

English. The data therefore is largely presented in thick descriptions. field notes. 

interview records and transcriptions of vignettes from the research panicipants' views. 

ignificantly. this data presentation is nuanced by the researcher's taking cognizance 

of this dynamic case study and the multiple factors inOucncing it. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS AND ANALYSfS 

5.1. fntrociuction 

This chapter presents the main results of the intervention that ,,·as effected in order to 

facilitate the acquisition of CALP skil ls at secondary school le\'el in a South Afi·ican 

educational context. lt systematizes the results derh·ed from the instruments 

mentioned in Chapter Four into themes and patterns in order to describe the 

acquisition processes and the challenges experienced. Some of the questions asked in 

the field elicited convergent responses and these are compressed in order to present a 

more holistic picture rather than microscopic responses to each indi\'idual question 

where commonality was eYident. The descriptions offered here also amplify on some 

of the challenges met in the field, the diversity of the leamers· ·'Jiteracies" and the 

school's ecology described in Chapter 3. 

There were fi"e major strands of the results presented in this chapter, and these are: 

1. the quantitative presentation of the various languages that the learners 

spoke as a first language; 

ii. the quantitatiYe presentation of the proficiency test administered on entry 

into ISSA. 

111. the integrated quantitative and qual itative presentation of Ieamer \>..Titing 

and reading needs as re\·ealcd by the participants· responses to a pencil 

and paper questiOimaire, including their written responses to the tasks set 

fo r them, 

1v. qualitatiYe thick descriptions of the interviews wi th the research 

participants· parents and guardians, and 

v. integrated qualitati\'e and quantitative presentation of the participants' 

progress assessment records. 



5.1.1. The results of rhe proficiency test: Quamitati\·e Data 

A language entrance test was administered to the learners upon their e;my into ISSA 

and the graph below represents their reading and spelling ages. 

Figure 5 
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5. I .2. The oldest member of this participant group was fifteen years and three months 

while the younges1 was thirteen years and two months. As shown in the graph. the 

English language proficiency assessment showed quite lov..r reading ability (nine of the 

.. best readers·· still read at a reading age of ten). Only three in the group could spell at 

the spelling age of 13-year-old leamcrs ( 13 is the acceptable reading age at ISSA for 

this grade level) whi le a significant number. five and four participants, spelt at 11 and 

9-year-old spelling levels, respectiYcly. 

The results of the proficiency test adr:1inistered at lSSA deserve some comment, 

particularly in the wake of the conti1mous assessment and report cards tbat the 

learners in this study had profi led in the OBE system. Cnder OBE, each school 

dc\·eloped an assessment programme that was benchrnarked on provincial and 

national assessment guidelines. Indi\·idual performance. in this regard. was compared 

to peers· preYious performance or ihe requirements of the assessment standards and 

learning outcomes (RNCS. C2005 : 117). Codes such as .. excellent .. , ·'yery good·'. 
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.. coa1petent .. and ·· insufficient·· were ~sed to describe ihe linguistic competencies of 

the learners. ln addition to these largely subjective and imprecise descriptors. national 

codes \).,rere also used to describe learneT achievement: 

Table 4: Table showing learner achieYement- :-\ational descriptor codes 

4 Leamer's performance has exceeded the requirements of the Leaming Outcome 

for the grade. 

3 Learner's perfom1ance has safisfied tbe requirements of the Leaming OUlcome for 

the grade. 

2 Leamer's perfonnance has par!ially sa1isjied the requirements of the Learning 

Outcome [or the grade. 

1 Leamer' s perfom1ance has not satisfied the requirements ofthe Learning Outcome 

I for the grade. 

The school reports of all the research palticipants had the code "very good" and 

fifteen of them described the panicipants as ·']earner's performance has exceeded the 

requirements of the learning outcome .. , The de,·elopmental needs and areas of suppo11 

needed by the learner in each learning area were generally clouded in a deceptively 

simple but perhaps inaccurate reporting that logically did not disadvantage the learner 

from the TF sponsorship. As an overall assessment of the language performance of 

e:1ch learner. there v·:ere problems that had been understated in exit repons but 

emerged from the proficiency assessment administered at ISSA, and these v·:ere 

challenges that bad to be faced and addressed by the language educators and the 

adminjsn·ation at JSSA. 

5.1.2. Writing: Qualitative data 

5.1.2.1. Problems identified in composing in the second language 

Part of the entrance assessment items asked the learners to write a composition. 

Subjective marking (i .e. an intu itiYely developed rating scale for assessing writing) 

was used to assess the learners' competencies. Using this institutional rating scale. 

marks were awarded based on specific descriptors as indicated in the table overleaf: 
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Tabl e 5: The Analytic Mark Scheme Used To Assess Writing at ISSA 

IR I e e"~:ance an d scope o f content 
0 The answer bears almost no rel ation to task set. Very inadequate answer. 
1 Al1sv·.;er of limited relevance to task set. 
2 I For the most part answers the task set. though there may be some !laps. 
.... Relevant and adequate answer to set task. .) 

Coherence 
0 No aQparent onranization of content (sentences and paragraphs). 
I I Very little organization of content. Cnderlving structures not sufficient. 

L2 Some organjzational skills in evidence but not adequately controlled. 
3 Overall shape and pattern clear. Or!!anizational sblls adequate ly controlled. 

I I Cohesion 
I O Cohesion almost totally absent; writing fragmentarv. 

l Unsatisfactory cohesion causing difficulty in comprehension. 
2 For the most prui satisfactory cohesion but occasional deficiencies. 
.... Satisfactory use of cohesion resulting in effect ive commurucation . .) 

Adequacy of vocabulary fo r purpose 
0 Vocabulary inadequate even for the most basic parts of communication. 
1 I Frequent inadequacies in vocabulru·y for the task. 
') Some inadequacies in vocabulary for the task (inappropriate/circumlocution). 
.... 
.) Almost no inadequacies in vocabulru·y fo r the task . 

Grammar 
0 Almost all granunaticaJ patterns inaccurate. 
I Frequent grammatical inaccuracies. 
') Some !l.rarrunatica1 inaccuracies. 
.... Almost no grammatical inaccuracies . .) 

::\1cchanica l accu racy (Punctuation) 
0 I I!!norance of conventions of punctuation. 
1 I Lo"'' standard of accuracy of punctuation. 
2 Some inaccuracies ofpunctuation. 
.... Almost no inaccuracies of punctuation . .) 

Mechanical accuracy (Spelling) 
0 Almost all spelling inaccmate. 
1 I Some inaccuracies in spelling. 
2 Almost no inaccuracies in spelli nQ. 

Highest possible total = 20 marks 

[Adapted, Cambridge international Examinations. in Alderson et. al. 1995) 

This analytic marking scheme was developed fo r use at ISSA in the lov,er and middle 

secondru·y school years. For purposes of expeditious marking during the course of 

each term, the fi rst three components (relevance, coherence and cohesion) were 

combined as C for a content mark, while the last four aspects (\'Ocabubry. grammar, 

punctuation and spelling) "ere conder1sed lO S for a style mark. This analytic 
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framev·iork \\'US u~ed enensi\'ely in the assessment of \\Titten v·;ork presented later in 

this chapter (pp.l24 - J 40) and also the extended writing attached as Appendix ( i\'). 

5.1.2.2. Learner errors as indicators of needs and intervention: Qualitative data 
from document analysis 

From composi tions spbmitted for the entrance test. the folloY\'ing ''erTors'' '"'ere noted: 

1. My hobby is to play tennis. 

(Failure to use the present progressive tense and relying on the simple present 

tense: cn or s1ems from problems with the gerund and infinitive form "to'' ) 

2. The person I like who sing is Beyonce. 

(EITor in subject-Yerb concord: and failure to use medals) 

This could ha\·e been bener stated as 'The musician/singer I like best is Beyonce.) 

3. When 1 come back from school I do my homeworks. 

(Homev.:ork is w1countable in English; it is countable in Setswana. sePepedi and 

isiXl1osa, the home languages of the learners, and the overlap between countable 

and uncountable in this regard generates the enor). 

Interestingly, there arc many uncow1table nouns m English that have ·'gained 

acceptable" plural fom1 and are increasingly used in spoken and written fonn: 

publics: peoples: etlmicities etc. 

4. The thing that makes me want to be a social worker is because I see hO\\' 

people suffer especial]) old people living with their grandchildren they don ·t 

get grant for the children. 

(Error stems from an O\'ergeneralization: '·The thing ... . , makes perfect sense in 

MT Sets\vana but the subject should be reason in this case and the sentence should 

have begun "What makes me .... , The second half of the compound clause 

confuses subjects: ·'old people" ru1d ·'grandchildren.'' This error falls under blind 

agreement as ·'grant'' should be preceded by an article [any] and take on plural 

fom1) 

5. l want to have two children. latest car and the latest cell phone. 

(This is another case of blind agreement. The context of the sentence is a 

hypothetical situation: in the future, I would prefer to have two children. "I v:ant" 

is an incon ect use of the scale of certainty and ihe modal becomes wrong) 

6. I am going to buy my mother a house \\'ith my first salary and going to send 

my ::-isttr and brmhei io the college. 
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(As in sentence :5. an illogical probab[lity is evident in ··am going to buy"' '" here 

the intention is to communicate a less definiti,·e scale of cenaimy. such as ··I 

would loYe to 'like to buy my mother :1 house:· A definite a11icle .;the·· is used to 

indicate another projection about future action for the brother but there bas been 

no reference to any college earlier on to merit a definite anicle in this erroneous 

construction.) 

7. I really take my perents serous because v,;ithout them \'-·bere will I have been. 

("'serious'·, like man\· other words in English with .. ie .. and ·'ei ·· challenoes is 
J - ~ 

\\fOngly spelt a11d presents a big rule-challenge. 'Parents' in Black South African 

English takes an inflection of the "e" after "p" instead of "ae" and the aural quality 

of that inflection could be source of the spelling error.) 

Ngwenya (2001 :204) mentions the problem with 1rh- indirect questions and submits 

that this is not a frequent problem. In this research on the TF Jeamers. a significant 

number of enors in suppression of the inversion rule v-.rere identified. A possible 

source of difference in the results of the two studies could be attributed to the different 

age groups of the samples since N'gwenya was looking at university students who 

v;ere possibly more conscious of such an en·or. 

8. My bobbies are singing (l think and my friends say I have a wanderful Yoice). 

(cohesion is compromised in the subject-\·erb concord en·or: phonological aural

oriented error in tbe mis-spelling of ··wonderful. ,.) Only one hobby is stated. so 

··are·' is discordant in this instance. 

C) I wash my body and to be clean eYeryday not to be dirty and I \Vash my tongue 

every day. 

(Confused word order. making the sentence an example of gross eiTOr that 

impedes meaning; there are also some elements of unnecessary repetition. The 

morning hygiene chore of brushing one·s teeth is rendered in an un idiomatic 

expression that stigmatizes it as inconect in Engl ish as ··r v:ash my tongue e\'Cry 

day .. ). In a semantic sense. the expression would convey the intended meaning in 

Sctswana. What is at stake here are the "complex language encounters" that 

Evans and Cleghorn (20 1 0) discuss. suggesting that many learners experience a 

shift in the expressive modalities of L1eir home languages to those of the second 

language where their "translated thoughts are viewed as inaccurate." The 
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··Borrow·· and .. lend .. ha\ e one !exical item in Setswana: the l\\·o acts in English 

language are a major source of confusion for the ESL learner 3nd the intended 

sense can only be discemed t!·om the context of usc. Again. Mesthrie (2005) 

contends that such an instance of BSAE would be understood in the "co11text of 

the expression'' to mean either ''bonov/' or •·Jcnd'. \vhereas in NS of English, each 

term has a specific. ~ingular implicature.) 

14. I don ·t like to fight if I fight 1 go to thet person and I say T am SOITY then me 

and thet person we became friens agen. 

(Phonological elements are evidently manifest in the spelling slips here. Individual 

word sounds. syllable structure and intonation could be easily held accountable for 

.. thet'', ·'agen·' and .. serous." Evans a11d Cleghorn (20 10: 132) suggest that .. \vhen 

teachers use non-standard grammar and pronunciation" thei r practices affect the 

learners' acquisition and understanding of the \·vords. and this consequently leads 

to a spiral effect. Indeed. as Evans and Cleghom CO 10: 132) argue. language is 

.. the tlu·ead that ties teacher. text. activity, ... and learner together in the overall 

process of meaning-making.'') 

15. The words below were spelt inconectly: 

lecher, frends. saprise. bcurifu!, crimena!e. !isteming, program. alot. prinsipal. 

jl.?!ous, parrye;ng, A710lr/age. opotunity. pro..((cssion. jernalist, and debateing. 

A pattern emerged from these preliminary results of the study and this pointed ~o 

challenges in spelling \\'Ords following the phonological generalisations that were 

inconsistent with English spel ling. There was also evidence that \~ h-im·ersion of 

questions. including the use of conditional tenses. were sources of error in the 

Jcamers in this study. 

16. Seidlhofer's COI])US (2005). VOICE, identifies the following 

lexicogrammatical problems in South African ESL classrooms: the problems 

occur frequent]) and systematically without causing communication 

problems:-

a) non-use of the third person present tenses (She look very sad) 

b) interchangeable use of the relative pronouns who and which ( a dog who: a 

person \·vhich) 

c) omission of the definite and indefini te articles where they are obligatory in 

NSE and inscnion where they do not occur in "\TSE 
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j) Cse of an ~ l! -purpose q:.Jestion-tag such as ·'isn't itT Or ·'no .. ? instead of 

.. shouldn 't they .. (They should arriYe any time now. isn ' t it?) 

e) increasing of redundancy by adding prepositions (We haYe to srudy about 

coastal features: We can discuss about the problems later: Good luck with 

your endeavours; Cope up with: We retumed back from the holidays and 

staried scho0l: or by increasing explicitness (black colour vs. black). ·'I was 

gi"en an instruction that no one must use the gate. You must use a main gate." 

f) pluralisation of nouns ,,·hich are considered uncountable m NSE 

(informations, staffs. ad\'ices, policemens) 

g) Seidlhofer has fU11her idemified unilateral idiomaricity, \vhich occurs when 

one speaker or writer uses a nati,·e idiomatic express ion that is unfamil iar to 

the audience/reader (a sight fo r sore eyes; my jaw[s] dropped; throughout the 

whole joumeylflight: the phone cut: I was w1prepared for what met us .. . We 

are many. They [the police] v-;on ·t finish us). The latter illustration of 

unilateral idomaticity also demonstrates incompleteness in translation and the 

absence of semantic equi ,·alence between L I and L2. The statement \vas said 

by a trade union spokesperson who vowed that the workers were even 

"prepared to be shot and killed" if their demands were not met. In isiZulu. this 

made perfect sense. conm1unicating the frustrations of the workers in the 

richest idiom: Sibanengi. Bangcke basiqeda. 

h) Rodrik Wade (2002: 2) in his argument for Black South African English 

observes systematici ty m pronoun copymg, non-standard verb 

complementation. inversion in embedded questions and non-standard use of 

the perfect tense: ·'l3nfonunatcly we don 't kllow where is she at the moment.'' 

The fifteen instances of CITOr highlighted here apparently endorse the view held by 

structural linguists that at least certain elements of grammar need explicit teaching of 

grammar rules and a deliberately con·ectivc feedback methodology. Evidence in the 

etTOrs suggests that Jcamers ha\·e to be explicitly taught where in a sentence to put an 

adjecti,·e, adverb or how to fonn a quest ion. This suggests that structures and fo rms 

that exist in Ll but not in L2 (and ,·ice versa) require some explici t instruction. It 

could be a daunting task to insist on the use of extensive granunatical terminology. 

organised structure by structure. but suffice to say that \\·hen such enors occur v.·ith 

marked frequency ;n a lc<!mer·" intcrlanguage. this study, in the ciassroom deii\ ery. 
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mapped out situational ly appropriate structural patterns as comprehensible input. This 

strategy '"''as adopted in order to ensure lbat the learner writers in this study would not 

make blatanl granunatical errors that stigmatized them . 

.-\not her pi,·otal point emerging from the errors identified abo,·e \\as that it became 

possible to establish and describe differences and similarities between the English 

language and the home languages of the research participants, and in the process 

identify areas of difficulty for the group. This gave the learners both insight and 

autonomy in determining their ov.m learning strategies in accordance with each 

learner's home language. Enor identification and analysis in this regard were useful 

tools in establishing the exact parameters of a proposed contrastiYe analysis, 

especially \\·ith regards meaning-generation and the granm1aticality of some clauses 

and expressions in the written form. 

It was argued in the literature review chapter (cf.2 .11) that an analysis of unrelated 

languages, such as English and Setswana, English and Sepedi, English and isiXhosa. 

was important in finding those specific or general phenomena that are shared should 

the analysis aim to facilitate and enhance CALP skills acquisition. It was e\·ident that 

the Setswana. Sepedi and isiXhosa leamers in this research initially fell back on what 

they already knew about language, using some structures and formations from the 

home language or mother tongue in order for them to express ideas in English. From 

this obsetYation, it could be submitted that there are already implications here for the 

selection of the teaching-learning materials, ~he order of the presentation of some of 

these pedagogic materials. and the emphasis and time that ought to be spent on each 

of the challenging linguistic elements and structures identified. 

\\ 11at emerged from the corpus of errors identified was that systematic aspects such as 

the marking of Yerbs for singular, plural, person. tense and mood was an area of 

difficulty. emamic equivalence between the home languages of the participants and 

tbe English language (i.e. the ability of both language systems to express the same 

ideas) was also another area that presented challenges for the research panicipants. 

Thjs (un)translatability challenge was pervasi\'e when the \'>Ti ters attempted to use 

idiomatic expressions from their home languages into English. For instance, in a 

debate on language <;latus. one Ieamer had a brilliant idea on how Setswana was 
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pushed to the periphery and accorded lesser status ihan Afrikaans. In the writing, he 

said. ··Setswana does not bring food on the rable. ·· ( ··selS11'Gna ga se jese! .. 1. In 

another piece of writing. the learner bad a unique idea on how co-operation and 

v.;orking together setTed to soiYe ,.,·hat were perceiYed to be insurmountable 

challen!!es. She \\J'Ote: "Ifvou t!O this wa,· and I uo this other wav. \\'e \\'ill meet in the - . - . - .; 

middle and kill this beast. "(The idiom in Setswana is "Pow ka koo. nna ke ria pot aka 

bmno. re bo la)'e sebata. ") This was a direct translation of a Sets'"'ana idiomatic 

expression. suggesting a mature grasp of the indigenous knov .. ·ledge system. The 

challenge of such an "untranslatable" idiomatic expression lies in that \Vhen rendered 

in English, it is marked as deficient in expressiveness. 

lt was possible therefore to tap into what was similar hefore focusing on the 

differences so that, in accordance with findings from other language acquisition 

studies such as Weideman (:201 0), Cook (2003), Canagarajah (2006), the learners 

vvould experience a more positi,·e psychological realisation of the target language. 

Since the learners saw some of the similarities between their home languages and the 

target language. this presumably fac ilitated the decisions of the learners about which 

features of the \1T could be used in the acquisition and enhancement of the CALP 

skills in the target language. Gass and Selinker 0 994:1 00) underscore this seminal 

point: 

Basic to his view of the role of the MT (home language or first language) is 

the learner's perception of the distance between the first and the second 

(target) languages ... The study of transfer, or cross-linguistic 

influences ... [allows] for the discrediting of the [implicit fallacy that assumes a 

direct) relationship between transfer and bahaviomism: [in fact. this allo\\'s the 

Ieamer to be seen as consciously ·'making decisions·· about which forms and 

functions of the ~1T] are appropriate candidates for use in the TL or second 

lan!ZU:lQe. Considerations of similaritY or dissimilaritv are central to the - - .,; ... 

Ieamer · s decision-making process. 

What emerged as considerably problematic were instances when learners in this study 

could not locate instances of dissimilarity between MT and TL syntactic structures. In 
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such instances. the leamers produced c:ri·ors of egregious proponions in tbe English 

language and these largely impoYerished their writing. 

rhe second stage that deYeloped from the corpus of enors irwoiYed exploring some of 

the important differences between the learners' ~1T and the TL. K.l10\Ying bov-,· the TL 

differed from the MT _caused the learner to dc\·ise, consciously, learning strategies 

that were appropriate for the acquisition of the TL. As indic~ned in the literature 

re,·iew (cf. 3.2), generalising rules can cause negati\'e transfer. The learners in this 

study were largely past the stage where they relied too hea\'ily on the MT for 

conununication strategies in the TL. As they gained more extensive knowledge of the 

TL, the process of generalisation caused some of the leamers to O\'erlook differences 

between the MT and TL. The corpus of eiTors identified indeed highlighted some of 

the particular language acquisition challenges arising from the learners' home 

languages and, in a major way, confirmed the argument posited by Nor1on and 

Toohey (2004:54) that'' language is .. . the locus of social organisation and power and 

a form of symbolic capital as well as a site of struggle where subjectivity and 

objectivity and individual consciousness are produced." 

5.1.2.2. (i) Learner er rors as feedback: Educator strategies 

eYeral studies on ESL \Hiting processes suggest that Ieamer errors constitute 

im·aluable data and provide insights into hovv learners develop their academic 

language skills (Ellis and BarkJ1Uizen. 2005: Sclunidt, 2001: Wigglesv·;onh. ~005). 

\\'igglesv,·onh (2005: I 0~) in particular indicates that learners identify gaps in their 

language and impro\'e the accuracy of their language by tapping into their explicit 

k11owledge about the language that tbey are Jcaming. This explicit knowledge is, 

interestingly a\·ailable in the CJTors that they make and receive feedback on (see the 

Qualitari,·e Scripts in this study. p.118-122 and also Appendix (i). showing both the 

mark, researcher conu11ents and the en·nr indication typolog) ). Tlu·ough \\'riting tasks 

proYided in the classroom. lcamers notice. test their hypotheses about the target 

language and in turn. they recei,·e ar.d intemalise feedback. Lebogang, in a post

writing task admits: "/find !here is so much red in my book and at times I refuse to 

show ir to myfi-iends. Bw the comments help. ThC}' make me see where I must correct 

next rime These combined episodes of executing the tasks. TL hypotheses 

fonnulation and testmg. m:d aotic!r:g and intern~lising the feedback constitute 
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important st~ps for the quality and depth ()r strategies de\ eloped for sc:cond language 

learning. 

Feedback that promotes deeper noticing can be in t\VO forms as idemified in this 

study: editing by the educator or reformulation (Appendix iii). Donato (I 99-t) and 

Leki (2003) have both demonstrated that L2 students look forward to feedback. The 

leamers in the current study frequently remarked about the lengthy educator 

comments in their writing and indeed demonstrated an animated inteiTogation of this 

':coaching from the margins'· (a· Ia Leki) that constituted the researcher's mode of 

feedback pro\·ision on content. structure, spelling and \·ocabulary range (see also the 

exemplar scripts used as ·'confidence boosters'' to the individual writers and 

"standards·· illustrations for those who were lagging behind in Appendix ii and 

Appendix iii) . Whereas Smith and Swain (2002) recommend reformulation- which 

entails re-\Witing the learner's original text- this study found such a feat a little too 

disrupti\'e of the learners' own language deYe!opment strategies. EYen though the 

claims of reformulation as feedback are that the learner's ideas are preserved 

(Goldstein. :~005 cited in :\orton and Too he)). it is argued here that the more oYert the 

feedback. the less empowering it becomes for the Yery same Ieamer. Magdalene, in a 

casual classroom remark indicated "Just show by a simple underlining rhe mistake. 

That Hill help me 1hink o_[1rha1 is 11-rong. And !learn more since 1 can tellwhar ·s 

lt'rong ,,.ilh my English. 'ln fact. error reformulation apparcilltly emasculates the 

learner since the educator has already done the concctions for the Ieamer. 

5.1.3. (i) Questionnaire: Quantitative data 

In their responses to a questiom1aire, the learners pointed out their needs in English. 

What emerged from these needs was the learners' overwhelming sense of anxiety and 

a desire 10 succeed, panicularly in the written mode where they often recei\·ed 

immediate feedback. The graph below shows what the leamers said they had mastered 

and those a~,pects where they needed more focused direction and urgent assistance. 

Their needs, interestingly, covered almost all aspects of reading~ and the spectrum of 

\Hi ting in the English language. 
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The learners might have encountered problems in accurately describing their 

competencies in handling language technical aspects in isolation but this was an initial 

step in the research process to establish areas of focus and concentration, in the actual 

teaching as much as in the design of the syllabus envisaged. Structu:·e of sentences 

and extended writing (especially in sununary and composition). logical coru1ectors 

and modaJ auxiliaries were at the . top of the challenges, while anicle usage, 

possessives and tense aspect system were reported as relatively mastered and were 

thought to be least problematic. Sentence structure (and variation), logical connectors 

and modal auxiliaries were therefore set as priority tasks and written tasks were used 

to augment practice and internalization of these critical structures by the learners. 

The questionnaire allowed the learners to amplify what their most urgent needs were. 

These have been grouped under ·'global'' \\Titing and ·'global" reading needs for 

purposes of discussion: 
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5.1.3. (ii) Questio'maire: Qualitative classification 

The research panicipnnts. in the questionnaire on what they thought they needed in 

order to succeed in English, suggested a series of aspects that were consolidated into 

the fo llowing ··v-,ish lisr·: 

G Writing good and eiTectiYe compositions. 

~ Passing language tests by understanding specific questioning techniques and 

applying the correct ans,vering fonnats. 

e;. l..ising English across other subjects in order to read with understanding, 

€; \\'riting '"'ith economy and precision in summary work, 

e DeYe]oping attention for stylistic Yariety. 

~Meaningful linking of sentences within and between paragraphs, 

s Structuring information to make a succinct point. 

Q Structuring infom1ation to make a concession, 

e Structuring infonnation in introducing a new idea and transition in a topic, and 

e Structw-ing information in presenting illustrations, examples and contrasting views. 

One of the research pat1icipants emphasized in a focus group interYiew, " English is 

like a pu::::le to me. It ·s eYen worse than Maths. I want to know it and use 1he correcr 

words, but often I Jon 't seem ro hat·e that. It will be good for you 10 teach all 1hese 

things you ask us ... ·· 

This .. \,·ish list''. in all its broadness. had to be accommodated in the anticipated 

syllabus design. What was quite striking was the exhausti,·eness of the list. as if to 

suggest that they were willing tO start right from the beginning. 

5.1.3. (iii) The intervievvs vvith learners: Interpretive qua litative data 

From focus-group interYiews. the majority of the learners indicated that they had 

problems '" ith command tem1s used in set1ing questions in English language practice 

exercises, assessmems and tests: describe (tlalosa in Setswana), discuss (at/at/a in 

Setswana), argue (ngangisano;ngangisa in Setswana), say (bua in Setsv-;ana). state 

(bega), analyse (r la/lobalsekaseka) and explain (tlalosa). Describe and explain, like 

sav and state. share the same conunand tenn in Sets\\'ana L l though they mean 

different strategies altogether in English and this was a source of problems with the 

' .:d~ r; that the learners \\·ere expected to accomplish. This t.:hallenge arising from the 

:nterface. and ;.tt times confusion. in the mcanmg of the command terms was 



i11:mifested in the learners· response to a typical questioning technique in English: ·sy 

selecting words and phrases in the passage. explain hov' the 'v\Tilcr creates speci fie 

effects· (CIE, 2009 Engl ish Language question paper). Transl:ited imo etswana. this 

command becomes Ka go tlhopa mamswe mo palong tlhalosa bua gore mob1•adi ... · 

AII·ead~. the conunand specific clause 'and phrases' is lost in the translation because 

'manrswe' (v•ords andf~H· phrases) includes and subsumes that part in the Setswana 

translation equiYalent. Funhem1ore, the question tag clause 'creates specific e.ffecls' is 

a huge challenge to express and word as aptly in Setswana as in the original English 

instruction. Given the mammoth task in generating equivalence m the process of 

translation. many of the learners initiaJiy performed below par m such a central 

question in the English language curriculum at this stage in secondary school. 

However, further practice and scaffolding strengthened their skills in this segment. 

In the 2009 i.nter\'iews, 15 of the leamers \Vho responded to the question '·In what way 

has your speaking and \\Titing improYed'' mentioned three impor1ant traits: more 

confidence, more bravery and more self-assurance. Four of these responses are 

offered verbatim: 

I Caroline: ··,\-ow I'm more confident in my use of English I'm less stressed" 

1 Babafwa: "1 ·m no longer afraid of English. I can TOlk long in This language. " 

.Jap!tta: "I rhink...eish... f're broken some of my barriers ... er ... whar stopped 

me ... mostZv my shyness. And being 011·are rhat las£ year my classmares would I 
laugh ... er ... giggle ... at my expressions and the 11'ay I say Things. " 

Jfelell: ·'My 11·ords and The p011 er of 1hese has increased. Also the 11·~v I say things 

and my words in English is berrer Than at Pofokwane. " 

5.1.3. (iv) Hypotaxis index as a measure of developed CALP skills: Quantitative 
data from stretches of writing 

The quest for a second language (SLA) deYelopment index has taxed linguists 2nd 

langu:1ge reachers for some time (Larsen-Freeman, 1978, Wenting \:Vang, 2009, 

Hendrick.s, 2009). Such a quantitati,·e and scientific measure, as a yardstick of written 

compl'ience in a second language. is anticipated to gi\e a numeric:1l ,·aluc to the stage 
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at \\ hich the karnt!r is operating on the language de\·elopment continuum. and in tum. 

inform academic language pedagogy of the possible intervention strategies necess:1ry 

for the ful l realizat ion or actualization of academic language competence. ~~!easures 

such as the mean length of utterance (MLU) have been found useful in detem1ining a 

child's gross language development (Parker and Brorson. 2005). This research found 

and argues that secOJ.1d language acquisition and the subsequent written competence in 

the acquired language constitute a process of increasing confonnity to a target 

language. in this case, English. The study proposes consequently, that progress in 

second language '-"'rilten competence should be evident in the accuracy of the 

morphosyntactical and lexical development of the learner. .\1ean length of T-Unit 

(MLTU), as described by Larsen-Freeman (1 978) is a usable measure in speech 

production, and it suggests maturational progress on an oral proficiency scaie. Other 

language practitioners have suggested clause based and sentence based measures 

(Skehan, 1998:275: El lis, 2005). In the category of development in written texts, an 

examination of learners' abilities at coordination and subordination has become a 

central focus, though as yet. there has not been consensus on one definitive measure 

of proficiency and competence. 

This study therefore focused on two dimensions of ''-Titten competence in SLA: 

accuracy and complexity in the \Vritten performance in the second language. It is 

argued U1at the more error free, accurate and more complex the nJUmber of total 

clauses VI rit1en in a task, the more successful and competent the Ieamer (Shohamy, 

2005; Hendricks . .2009). The ability to coordinate and subordinate ideas in order to 

express more soph isticated ideas. i.e. the hypotaxis index. should be interpreted as an 

indication of superior language manipulation. especially v-;hen compar1~d to the use of 

simple sentences tlhat express singular ideas generally. 

In a 2008 mid-year writing assessment task (Qualitative samples, .5.1.3 . and also 

Appendix iii in thi s study). the learners \VCre asked to choose a composition topic. The 

three samples that follo\v (and the rest that are given in Appendix iv) reveal their 

approximations to creating effecti\'e writing through the deployment of simple. 

compound and complex sentences. The conjunctions used also suggest some facility 

with the language and :m understanding of co-ordination and subordination. ft is from 

thc.:se ::>amples :h:!t ,,·ere w;itten under rhc constraims of a timed task that the 
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hypotaxis indices '"'ere calculated. The results from this timed segment are compared 

to those obtained from a longer time frame, \Vhich is giYen in the table that follows: 

Table 6 : Participants' hypotaxis indices as calculated from wr itten 
compositions under examination conditions 

Script Complex and Subordinated Coordinated Hypo taxis 

compoQnd index 

Qualitative I 4 4 8 51.6% 

Qualitative 3 5 4 3 46.1% 

Qualitative 6 5 6 6 48.6% 

Qualitative 9 13 8 19 45.4% 

Qualitative I I 11 1 ) 4 76.1% 

Qual itative14 5 
.., 
.) j9 44.7% 

Qual itative16 4 5 j l 0 161 .2% 

There are only t\;vo exceptional instances of significantly high hypotaxis indices 

(76.1% and 61.2%); otherwise, the mean hypotaxis index is 41.4%, an index within 

the range established in five out of the seven scripts. This range, between 41% and 

48%, is a good indicator of successful handling of complex and compoW1d sentences, 

in addition to competent use of subordination and effectively coordinated ideas in 

sentences used in the compositions. On an impressionistic but quantitative scale, this 

is also confirmed by the marks awarded to these compositions, wluch ranged from 

76% to 84% . 

The biggest challenge in the calculation of tbe hypotaxis index as a quantitative 

measure arose from the observation that, in the more rudimentary instances of 

coordination, the conjunction "and" v.:as used mainly on the very simple level of 

establishing a relationship bei\:veen two ideas. Such a coordination, based on simple 

compounding, was eventually not considered as an effective indicator of competent 

writing skills. Wl1en such ·'basic" coordination occurred in the writing of the 

composition, the sentence(s) v-.rere not counted as instances of hypotaxis. and 

consequently the initial '·impressive.. percentages indicated above came down 

significantly. 
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Using ibe Hypotaxis Index as a quantitative measure to analyse the sentences. which 

is the count of subordinated and the successfully coordinated sentences calculated as 

a percentage of the total clauses making the composition (Hendricks, :!009), it was 

established that tbe higher the Hypotaxis Index, tbe more accomplished the writing 

(Horning, 1998; Balfour, 2007; Allison, 2002). Expository compositions (Appendix i) 

displayed the characteristics of appropriately projected thoughts and were more 

successful than writing on nanative and descriptive topics. A major challenge in the 

analysis of the compositions tlu·ough using the hypotaxis index stenuned from 

incidents where incomplete clauses \".'ere used, with no overt or co·vert logical linkages 

or cohesive devices. There were, too, some relatively successful compositions that 

depended on simple and compound sentence structures only (Insaaf Everson, 

exemplar script in Appendix i). It was deduced from this three-year longitudinal study 

that an attempt to improve the writing quality of the learners would be through a 

deliberate focus on the structural patterning of the sentences that learners used in their 

v.•riting. The Hypotaxis Index, if con ectly calculated, is a significant indicator of 

learners' writing expe1tise and their development of language proficiency. The six 

essays that follow were used to measure the complexity of writing, the structural 

pat1ems and establish the cohesive devices used in the writing. Inter-rater reliability 

was also factored in as the compositions vlere marked by three qualified teachers \\'ho 

applied the marking scheme rigorously (see Analytic Marking Scheme, Table 5). 
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All ison et. al. (2002) and Kress (1994) argue in support of the premise above and 

point out that increasing use of coordination and subordinat ion, or hypotaxis, is 

regarded as a significant feature of developed '"-Tiling skills. The more defined the use 

of a marked linguistic choice such as an adverbial phrase or clause. the more 

competent the use of the language, and indeed. the more conscious the use of self

monitoring and composing strategies by the learner. The table below sets out the 

hypotaxi indices that were calculated in the English language compositions produced 

by the learners in term l\\O only ofeach ofthe three years, 2007-2009. ofthis study. 

5.1.3. (v) llypotax is index in lea rners' extend ed wri ting: Quantitative data 

Table 7: Table showing the participants' hypotaxis indices over a three
year period 

Student Term 2 2007: Term 2 2008: Term 2 2009: Mean Hypo taxis 
7 tasks: Mean 6 tasks: Mean 5 tasks: Mean fndex over 3 tem1s 
H)rpotaxis Hypo taxis H)~potax is 

Carol ine 15 12 27 18 
Lizzy 2 6 7 5** 
Thandile 23 22 I 27 24 
Solly 16 14 I 18 15 
Refilwe 12 14 15 13.66 
Thompson 6 8 1 10 I 8** 
Buang 3 4 ... 3.33** ;) -
Siyasan_ga ? "' , - 28 25.66 _ ;) _ ) 

I--
29 26 Lebo gang ? - 24 _) 

Ororiscng 5 4 4 4.33** 
Oageng 4 7 16 9 
Gomolcmo 6 15 22 15 
Hellen _ -~2 

,- 30 22.33 _) 

.Joyce 6 6 6.66** 
l Iami lton 18 16 17 17* 
Japhta 17 19 20 18.66 
Boitumelo 5 " 7 5** ;) 

Phill ip 21 28 129 26 
Mitta 6 , -+ 19 I 6.33** 
Babalwa 17 27 29 2-L33 -

The leamers marked ** failed to imprO\e. and they were consequently \Yeaned off the 

sponsored programme. The lov; hypotaxis index revealed in the table also points to 

the immense challenges that they faced in handling the language. By the end of Fonn 

Tlm~e. they '"'ere stil l relying on ,·ery simple sentences to communicate limited ideas 

in the most basic vocabulary. When reading passages lor comprehension, their 
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ans\\er'> "~J\: large lifts ti·om the passage and the learners hardl) used any words or 
their 0\\11. 

from the table abo,·e, there appears to be ::111 apparent contradiction with the midterm 

assessmen t results, but this could he e:-;plain~d in terms of the rocused prcparntion that 

the learners had lor this assessment. ln add ition, in the table above. the index was 

calculated on a number or tasks assessed throughout the term . instead of just the 

single assessment in the carlil'r table. 

Gener~lly then. ten(l 0) of the karners were apparenLI) coping with the more com plcx 

and demanding, coordinated sentence structures as reflected in a hypotaxis index 

range between 14% and 26%, while the other ten( IO) lagged behind in the range 

betv;ccn 3% and 9%. The latter ten reJjed on simple sen tences to convey ideas lor 

either descriptions or unassuming narratiYes that developed basic plots and minimal 

characterisation. \\.hen the) attempt~d persuasi' e and argumentati,·e \\Tiring. these 

t~n \\1-!rl.! further constrained in terms of the ,·ocabulaJ) that they used. and often this 

challenge was exacerbated by weak choice of' icwpoin t and vo ice. four of these ten 

learners subsequently obtainl!d grade D and E in the final C1E examinations (sec 

I able 18 in this chapter). 

1'\arrati,·cs and descriptions in this stud~ ) icldcJ rdati\ el~ lo'' h~ pmaxis indices ( 17-

21 u o ). and this could be lugJcally atlributed to the sequential linearity of the-;c genres. 

In contrast. argumen tati\ c and pcrsuasi,·e extended \\'riting pieces, in the more 

<:;uccess lu l or them. ren:aled hypotaxis indiices between 23(% and 27%. The plausible 

in rerencc ''as that thL'sc genres (argumentation and persuasion) depend on and 

UC\ elup a s1~ listie circularit~ that is generated by logical connectors. propo!:.itions in 

arguments. a\\·arencss or counter-propositions. and in hot h. a more pronounced 

awareness or audience. l:. ffccti,·cl) therefore. the argumcntati,·e genre yielded a 

higher incidence of coordinated and subordinated clauses. i.e. a higher h) potu:--is 

index thannarratiYcs and descriptions. 

1 he findings abo,·c do not O\crride the fact that a rcpo11-cum-descripliYe text such as 

·· rhc llon·or Re1ums! .. for in-.tance. consists entirely of simple sentences: e' cr~ 

sentence ha~ only one ~ubject and one finite \·erb (t\ppcndi:-- x).This extract w:1s used 

to cwmplify styli stic choices and strategies that writers use in order to create specific 
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enccts. For a learner '' ritcr at this stage of secondar) school education. sustainino the - . ~ 

simple sentence as an effecti'c '\t~ k has been obsen·ed to be least successful. henc~ 

the focus on sentence variet~ that included coordination and subordination in the 

pedagogic instances of th is research. 

5.1.3. (vi) Writing processes and learners' sLr·ategy transfer: Ethnogr·aphi c 
observations in the class room 

~1am of the learners admitt~J to hrainstom1ing idc3s in their home languancs and 
... .... - .:;. 

then formu lating and recasting them in the English language. In such cases. there were 

three triggers identified lhat obviously impacted on the composing process: rehearsing 

the ideas for the composition. revising and re-reading what had been written. When a 

single sentence had been composed. the learners read the sentence that had just been 

composed again. This reading entailed some e' alu~nion of the sentence in tem1s or 

completeness and whether or not the intended meaning had been communicated . f his 

was ah\ays done before the nex t stage of composi ng the subsequent St!ntence. This 

meant also that the re-reading of the sentence was a spur in the generation and 

construction of the nex t sentence. This seems to suggest that the idea for any 

suh<;cqucnt c;enl ence in the composi t ion was d ri\'cn by the in iti a l one generated in the 

!X~' ious "cntcnce. Cohesion and coherence. if successfully aehieYed. was apparent!) 

dri n~n b~ the preceding con<.truetion. 

There was also a challenge "i th the choice of the appropriate word , at times in the 

middle or \\Ti ting the sentence. In such a si tuat ion. \\ Ords were chosen. discarded. rc

c:-..amined and fina lly selected on the premise that the one selected c:-;prcsscd the 

learner· -; ideas most accurCJtcl) - according to the lcarncr·s \'Ocabular) range. This 

proc~s of sekcting an appropriate "ord meant that often the sentence \\·as imcrrupted 

hal f-way and unt il the right \\Ord had been found. the sentence would take some 

considerable ti me to compose. This intenuption also implied re-reading the ··hall'

scntc ncc .. in order to ""s~arch .. ror the ri ght \\'OrJ that ' "'ould complete the intended 

meaning. Cancelled words. fo r instance. were a characteristic indication or the 

arduous processes of composition \\'riting (see p.l25 and 127 in the samples in rhis 

tud~·). 



Thi interrupted writin !.!. was also ma ni fested in the !.!.eneral problem and challen (Te of 
- - I::> 

··running ou t of ideas·· in the middle of the '"Titing. Whereas there was a general 

.. spider diagram .. of points that ,,·as used as a "bank of ideas .. learners still ran out of 

ideas '" hich wen;: meaningful or related to ,,·hat had been composed earlier. t\t times. 

this challenge gre'' bigger as the learner had to delete \\hat had bt:cn earlier drafted 

since it \\·as considered _incompatible wit!: the .. new .. idea that was emerging. The 

compo..,ing process became then a recursi"e exercise of g~neration. re-reading. 

deletion and regeneration in order to accomplish the "close fit .. aimed at in the writing 

of the composition. ,.\t times. the recursi"e processes outlined abo\'c \\'ere , er) 

complex and affected by the individual learner ' s struggles '"'ith the ,·ocubula ry of the 

Engl ish language. In an eff01i to achieve some semblance of coherence and 

grammaticality, many of the learners resoned to fragmented composing and 

"translation .. (and at times, this process was successful ly accomplished). 

There \\US e\'idem:t.: of u critical interplay between the learner' , home language and 

the English language in the process of composing. This challenge "as also 

exacerbated b) the learner' s problems with grammar and spelling in the composition. 

At times. the) r~soncd to consulting the dictionary to confim1 the spelling. fhis \\as 

not made any t:askr b: the fact that at times. the learner \Yas not certain or the right 

word to look up in the dictiLmary. The process of composing cuuld thus be described 

as following a ·cries or steps that exerted a significant amount of' cogniti\ e load: 

"thinking"' \\·hat to write or assembling ideas. writing. re-reading. dele ting or self

correction. checking or confi rming and aga in. "recovery" \\'riting. 

5.2.1. Qualitative data from interviews with the learners' parents: September 1-
2, 2007 and August 7-8 2009 

The inten ie'' technique of gathering data \Yas used because of its na!Liral ad\antagc 

about tht.:: richn~ss of the description that emerges. fhis research obtained in-depth 

infom1ation about the learners and ho'' they had pcrfonned in primal') school. 

direct!) from the parents and guardians. The learners themseh·cs \\ere moti\'atcd to 

contribute :.1ddi ti onal information because someone. in the fom1 of the researcher. was 

taking a perc;onal and academic interest in tl~eir learning processes. 
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rhe aim of the first fie ld trip was to gather fi rst hand information on the location. 

amenities and resources of the schools from which the Jcamers funded by the Telkom 

Foundation came. It was also intended to ha,·e semi-structured interviews with the 

parents and guardians of these learners in order to establish thei r feelings towards 

their children 's language. the sponsors of the children's education and the nevv school 

their children "ere attending. ft was crucial too to gauge the parents· attitude towards 

TSSA. especial I) '~ ith regard to how they pcrcei\·ed the integration of their children 

and the progress reports that had been forwarded to them at the end of the second term 

of '2007(Q11estion 11 o.f the semi-struct11red i11tcn·iew with parents and guardian.s). A 

key interest area was in the languages used by the learners: the home language and the 

extent to which they used the additional language. especiall y English (Question 10 of 

the semi-stmctured inteniew). 

I intended to establi sh firstly a tenuous and difficult point: what language the leamers 

used commonly at home; and then secondly establish the place and func tion of 

English in the same space. I wanted to establish Lhe attitudes of the parents to this 

additional language. which, in the social and economic climate of South Africa 

apparently enjoyed a more priYileged status \\hen compared to the learners' home 

languages (Quc:<>riol1s 8 and 9) . This quest was arri , ·ed at because the national 

Constitution pro,· ides for parity of esteem and equali ty of the languages (.4ppendix xi), 

creating a facile impression that in whate,·er domain of social and economic 

discourse, the eleven official languages v:ere regarded equal ly. 

Po lob" anc. formerly Pieters berg. is the northernmost provincial capital in South 

Africa. and is approximately 665km from the Jntemational School of South Africa. 

Toronto school. the site from \\'hich some of the participants came. is 27km outside 

Polob>,ane. There is relati,·ely deYelopeJ infrastructure at the school. Classrooms are 

standard. The community is quasi -urban. '" ith a number of underdeveloped shanty 

dwellings around. lt is from a mixture of the \ery poor and the salaried fevv· that some 

of the beneficiaries of the Telkom foundation came. 

Three of the parents l interviewed \Vcre ,·ery impressed with the progress of their 

children so far . They spoke high ly of the staff and administration for all effo11s made 

to make their children become fu ll y integrated in to the ISSA school community. One 
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of th~ parents c:aid c:he was particular!) delighted that her daughter had been selected 

to play for the school Korfbalt team in Holland over the hol idays. This particular 

learner had already made distinct progress in her 'crbal ski lis and the writ ing ski I Is 

\\ere good. 

Another parent was worried about the slow proercss her son ,.vas makino in Enol ish 
• - ~ :::> 

hut ''as quick to point out that she was aware of his limitations and challenges 

especially in written English. dating from the primary school years. She pleaded that 

her son should be gi' en further assistance so that he could make more acceptable and 

tangible progress in all his academic discip lines. The only male parent interviewed 

expressed satisfaction about the progress of his son at the new school and ful ly 

appreciated the rF bursary f.mding as it reduced his responsibilities and he could 

focus on other pressing demands. 

I wlked to one guardian \\'hose child had had serious disciplinary problems. She was 

worried that her son would lose the sponsorship if he continued to be a problem 

behaYiourally. he stressed that she had admonished her son and hoped that the 

sc.:hool would be Jirm in deal ing with him v,·ithout, of course, jeopardising his chances 

or retaining the bursary. She h:.Jd challenging marital problems and came rrom a 

struggling economic background. She indicated that progress in both English nnd 

\~athematics ror h~r son could possibly be impeded by the disciplinar) problems and 

should these b~ 0\ crcome. then there \\ ould be a chance of some marked progress. 

Disake School. the second site. is 3 I km outside the small wwn of ?\on ham in 

Limpopo and more than 380km from ISSA. lt bas only two classroom blocks for the 

middle school. ·1 he access road to the school \\'aS in a poor state of disrepair. The ti ny 

,·illage of Disakc is made of make-shift tenements. A f'ew standard houses. which 

swod out. belonged to some residents "ho \\ere more pri\·iJeged financiall~ than the 

rest in the neighbourhood. Because of the crippling pO\ erty of the community. there 

were only four parents accompanying their children, out of a possible twenty. Two of 

the parents could not conununicatc in English and self-consciously aYoided both the 

informal and semi-structured inten ie\\s. Only one parent. a teacher herself. spoke to 

the researcher about the progress of her child. She expressed extreme delight that her 

daughter had had the opportunity to be at ISS/\. She re,·ealed that she ''as aware or 
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the problems h~r daughter fJced academicall~ and she hoped that the teachers in the 

school "' ould do all in their power to make her daughter succeed. fhe learner 111 

question c;Lruggled v .. ~ith basic sentence construction and round bugc problems 111 

spelling \\ ords correct!). r lcr sentences remained on the simple and compound le' el. 

ller spoken language had improved signilicantly and she cou ld communicate v..' ith u 

degree of SatisfactOr)-. simple clarit). 

The only other pcr<>on to tall... to ,,·as one \\"Omun teacher from Disake "ho had taught 

the TF beneficiaries a year ago ,,·hen the bcneiicinries \\'Crc in their first year of 

secondar~ school. In her O\\n \\·ay. she showed a lot of happiness and gratitude for the 

sponsorship and continued to tell all wi thi n earshot that the beneficent gesture of 

Telkom \\US a lifeline that should neYcr be forgotten. She also indicated that Disake 

School had arranged a meeting with the chief executive officer of the Telkom 

Foundation where the parents. teachers at Disal...c chool and the beneficiaries 

discussed their progress reports. \:Vhat emerged was thL: conccm in this school that the 

beneficiaries must usc the opponunit) to its fulles t and never slacken in thei r cffo1ts. 

There v .. ·as. according to the teacher. "a necdfor 1he learners ne1·er to let down Disake 

and 1he lt!aming t!\"periences gained at 1he r;c/wol. ils 1eachers and 1he parems 1rho 

h"d made it possihlc: (or the learners to be ~t·here the1· 1rcre at r!Jis point: 1hc 

/ntenwlionol Schoof · 

fhis teacher also n.!\ calcd that one of the karncrs haJ .:;hov. n ,·ery little progress and 

had suggested that due to the challenges and limita tions he would rather take another 

) car at the old schl>OI. On!~ after u lot of counseling. and persuasion did he come back 

for the return trip to finish the term. and p0ssibly continue on the progrnmme if 

satisfactor~ progress was c\ idem. This particular learner also lost both parellls '' ithin 

a , ery short space or time and apparently had ne,·cr lul l) reconciled himsel r to the 

loss. Progress in :.ill his subjects was wotTisomc: \\ riting in English displayed vcrv 

li ttle. if any. coherence: i.e. the connectedness of thoughts and ideas. 

rhere was one learner who \\·as late fo r the bus and \YC had to wail for him . When I 

tried sreal...ing to the grandparent it was e' idcnt again that he could not express 

himself in English :md the intention \\Ould be futile if I attempted bringing 111 a 

translator to racilitat~ the inti!!"\ icw. 



5.2.2.1. Emerging patterns: Researcher observations 

What emerged clearly from this n~ld trip was a threcloiJ outcom~: 

• The majorit) l)r· the learners l!Sl!d their hom~ language in all their communication 

needs and hardly therefore practised speaking in the target English language. English 

\\as a target language in terms of meeting the academic criteria of the school and the 

external examinations but.. in the practical and C\ eryday lived experiences of the 

leamers. English played a Ycry peripheral role. 

• The p::trcnts of the learners. especially at Disake, did not ha\'e the meuns to facilitate 

a sense of continuit) betv·:een \~bat the school taught and what the parents offered. or 

did not offer. by \\'ay of scaffolding the English language acqu isit ion process. 

• On the retum trip, all the lcnmers were talking to each other in their home 

languages. 

English. it emerged. was ,·iev,·ed as the language of the classroom. ft had no space in 

their day-to-day interaction. The learners only responded in Engli sh when spoken to 

in that language. implying significantly that master: and usage remained somewhat 

inhibited. if not p:.trticularly limited to the classroom. l 'nless reinforcement of another 

format was instituted. the karner,· challenges of proficiency in articulation and 

compdt:ncc in writing r~m:lined lov,. 

\\.hat \\as most encouraging m the majority of th~ Jeamers was that they loohcd 

lon\ard to the opening of school ror the third term and some expressed enthusiasm 

and hoped to obtain better results in English and across the curriculum than they had 

mer the second term. It ,,·as also 'cry interesting to obserYe that ror many of the 

learners. ISSA hnd become a second home · and a better one. For man) too. results in 

their subject aggregate passes were a lot better than in the first term when they were 

naturally a,,·ed anJ o,·en\l1elmed b) the new <;chao!' s ecology and its practices (sec 

Figure 12). 

5.3. Reading strJtegies and challenges: Results from ethnographic observation 
and open-ended inlerviews 

;-.:o\\'Cll\'3 (20 10:75) contend that "co he i,·e de,·ices arc linking de\ ices and cohesion 
::> -

refers to the ''hole process of connecting texts ... coht.::r(!nce is different from cohesion 

in that it refer.;; tu the connection or though ts and ideas" hich arc not ah,ays ob,·ious 
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in the language of the text.·' Based on this submission. the questionnaire administered 

nt the beginning of thi s case study sought to iden tify. from the lcamers themselves. 

the challenges that they faced as they engaged with various reading and ,·isual texts. 

The following. array represents ,,·hat the learners thought constituted their hurdles in 

the interrogation of texts: 

5.3.1. Global reading needs 

• Reading texts in order to extract J~1cts and messages as e licited by direct questions 

This reading practice '"as gauged to imply. generally. reading at the code-breaking 

k\·el, especial I) wben new words appeared in the text. or v,hcn the plu-ase structure is 

complex and unfami liar. 

• Reading tex ts be\ond direct reference (i.e. beyond extraetinf.!. facts) - ~ ~ -

This challenge was understood to mean reading at the ·'text-user·· level , i .c. meaning

making. "here dialogu~ between the text and reader begins to emerge (\Vertsch. 

1991: Bal-.htin 198-n 

• Reading lo nfTcr explanations. 

When this ncctl was highlighted by the lcamers it \\'as interrogated at the lc\cl ofthe 

struggle that learners made in order to get to some meaning of the text. taking into 

consideration the ohsen ations that Wilson (2001) and other Bakhtinian readers make 

abo ut each reader en tering into a dialogue with a text and therefore deriving unique 

personal meanings. Question I in the lm·en:ber paper on :.1ount Roraima tested this 

aspect (Appendix:-..). 

• Reading in order to re late different parts of a passage to other segments in order to 

be able to offer opinion and c,·aluation. 

This was obscn·cd as the most challenging re:1ding lc,·el. considering that the leamers 

in this stud' \\ere interactin!.!. \\·ith the te:-..t in Eng_l i ~h that was an additional languaQe. . ._ - - -
·1 he culturul lenses through whid1 the tc:-.:1 \\'US read affected the meanings dcriYcd ami 



it ,,_·as considcr~d appropriate to see the learner at the lewl of constructing meaning; 

knowing ho'". to usc the text. (Question 10 in Appendix iv. for instance. asked for an 

explanation of an implic it comparison: ··What is the warning in the comparison 1owl 

jreedo111 and lack £~/uccoumahiliry can be as corrosil·e m- acid? Learner responses to 

this question faikd to link. metaphorical meanings and their personal C\'aluations of 

the impact ofthe comparison.) 

• Jdent il~ 'ing and learning appropri ate \\'Ords for specific e>-pcricnccs and phcnomcn::L 

Again. from Appendix iv and x. learners were asked to explain "throaty intensiry'' and 

as a nev-.r express ion to the learners. many supplied inadequate responses. 

• Reading in order to extend ,·ocabulary. and in turn. use the acqu ired vocabulary in 

individual expressi\~ \Hiting. In Appendix vi, words such as ··prelude", "tremor·· and 

.. nuptial" were encountered in the read ing but hardly eYer featured in the learners' 

individual \\'riling in the composition tasks. 

• Identifying and usmg 'arious sentence types correctly: simple. compound and 

complex: topic sentences. supporting details embedded in the sentences and terminal 

sentences 

These last three c:halkngcs \\ Cre interpret~d to imply thattbe learners needed to gai n 

vv·hat \Vii son (:~00 1) call s .. text awareness .. i.e . observing how language is used to 

ach ieve differen t purposes. The skills that the learners needed to develop related to an 

ability to discern shades of meaning, the ability to detect bias and locate a '"Titer·s 

stance rela tiYe to the subject at hand. 

It must be stressed that most of the leamers in this sllld) \\ere not karning to read but 

aimed to read tlucnt l) and \\'ith some facilit~. The~ had gone past the stage of 

mediated reading (reading that requires prior identification of "ords and therefore 

putting quite omc burden on learner memory and aucntional -;ystcms). and strO\ e for 

immediate comprehension "hich could b~ accomplished by going direct!~ from the 

\ isual ,-erbalisation of features of the " ·ords to the comprehension of meaning. The 

experienced reader in English for instance knows that \\ Ords beginning \\ith the letter 

t h::l\ c fo r their second letters h. r. 11·. or a ,·o\\'cl. I he letter q is always followed by 
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the letter u. Anderson ( 199-1) adds that L2 iearncrs need to learn such heuristics as 

part and parcel of ski ll s acquisition. Encoumering new words in their reading was a 

pa1t of ,·ocabulary extension as much a-s it was a cha llenge in their attempts to grapple 

with the meaning, usually in context. of the new v:ords. In order to use the acquired 

vocabulary in their O\Vn '"'riting, quite often the learners used both the dictionary and 

thesaurus to locate synonyms and antonyms of the word and then proceeded to create 

sentence structures where the new v,·ord was used to communicate meaning. 

Cummins (1986:20) in the interdependence hypothesis suggests that transfer of 

proficiency from L 1 to L2 will occur given adequate exposure and motivation to learn 

the language. The school, ISSA. promoted a desi re in the learners to become active 

seekers of knowledge by seeking to understand from them the challenges that they 

faced, set down here as thei r needs. The incorporation of these in decision-making 

about instructional process and time \vas deemed as having provided ft11i.ba 

motiYation for the lcarm:rs. 

r\ furthe r point ans1ng from this obsen·ation was related to pedagogical practice 

where pre-reading activities were ,·aluable instances of eliciting and incorporating the 

learners· prior knowkdge. Questioning. guessing strategies. word structure analysis 

(looking at prefixes. suffixes, roots and how new vocabulary can be derived from 

these) and discussion. as part of pre-reading. gel\ e the learners psycholinguistic 

ad\'antaue as tbcv enga!.!,ed \Yith \'ocabu larv and semantic challen!.!,es in their own - •. ...... ._ "" -
languages in order to unpack the L2 constructs. Of course. the challenge was in the 

differences between the languages: neither Sctswana. sePcdi nor isiZulu v .. ·as cognate 

with English and in tbis case. ne\\' Yocabulary in Engl ish was examined and 

understood as enabling the learners to deal \\'ith read ing that was pitched at higher and 

more complex le\'els. 

Unpacking the text at the various leYels discussed abO\ e entailed building a capacity 

in the learners to read the texts constructi,·ely. i.e. rnaking meaning of the tex t. 

exploit ing the text for vocabulary slightly abo\'c their own levels, and looking for 

models in terms of sentence types and patterning for tasks that would be encountered 

in the course of study. In addi tion to these sk ills. learners \\'ere inducted into 

procedures of reading that allo\\·ed them to make connections '"ith texts encountered 
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else\\·hcrC!. asking qu~stions of the texts. n:ading in circular fashion rather than just 

seeing tht: lC'\t :.b linear experience .. \nticipation. reflection. re-reading 'iegments of 

the text Wl.!re all reading strategies thai \\Crc observed and encour<Jgt!d. In reading 

··The Maternal Instinct" (Appendix vi i of this study) for instance, learners were asked 

to reflect on questions such as: "Do you think the H-riter admires Lauro? Or Lorna? 

How do you knml' that tl~e 11Tifer is disgusted hy and looks doH'/1 upon the characters 

/il·ing on _\ ligue/ ~·!reel? How do you knou· !lull'! fi'har 01her wurJs can you find in the 

SIOI) 10 \·hmt thO! 1he writer despairs ahout hope in this selling? .. In re11ecting on 

such issues. stmknts engaged in constructing their personal perceptions of the text: 

instead of telling them the meaning of the story, the leamers conslructeJ their own 

understandings or laipaul's writing out of a genuine text awareness with interest. The 

schematic map was suggested to the lcamcrs as a useful approach to looking at the 

language of the tc'\l and reacting to its linguistic structure: 

Figure 7: Writer' s effects responsl.! procc-;s: 
Educator's proposal 

Scannmg and sl.!lccting \\'Ords 
and phrasL's from task text 

Developing the n.:sponse in 
table fom1 under \\'OrJ 
meaning - effect 
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\leta-language skills: 
Writer' s effects process 

TransfeJTing <:>elected aspects to 
plan 

Writing the response by 
de' eloping points in continuous 
form 



5.3.3 Word- formation: Consciously directed strategies 

From the onset of the programme, learuers had displayed a limited ,-ocabulary range. 

It ''as incumbent upon the educators to deYise a strategy where the learners would 

consciously learn new words. Jt was clear that learning words through simple 

reference to the dictionary or thesaurus would not be sufficient motivation for the 

learners to acquire an extensi,·e vocabulary. The affix. v.:hich could be a prefi:\ or 

suffix. ''ere considered a useful starting point to expose learners to bow words had a 

··core" meaning, and from that core, one could affix a prefix to extend the \VOrd to 

another domain and meaning (see Chapter 7. Unit I 0). The same could be argued 

about the suffix added to a core '"'ord and the meaning of the word would be affected. 

When im- is added to pe1:(ection. a new word. impe1jection is fom1ed. The prefix im

negates, or reverses the meaning, making a \VOrd that means "flaw'' or "not perfect." 

This ,.vas extended to derivational suffixes that change the part of speech of a '" ord: 

immigrate + -ant becomes immigrant. The inflectional suffix was taught directly as 

changing a word from singular to plural: birch -:- -es becomes birches; in common 

instances this changes a \VOrd from one tense to another as in walk + -ed becomes 

walked. Th~! table below v .. ·as used to illustrate some common logic in the deri\'ation 

of VI"Ords using suffixes and prefixes: 

Table 8: Table used to illustrate word-formation through suffixes and 
prefixes 

Prefixes expressing s ize ;\'[caning Examples 

micro- Small Microcircuit, microscope 

mmt- Short, small Miniskit1, miniseries 

Prefixes exp ressing t ime ,,1caning Examples 

Ante- I Before Antenatal, antedate 

post- After Postdate. postscript 

Over a period. the learners showed some interest in examining words, not just as core 

graphemic forms, but as having within them the elastic possibilities generated by 

prefixial and suffixial additions to the cort! words. Words such as ·'deer: ing". 

"disfigured··. and "\ li slrusted" from ·The Maternal Tnstinct"' (Appendix vii) v.-ere 
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discussed Crom this perspecti ve. Similarly, hyphenation as a \\'Ord-formation strategy 

v-:as discussed in the case of \\ Ords such as ·'chop-suey and chow-min and chov,r-fa n 

and broad-mouth" from the same story q.nd this was tested in the November paper 

(Appendix x) . This strategy ' 'vas a del iberate and tailored use of vocabulary learning 

strategies that aided language achie\'ement and profic iency in the learners. Though 

this strategy was not me.asured in any statistical or formulaic tashion. it appeared that 

the learners exposed Lo this strategy meaningfully improved thei r mastery of word 

forms and functions that ' "'CIT required fo r reception and production in the English 

language m·er time. 

The inference abon~ concurs with research into vocabulary learning and acquisition 

studies that contextualised ,·ocabulary learning is generally more effect ive than 

simply learni ng word lists (0:-;ford and Scarcella, 1994). Words learnt in meaningful 

contexts are better assimi Ia ted and remembered accord ing to McCarthy (1990), and in 

the case of the research participants in this study, it emerged that at least they bad 

learnt approximately the 2000-3000 word fami lies that facilitate independent reading 

and the extended acquisition of more vocabulary. The distinct challenge posed by 

\vords in context remains that the associational capaci ty of a word and its spheres of 

meaning must be. practically. derived [J·om an understanding of its core meaning. This 

obserYation was augmented tlu-ough the sentence-generate strategy. " ·here the 

participants often hnd to usc ne,wly encountered vocabulary in sentences oC thei r own 

in order ro demonstrate thei r understanding of the target word. 

5.3.4 Synonyms: p,·actical tasks and observation data 

One of the most significant qualities ofthe English language is its range of 

vocabulary. !'his wide lexical range implies that individual words ha\'e specific 

shades of meaning. As the learning tasks in th is research were organised and pla11ned. 

this aspect of the language was carefully considered and therefore synonyms and 

antonyms " ·ere directly set as priority tasks to aid extension of\ ocabulary as pa11 of 

language acquisition. The thesaurus was considered a usefu l tool for thi s purpose. An 

entry such as ·rough· would ha,·e synonyms offered such as ·coarse' and 'tough.' 

'Young' could have 'youthfu l' and 'childish' as synonyms. In tJ1e pedagogical space 

of the classroom, this ·flexibili ty' and elasticity in the word had to be examined from 

the conte;-.;t in which each\\ ord was used. This allowed the learners to discern the 
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· hades of mcaning · and hO\\ one synonym might not actually fit the context of the 

original word Lsed. This capacit~ to accept or decline one -;ynonym or anton) m for 

another '"as seen as adding to procedural and important discriminating k.J10'' ledge of 

words by the TF leamers. Th~.: results ofthe No\ ember test (Appendix x) confirmed 

this. 

5.3.5. Antonyms: Practical tasks and observation data 

Extending the classroom practice on synon: ms. the leamers \Yere exposed to 

antonyms largdy through \\Orksheets (see :\ppcnJi' iii and Appendix x). Learners 

were asked to work indi ,·iduall) thJOugh the \\ orkshcct '"here each sentence h::~d t \\'O 

synonyms and one antonym and they were expected to ··throw ouf' the antonym. l'his 

generated enthusiasm and the learners. in an i ntcracti ,.e and relaxed atmosphere, 

began to interrogate the range of word-meanings and the opposite meanings carried 

by the antonym. Three excerpts from the · · .-\nton~ ms Out"· \\'Orksheet will suffice to 

illustrate the point: 

Circle the 1rord in parenthesis that cannot comple!e the 'ientence correct!y:-

l. A beautiful piece or artwork is a (despic3blc?. Jon~ l y. exquisite) thing to see. 

' An eYil person could commit a (hideous. ,·ilc. charitable) crime. 

3. An ownYcight person would be (po111). corpulent. slender). 

Gi,en such an exercise. the lcamers enjoyed idcntil\ ing that the other t\\O \\Ord<> \\"CrC 

s~ nonymous in meaning. whi lc the third one projcckd a di1Tcrent meaning altogether. 

Such a contcxtualiscd task reinforced distinct strategies lor the acquisition and 

l.!xtension of \'ocabulary items that the learners could Iuter deploy in their "riling 

task<;. 

5.4. Some learner tasks in retrospect 

0\'er an ele\ell-\Yeek pt:riml in 2007. Jollo,\ing up on observed gaps in the C.\LP 

skills of the research participants. a teaching - learning programme was de\ iscd in an 

attempt to expose the learners to some of the strategies that they could use in on.lcr to 

de,·clop linguistic expcnise: 
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Di~r ingui.\hing phrase from seme11ce 

This preliminary task \\US de,·ised on the observation that <>omc of the pa rticipants 

\\TOle in ·dangling phrases· that did not make complete sense on their 0 \\11 .. \ mixed 

set of complete sentences and plu·ascs was gi\'cn to them in order to establish v:hether 

or not thcv could tell which of the constructions \\Crc sentence and ,,·hich \\ere not. . . 
if they could state the absence of a subject or a 'erb in the constructions. Some 

illustrations arc given below: 

• Into the picture/ 1 '' as the bait. 

• By some llabby mo\ ing horror/ His teeth were his onl) weapon. 

• Sometimes nothing happens. I Stic!..ing out my chest 

Changing 1·erhs imo nouns 

Collide =collision 

Apply = appl ication 

Reduce = red uction 

\ 'erb identilication 

Thabo. the dri\ er. lost con<;ciousne""· 

Menzi Vil:.tka;.i charucd lorward at the enemy. 

Concord ( tbc ugreemcnt in number bet\\ cen subject and Yerb) \\'as also extended and 

developed !rom tl1i s practical level. !'he function of thc colon as a mark of 

punctuation JcYelopcd abo from this focus. and the folio" ing examples. amongst 

others. '"ere u-;cd to illustrate its positioning: 

•These were the dangers or· nuclear accidents: shock waves, scaring light. llying glass, 

fall ing debris and radioactiYe dust. 

•Here is a li<;t of urgent!) needed medical supplies: antibiotics. bandages. spl ints. 

surgical instruments and blood plasma. 

It was obscr\'cd that. prior to these dcmonstrati\'c series of lessons. learners on ly bad a 

superficial grasp of the f'unction or the colon and that in their writing, had hardly used 

it to an) signilicant effect as eYidenceJ by the paucit) of th is punctuation mark in the 
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'-'Cripts an.t!ys~d in ihis -;tud~. Afier the lessons and direct instruction on the ust of this 

punctuation marL the Tf learners used it e1fectiYely. e,·en if sparing!~ . 

r\s indicated a lready. the TF le3rners needed to understand the structure and nature of 

the language in order for them to handle better the \\Titten aspects. Errors manifested 

themsch ·cs in numerous syntactical and inappropriate lexical items in their use of 

Engl ish: fu ll) formed sentences. st ructured into cohesive paragraphs. with correctly 

tensed , ·crbs and numbered nouns remained perennial challenges. BarkJ1Uizen ( 1992) 

and rorson ( 1992) also make a similar obscn ation. D01.1bk marking, was a semantic 

feature "hen on!~ one tense marl-:er was required. as in ·Kelebogile didn't 1rent back 

home after the incident. · Whereas studies such as Buthelezi (1995). Chisanga ( 1997) 

and \1esthrie (20 I 0) suggest the existence of local varieties of English in order to 

explain the occurrence of such errors, this study found that their occurrence \\'as more 

a consequence of tossilisation anti strictly emanated from the incoJTect transmission of 

such forms by their teachers in the primary school settings (see discussion in 6.5). In 

fact. Mesthrie (20 I 0) suggests that Black South African English (B AE) belongs to 

the second "a,·c of '\·aricties of English·· since it is not. strictly. n complete 

c:reolisation such a-; that characterising Puerto Rican or \\'est Indian , .Jrieties. 

5.4.1. Comprehension 

rhe participnnls 111 this case study n..:\'ealed S~\·enli challenges with regard to 

"comprehension as reading and responding to specific stimuli" inscribed in the 

command terms of the quest ion. 0\-cr the research period. th~y: 

• lifted -;cgments from the comprehension passage. at times sho,,·ing no rele\'ancc. 

• missed the point cmphasiz.cd in the question tag. 

• missed the implied uction as suggested by the command term in the quec;tion stem. 

and. more importantly. 

• dic;playcd e\ idence of non-comprehension as indicated b~ ans\\crs that sho,\cd no 

concspondcncc to the demands cl icitcd b) the question. 

At the secondary school stage. learners are expected to demonstrate competencies at 

the It:' e I t)f: 
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Framing responses to direct questions in full sentence constructions; 

Framing responses tO questions that elicit readers to make deductions: 

Framing responses to questions that require readers to giYe opinions or judgments; 

Framing responses to questions that implicitly or t:xplicitly demand readers to 

compare or contrast: 

Vocabulary questions based on selected words from a passage/ word substitution in 

the context of sentences so that the meaning is retained, including .. effective 

Yocabulary"' such as .. infamous·'. ·'acknov,·ledge ... .. hideous ... and ·'alien."' 

After the selected comprehension passage, writing a summary was identified as the 

subsequent and logical focus. 

5.4.2. Summary writing: Qualitative data from the learners' tasks 

In Prepare to Learn. Weideman (2007) argues that tbe construct of academic li teracy 

entails the ability to distinguish betv;een essential and non-essential information, fact 

and opinion, propositions and arguments, cause and effect. ln addition to making 

meaning of a text beyond the sentence level, summary '"Titing is one critical strategy 

in the repe11oire of academic literacy. 

Summary writing \\as approached from ever)day language applications, that we 

hardly tell everything that happens to us or our JoYed ones but select to tell the most 

important detail v, ithout losing focus on the purpose of what we tell. For set tasks in 

academic summary wri ting, the following points were highli ghted : 

• Purpose 

• Focus on specific details 

• Absence of elaborate detai ls, particularly adjectiYes and ad,·crbs 

• Paying attention to distracters that only serve to embellish in most writing 

• Maintaining the same tense and voice as supplied in the question tag 

• Focus on mechanical and stJUctural accuracy 

A follov. -up sunlmar) task. based on a chapter of the reader that was in use. ''as set 

for the learners (Crocodile Burning). Similar tasks v.:ere set on the series of short 

stories that , ... ·ere selected for extensive reading, such as .. A Bekkersdaal Marathon."' 

"The Gold Cadillac."' ZimLmya·s .. Nelia" and Frank O'Connor's ··My Oedipus 

Complex·' (Appendix , ·ii). The follo\ving. Figure 8, ··summary conceptualisation 
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map" ';vas designed and suggested to the leamers as a useful star ting point in dealing 

with the summary question. 

Figure 8: Summary writing conceptual rna[Jping. 

Skimming text foi· salient 
points 

Scanning 
text fo:r 
more 

Summary writing process 

Writing the summary in 
continuous form 

Transfer to plan 

Structuring, 
ordering and 
sequencing the 

In most summary tasks at the secondary le\'el, the summary question is based on a 

read ing passage. At subsequent higher levels, particularly the penultimate year of 

IGCSE, this might be based on two reading passages of a compatrative or contrastive 

nature . The wording of the summary question at the lGCSE level fo llows the pattern 

below: 

Using your own words as far as possible, 11-rite a summary in which you explain how 

it became clear to Reena that an earthquake 11 ·as happening, and what the rarious 

members of the fam ily did to survive after it. 

Use only material from lines 18 to 69. 

Your summary, which must be in continuous writing (not note form), must not be 

longer than 160 viords (one page), including the ten '"'ords below. 

Begin your summary as follows: 

ln the morning when Reena woke up, she realised that. .. 



Where two passages are the source of the summary question, the format is as detailed 

bclO\\: 

Read Passage A and Passage B. Summa~·ise !he feature o.f the lifestyles described in 

each passage. 

You should write about one side in total, allowing for the size of yom handwri tinu. 

Up to fifteen marks are. for the content of your answer and up to five marks for the 

quality of your \'\Titing. 

The assessm~nt tooL that is the question paper. gives the learner passages based on a 

number of diverse subjects. The learner must go tlu-ough the passages and identify the 

points that go on to make the summary as requi red by the ,.vording of the question. 

Invariably, the summary question teases out of the Ieamer the ability to be selective 

and concise \\'ithout repeating points or ideas. The flow of the original passage must 

be as unintenupted as possible. stating only the most rele,·ant detail and doing av.·ay 

\\ ith all unnecessary embellishments in the language. Accuracy in language use. 

efTecti\e organisation of the selected points and a generally concise English language 

style v.ill be rewarded under the rubric "style." Since the summary is a repo11. (in its 

ovm way). the simple past tense ought to be consistently used in the learner's write

up. rhis is in addition to the instruction to use one's O\\ n words as far as possible, a 

skill that discourages phrase-lifting from the passagt!s in question. By extension. such 

:.1 skill trains the learner to aYoid ··plagiarism .. allowing the Ieamer space to be 

constructi\'el) engaged with the process of text-creation and re-formulation. 

5.4.3. Punctuating di rect speech 

ince most narratiYe and descripti,·e texts are constructed with characters to ,·oice 

experiences. opinions and relationships, it \\as established that learners in this 

research ought to acquire skills that enabled them to distinguish between different 

voices and speakers. The skil ls included. amongst others: 

•Reporting and the usc of the past tense/ the passive voice 

(After a \ iolent quarrel 0\'Cr his beha\'iour. the angry student stom1ed out of the 

classroom: ·r will not be intimidated by these upsta11s.' shouted the muscular bouncer: 

·Who brought these spiders into the room?· asked the teacher. When changing such a 

construction into reponed speech. the 'ersion ought to be: The teacher asked who had 

brought the spiders into the room.) 
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~ \ 1atching plain and cuplH;mi~ l ic expressions (using an ad' crti .;;cment in the pro perty 

segment of a newspaper) Question im-ersion as opposed to di rect question fonn . 

o Haunted house - late mmer .\till g il·es the properr.v 

tender loring care (7 LCJ 

• Gardi!n fallen ro crock- 10\·ely garden for nature 

lo,·ers 

43 Rotten doors need replace111ent - natura/face hrick 

.fi11i\h accentuated h) ~enuine amique cluors 

•Supplying the comma/appropriate punctuation marie for parenthesis, listing and 

addressing the subject 

Adjecti,·es 

Idcnti fica tion of the pa11 of speech and the f-unction in the ph1·ase/clausc 

A creditable performance 

A competent teacher 

A doubtful goal 

a nrofitablc business 

a collapsible chair 

a deceitful person 

5.4.4. De\'Ciopment of composition : Qualitative data from the Educator's lesson 
plans 

\1ajo r components asses-ax! in composition \\Tiling presented challenges to the 

rc~corc h partic ipant<;, and though the follov•ing list appears gencrul. these were 

pcrcei,ed as the fo<.:a l areas: 

• \\ 'ord choice 

• c;cntence Yariet\ 

• Characteri <;ation/roldfunct ion of character 

The title for the narrati,·e composit ion suggested \Yas 'fr 1ra~· ohiou\ thai lu: had 

ne,·er il1fl!llded 10 keep his promise. · 

Bas(!d on the ,·erbs used. it \\US suggesteJ to the learners that appropriate ad,·erbs 

ought to be selected in order to qualify the action: 

He accidentally rt:\ ~rsed the car into a telegraph pole. 

The fi re rllgcd furiou sly through the building. 

The student<; attended the ics'\ons punctualh. 

l IH; SUI11!11t.:r sun shone rau iantlv. 



Doubtfullv. rhato agreed to ill\ e!>t his hard-earned mo ney. 

In all instances. the focus \\as on the aspect of ho" an acuon happened. and the 

posi tioning of the adverb in the ultimate construction. 

For the narrati ve composition. the concept map in Figure 9 v,·as devised and suggested 

to the lcamers. 

Figur·c 9 : NarratiYc writing: sugges ted processes 

Starting in the middle 
(in media res) 

Shocking or intriguing 
statement: to arouse 
curiosity 
To arouse curiosity 

Narrati , ·e: Strategic options 

Framing the stor) 

Selling the scene. i.e. 
comc:xt such as plncc. 
\\'Cather. season. 
character ... 

5.5. Progress assessment: Extensive reading 

Flashback 

After the d irectcd instruction provided, the learners ,,.,·ere assessed on writing tasks 

where the> \\ere expected to impkment some of the acqui red skills in their reading 

and writing. The task set ,,·as a comprehension. with questions set on a cumu!ati ,·ely 

graded scale o f difficult> (Appendi:x \'iii . Social L((<' in the /meet World) . Initial 

questions tapped into the recall skill s of the parti cipants v.:hile the subsequent 

questions required !he learners to usc both e,·aJualion and analysis ski lls. Word

substi tution kills were elicited. on the basis that the learners could comprehend the 

words as they '"ere used in the origins! text. 
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There was also a summary question which sought to establish whether or not the 

research participants could select, order and sequence the points for a summary and in 

the process. retni[n or maintain the cohesiveness necessary for a summary to convey 

the salient points of a piece of descripti\e and expository \'<Titing (Appendix x). 

5.5.1.1. Progress assessment in writing: Writer's effects 

The short story "The Maternal instinct'' by V.S. 'aipaul was selected for its masterful 

St) Je. development of character and its capacity to elici t em path) (A ppendi.x. ,·i). The 

language is efTeclive and succeeds in creating \'isual images. Sparse dialogue in patois 

makes the characters approximate the realism of West lndian experiences. Amongst 

other aspects. the story was read aloud in order to gauge fluency levels of the learners. 

After the reading the leamers were asked to list the new Yocabulary they had 

encountered. These new \\·ords \\ere used to extend the ·,·ocabank· that the learners 

continued to build in the English language lessons. The 'vocabank · also included 

effective plu·asing encountered in the reading of the short story as these ,,.·ould be used 

to estimate the ultimate impression that the panicipants had of the ' \\Titer's style.' 

Some of the phrases selected by the pm1icipants included: 

• A wave of excitement 

• \Vhirring like a wind 

e fearing dO\\ 11 the slope 

blch of these p~ll'ascs \\as e\'aluatcd on its effccti\'eness in suggesting action or 

e\·oking a comparison. 

In lessons on "!\ 1 iguel treeC. a more intricate debate was raised on the reasons "h) 

~aipaul '"as using dialect and informal English. This was especially contested in the 

light of the feedback that the research participants received in their own writings and 

SABE or ·'untranslatable exprt!ssions·' that posed meaning-making problems. This 

'"as an instance of the tensions that are constant!~ replayed in "periphcr) classrooms" 

\\here ·'establic;ht:d writers" have the license 10 manipulate language to express their 

own ideas, but the ·'novice. learner '"'riter·' is perennially penalized for subverting 

standards and conventions (Canagarajah. 1999). Questions of code-mixing in the 

outh African ducational setting. and the question of language 0\\11ership 

(Pennagianni. 2009) were being inten·ogated in this instance. 
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5.5.1.2. Synonymy and degree of emotive words 

A single word \\US iJcntified and the learners \\"Cn~ asked to suppl) two additional 

''ords that carried the same meaning or suggested similar value or quality as the 

original. ·Totall~ · "a~ replaced b: ·fully' and ·" holly." ·cnusual" \\::tS replaced b) 

·abnormal" and · ex traordinar: ." 'Expenly" \\"as replaced by · h. iII fully· and 

·professional ly.' fn lhc development of this 'v,rord substitution game' the sentences 

bclo\\" ,,·ere used to illustrate the degree to \\·hich a particular \\"Ord choice effective!) 

alters meaning and therefore making the construction cany ·more mc~ming·: 

• Rejilwe 11"a!ked ro the beach on Saturday night. 

• Re.f1/we srrol/ecJ to rhe beach on Saturday night. 

• Re.fl!we sraggered to the beach on Saturday night. 

The number of v,ords in each of the sentences remains the same but the use of the 

hyponym ""staggered"' in the th ird sentence allows anyone to ·'see'' '"'hat Refilwe is 

doing in ·'the mind' s eye·· whereas the other two sentences remain "abstract" - even 

though the) use ·'c' eryday" words. Ha\'ing '"-'OI"ked on these illustrations. the learners 

were gi' en a practice table as sh0\\11 in table 9: 

Tal>lc 9: \\'ord ~motive sca le: A practical ta k 

\1oc;t cmoti\ L: - - ----
L'ntamcd \\'iiJ Cnci,·ilized 

11 ope ful 1 0 pt i m i s_t_i c_ --;.-E_x_· p_c_c_ta_n_t _ _,__c_o_n_fi_d_e_n_t --i 

Firc;t place I \Vinn~r I Victor Conqueror 
I 

Bad 
1 

\ 1isbcha\ ed \1ischie' ous 1 Disobedient J 
__ _;__ 

rhc scale used in this table reflected the manner in which a spcci lie "ord could be 

substituted fo r another but carry .. more significan t weight' ' in terms of meaning. Sucll 

a table \\as useful in exploring "hat BakJ1tin (198-l) called the "'la;-cring·· embedded 

in a word and \\as especially useful for extending the way in "hich word usc 

determined the load of context and intention in communication and writing. The 

selection or a word or phrase indeed is related to how "riters and speakers const ruct 

tc:-.ts based on their understanding of audience. hence appropriate!) packaging their 

intentions in the conscious selections that the~ make. This underscores the often-



understated point that \\ ords can never be neutral. but are actually expressions of 

particular values and ideological positioning relati\'e to the subject. 

5.5.2.8uilding an argument and using persuasive techniques 

This aspect of wri ting ::md language use was approached from an everyday point of 

\·icw: that v;e all et1gage in debates on a daily bnsis and attempt to use the most 

\\·inning style. The .. tobacco debate .. v;as used to illustrate and engage the learners. 

The topic was ··smoking should be ba1med in all public spaces.'' Stages of argument 

\\'ere defined and markers of turn in argument were suppl ied for these critical stages: 

• Introduction: first of all , to begin with, to star1 with. 

• Connections (for structure): and, also, furthem1ore, what's more, as we ll as, again, 

moreover. subsequently. at last, so far, in the end, C\'entually. afterwards. next 

• Conrrasring what is d(Uerenl: on the contrary, ho\\"e\ er. yet. the opposite, to turn to. 

'"here as. despite this 

• Making exceptions: only if. unless, except (for), save fo r 

• Relaririly : more importantly, \lvhat's more, ,~-, ·hat's worse, indeed, notably, 

signi(icantly. in fact (two v;ords), in pa11icular 

• Ranking: above all else. aboYe al l. most of all 

• Conc:lusion: in conclusion. in sum. therefore. on the \\hole. in the end. to recap. 

throughout. in all 

• Exemplffication: for instance. for example, to illust rate, by v\'ay of illustrat ion. 

evidentl y, take the case of, as rc,·ealed by 

I\ Iter an oral discussion forum . the learners were tasked to present a written version. 

employing the most \Vinning style and taking a pmiicular standpoint in relation to the 

topic. As for the narratiYe frame\\'ork suggested earlier. a conceptual framing for the 

descripti\·e and persuasive \\riling tasks "·as proposed and outlined as indicated in the 

fo llovving, Figure 10. 



Figure 10: Suggested procedures fo t· descriptiYc and persuasive writing tasks 

Selling. time and 
distance 

Arri"ing, part of the scene. 
minute details 

5.5.3. Dictionary vvork 

Descriptive "'Ti ting 
structure 

Farewell - lea,·ing the scene. 
time and distance 

Positioning: close shot 
or di stant shot 

Approaching: 
new details, 
proximity 

This segment of language learning was used frequent!) to explore the foliO\\ ing 

aspects: root words. word-formation. word derivation. and word class (noun, verb. 

adverb. adjective and so on), stress and the selection of appropriate '"'ords in a given 

context. The other reference tooL the thesaurus, \vas simultaneously used to explore 

synon) my. antonyms. pronunciation and hyponymy. Whereas little in the literature on 

cogniti' e academic language proliciency refers specifically to the use of these tools. 

these ''ere extensively used in the research obscn ations in an effort to extend the 

range of vocabulary that the learners had. It was this researcher·s strong com·iction 

that the more restricted one's vocabulary remained, the less they could gain facility 

and competence in the target language, especial ly where shades of meaning were 

intended in either spo"en or written communication. The dictionary was also used to 

facilitate the learning and mastery of spelling. consid~rcd quite a critical factor in 

one's language skills. 
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5.6. Document analysis: Compardbility of curriculum standards between OBE 
and CIE 

.\s indicated in Chapter I nnd Chapter :2. learnl'rs in this stud: were '~ eaned from 

OBE and inducted into the CfE cuniculum. This cun·icular paradigm shift 

nl!cessi tateJ a practical need to compare and contrast the outcomes anticipated by the 

l\\ 0, without necessarily attempti ng to establish the inferiority or superiority o f one 

o,·er the other. 

.\ s a curriculum design and practice. OBE is cast as a posi ti,·istic outlook on ''hat 

kamers and educators can achic ,·c, parents included. The Department of Education 

(DoE) des i gn~d the anticipated outcomes )ased on the philosophical premise that all 

learners can succeed. In practice. learners are promoted from one grade to the ne'\t 

C\ en though reading and \\ riting skills could still be at the BICS le\ el (Venter. 2000: 

rfiJ1abela. 1999). This rcal i t~ emerges from the continuous assessment practices 

under OBE \\here the educator has to practi call y account fo r the fa il ure of a learner to 

proceed to a higher grade. In add ition. the leamers arc expected to \\ Ork on a gi,·en 

task in draft fonn and perfect th is O\'er a number of editing. re-writing and refining 

attempts. l'hc practical implication is tha: assistance in the completion of the task 

comes from ':.Hious •wurccs th~ educator. tbe parents and pc~rs in the grade or 

group. Thi-; wlkctiYe asc:;iqancc. in its O\\ n \\3). emasculates the l~arne r and 

practically tahes :ma) the inJi, idual inillatiH~ to h~ personal!) rl.!sponsible for one 's 

leaming. enquiry and de' elopmcnt of C.-\LP <;kil ls. Continuous assessment therefore. 

as a practice with in the ambit nf OBE. is r ic,, ecJ as both incons istent and lacking in 

reliubility ann-;-; the ,·arious educators. esp::ci:.dl) gi ,·cn thc clastic gmde bands of 1--t 

that are used to describe the compt:leneics or th-..: kamcrs (Jansen. 1999). 

Continuous usscssment is al"o quite problematic in the cri tica l area of inter-rater 

reliabil ity "here one educator'" rating of a karncr as 3 might be another educator' s 

rating of a similar learner as .f. I he absence of standardization in this regard in the 

~outh .\ fricun cduca1ion <>:stem presents a peculiar challenge to continuous 

assessment (Jansen. 2008). Another importan t dimension is the !'act that educators. 

under pressure from the DoE and other administratiYe protocols. inllatc marks fo r 

continuous as"e%ment despite the official puss mark being -tO%. J'his low pass mark 

has been 1hc subjecl of man;. co!llrO\er::;ies regard ing quality assurance and 

Clllllparabilit: nl c,tandnrds acr<"-S assessment boards (Jansen. 1999 anJ 2011 ). 



.. LI;!arning from Africa··. an Cmalusi research r~port. makes a similar obsen·ation on 

the pcrcci' ~d difference bet\\ een the terms .. satisfactory .. and .. adequate .. that are used 

to differentiate learners. arguing that the .. terms arc often considered to be 

S) tlonymous ., (2008 :2 8). rh~ same research report concedes t hnt oYer time the 

competence dt!scriptors ··ma) come to be interpreted and applied with some 

consistency .. (ibid) but this com·ergcnce of assessors wi II by no means cl iminate 

subjectiYity. urfice to conclude at this point that gi,·en the challenges in continuous 

assessment described abo' e. the majorit:·• of the learners " ·ho enrolled at lSSA in 

2007 did not perform according to the success descriptors such as ··meritorious .. and 

.. outstanding .. tha t they were av•arded under OBI:-: at their pre,·ious schools. 

5.6.1 Findings on what both CIE and OBE (South Afr ica) assess in English 

In the projected bid to develop an cnicient and rcleYant English language sy llabus for 

the fF learners. this stud) sought lo C!>.amine "hal both Cl E and OBE (South Africa) 

assess in English. This sy111hesized mformation helped to shape the de\'elopmental 

path intended by the syllabus. The mark schemes issued for public examinations by 

both bodies ''ere examined \Yith this end in mind. Tahlc I 0 summarizes the salient 

fcal1.1rC'' ofthe 1\\'0 ::~sscssment and m3rk schemes: 



Table 10: Comparing CIE and OBE (SA) English Language Marking Schemes 

CA;\1BRIDGE fNTERNATIO~AL OUTCOMES-BASED EDUCATION (SOUTH 

EXAYIINA TIONS: ENGLISH AS A FIRST AFRICA) : ENGLI H H0,1E LA1':GUAGE 

LA1':GUAGE 

Art iculate experience and express what is Assessors look for the overall effect of 

thought. felt and imag_ined planning. drafting. proofi·eading and editing 

of the work of the fi na I text produced. 

Order and present facts. ideas and opinions Learners must exhibit an awareness of 

writing for a specific purpose, audience and 

context. 

Understand and use a range of appropriate The assessment rubric insists on looking at 

, ·ocabulal) the grammar, spell ing and punctuation of the 

final script. 

U e language and register appropriate to The assessment rubric also advises assessors 

audience and conte>.t to rate language structures, including a 

critica l language awareness (sic) 

Make accurate and effective use of Assessors are exhorted to eva luate choice of 

paragraphs. grammatica l structures. words and idiomatic language. 

sentences. punctuation and spelling. 

The writing objecti, es above are \\ eighted I One assessment criteria that is put in quite a 

together '' ith an abilit) to understanJ and bland fashion is .. sentence structure .. (sic) 

co ll ate meanings I 
Learners should al'io demonstrate that the) The next assessment criterion is described as 

understand. can explain and collate expl icit 'paragraphing - their internal cohesion as 

meanings and attitudes '' ell as their overall coherence.' 

The learners' reading abi lity would enable Register, style and tone 

them to select. anal) <;e and e\ aluate what is 

relevant to specific purposes 

! Interpretation of the topic that wil l be 

reflected 111 the overall conrent: the 

introduction. conclus ion and development of 

I ideas. (sic) 

for both examining boards. there is an apparent similarity in the approach to marking 

sustained pieces or writing. be it description. narration. argument or summary. For 

OBE (South Africa). there are three strategies adopted: 



I. Read the "hole piece and decide on a cmcgory for COJ\TEJ\T. 

Re-read thl.! piece to select the appropriate category for LA 'CiUAGE. 

3. \\"here the t\\0 categories intersect on the grid. place the mark for the text 

'' ithin tbe mark range in that block. 

The Cl E mark scheme also h:1s t\\·o mar~s for: 

I . Content and structure. then 

' t~ le and accuracy. 

Jn OBE (South Af1ica) \\hen the piece has been marked for its comem and 

language. it is placed on a holistic descriptive scale that has seven (7) bands: 

meritorious. outstanding. substantial. aYcruge. moderate. elemcman· and ·not 

achic\'ed. ·The CIE scale has six (6) bands instead. 

5.6.3 Implications about C/\LP skills derived from the mark schemes 

1\ set of impo1iant observations ''ere made from the details proYided by the mark 

schemes that v.ere relevant to this study, especially the concept of CALP skills. As an 

indicator of \\Titten competency skills. the learner writers must demonstrate an 

excellent. consistent sense of audience. Depending on the genre of the extended piece 

of writi ng, the appwpriatc narratiYc. descripti\'c. argumentative or con\'e J SCitional 

<>Lyles ought to he C\ ident. ·r his point logical!~ leads to the nc\.t indicator of deYeloped 

C ALP sJ..ills. "hich is the usc of lluL:nL \'aried sentences. in addition to a wide range 

or appropriate)) useJ. ambitious 'ocabu lar:. 1 here is also an explicit expectation that 

a Ieamer writer with a full r..:pcrtoirc of CALP skills would dcmonstratl! a strong sense 

of structure and sequence in the composition and, lor top of the range Ieamer writers, 

there would bt: 'irtually no CITOr. These obsen :1tions tall~ \\'ith the h~ potaxis indices 

c.:alculatcd earlier (cf Table 7) in oruer to identi l~v the sentence level competencies that 

the learners Je,·elopcd O\'Cr the three years of thi.;; stud~. 

ro distinguish learners "'ith fully de,·eloped CAl P skills from thosc operating at the 

extreme end of l31C ·.the mark schemes categoriLe the latter as "riters ''hose work 

exhibit'> serious cnnrs and inaccuracies in grammar and use of vocabulary. For t11cse 

learner writers. the mark schemes com·crged in describing the weaker group as 

characteristically using a language and style that is not clear, lacking in order and 

marked by intru·i\'c error-;. It \\'as also obser\'CU that a preponderance or simple 

-;cntenc~.:s \\as wn..,iucred an ob' ious inaueq .1ac~ h: both mark schemes. EITors that 



are pcrsisknt :1nd distracting. in addition to rambling and raul t~· sentences. \\Cre 

consi<.kred as c\'id~nce of less developed CALP skills. Q,·erall. it ''as clear that the 

distinction bct\\ccn learners ''ho ex bib: ted fu lly deYelopcd C ALP skills and tho~e 

v.ith onh clcmcntan ski lls ''as made on the basis of how much the languaue used in . . - -
the \\riling \\'JS -;uflicicnt to can~ the intended meaning. 

The obscn at ion. aho\'e arc conoborated by Cmalusi ·s "Learning li·om .\frica .. in the 

segment aptl~ called "Coherence. sequencing. progression and pacing ... The major 

critique advanced b) the report on C:'2005 (re,·ised) was that "there is little explicit 

sequencing or ski lis or content ncross grades. and little indication of hov.r far along the 

curriculum tL:achcrs should be by the end of each year or stud y. Because of the 

O\ crwhclming similarity or the assessment standards for each consecutive grade, the re 

is Ji J...e l) to be a Strong tendency to repeat \·ery similar \\'Ork !'rom grnde to grade'' 

(200S: 18 ). Rcp~tition or concepts and e,·en recursi' c treatment ol' topics might 

reinforc~ Jc, dopmcn t and master) or skills but the point of cri ticism about the R..'\CS 

(2005) remains that the sequencing and coherence between these should be made 

more cxpl icit. fhc intend~d English language curriculum design aspires to be as 

e'\plicit as possible so that the CL)nstructs in the examined curriculum are 

operationali-.cd at the gr:1dc-appropri::ne cogniti\ e I eYe Is in the . outh . \ frican 

sccondar~ · -;clwol. 

ln terms t'l' item deve lopment and \'alid ity eyidence rcbted to aJhcrcncc to cvidcncc

basccl principles. 1hc Cl E English Fi rst Language paper has a higher race-validity 

comJXlrcd tu the DoE paper. The CIE p::~pcr has had the same lcmnat since 2005 \\'hile 

the Dol~ one has no historical precedent to compare "it h. 0 r cour·sc thi s obscn ·mion 

does not O\ crlooh. the curriculum and political impcrati\ I.!S in the South -'\. fric:m 

educational ecoh)gy and the nceJ to reYise both curricula and examination protocols. 

The 2010 C\amination paper Cor English Home Language from Dol::. displa) s u 

some" h:.tt indcf\.:nsiblc sampling of content domains "hen gauged against th~ 

prc,·ailing s~ llabus sp~cifications. I he summary question. for instance. ask.s the 

candidate~ to /i,·lthc roints on!~ . " ·ithoul asking and in<;isting on the linkages bct\',ecn 

these points: 



Your teacher has asked you to deliYer a short talk to your classmates during 

the English oral period on how to take care of your takkics. Read the article 

belo,,· and summarise the main poi.nts for inclusion in your article. 

Instructions 

I. List se' en points in ful l sentences using approximately 70 \\Ords. 

2. '\umber ) our sentences from I to 7. 

3. \\'rite only one point per line. 

-L L"se) our own \\'Ords as far as possible. I I 0 marks] 

111 li sting, the cognitive demands are apparently lower than the cognitive demands of 

\:Vriting in continuous form and adhering to stylistic principles such as concision and 

cohesion. a test construct that was evident in the CIE question paper of the same year. 

The CJ E summary question vvas set out as fo llows: 

Summarise (a) the c\'idence that the orchestra described in passage B is ·'really 

terrible" and (b) what Signor Allesandro thinks are the qualities of a great 

conductor. as described in Passage A. Use your own words as far as possible. 

I You should write about one side in total. .. Up to fifteen marks will be 

1 
a\·ailnhlc for the conknt of your answer. and up to fiye marks fo r the quality 

I or~our \\riting. [20marks] 

One glaring difference is in the length of the reading passages: ClE asks the candidate 

to read two passages concurrently, each one of them approximately 90 lines. and 

extends this lo test the candidate's abil ity to make the selection of summary points 

and link them in continuous writing while the DoE task. in contrast. is set on a very 

trite passage that is only 17 lines long. 

The CIE marking c;chemc Cor the summar: question explicit!) stales \\hat it seeks to 

test. For 15 marks. the question tests candidates' reading to be demonstrated in how 

they (as spelt out in the Reading Curriculum component): 

a. Lnderstand and collate expl icit meanings 

b. l. 'nderstand. explain and collate implicit meanings and attitudes 

c. Select. analyse and evaluate what is relevant to specific purposes. 

As a higher order skil ls question, the sununary task seeks to screen candidates on their 

abilities to perform at the appropriate grade-Jc,Tl and their abi lity to demonstrate the 
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releYant skills as outlined in both the marking scheme and the cuniculum objectiYes. 

This summary task recognizes the links between the reading and the writing ski lls of 

the candidates, hence Cor 5 marks. it rewards the candidate·s abi lity to: 

a. Articulate experiences and express v;hat is thought. felt and imagined 

b. Order and present facts, ideas and opinions 

c. Understand aJ)d use a range of appropriate vocabu lary 

d. Cse language and register appropriate to audience and context 

e. Make accurate and effecti\e use of paragraphs, granunatical structures, 

sentences. punctuation and spetiing. 

Compru·ed to the DoE sunm1ary task in the examination where only ·'ordering and 

presenting facts" in list fo rm is assessed, the CIE sununary task in the examination is 

understood as a more credible construct of the skills embedded in ··sunu11arizing:· In 

addition. the CIE summary task asks the candidates to ··use own \\'Ords as far as 

possible'' and the fina l response ought to be "one page" in length. This is a clearly 

more valid assessment task when compared to the mere "list(ing) of at least seYen 

points'' that was set as the DoE summary task. 

For the comprehension test items. there is also e\·idence of lower order skills being 

tested in the DoE paper '"hen compared to the C IE one. The first reading passage in 

the DoE pape r. "There·s a Hippo on My Stoep!"' is Ycry simple in terms of the reading 

lc\'els associated with a school lea' ing examination such as this matriculation one. 

~otwithstanding the simplicity of the text. the questions set on it could be classified as 

lying 0 11 a continuum bctv,reen simple recall, application and basic analysis . There is 

no e,·idence of questions at the higher analysis. C\'aluation and synthesis domains : 

I .I.Hmv does .J essica come to live with the Jouberts? 

1.2.Why does Jessica sleep on the stoep? 

(2) 

(2) 

1.7. State t\\·O points from the passage \\hich show that the .loube1is now 

regard Jessica as their ''chi ld ." (2) 

ln contrast. the CIE comprehension question for the same )Car asked c::mdidates the 

follo"·ing two questions. based on l\\O significant!) challenging reading passages: 
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Question 1 

Immediately after th~ <;cquences .that you ha\C just read. ignor Allesandro 

gives a TV interview. l he interviewer asks three questions: Some people say 

you are an eccentric man whose beha,·ior is odd at times. Are thc:y right? Can 

you explain the. unexp~cted happenings that took place at the bcgi1ming of 

your BeethO\ en conct:rt? Do ) ou think that the time has come for ~ ou to retire 

from conducting'? \\'rite the "ords of the in ten ie". 

I Rase your ans'' er on what you ha\'e read in Passage A. \Vrite between one and 
I 

a half to l\·VO pages. Up to fifteen marks will be available for the content of 

your answer and up to li\·e marks for the quality of your writing. 

f20 marks] 

Question 2 

I 
Re-read the dc!scriptions or (a) Signor :\llcsandro's enjoyment of the CUlT~ in 

paragraph I and (b) the traffic jam in paragraph 3 . . elect words and phrases 

from these descriptions, and explain how the writer bas created effects by 

using this language. I I 0 marks] 

In urder to full~ re ·pond to Question I in the CIE paper. the candidate has to focu'> on 

th~ thrc~ pmts: the ecccmric h~haviur of ,\llesandro. the unc\pected happening::. and 

\\hcthcr or not :\.llesandro should retire. The first part insists that candidates read and 

unde rstand the character of tht.: .. grt.:at conductor .. and in particular his arroganc..::. In 

th~ latter parts of the question. the candidates also need to make judicious 

intt:rpretations of both character and beha' ior. based on what they ha ,·e read. 

Candidates are tested on their abilit~ to go beyond a mechanical reproduction of parts 

of the t~:-.l. rhe format Of tht;: intcn·icw. CYen though the intl'tYie\\Cr·s questions are 

pro\'ided. is another test con<;truct that seeks to measure the ability to arti cul:.ne 

cxpcricnct.\ express \\hat is thought and felt present ideas in an acceptable lcmnnt and 

usc language and reg ister appropriate to the task set. 

Question 2 in the CIE examination. for instance. is marked for the candidate ·s abilit~ 

to <;elect dTecti\'e or unusual \\ ords and demonstrating an understanding or ''a~" in 

' ' hich language is puq')osely made cflcctiYe by the \Hiler' s conscious choices. The 

test construct seeks to establish the candidate ' s abili ty tu select words that carry 



specilic meJnings. including implications. Commenting on a writcr"s language is in 

itself already a meta-l inguistic task and the candidates arc cogniti,·cly <>lretched to 

make sensible comments on the language of the writer and the consequent effects that 

arc created through this usage. 

Questions I I. to I J). based on the first passage are simil::tr in their ta~onom: to 

Qustions 2.1. to ~.8 .. based on Passage 8 in the DoE examination paper. Question 2.-+. 

lor inc;tance asks the candidates: 

··. Late 1~hethe r the fo llowing statement is true or false anJ gi,·e a reason for I 

your answer. Buyis\\·a has two biological daughters. [2 marhs l 

True-False questions arc, in general, hackneyed test constructs und even though they 

could be defensible, they do not sufficient ly pose cogni tive challenges on the Ieamer. 

The last question on Passage B in the DoE paper. ··(i i,·c a suitable title for the 

passag~. using no more than six \\ ords"' is wo1ih two marks and is 'cry predictable to 

any candidate "ho has read through the magazine article on sel f-actualisation and 

personal fulfillment. 

Passing scores for the DoE English I rome Language paper arc :1 cause for concern. 

Pegged m ~O~o. this pass mark is comparabl) lower than the 60° o cut-oiT point for 

l!rad~ c in the CJI: papt'r. One impoi1ant reulUre of an~ C\amination process is 

··cstablio..,hing tklcn~iblc passing scores: · fhc scales that 'alidatc pcrfom1ance 

descriptors in the Dol:. paper in this instance are '\kC\\ cd to promote ··mediocrity .. 

t.fan:'cn. ~0 10!. ~able II sho\\ s the performance dist ribution of the candidates and the 

t!_ratks u\\arded bv C ll·. in 2010: 
- J 



grade review procedures were inadequate and lacking in uniformity in the case of the 

DoE examinations. Thirdly. whereas standardization is , ·iewed as a statistical 

necessity as well as a procedural one, the integrity of the South African English Home 

Language examination " ·as severely challenged as the performance standards or the 

candidates were ··actiusted upwards'"(Howie, 2009). 

5.6.4.Comparable curriculum outcomes versus comparable proficiency and 
performance outcomes 

This study has indicated tha t there have been two signiGcant changes in the South 

African curriculum: the transition from apartheid to a democratic dispensation 

necessitated the first change, wh ile a human resources and curriculum implementation 

challenge necessitated the second one. The second change, \vhich has brought the 

more problematic hiatus. needs to be examined more deeply. \Vhereas the political 

agenda has pushed for these paradigm shifts in the spirit of ·'redressing the imbalances 

of the past", it is also important to obserye that this shift could have disadvantaged 

learners through extraneous factors such as teacher w1der-preparcdness. the novelty of 

new materials and the introduction of unfamiliar assessment techniques, including, 

amongst others. continuous assessment. The comparable outcomes perspecti,·e 

contends that the first cohort of students on RNC 2007 should ha\'e grades 

equi\ alent to the last cohor1 on the old cuiT:culum. Considering the test questions in 

the English First Language fi·om CIE and DoE, it is possible to conclude that through 

··social moderation."' item difficult) and item discrimination analyses. the CIE 

questioning and response c~librat ion otTered higher cognitive challenges when 

compared to the DoE papers. On test design and test assembly. i.e. the test forms. 

such as essay. mu ltiple choice and structured questions, the CIE test papers offered 

more robust test constructs than DoE. \\-hereas the curriculum blueprints of OBE 

(South Africa) and CLE might compare favourab ly, specifically with regard to 

operational definitions of content and frame" orks of 'alidity. the DoE test papers 

offered indefensible sam pies or content and cognit i vc demands. 

5.6.5.Passing scores 

In terms of ·'defensible mar!-.s .. for each grade a\\'arded. CIE used the following 

distribution to award the respecti,·e grades: 
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Table 13: cr~ defended grade cut-off points 

Component 

Paper 2 

Paper 3 

f\1a:>..imum 

mark available 

50 

J 50 

A: \1inimum I C: Minimum 1 E· Minimum F: 

mark required mark required mark required mark required 

\1inimum 

for grade for grade for grade for grade 

31 
.,.., 
_,) 17 I ~ A 

130 I'P _,) 15 1 11 

The threshold fo r grade B is set halfway bet'"'een those fo r grade A and C. The 

tlu·esho ld for grade D is set half\,·ay between those for grade C and E. The threshold 

for G is set as many marks below the F threshold as the E threshold is above it. Grade 

A* does not exist at the level of an individual paper component but is, at the grade 

review meetings, awarded to those outstanding cm1didatcs v;ho pcrfom1ed at 

comparably high Je,·els relatiYe to the two preceding examination years. Such internal 

comparability checks arc set as checks and balances for the ·'standards'' of tbe subject 

and the paper components. fhis breakdown was not available at the time of 

researching for this study from Umalusi and DoE in South Africa. but it \\Ould ha\ e 

been re\'cal ing to establish the ·'arbitrariness .. of these grade boundaries. 

5.7.1. Observations from the classroom: three years of design and 
implementation 

This segment of the cbaptl!r on presentation of results and analysis reflects on the 

tlu·ec-year journey that the research participants and thei r educators tra,·c led. It 

describes the terrain, the signposts and the challenges encountered on the way. Armed 

with some ins ights into second language acquisition processes. some considerable 

understanding of the research methodolog) which is used to examine the problem 

concerning acquisition or CALP skills. and years of teaching experience. the 

researcher kept a record of the highlights of what was planned and how the learners 

participated and responded in the execution of tasks and their fulfillment of the 

objecti\CS of the lessons. 

The record of pcrfonnance that follo\\S \\'as planned under the general rubric of 

language products since the engagements in the classroom in\'ariably resulted in one 

form or another as a product of language learning and teaching. Three major strands 

also emerged: 
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& linguic;tic uncrancl.!s (teacher questions. karncr responses. probing strategies). 

Q linguistic texts (various compo~ition topics and lrameworks. different and \·aricd 

reading tc:-..ts tor comprehension skills deYclopmcnl). 

~ linguistic j udgmcnts (reactions to texts or\ arious appeal. reactions to language usc. 

evaluation of the ciT~cts created by \\Titers \\hen they make specific lexical choicl?c;) 

and discourse. 

To illustrate the learners· perfonn::mce across the subjects. the second mark order lor 

2009 is presented O\ crl eaf in the form of a graph. Figure l I. 
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Figure 11: The performance of the research participants across subjects in 2009: 
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Learners were studying 13 subjects. In the languages areas, for instance, the highest 

score for English was 80% while the lowest was 21%, in contrast to Setswana \\'here 

the highest score \\'as 93% and the lo·west was 50%. Afrikaans. which \\'as taught as 

an additional first language had the highest score at 93% and the lowest at 50%. 

Applying a sta tistical subject average the results arc revealing: Setswana (76%). 

followed by ,\fi·ikaans (70%) \\hile English trailed at ;~n a\'cragc m:uk of 51%. The 

closest subject to this significant!~ lov; mean is ~1athematics. pegged at .f9%. Though 

it cannot be categorically concluded that underpcrformance in any one of the subjects 

was due to linguistic and cognitive constraints. it is plausible to deduce that the low 

marks in Eng! ish reflect negatively on the language processing skills of the research 

participants. 
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Figure 12: Research participants' aggregate performance in Mark Order 2, 2008 
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The graph abo\·e shows tbc aggregat~ marks. out of a possible J 300. that the research 

panicipaills obtained in the second mark order in 2008. The highest aggregate, i.e.789 

out of 1300, is appro~imatcly 61% and rellects some strengths in the mastery of 

concepts across the curriculum. Again. as in the preceding discussion, it is not 

possible to Jay immediate blame on the learners' CALP skills. but suffice to state that 

these '"'ere monitoring and evaluation strategies used by the educator-researcher in the 

process of cutTiculum deli very and data gathering. 

5.7.1. Literary text used to teach composition and other language features 

The tenet used in this approach was that a good composition is an accomplished work 

of at1. After sta11ing the composi tion properly, (this could be tlu·ough chronological 

narration. a dramatic introduction, dialogue. stating the thesis or proposi tion, or use of 

flashback) . the ideas ought to unfold in an interesting, gripping and logical fashion. 

The ending also ought to be handled skillfully. 

There are seycral \\'3) s of begi1ming a story. for instance: action, dialogue, a factual 

statement or a quotation (Miller. 1998: Cambridge Assessment. 201 0). A learner-
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\Hiter might sta11 in the middle (this is called the in media res device). begin with a 

shocking or intriguing statement that provokes the reader or instead of starting in a 

chronological sequence, the learner-writer can begin a nanative by using tlashback or 

flash-forward. The total craftsmanship wi ll depend on a variety of aspects: arousing 

the reader·s interest, use of detail. use of colour, realism (details oftime. setting/place. 

and characters/people-) and \·ariety of expression (Qualitative 16. ··Fame - A Curse .. 

in Appendix ii illustrates this evo lving craftsmansb ip). 

In structuring the writing, there are no infallible rules. particularly about paragraphs. 

although long paragTaphs generally tend to become loose and rambling or eyen 

disjointed. In each paragraph, points developed should be relevant to the topic or 

subject, related to each other and set out logically. The greater aim should be to keep 

the language simple. effective and accurate at this stage in the secondary school. Long 

v;ords and im oh eel structures might cou1t a handful of problems (though, of course. 

there is no implied suggestion that learners must not demonstrate ambitious, 

polysyllabic, ambitious vocabulary and usages). 

The story .. A Letter to God .. is set in Mexico. in an agrarian and isolated rural 

landscape that is prone to the ravages of an inclement Nature. The story is interesting, 

exemplifying the ,·e rsatile interplay of simple plot with simple and complex clauses. It 

demonstrates unity of form and content a:1d emplo~ s cffecti\ c punctuation. Setting is 

also effectively hamessed to enhance the realism of the experience. This story 

provided fertile ground for teaching leamers how to eventually deploy and analyse 

language from a semantic and a pragmatic viewpoint (see story in Appendix iv). 

ln tetms of reading speed and comprehension facility. this study established that the 

majority of the panicipants read at significantly slow speeds, approximately 157 

'~ords per minute. Understanding the text, vchich was estimated through an abi lity to 

concisely summarize the theme and sequence of C\ ents. was generally estimated to be 

about 60%. Both the reading speed and the lc,·cl of understanding were therefore IO\\ 

for this group of learners. Acceptab le comprehension level is genera ll y above 70% 

(,·an der Waalt et.aJ., 2008), with reading speed expected to be abo,·e 230-240 words 

per minute (the irony at the end of this story was only appreciated b) a handful of 

learners in the group: 5 out of :20 laughed at the Ia<;{ letter that Lcncho \\TOte to God!). 



The implications for this research were that the low reading profi ciency levels 

obser\'ed here in the learners brought abotc some degree of reading at the frustration 

level and much assistance was required to enhance their understanding and 

appreciation of the story. 

In an effort to facil itate the understanding of the text, key words \vere extracted from 

the text and learners were asked to substitute these as they \\'ere used in the context. 

The list below was consequently set as an initial task in unpacking meaning. 

Table 14.; Worksheet task used to fac ili tate word-meaning and connotations- A 
practical task 

Original word in Meaning Other possib le replacements to 

teAt fit the context use 

Dotted Filled/decorated 

Intimately Closely/fondly 

Scan Look/examine 

Motmtain of clouds Exaggerat ion 

For no other reason Except 

than 

Draped in a curtain of Covered completely 

ram 

Resemble Looked the same as 

As if cO\·ered with Simile 

salt 

Not a leaf remained H ypcrbole/exaggeration 

on tbe trees 

M01iified I Saddened/grieved 

Sol itary house I Lonely/isolated 

Lencho was an ox of I Imagery 

a man I 
I 

Laughing hea1iily : ~1eny/genuine laughter 

The Jcamers took a considerable amount of time to complete the las! segment on 

··possible replaccmenC since they had to consider both the tense and usages of the 
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\\Ord . Some of the suggestions \\ere closer to rhe ba ·ic or core meaning of th~ words 

rather than a close appro:\imation in the semamic sense of the clause or s~.:ntence in 

contc:->l. .. '-;olitar) house·· lor instance ,,·as thought to mean ··abandoned·· or 

··sufferi ng·· whereas the closest impl ication is of'·the only house·· or the .. iso lated and 

lonely house." The equivalc11Ce hetv•een Lencho and "an ox'' in the imaoe "Lencho 
:::> 

mts an ox<~( a man " was considered somewhat chal lenging: and the exaggeration in 

.. mountains of clouds·' \\as frequently mis-i nterprcted as .. personification." It was 

imcresting to observe that the majority coiTectl; reasoned this expression as .. a 

comparison·· thougb some gnt the wrong technical term for the hyperbole. 

Having made the observation that there \vas inadequate comprehension, a set of tasks 

\\·as prepared to extend the pa11icipants' understanding. These tasks sought to 

facilitate reading betv, ecn the lines, making inferences and deducing implicit 

meanings instead of the l~sser skil l of reading the sentence at the surface le\'el. A 

signiticant amount of ··meaning .. in the extract .. A letter to God" is conveyed through 

the punctuation : the use or parenthesis. the dash. tht: colon and dieresis (see Appendix 

iv}. Th~ len!!lh of the sentences. and in turn the paragraphs, also contribute to the 

structuring of the information. hence the communication of meaning in the story. 

\!though this might sound a linle petty. -;ome focus was dnl\m to the capitalization at 

the b.:ginning of e\er) clauc:;e and the full stop at the end. :\ minorit) of tht: research 

participants had demonstrated u degree of uncertainty about the use of these basic 

reatun.:s. and discussions in groups helped clarify the importance of thcs~: 

con'\~ntiona l marks of punctuation. ln addition. some explanation \\·as gi\'en on the 

us~.: of the colon, the dash und dicrc'lis (to suggest that some information bas been left 

out and the reader of the tc:->t ic:; C"\pected to suppl~ and complete the gap. and quite 

often to heighten the effect or the clause). This scanning process also enabled the 

lcamers to e'\press their opinions on the significance of the use of some of the clause 

structures in the extract that shov. cd such paltems as: 

Main clause -subordinate: Subordinate clause+ main clause (modifier- main subject 

clause). 

This \\ US de\ eloped further to enable learners to make obsenations of co-coordinati ng 

conjunctions used in the C'\lract. c:;uch as .. and". ··yet2. ··or ... and .. nor:· .-\n oral 

c'\crci~c \\US devised to idcntif: other ··]inking clauses'' which were then cbssificd as 



subordinating conjunctions. conjunctions of contrast and manner, including ··except 

thaC, ··even though·· .. as if' and "unless:· 

In terms of cognitive demands placed on the learner, the excerpt '·A letter to God·· 

was perceived to be pitched at the higher level such that "v;haC, "where·· and ·'who'· 

questions were considerec! inappropriate. It is argued here that the more relevant and 

appropriate questions \\·ere those that elicited reason, evaluation and empathy 

responses (i·om the learners at the !eYe] of ''why·' and '·how"(Appendix \'ii and 

Appendix x. I'\oYember paper). TI1ese questions \Yere perceived as significant triggers 

for responses at the level of explanation. comment, evaluation and synthesis which are 

generaJly regarded as appropriate cognitively demanding responses to literary texts. 

Such questions were also considered sufficient to generate responses that \\Ould allow 

for the application of cxpc1t reading skills by '"'ay of inferencing and providing 

evidence from the text to support the opinions expressed. 

''A letter to God,'' provided opportunities to try several strategic 1·eading strategies 

and these are summed below. The first strategy \-vas a decided emphasis on 

highlighting key words in the text. either for their intensity (emotive force) or lor the 

tone that the) c01n·e~ed. T\\o illustrations are in order here: 

I. In the ho lding camp those v .. ho had criminal records \\'ere we1.1ded out. 

2. \\ ith a satisfied C:\.pression Lencho regarded the field of ripe corn with 

it::. kidney-bean tlowers, draped in a cu11ain of rain. 

rbe tv .. ·o verbs, .. v.-ecded .. and ··draped .. are dfecti\'cly used in each clause. ··weeded·' 

suggests that the persons or elements ,.ver·e eliminated. remm ed (forcibl) ), tlu·o,,·n 

out. jettisoned and left out to wilt or die. Equally. ·'draped·' suggests that the field \\·as 

~:ntircly co' cred and splendidly decorated by the sheet of rain. For Lencho, at this 

moment. this must have been a moment of immense relief. visual fascination and 

boundless hope. Of course. this ecstatic moment in the passage is meant to 

for~shado'' the sudden gloom that OYercomes Lcncho when the hailstorm sets in as 

suggested by the use of "but" in the subsequent sentence. The procedure of 

highlighting words to shov .. intensity of feeling or tone ,,.,·as systematised through 

using different colours to distingui h bland (core meaning words) fi·om medium 

intensity lexical items and those words that the learners considered to be com eying 

the most intensl! and po,vcrful feelings. At the end of completing this task, the 
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learners \\·ere 11tlt Only able tO COlOur the \'Crbs and adjectiYCS eli ff~rently: the~ COUJd 

rank word-families on an '·emoti,·c and intensity ~cale:· 

!'he second strategy ,,·as large!) Jc,·eloped on the propositions "uggested in the lirst 

one. This ''a" recommended to the learners as the ·onion concept' or structure of a 

\\Ord. Around each OJ:)ion arc recurring ci rc les that grow smaller from the outside or 

grow bigger !'rom the inside. It \\·as suggested that each wo rd . depending on how it 

\\aS used. \'ic!Jed smaller or Ltreater ··rings of meanin!:! ... '"President .. SU!:!!.!.Csts 
"' - - .._ --

orficious personality. nobilit:. majesty. importance and dominance o,·er others. and 

perhaps extends to "commander of the defence forces' · in ·'modern democracies.·· In 

dictatorships. the term has generated layers and rings of meaning that include 

"looting. corruption and genera l anarchy:· lf a writer posited an opinion such as 

.. Tshepiso is a pig". the equivalence between Tshcpiso and a pig \\Ould be established 

in such traits and characteristics a .. dirty . snort, ugly.'' Each \\On.! therefore was seen 

as establishing a .. sphere or meaning'' and learners '' ere ad,·ised to be particu larly 

alert to such spheres v;hen the) selected and used \\Ords in their own writing. 

The associational quality of \\t)l'os in English. as in other languages. " ·as explicitly 

taught in order for the learners to J~\'e l op a "deep processing or the text .. as cogent ly 

c:;uggested b) '\g\\'enya C:~OOC)) and Balfour (2007) and this nl!atly tied in v;ith the 

outcomes anticipated in both the R.1~CS (~006) and the Cambridge International 

Examinations rcuding objc:ctrn~~- I his focus in reading \\'3S also informed by the 

theoretical pcrspecti\'e that Girou~ ( 1988) ::-tel\ ocates of learners: to examine and 

uppropriatc c:;kills and stratcgi~s that enable them to read critically in order to 

understantl ho\\ language positions "Self relntiYc to others:· lt ''a<; em·isaged that in 

actiwly appl) ing the deep processing reading strategy. the learners v.ere 

conscientiously engaged with the ··cvaluati \'C acccnC of words used in texts (Bakhtin. 

1984) as cont~xt. tone of \oicc and lexical varidy interacted in a network or 
associmions to create meaning. 

!'he third strategy. Yisualisation, was developed li·om the understanding of all learners 

as writers and readers \\'ho rei) on the fiYe human senses for perception. Li lerature on 

literacy skills also emphasises the , ·isual element as a factor that enhances the 

comprehensinn process in reading and \Hiting. "/ r!l7cho 11'liS an ox o( a man .. for 



instance, was extensively used to explore the impact created by such a construction in 

terms of enhancing the visual element of the image. ''The city loomed over the 

refugees like a great mountain ran!Je ·· '':as used to explore vvhat the choice of 

language suggests about the skyline and the effect that this usage has on the refugees. 

The learners ''ere asked to find the 'onion rings' suggested by 'loomed' and further 

probed to state \\'hat the sirnile in the last half of the clause suggested to them in terms 

of size and immensity of the mountain range. 

5.7.3. Lexical items used to describe emotion, atti tude and feeling 

Synonymy. as it specifically aJfected the choices made in terms of lexical items used 

to express ideas, was explored in this study. A stat1jng point was the v.'ords used to 

express feeling and describe attitude and emotions and values. Often, the learners at 

this stage in secondary education found themselves stuck to "common core'' words 

such as "cried,'' ··shocked: ' ·'laughed'' or '·bored" in order to describe states of being 

or emotion and feeling. It was suggested that they ought to make concerted effort to 

select and use the most appropriate and effective lexicon in order to state what 

specific emotion, attitude or feeling they really ,,·anted to express. The exercise \vas 

also an integrated mode l for the de\ elopmcnt and acquisition of , ·ocabulary '' hich. at 

this stage in secondary school education, is an integral component of cogniti, ·e 

academic language proficiency. Tbe table below is an illustration of a lexical 

appropriacy table that the learners vvere engaged in creating through paired group 

work for the purpose: 

Table 15: Lexical items to describe emotion, attitude and feeling: Some 
examples 

Aloof Abusi\ e Astounded 

Absorbed I Acute Agony 

Aggravated 1 Agitated Alarmed 

Alienated J Aru1oycd 1 Appalled 

Bitter Bloated 1 Boastful 

I Charming Cheerful 1 Compulsive 

J Contemptuous Crushed Daunted 

Degraded Dejected Desperate 

Dismal I Disgraced 
I 

Dreary 
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Earnest I Dynamic I Effervescent 

Enraged Flagrant Evasive 

Full of life Giddy I green-eyed 

Grumpy Guarded Hea\'enly 

Hardy Heartless Hilarious 

1-lorrified Infantile Impulsive 

Immature Hysterical Jnflamed 

Intractable Jazzy Jubilant 

Li,id low-spirited Manic 

MeditatiYe l mean-spi rited Morbid 

~aYve Narrov .. • Naughty 

Rabid Phlegmatic Perplexed 

Rapturous Petulant Restless 

This task was found significantly exciting and indeed it gave the learners the cognitive 

challenge of identifying what Lhey wanted to say and subsequently finding the right 

word for the idea. Consequently, some of the Jeamers continued to tease out many 

more words and in their '"Titing, it \·Vas found tbat they had begun to use appropriate 

,,., ords for the particular emotion or sensation that they wished to state or describe. 

Japhta, one or the participants said. ·· 1 did not know, till this exercise, that ·narrmr ' 

1ras such an e..f(ectil'e H·ord. 1 used 'narrow' to describe a person this time. not a pal h. 

In calling Le11cho 'narro w-111i11ded', I reali:.ed this makes him someone I know ... like a 

paf11 .. . '>O realistic . .. 

The fourth strategic reading strategy de,·eloped. especial!) for the lower proficiency 

learners, \Vas reading each section of a text, '" hich could be as short as a sentence or 

as long as a paragraph unit. The followi ng sentence \\·as used to illustrate the process 

of unpacking meaning using the 1rh- prompting questions: 

" /I hen she and her gang came out. they came straight up to me and she spat in my 

face and called me horrible racist names and other things. ,. 

/rho -she and her gang (the deliberate choice of ·gang' suggests a group of trouble

making young people; a group of criminals). 

What - she spat in my face: she called me horrible racist names: she said other vile 

thi ngs. 
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fl"hen - some time in the recent past: the , ·ioknt scene could just be ending. 

How - came straight at me: chnrgcd at the victim: treated the victim in a dastardly 

fashion. 

Jl"h.1' - to teach the Yict illl a lesson: to retaliate for some past hun; to put the Yictim in 

h~.?r place: to hum il i:lte the victim: to hurt the speaker. 

A <;imilar task \\as set on Jhc fo llowing sentence: 

The neH·comers in1he camp fwd 1111111hered fags pinned to their faffered clothes. 

lt v.ras intcresti ng to obscn·e how eYen those that had found some challenges in 

unpacking meaning in the initial task were at least ab le to identify tbe ne\vcomers as 

·'immigrants .. \Yho were ·'sorted and numbered like prisoners:· Leamers also 

suggested that al l the .. sorting was done without fee ling .. and the ··officials trampled 

on the digni ty of the newcomers:· The reason suggested fo r why this .. numbering and 

labeling" was done was effectively captured as .. to identify the d(fferent ones quickly 

so that an: problem could be tracked down to them:· The participants ' empath y and 

voices emerged through these conversations. 

A more significant strategy wa!' bu ilt around the concept of ·'viewpoint,'. tha t is, the 

stand or atti tud~ that a m·it~r aJopts in describing an object. person or phenomenon. 

anJ the feelings engendered in the reader "hen they encounter specific ,·crsions as 

communicated by the \\'Ords chosen. Learners idcnti fied that writers stand far off or 

close to their object or subj~.?c t. that "ritcrs reYeal their viewpoints. stance or attitude 

(pn:,iti\ e or ncgati\ c) through tile '"ords thm they use in stating or desc ribing the 

sul~ect. 

5.7.4. Point or view, reporting, bias and authenticity: Thick description of 
approach 

In order to facilitate the understanding or \\'hat ··point of' ic" ··entails and appreciate 

its critical contri bution to the creation of meaning, a ··rel iabili ty card so1ting .. exercise 

\\'as de,·eloped and used as an instructional uni t. Fi,·c cards containing information 

about an incident were distributed to groups of leamers. The) read the information on 

the card and brainstom1ed the reliability and objectivity of the in format ion. All groups 

knew \\·hal the tota l incident involved and they cou ld tb~rcfo re make informed 

decisions about the vic,,s e:-..prcssed by each of the pat1icipants in the incident. The 

incident is tkscri bed belo": 
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!here has heen a serious fight in the \·tree! ju<>t ollfside the entrance to your school 

between two g irls: a popular Form One girl from your school (Baba!wa) and an 

older-looking girl 0/aledi) 11'!10 does not atlelldyour school. 

The following are reports by the parties invoh·ed and seYeral other \\'itnesscs: 

Babalwa September (age 13) 

Statement gi\·en 30 minutes after the incident to the l1eadmaster of her school: 

I was just leat·ing school at the end of the day w1th my besl Fiend 1 uyehra ;vomga 

ll'hen this girl jumped me _fi-om behind. She li'GS screaming and calling me nantes. She 

grabbed me by the hair and pu/led me over onto the pavement. My nose hit the ground 

and it warted bleeding. She kicked me 11·hi/e I tras on the ground and scratched my 

face. She only stopped trhen ~\1rs. HcCall pulled her off 

l 've ne t·er seen the girl before in my l[fe and I don 'r /mow why she attacked me. 

~aledi :\1abe, (age l .t) 

Statement gi\'en to the police 2 hours after the incident, at her home. wi th her parents 

present: 

She ·s a liar! She's been going round IO\rn saying terrible things about me. Horrible 

things! 1 don't want to say whar she's been saying. fr ·s too embarrassing in ji-ont (~( 

.\fum und Dad. 1 just 11·ent to tmit for her outside her school to ask her 11·hy she 11·as 

doing it and to get her to stop. 

Tf11en she and her gang out they cam e straight to me and she spat in my face and 

called me horrible racist names and other things She slapped my face and tried to 

tear my 1op f pushed her mray and she fell o1·er. That ·s tl'hen the Irish reacher came 

up and grabbed me. 



Vu~·ch\ a :\omga, (age 12) 

tatcmcnt gi' en 3 hours atlcr the incident to the police at her home '' ith her stl.!plather 

presen t: 

f know !hat Babalwa and the olher girl had some kind ofgm dge going on. I don 't 

knol l ' an,rthing aboul il . .An_rll'a_l'. she was li'Oiling for us and she ju'\t came up to 

I Babahra and <>houted that Habahro ,·hould slop felling lie~· about her An_1way. I 'm 

sure if H'o.S !he other girl ll'ho sfllrted it. She look<; like that \"Or/. doesn't she? rou 

knoll'. rough. 

She II IIlS! ha1·e grabbed Babah1•a and pulled her o1·er onto lhe ground She Jl'os 

screaming a/ her. Babahra 11·as bleeding. It was horrible. Buhulwa would nerer hurl 

anyone. I 1nrs shouting for her to get of( and .Hrs. ~feCal! came and stopped it. Thev 

should lock 1 hat girl up She's me mal! 

Mrs. \1cCaU, teacher age (43) 

Statement given 1 hour after th ~..: incident to the police in the headmaster's office ut the 

school: 

I ·,·e taught Babahm \ince she came to the vchool in <;eplemher. Shes not the be.\ I 

behw·cd pupil l'w 1!\·cr taught. but .,he's by no meu/1.\ 1ht! 11 orsf. Ju,t a 1101 111t1l girl 

really I kno\1' 5he has a bi1 C!f"a .\harp tongue. hut f"1'e nel'er knmm her to be \'iolenl. 

When I heard 1he shouting. I run ow 10 1hc: gate und the tH·o c,z:irls \\ 'ere in o heap 011 

1he JHt\'ement. The 01her g irl seemed to be on top of !Jahulwa. so 1 shoutedfor them to 

slop and 1hen pulled !he 01her ;zirl l~fT I had to do something. I couldn "t let them cmTv 

011. As it 11 uy Babahra \1"(,1\' h!ceding and 1he mher g,irl'" top 1ras all 10m. I think the 

01her girl cmucked Baba/11 a. ll'e don ·, hare l'iolem pupil'! at our school 



Mrs. Safiya Safi, shop worker, (age 27) 

Statement gt , ·en one dav afte r the inci·dent to the police at her shop opposite the 

school: 

The younger girl and her fhend. they came our of the school gate and the older girl 

1ms wailing for her. The older one wenf up to her and starred showing 1 didn ·r hear 

lt'hCI[ she wid but she was ang1y. Then a bus came and I couldn ·; see proper(v. But 

Jfrs. Jones told me that thl! older girl slapped the young one in the.face - or perhaps 

it \\'CIS the other way. li"hen rhe bus went, 1 sa11· thea the young girl was tugging at the 

older girl 's shirt and The older girl pushed her a 11 'a)' and the liflle one fell OW!r and 

the older girl 1ms on rop of her and 1hen1he 1eacher came. 

(Adapted from Key Stage 3. National Strategy English 2004) 

Based on the reli abi lity cards. sc\'c ral objectives were set. 

Task one 

•State who gave the accounf and also '"·hat the reporter's background v,·as. 

•Establi sh the likellhood of prej11dice in favou r of or against any of the people 

invoiYed in the account. 

rask [V•,'O 

• Suggest reasons fo r each of the accounts gi' en. 

• ln the process, establish \·\'hether or not the reporter in each case set out deliberately 

to make the person look good or bad. 

~Judge and nuluare \\·hethcr or not each or the reports produced a fair and accurme 

account of the ,·iolcnt incident. 

Task three 

• E-ramine 1rhen the account \\'OS gi\'en (time lapse, recall . memory and the possibilit) 

0 r '·clouded ,·ersions. ") 

• Determine \Yhether or not the person giving the account \\US a '' itness of the cYent 

since non-\\itness accounts arc likely to be unre liable and inJluenced by other factors. 

Establish \\"hat kind of account \\'as giYen : fact or opinion. 

~ Look for any words or plu·ascs in the accoun ts which betray bias or suggest some 

shade of ·trumped up' and fabricated versions. 

• Pay attention to language use and say whether the account JS "neutral and 

ohj eclil't! ... 



.\ recapitulation of the learning strategies deployed by the learners re\ ealed that they 

v.ere able to: 

1. appreciate and relate to the , ·iolent incident. 

11. establish the reliability or non-reliability of each ofthe reports. 

111. distingu ish , .. ·ho \vas more likely to be biased than the other 

participants in the incident and 

IV. examine, question and scrutinize the \vords used in each of the 

reports in order to support their j udgments of each of the 

reports. 

In the ul timate analysis, the leamers had mo,·ed from lower order skills such as 

stating facts and opinions and moYed through the hierarchy of skills to become 

evaluators of \\Ords and phrases as they betrayed bias and other extraneous factors 

that coloured the indiYidual reports made. The tasks set also pro\'ided an opportunity 

for contextualized vocabulary leaming. Three ·emotions and attitudes' were 

identified: ·cried'. ·angry' and 'laughed.' For each one of them. the learners were 

asked to identify synon) ms for the range of emotions expressed in each of the reports. 

The table below is an illustration of, .. hat the learners suggested. 

Ta ble 16 : Results of a contextualized vocabula1·y task submitted as 
assignment by the research participants 

Laughed Chuckled: giggled: sneered: grunted: snarled: barked. guffa\\'ed. sniggered 

C ried Sobbed: \\·ept: screamed(hysterically): moaned. ba,,·]ed 

Angr~ Furious: mad: enraged; fi·ustrated: i1Titated: irked: incensed: pro' oked: 

annoyed. li\·id. cross 

lnstead of the "core" emotion set out in bold in the first column. learners \\Cre able to 

accurately and concisely describe the emotions and attitudes of the participants in the 

incident through the contextual ised \'Ocabulary table that they designed. This strategy 

confirms the constructivist approach to lcaming that suggests that the search for 

meaning occurc; through patterning. that is the abi lity to COimect the loca l to the global 

concepts and themes. 

5.7.5. Strategies for developing discursive and argumentative vvriting 
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Discursive and argumcntati,·e writing for the part icipants \\HS based on the 

obser\'ation that these l e:.~rncrs faced some challenges in o.;clting frameworks and using 

suitabl~ kmguagc for such tasks. Further. the literJtur~ rc\ iew un the processes of 

genre ''riting <;uggesleJ that learners wou!J need some degree of initiation and 

scaffolding in order lO extend BIC skills iO\\Jrds CALP competency. The aims and 

objecti,·es werl;! thereFore de,·ised ,..,·ith the understand ing that learners would 

progressi\ el~ become able to express ideas \Yith supporting detail. u~c a writing style 

appropriate to aud ience and discursive text type and. ultimate!), structure their 

arguments in ~uch a \\'a~ that these st ructural elements '' ould be appropriate for the 

pmvo::.e of persuading im::tgined audiences to a particu!Jr standpoint. 

The class v•as di' ided into four groups. Group one and three were gi ' en the writing 

frame \\hi le group ( \\'0 anJ four \\'Orkcd v,·i thout the frame\\ ork. rhe topic suggested 

\\'aS··. making should be ha1med in public place..,·· since this topic \\as considered a 

cunenl and relevant issue and it v>as belieYcd that the learners would be familiar with 

both social and cross-curricular debates surrounding it. The two groups that worked 

with a framework \\'ert' a<>kcd to ..:xamine the structure and expressions to connect 

their ideas in the workshcd provided . The other two groups. as indicated, wen.: given 

the same topic but "ere asked to brainstorm. organi"c and de\ clop a Oowch::Jrt and 

pbn the ir pnints fo r the argument "ithmn the scaffold. In the penultimate lesson. the 

\\ hok class \\aS asked to look at the runge of ideas explored by the groups. This wns 

organiseJ as a gallery \\ alk. and learners paid special attention to the tone and 

persuasi' c sty lee; that emerged Ji·om the group displays. I 
t 
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Table 17: Results of a whole class initiative on tone and persuasive V\Titing 
strategies 

Inappropriate tone for More appropriate tone fo 1· a rgumentative 

a1·gumentativc writing with no writing and supporting examples 

uppor ting examples 

Smokers are filthy . Many smokers lem·e ashes, matches and cigarette 

butts on the ground which looks unsightly. 

Cigarette smoke stinks Cigarette smoke has an offensive smell, not to 

mentim: that it makes people cough and can bring 

on allergies. 

Smokers cause stupid accidents Careless smokers can cause fire in buildings, 

houses and forest fires. Smoking is dangerous. 

Young idiots could strut smoking Smoking is a bad influence on young people. If 

because they think they are cool teenagers see young adults smoking Lhey may 

think that it is 'cool' and begin smoking too. 

Smoking totally kills you Smoking is bad for health. Smoking causes many 

cancers and herut disease. Second-hand smoke is 

I just as harmful as first-hand smoke. 

\\'bereas the statements in the left hand colum11 are "hard facts" (perhaps C\'cn 

socially and medically correct statements). the) arc set out in an inappropriate tone 

that would cause sbock and offence to a smoking audience. The learners. in \Yhole 

class discussion, indicated that the frames in the left colunm used a very charged 

vocabulary to communicate intimidating reality. The statements in the right hand 

column expressed the same sentiments but :he learners obser\'ed that the points \\·ere 

communicated in an .. acceptab le'' and socially appropriate tone. These obsetYations 

were made by group one and group three participants, eYentually leading to the whole 

class discussion on what constitutes appropriate tone and register. especially on 

controYersial and emotiYe topics. Essay l and 2 in Appendix (i) re\'eal the learners' 

attempts at scaffolded discursi,·e writing, developed from Figure l 0. 

In \Vorking on the persuasiYe frames and gening the learners to engage in debates on 

the appropriateness of tone and register, emphasis was placed on reading as a process 

of "gett ing meaning from print that was used for analysis. synthesis and evaluation" 
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as Horning ( 1998: l) argues. The leamers were not simply decoding rhe words and 

plu·ases in the scaffold provided for literal comprehension but they \).,'ere actively 

engaged in critical reading and appraisal of the packaged meanings embedded in the 

scaffold. Perception and evaluation were encouraged and nurtured as this was 

expected to culminate in the production of persuasi,·e texts by the leamers on an 

indi,·idual level for ~ummati\'e assessment. Their texts adapted, restructured and 

synthesized the points developed in the scaffold, engaging the leamers in examining 

counter positions. defining issues and establishing credible arguments. 

The reflexive approach adopted here was infonTled by Flower and Hayes (1988) '"'ho 

focus on reading strategies that direct and enable readers to actively search for and 

identify audience, pu rpose and contextual background in every text read or produced. 

To a large extent, through repeated practice and overt coaching, the learners were able 

to understand that the construction of persuasive texts relied on a number of features 

that v•ere deliberately inserted into tbe text: 

(i) Style and structure: tone and use of language; and the elaborate 

organisation of the piece of,~>,Titing 

(ii) Vocabulary: the deliberate choice and selection and use of specific 

words that can·ied with them an intentional force 

(iii) Purpose: the \I',Titer,s ex;>licit or implicit intention (which might 

vary from amusement, challenge and end on such a high as 

wh ippi11g a croV·ld's emotons on a particular point or agenda) 

(iv) Choices: of detail, gaps deliberately left and information 

backgrounded and foregrounded ( Peet and Robinson, 1992: 63,) 

The ideas communicated are made to interact with each other, and with the intended 

recipient or audience, in such a way that the argument emerges as convincing and 

forceful. 

In order to enable the students to fully appreciate the strategies and techniques 

employed in persuasive and argumentatiYe texts, an a11icle called '0Jo Smoking' by 

Robin Robertson was distributed lO the learners for deep analytic reading (Appendix 

vii). After the individual reading of the article, leamers were initially tasked to 

respond to the bngu::tge used in the text and subsequemiy to c.;omprehension 
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questions. In examining the style used by rhe \\Titer in order to make a standpoint with 

regards to smoking, learners v;ere able 10 sufficiently respond to ·'why and ho,v'· 

questions in tenns of the convincing style deployed by Robinson. They were able. in 

groups, to identify the various strategies: explicit and implicit. that the writer uses in 

order to create negative impressions of the habit of smoking. In the process, learners 

stated and demonstrated the values communicated by the anicle. At this stage, it was 

e\'ident that the learners hnd developed some evaluation and synthesis skil ls based on 

d1eir ability to inten·ogate words selectively used by the writer to ridicule smokers 

without openly offending their addiction. The learners '"'ere able to cite evidence in 

support of an expressed opinion. They distinguished relevant from irrelevant points on 

the topic of smoking and pointed out that the use of anecdote and analogy in the 

article constituted a superior stylistic quality in the article that helped to make it 

persuasive and effectiYe. ft emerged that the Ieamer tasks. centered on demonstration, 

discussion groups and practice made rhe learners exhibit some analytic skills that they 

had acquired. 
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Figure 13: Average Retention Rate Of Learners After 24 Hours 

ftecture5% 

I 
Reading 

/ Audiovisual 20% 

Demonstration 30% 

Discussion Grou 50% 

Practice by doing 75% 

Teach others /immediate use of leaming 90% 

(Adapted from Sousa, 2004: .. How the Brain Works'') 

5.7.6. Average retention rate of learners after instructional units 

Follov•ing up on the understanding of '·How the Brain Works·'. the utility and 

practicability of the task-based syllabus was reinforced. As has been demonstrated in 

this chapter on findings, tasks de,·ised for the development of CALP skills reinforced 

practice tlu·ough demonstrations (accounting for 30% retention), discussion groups 

(accounting for 50% retention), practice by doing (report back from discussion 

groups; \Vritten tasks - accounting for 75% retention). The teacher-centred lecture 

method has largely been decentered in the implementation of the task-based syllabus 

and this also COITOborates the dialogic perspecti\'eS that Bakhtin (1984) endorses in 

suggesting that interpretative, evaluative and analytic skills are nurtured in the 

dynamic execution of appropriate language le' el tasks. For Bak.htin, writing (as a 

li terary-verbal performance) entails adopting a position relati,·e to character and 
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audience. A.s the learners in this study wrote their compositions. they demonstrated 

the hybrid tensions between home language and English second language. between 

the orality of Ll and the graphic inscriptions of L2. This polyphony (Bakhtin uses the 

term "heteroglossia") - the diversity of experiences and voices in the process of 

composing - generated a unique energy in the creation of approximate meanings 

through the phrasing and language of the compositions. 

Another salient feature of group work was that discussions invariably occutTed in the 

pmticipants' home language. Questions set as tasks for these group discussions were 

re-worded, re-interpreted and re-cast in the language they could best understand. This 

is in tandem with the sentiments of Cunm1ins (1986) who says that there is a 

possibility for a smooth transition to and improYed usage of the additional language if 

leamers are taught in their mother tongue. Also. Canagarajah (1999:91) observes that 

group discussions in their ov·m "discourses pro,·ide [the learners] with confidence, 

familiarity and greater power in their O\m socio-cultural milieu." When they \\'ere 

subsequently asked to report back in ,~,,ritten form , the writ1en reports demonstrated 

less pith and animation than the oral discussions. To sum up, the participants' ideas of 

their preferred languages contradict the reality of the classroom and their self

estimation of competency in English \"'as incongruent with how they perfom1ed on 

\\Titten tasks. 

In tenns of \\Titing. in ·'A Zulu v .. :edding·' for instance (Qualitative 1-0. the learner

writer has eight distinct paragraphs that structurally can·y the hybrid tensions and 

polyphony alluded to. In order to express tbe ITI) riad of people and activities at ··A 

Zulu Wedding·', the m ·iter frames four clauses without affixing a , ·erbal complement. 

It is styli stically interesting that this writer elides the verb element in a descript ive 

naiTation that is hinged on the hustle and bustle of a wedding. 

in the second paragraph, the texture of the text is immensely influenced by local 

colour .. the buzzing of people (implied multiplicity of voices compared with the 

collaborative effort of bees). "The stage is decorated with \Vild flowers·· effecti\'ely 

reinforces the local colour - the blend of Zulu and Anglican practices with the 

insistence on "wild flowers'' rather than commercial or ru1ificial ones. 



The rural ... cei1e is il!1her elaboraiely ex1ended {i·()m ihc '\ iiJ ilowers to the ··eYer

flowing riwrs·· and ··colour-filled bushes··. to the extent thm the reader immediately 

experiences the t\\·o cultures. the two languages in contact. :-\t the start of paragraph 

three for instance. the writer explicitly identifies the ··distinct smell of Africanized. 

flaYour-Ji ll cd food thnt comes alive ... 

As the writing focuses on the bride In paragraph four. one notices an intricate 

deYelopment of colour to emphasize the roots of Zulu culture: ··the bold, bright and 

beautiful colours: brown which symbolise the rich ly fertile land ... .. The bridegroom 

too. in typical Zulu fashion. v:ears a '·Ieopnrd karesa. delicately placed on his 

shoulders:· Concisely. this composition demonstrates the successful energy of 

language that is gencrmed by the bybridity of ll experiences and L2 writing. Though 

there are some slight problems with spelling. slightly ambitious \'Ocabulary (such as 

'squim1 ') and punctu::nion. the composition is well written. quite often using an 

effective lexical ra11ge. 

5.7.7. Vignettes from the research participants 

Canagarajah (1999:83) has obser\'ed that in a ··skills-based program, the emphasis 

falls hea,·ily on reading and \\Titing. with a final written test."' This was corroborated 

in rhis study and quite often the leamers themseh·es found writing an onerous 

challenge, preferring to present their thoughts nnd opinions in other fonm. Asked 

about their experiences at ISSA after two years, the following ,·ignettes reveal both 

their attitudes to their school, the subjects and teachers: 

#IIGXETTE JTi 

1 hare a problem 11 iTh exTra classes because To me. That is 1rhere I ha,·e 10 ask 

1 quesTions on Things Thai 1 do 1101 /mow bw instead wcjusr continue 1rith work. 

~VIGNETTE 2# 

Since I got TO this school. I hare found many challenging things th01 I ha,·e ne,·er 

rhought 1 would get in my life. Studying for a test is some1hing 1 ne1·er did in my 

prerious school and didn ·r Cl'en know how to slllc/.l'. Bur n011' J !mow 



=l"JG\ETTE 3= 

There are l~achers H!w isolah Telkom chi!d;·en Tl"ht!ll !lre1· .. 1re Teachina 1he1· onh· or;k • .:> • • 

Telkom kids (f !hey underswnd 11 hich means !hQ! on(r non-Telkom kids are 

1 c/crer ... Smne of Fhe lcamers are not nice ro Telkom kids. The)' say 1hey are poor. 

That'" why we are sponsored hy Telkom. 

Tbese \'ignertes reOect profound sentiments abou t the exua lessons that were 

programmed for the learners and tbe ambiguous sense of marginality and labeling 

experienced by the research participants. Where others felt accepted and described 

their maturation, others felt isolated :md lacked interest in the classroom acti ,·ities and 

the extended ··hidden·' cuniculum as described by Bowles and Gintis (1987) . £\·en 

though the work was negotiated, with input integrated from the entrance test and the 

learners' o"·n ideas of wh:ll they needed most in tem1s of CALP skills, Vignette 1 and 

Vignette 3 demonstrate an understanding of the cuniculum deli\'ery in their own 

terms. Interactional pmvoses (peer group agendas) and transactional purposes 

(educational agendas) are eYident in the Yignertes above and it is clear that these 

research participants clearly had their own sense of agency. refusing to accept the 

structures of inequality tl1at characterised the ecology of ISS A. 

5. 7.8. Feedback to parents and sponsors: Qualitative data 

This segment sketches the fccdbJck protocols that facilitated progress reYiews of the 

research panicipants. When term assessments '"'ere mJdc in each of the curricu!Jr 

subjects, reports witb indi\'idual conm1ents were generated and disn·ibuted to the 

parents and the programme sponsors. This was to allow for nurturing, encouragement 

and often io trigger \\'arning lights ,,·here progress \\'as perceiYed as slow or 

inadequate. BelO\\. are two repons. based on a learner' s performance in English: 

BB works hard. She attempts to demonstrate ambitious usc of vocabulary, not with 

success always. This is not a weakness though I am confident she could regulate l1cr 

sentences more successfully if she paid sufficiem attention to the turns. 



GM finds huge challeng~s in comprehension ,;,ork and the maru1er in whicb she ought 

to set our her responses. Often she is entangled in the wording of the texts and is 

unable to write out direct responses to the questions. There is a lot that she should do 

in order to improve in this respect. 

These comments. and others of such a nature communicated the perceptions about 

the learners and the progress they had made during tbe course of the term. ft \Vas 

hoped that the parents would encourage and exhort while the programme sponsors 

would establish the , ·alue of their sponsorship. 

At the end of four years at ISSA. the research participants \\TOte the Cambridge 

International Examinations. The following, Table I 8, shows their examination results 

by mark and grade. 



Table 18: CIE Results of the research participants, November 2010 

CANDIDATE I MARK T GRAD E SYMBOL 

I OAGEl\G I 51 ID 
HELEN j 68 l c 
.JA PHTA 63 l c 
THANDI 66 I C 
CHA~TELLE 51 ID 
SIYASANGA 66 c 
SHIRLEEN 62 c 
SOLLY I -14 I E 

GOMOLEMO 1 50 jD 
PHILLIP 75 B 

THULISWA 66 jc 
I CAROLll\E I 65 I C 

LEBOGA>lG I 75 B 

BABA.LWA 63 c 
. REFILWE 63 I C 

MAG DALENE 73 B 

Two of the research partic ipants obtained D grade symbols ,~-,,h i le only one obtained a 

grade E symbol. The rest of the participants passed the CIE English first language 

examination after a four-year intensive preparation programme that included extra 

lessons, the identification of Jeamer needs and the design and implementation of a 

task-based syllabus. The strategies for teaching and leaming that were developed 

during the longitudinaJ study, amongst other factors, apparently contributed to this 

high throughput rate. 

5.7.9. Strategies fo r teaching, learning and assessment 

For each of the maj or strands of English language discussed in th is study, reading and 

\\Titing were conceptualized as priorities in this model since they are the most 

assessed through valid and reliable tools, albeit subjectively. After establishing the 

entrance competencies of the group of learners in each situation, the context should be 

realistically assessed in order to determine constraints and challenges. Each basel ine 

(shown by the fo rward arrow preceding each circle), it is argued, sbould sufficiently 

establish ,,·hat the learners can do. be it in reading or \\Titing, or a combination of 

both. Input for the deYelopment of reading and \\Tiling is then devised at the level of 
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the competcnci~s determined through baseline JSSI?ssmt:nt. After e:~ch ::;ize::tble 

segment of input. form:lii\e assessment is :1dministcred in order to prO\ ide feedback 

to the learners and. in the process, help them funher de,·elop thei r competencies. The 

nature of formati\ e assessment should again be pitched at the level where the learners 

demonstrate leYels of success. This recursi,·e process of fom1atiYe assessmem ought 

to lead to de' elopment of competencies beyond those established in the baseline level. 

\\-hen a topic bas been full~ co,·ered, a summati,·e assessment tool could then be 

administered to determine the nev. le\ cl of skills acquired on the panicular reading or 

\\Tiring topic. 

\\ 'hat needs to be said is that performance in the summative assessment tool could 

depend on a number of factors but generally, all conditions being equal, learners 

should display some extended a:1d additio:1al mastery of comprehension. anal) tic and 

naluati,·e skills that could allo\\ the educator to proceed to the next intercOJUlected 

topic. In many ways. there is an implied in:erdepcndence between rJ1e skills of reading 

and writing. This interdependence should also facilitate a tangible and concrete 

progression in the skills demonstrated by the learner in the execution of new tasks set. 

68aseline- to est3hlish prior skills and competencies acquired. preferably per topic 

(e.g. argumentati\'e style and structure. \ ocabubry in context. narrati\'e content .. . ) 

' Fonnati,·e - to !!i,·e feedback to the learner on ho\\' they are progressing- regular 

frequency ath iscd. Each focus area \\'ill ha\ e se,·eral formati\·e asscssml;nt sessions, 

FL F~ ... and linall) close \\'ith a holistic summati,·e one. 

cSummati,·e - at the end of a leaming or instructional unit or topic - where the 

pUivose 1s to inte!.!ratc after the smaller. more frequent series of formmive 

assessment. 



5.8. Conclusion 

The data that has been presen1ed in this chapter re,·eals various tensions between plain 

presentation of what emerged and descriptions of tasks or processes leading to the 

data. The fiux between quantitative and qualitative presemations also reveals the 

(in)adequacies of any one of the monolithic categories. From the range of strategies 

and processes set out in this chapter, and following Rampton (1 990), it was evident 

that reading and \\Titing strategies are learned, relatiYe and panial. In order to achieve 

reading and \\Titing expertise. the research panicipants were inducted into what were 

percei\·ed as best practices and in the process. their work was reviewed. disputed and 

judged by their educators. 

Tlu-ou2.h recursive fom1ati,·e . summative and other intemal assessment strateQies. in 
~ ~ . 

particular the quantitative measure called the hypotaxis index, the leamers' linguistic 

reper1oire \Vas relatively reliably predicted. notwithstanding the fact that teaching and 

assessing reading and '~Titing in English Language are based on impressionistic band 

scales (Gan11on, 1985). Hyland (2002), Larsen-Freeman (I 978) and Wolf-Qui ntero 

(1998) all argue that anal)1ical measures are more appropriate measurement scales to 

establish linguistic accuracy, syntactic and grammatical complexity in learners ' 

writing. ft must be conceded that the data presented here are principally concerned 

with establishing the deYelopmental index in Ieamer language and subsequently using 

such data to design an appropriate syllabus. The data suggests that as learners become 

more proficient users of the English language, they read and write more clearly, more 

accurately and that the tex ts they produce are more grammaticall y and lexicall y 

complex (1'\ayes. ~006:4). Skehan and Foster ( 1997:22) suggest that accuracy is 

concerned with how well language is produced in relation to the rule system of the 

target language. For complexity and range. Skehan and Foster (1997: 97) submit that 

th is competency entails the capacity to use. control more advanced language, and this 

capacity involves a greater \Villingness on the part of the writer-candidate to take risks 

throuQh ambitious sentence structures and diction usa!!es . The tasks and data 
~ ~ 

presen ted here tentatively ind icate that the more cognitively demanding the language 

task is. the more likely it would be that learner-writers will attend to com·eying 

meaning fi rst and to linguistic complexity and accuracy last. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FRAMEVVORK FOR THE PROPOSED SYLLABUS 

6 .1. fntroduction 

The mass of data presented in Chapter 5 showed compelling evidence of the 

strategies. successes and challenges that secondary school leamers experienced in 

their long walk towards CALP skills acquisition. This evidence from the case study 

was used to inform tbe choices made in order to develop a framework for a rele\'ant 

efficient and effective syllabus. This chapter anchors the framework on the cognitive 

capacities that the syllabus aimed to develop in the research participants. 

The framework for the proposed syllabus developed as shown in Chapter 7 is 

anchored on fi,·e aspects which are embedded in the research question that this study 

sought to answer: 

(i) The relevance of the syllabus. 1.e. m terms of meeting the needs and 

challenges of the learners: 

(ii) The effectiveness of the syllabus, i.e. in terms of selecting and the 

sequencing of the syllabus items in order to foster acquisition. 

(iii) The efficiency of the syllabus, i.e. the resourcefulness of the syllabus to 

tap into the ecology of the institution at which it is implemented in order to 

successfully develop the competencies it envisages. 

(iv) Teaching and learning principles dra\vn from the literature reviev,, and 

related to the learner profile and 

(v) Continual evaluation. including problematisation. i.e. the location of the 

syllabus within the critical discourse paradigm and therefore allowing it to 

be both reflexi\'e and reflectiYe. 

These fi\·e aspects can be operationalised with and tlu·ough focused and detennined 

pa11icipation of both the educators and leamers. 

It has been argued already that eYery syllabus de,·eloped is a promissory note. 

aniculated in the hope that the ecological factors of the educational institution(s) ,..,·jlJ 

allov,, for the maximwn de,·elopment of the ski lls encapsulated in the syll abus 

document. In the cuJTent South African education system. brilliant propositions ha,·e 

already been made in both the Constitution as regards the language policy (Appendix 



xi) and white papers (DoE 200 l: 2004) with regard to the parity of languages. the 

desire to reduce inequality by ad·.-ocating that the education system should deli,·er 

quality outcomes, and the Yery foundation on v.:hich the outcomes-based cuniculum is 

founded. The greatest challenges haYe been at the le,·el of implementation (Foli and 

Jackson, 2008; Stephen, \Velman, and Jordaan :2004; Electoral mandate, 2009). These 

constraints - lack of teaching resources. inadequately trained teachers. nanow 

teaching strategies and the disparities between remote rural schools \·vith no exposure 

to English ,·is-a-vis the private and well-resourced schools - have militated against 

the quality outcomes proposed by the government itself and the DoE. 

It is a commonplace epithet in Africa that 'rural' evokes associations with poverty, 

alienation. depri\'ation. lack of resources, desperate educators and leamers. TI1e 

framework proposed in this chapter acknowledges that there are opportunities as 

numerous as the challenges for the implementation of a task-based English language 

syllabus. If indeed ·there are no communities without stories' (Kasule. 2008), then it 

could be posited that the educational goals of literate South African citizens who can 

panicipate and contribute to the development and social transformation are possible 

only \vhen buttressed on what the communities. educators and learners haYe, not on 

v·;hat they do not. 

6.2. Sustainable programmes of action 

The Telkom Foundation.. as indicated in Chapter 1. sponsored the research 

participants in this study. Jn the process of re-locating these learners to the ISSA 

research site, there was an underlying positiYe perception of the possibilities that the 

school offered: graduate teachers. security of boarding facilities, ample time for study 

and "an intemationally recognized curriculum package.'' 

Tbe learners adjusted their interactional patterns and leaming practices in order for 

them to integrate and participate fully in the pattems obtaining at ISSA. They were 

obviously steeped in the somewhat erroneous belief that to master English was. 

simultaneously. to de-emphasi7e indigenous home languages. As discussed in Chapter 

8, the nO\·elty and modemity of ISSA became a site for contesting identities -

immersion or submersion. inclusion or exclusion. continuity or discontinuity. The 

immensity of this challenge ' ' '3S amply demonstrated when. at the end of the 2009 
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academic year. se\·en <7) of the first Telkom beneficiaries (emo!led in 2007) were 

excluded from the school. The se\·en had obtained an overall a\ erage mark of less 

than -+0° o. An earlier manifestation of teething problems was the expulsion of a male 

bursary beneficiary who bad physically molested a female learner in term two of 

2008. Taken together, these incidents highlight some of the cballenges that go with 

the (un)sustainability of programmes of action. The global recession of 2009 also 

took its toll in the decision by the sponso:- to check the academic progress of the 

learners. v;hich sadly Jed to the withdraw3l of funding for those who struggled 

academically. By conu·ast. the pass mark for goverJU11ent schools remained pegged at 

30%, a sad indictment of the political rhetoric about the efficacy, comparability and 

validity of OBE. The seven learners who were excluded from the sponsorship had to 

revert to the curricular practices of RNCS in 2010, from \vhich they had been weaned 

in 2007. 

6.2. The relevance of the syllabus 

Relevance is understood and interrogated here in its relationship to the needs and 

challenges of the learners in this study. Having established the competencies and 

challenges of the research pruticipants. the task-based syllabus v,·as developed to tap 

into the BTCS and e>.1end these ro address the identified gaps in order to meet specific 

outcomes. It was stated in Chapter 4 that the participants in this study brought itno 

ISSA a repenoire of oral skills in their home languages that reflected suppott from 

their communities, educators and the institutions that they previously attended. To 

reinforce the commitment of the South African Constitution, the eleven ofiicial 

languages must not only be taught at the peripheral level - they ought to be taught to a 

high standard at prit11ary le\'el (Parmegiani, 2009) such that CALP competencies are 

optimally de,·eloped and these can be applied and extended to the additional English 

language. In fact, the system of education in South Africa must be such that the 

multicultural reality is stressed, supp011ed and strengthened, rather than being 

nan·owed. Both school and community are sites of belonging and identity formations: 

and a syllabus that appreciates and accentuates these links promotes the learners' self

esteem as they consequently recognize their membership in a much larger social 

order. De\·elopment of critical thinking tlu·oegh deep language processing enhru1ces 

the leamers' understandi:.g of their shared world. and the pantbey ought to play. 
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Cartoons. magnzines. photogr:1phs and teacher-generated materials. in addition to the 

textbook and r~ading passages that the school might haYe in stock can useful!) be 

selected. organized and sequenced in order to de,·eJop CALP skills. The organizmion 

of the learners into groups and te~ms. for instance. is likely to generate peer re,·ie\\ s. 

discussion, re-casting of ideas and lead lO gradual imprO\ emem of language 

proficiency. 

6.4. The effectiveness of the syllabus 

The effecti\'eness of the task-based syllabus is principal Jy conceived and measured in 

terms of its ability to successfull y develop defined competencies in the cohort of 

learners for v.•hich it was designed. Its breadth and depth. in terms of subject matter 

content. subsumes thorough mastery of the subject by the educator and the transfer of 

thos~ ski lls to the Ieamer tlu·ough appropriately pitched tasks. Another component 

assumed is a broad range of suitable teaching deli\'ery strategies that generate interest 

in and a passion for the subject. 

In the South . \ frican education sening, seYeral misgJYtngs have been raised 

conceming the quality of teaching. especially in English language. The task-based 

s~ llabus de,·eloped for I S.-\ blended the coment or topics described in CIE and 

C.:~005 (Solllh Africa) documents. The hybrid generated anticipated significant and 

measurable impro \ cment in South African learners· abilities to read and write wel l 

and impro\·e grammar and punctuation and spelling skills in the English language at 

secondary school lc,·eJ. 

c:::005. in both its original and revised versions, has been the butt of cynicism, 

,·crging on contempt. It has been criticized by academics for its inability to transfer 

the requisite deducti' e. inferential. analyric and e,·aluation skills to learners who 

cn~mually ha' e been unable to deal \\'ith rigorous. discipline-specific discourse at 

teniary institutions (l'malusi. 2008: Jansen, 2011). Beyond highlighting the 

inadequate "blls of the matriculants. the Council for Higher Education (CJ fE 2006: 

2008 in particular) has reconurended that foundation and bridging courses be 

denloped in order to scaffold the Jeaming of undergraduates. 



The S) ll::tbus de\ eloped in this study ,,·as necessitated, in pan. by the need to re

e:-.:amine C::WOS English language curricular specifications. especially to identify its 

sh01tfalls. Locating the source of the problems facing the English language learners 

was seen as an opponun.ity to refine that operational framework and enhance the 

competencies of the learners in the process. 

6.5. Diversity and Hybridity: Teaching and learning principles embedded in the 
model 

The research pa.11icipants in this study have demonstrated tbat thei r lives are a web of 

hybrids \:vhereas the English-as-a-first-language classroom at lSSA, pa1i icularl y in 

preparation for the Cambridge International Examinations, seeks to instil singularity. 

These learners brought to the English classroom their own multiple and hybrid 

identities. Their study of English, specifically their reading and writing, thereby 

became a cwnbersome task for the learners as they negotiated both an appropriate 

discourse and a broader linguistic repertoire. 

The framework for the CALP skills development syllabus in this study proposes that 

the initial and critical step lies in identifying the problem that tl1e research p:micipants 

bring into a specific ecology and research site. ln this research. it was the language 

gaps that constituted the research agenda, specifically the need to use resources 

economically, create spaces and cun icular structures that enabled and broadened the 

higher order linguistic skills oftbe parti cipants. 

HeaYen and Tubridy (2004: 153) argue t:lat diversity is a product of those ·'instances 

,,.,·here distinctly separate traditions of culture and identity come into contact in such a 

way as to co-exist:· These amhors refer to multiculturalism. as actualised in the 

multilingualism of the research pruticipams, as ways of being. including programmes 

which encourage the de\·elopment of societies in ''hich multiple cultures and 

identities co-exist. The coexistence of multiple cultw-es and identities inadvertently 

(or ad\·ertently) produces hybrids. Heaven and Tubridy (2004: 153) state that "in a 

sense all cultures and identities are hybrids insofar as all cultures e\ ol\'e as a result of 

their contact with other cultures and identities." In cultural theory, hybridity defines 

the process of resistance and contestation whereby mixed identities challenge and 
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subYeJ1 the assimilmi, ·e, essentialist dominant narrative. lt is a fusion of these 

elements of separate experiential. educational and cultural traditions. such as the 

merger of African traditional practices with traditions of the western world that 

become manifest in hybrid cultures and identities. 

The theory of hybridity. developed by Homi Bhabha (1994) opposes the Westem 

view of totalising cultural binary oppositions such as centre-periphery, east-west, 

high-low. and insider-outsider. Bhabha argues that cultures can be understood to 

interact transgress, and transfom1 each other in a much more complex ma1U1er than 

the traditional binary oppositions allov\. According to Bbabha (1994), hybridity and 

"linguistic multi-vocality" have the potential to intervene and dislocate the 

homogenising processes through the reinterpretation of language-learning, linguistic 

competence and political discourse. Bhabha ( 1994) developed his concept of hybridity 

from literary and cultural theory to describe the construction of culture and identity 

within conditions of antagonism and inequity. For Bhabha, hybridity is the process by 

which authority undertakes to translate the identity of the .. outsider" (the Other) 

within a s ingular universa l framework, but then fails, producing something familiar 

but new. This nev,r product, according to Bhabha. lies in between, neither inside nor 

outside, .. a! most but not quite ... 

Bhabha (1996) contends that a new hybrid identity keeps challenging the validity and 

authenticity of any essentialist cultural identity. Therefore, the strategies of 

hybridisation reveal an estranging movement of the authoritative di scourse. These 

strategies. in Bhabha's tem1s. are eYidently marked by '·slippages.'' Furthermore, 

hybridity proYides space for inclusion rather than exclusion v-.'ithin \vhich new signs of 

identity, and innovative sites of collaboration and contestation are created. In the 

framework proposed, the researcher takes cognisance of past and present language 

learning experiences so that they can adequately chatt a possible canography of 

"future language needs.'' The school's resources and its internal capacity such as 

cultural di,·ersity and staffing are hamessed to address the needs of the new 

participants. Subsequently, hybrid agencies find their voice in a dialectic that does not 

seek cultural supremacy (Bhabha 2004 ). 
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Addition:1lly. the concept of hybridisation is not only \'isible in the appropriation and 

conglomeration of different reading and writing styles but also in the use of language 

and the creation of meaning. Bakhtin (1984: 361) defines hybridisation in languages 

as "the mixing. within a single concrete utterance. of two or more different linguistic 

consciousnesses. often widely separated in time and social space:· He adds that along 

with dialogization of_languages and pme dialogues. hybridisation is a major deYice for 

creating naJTati\'eS, intentional and double-,·oiced. 

Bhabha and Bakhtin ' s discussions ofhybridity are partially expanded by Nuttall and 

Micbael(2000)'s theory of crcolisation. This challenge helps reposi tion and clarify the 

concept of mixing of cultures and the mixing of identities. Nuttall and Michael 

describe creolisation as the cross-fertilization \·Vhich takes place between different 

cultures v-:hcn they interact. The locals select pruiicular elements from in-coming 

cultures, endow rhese 1rith meanings different from those they possessed in the 

original culture and then creQ/irely merge these with indigenous traditions to create 

totally new forms. ~unall and ~1ichael (2000:6) state that "creolisation has usually 

been understood as the process \\'hereby individuals of different cultures, languages. 

educational experiences and religions are throwa together and "invent'' a new 

language, Creole, a new culture. and a new social and linguistic bec01ning. 

Accordingly. the term dialogization best describes the International School of South 

Africa's cultural landscape because it goes beyond the limitations of multicu lturalism 

and hybridity. Nuttall and Michael's redefinition of hybridity refers to bybridity as a 

theory of resistance whereas dialogization offers a more dynamic sense of making 

identities \\'hicb might (or might not include) resistance and perversion (see for 

instance Vignette I and Vignette 3 in Chapter 5 of this study). In addition. they argue 

that hybridity embeds an opinion of distinct cultures or identities coming together 

from a \'ariant which would still manifest the distinct elements of the merged cuhure 

or identities. whereas creolisarion produces totally new forms. 

Hybridity in language (or creolisation) produces an interlanguage (Selinkcr. 1972). 

Jnter!anguage refers to the linguistic system that learners de\·elop in the process of 

second language acquisition. An interlanguage is neitber the native language nor the 

target language. ft is a language that positions itself between the two (this was 
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discussed under Black Somh .-\fi·ican English in Chapter :2 of this stud:'). 

Interlanguage refers to n language system that has a structurally intem1ediate status 

berween the natiYe (mother tongue. hom~ language) and target (second, additional) 

languages (Brown. 199-n. In the process of learning a second language, learner 

\\Titers and readers employ various strategies to cope with meaning-making and 

communication difficulties and to build their \Yay to proficiency and target language 

competence. These strategies include bonowing patterns from the mother tongue. 

extending patterns from the target language .. and expressing meanings using the words 

and grammar which are already known (Pannegiani. 2009). 

Pem1ycook (2007) is of the opinion that second language learning is essentially a 

hybridised cultmal experience. This. according to Pe1mycook .. (2007:580) produces 

.. divergent newness:' Omoniyi (2006) .. points out that hybridisation signals a desire to 

preserve aspects of the outer circle (subculture) identity \Vhilst acknowledging the role 

of the itmer circle (mainstream). \\"hilst aniculating ideas. images. metaphors and 

style, second language reading and second language '"Titing become expressions of a 

multicultural ecology. 

In dealing with the aforementioned concepts (diversity. mu11iculturalism .. 

multi lingualism and hybridity), Nuttall (200-+) examines the concept of translatability. 

Translatability is a concept for understanding encounters and interactions ben:veen 

different cultures. 1t aims at comprehending these encounters and interactions between 

cultures. These interactions and encounters may involve either assimilation or 

appropriation. Translatability seems necessary m a multicultural society. 

Translatability may not only be a singular, monolithic force in itself but it can trigger 

the attempts to counteract institutional and political power, which the ,·arious groups 

in such a social and educational set-up bring to bear in order to impose their own 

linguistic and cultural heritages upon other segments in a multicultural community. 
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According to >\utt1ll (2004) rhe mode::. of translatabili iy show the world as a set of 

fragments that the nev .. , arrivants (the learners) ha\'e to continually deal v;ith. These 

fragments also have in rhem dual elements of the histories of isolation and connection 

to the world that the South Africa educational experience carries. 

The model suggested for the de\'elopment of CALP skills deYelopment syllabus is 

sketched below, bav~ng fully considered the precedi ng arguments. 



• Impact on general 
educational 
panicipation 

• Impact on subject 
specific 
perfonnances 

• Impact on English 
language specific 
discourse 

Problem identification 
Research Agenda 

Research 
Question(s) 

Refinement of 
Problem 

Specific Research aims 

I 
~ 

Information 
• About learners 

• About primary exit 
syl labus 

• A bout secondary entry 
syllabus 

• Secondary exit 
assessment ourcomes 

~ 
Development and negotiat ion 

I 

Analysis of 
• School's resources 

and internal 
capacity 

• Previous learning 
experiences 

• Future language 
needs 

oblematisation a:1d re-staning cycle for fine-tuning 
teaching and learning 



6.6. Conclusion 

Rele\'ance. learner needs and profiling. effectiYeness. efficiency and 1he concepts of 

hybridity and dynamic tensions between languages in contact v;ere incorporated into 

the model that was used to negotiate and design the task~based syllabus outl ined in 

Chapter 7. This fr~me\\'ork informed the selection. organization. sequencing and 

evaluation features and components of the syllabus. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THE PROPOSED TASK-BASED SYLLAB US AND GUIDELrNES FOR 
IMPLEMENTATlON 

7.1. Introduction 

This proposal is a bro~d. task-based syl labus docwnent. Each task is set out in the 

sequence enYisaged 3.S most accessible and learnable at the Fom1 Three level (rbird 

year in secondary school, after a comprehensive and formal primary school education 

lasting at least seven years) . A significant number of the topics are extended and given 

deeper treatment, havi ng been taught in cyclic fashion over the years of formal 

educati on. The target aim is to achieve deeper language processing and enrichment for 

the learners as they strive towards CALP skills. This aim focuses on the development 

of g lobal understanding of texts rather than the limited recognition and absolute 

comprehension of indiYidual words (Anderson, 1994). Some of the tasks, such as 

language structures and grammar rules. are recuiTent. perhaps a little more explicit 

and these need reinforcement. especially integration with the specific reading and 

\Hiting tasks. The envisaged users of this syllabus are encouraged to refine and adapt 

according to the perceived and specific abilities. challenges and exit competencies of 

the indiYiduaJ target groups taught. To recap Suite (200 1) and Valdes (2004), this 

syllabus is directed both inside the respective institution and outside it. specifying 

work and serving as an expression of accountability to\vards the learners, stakeholders 

and sponsors. 

7.2. Prior knmvledge assumed 

At the reading level, the learners were expected to be familiar with some basic reading 

" ·here they could recognise words: decode and read at various levels of 

comprehension. These reading strategies were verified in the entrance assessments as 

routine and basic problem-solving in nature (cf. 5.3.3) and it was established that 

there \Vas a need to extend them from this reproduction cluster to the higher 

connections and reflection clusters of competence and critical decoding(see page 5 

and 6 of this study). 
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In terms of writing. the !1.'3rners '''.:re obseiYed to bt- hnili:.:tr \\ itb b::tsic forms su<;h as 

lener writing. short descriptions and con\'enient. basic narratiYes that reflected 

elememar:-· pallerns of sequencing and some recognition of grammaticalily. These 

learner writers still had challenges with regard to modal auxiliaries. relative clauses, 

concord and structure of extended written pieces as reponed in the chapter on 

findings. There was a need to extend their awareness of persuasi,·e teclmiques, the 

appropriate use of register and relevant wne in \\ riti ng as in discourse. and the 

distincti,·e differences in formats such as transcripts. imerYiews. basic dialogues and 

in,·estigati\ e reports. for instance. Such extended and tluent strategies would 

eyenrually be deplo) ed consciously in reading pass:1ges in order to identify key 

words. establish the meanings of words in a ginn context and recognise the effects 

created by writers in making specific lexical choices and usages in thei r \niting. 

Though the deliberate development of oral proficiency was peripheral and subsumed 

under reading and 'vriting in the proposed syllabus, it was observed that these leamcrs 

were effective users of their home languages. 

The second obscr,·ation was that e\ en though they could make basic conversational 

turns in English. or indeed respond to intenogations in .some comprehensible English. 

in the majoriry of .situations they often consciously inhibi ted communication in the 

second language. This home Jangu:!ge proficiency fac tor \\'OS considered a strength in 

the learners though this was also recognised as a challenge for the English language 

classroom. considering the diversity in home languages that they brought into the 

classroom. In addition. due to the processes of integration and familiarization with the 

ecology of the school thut the~' had been exposed to, the leamers had apparently 

mastered an oral proficiency level that was not matched, surprising!~, by the written 

competency. They were, in concrete terms. ·immersed in the heteroglossic \\'Ord. 

determined by the languages that defined them · as Halasek (~00~:8) argues. In many 

ways, the Telkom Foundation learners "ho \\'ere the participants in this srudy. h::~d 

their indi ,-idual utterances. their discourses. and rhetorics influenced and shaped by 

fluctuating social relationships and the dialogues in " hich the) took pa11. bv "'·hat 

Bakhtin( 1984) calls hderoglossia. 
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7.3. Competencies anticipated 

It has been argued that e3cb syllabus design is an ideal that is hinged on promise. 

Theory and practice are therefore largely integrated into tllis pedagogical ,·ision of 

possibilities. This was also the premise thai buttressed the development of the present 

syllabus design. Based on the task syllabus model and the framework developed by 

Anderson (1994: 178). the CUJTent proposal aimed to activate acquired prior 

knowledge and synchronise this with new capacities in a bid to extend language 

competency. lt also aimed at developing the vocabulary of the learners from their 

entry levels and in the process teach ing the learners skills for fluent reading that 

enhanced comprehension. Learners' reading strategies v.-ere ,·erified through graded 

reading passages that in turn helped to establish the reading leYels of the research 

participants and a summative evaluation of progress '"'as made after the de\'elopment 

of the syllabus proposal. FollO\ving up on the strategies outlined above. the following 

were designed as the reading and writing objectives for the syllabus at F01m 3. "R'' 

and ··v.,··, are used to mean reading and '"Titing respectively. 

7.4. The reading curriculum component 

This empirical study bas established the resources and the challenges that the research 

panicipants brought into the research site. Based on the findings (5. 7.1 ). it is 

submitted rhat the task. as an activity carried out as the result of processing and 

understanding language. provides a purpose for classroom acti\'ity (Richards. Platt 

and Weber. 1985). Also considering the historical disadvantages that the research 

pa1ticipants experienced in their pre\'ious schools (5.1.3). particularly undcr-resourced 

schools. rote learning and Jack of sufficient reading materials, the syllabus designed 

sought to redress tllis thJOugh a carefully planned remedial and integration programme 

of both intensive and extensive reading. The task-based approach. being in itself 

hybrid in orientation, blends the "explicit teaching conventions of language and 

literacy" (Pam1egiani, 2009:1 00). Embedded in the hybridity of the teaching-learning 

approaches recommended, it is imponant to ensure that their reading, appropriation 

and increasing expertise in English is complemented by making sufficient connections 

with their own mother tOngue literacies (Pennycook. 199-t; Canagarajah. ::?005). 
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For purpos.:!:\ ~\r pr:~ctic2lity. reading should be di,·ided into i nt~ns i\ e and extensi,·e 

components. '' hile the texts should also be categorized ns literary and non-literary. 

including \'erbal and non-\'erbal features. By the end of the Form 3 reading course. 

learners are e'\pectcd to: 

R3 .I Understand and comment on features of literary writing in relation to character. 

setting. theme and plot. 

R3 .2 Demonstrate an understanding of the features of non-liternry and media texts 

such as tra,·el writing and adYeJtising material. 

R3.3 Comment on the meanings and fe:Hures of poems and explain the efTecti\'eness 

of the writers' use of words 

R3.4 Read to detect main ideas and supporting detail. 

R3.5 Identify fact. opinion and bias. including focus on relating information in a text 

to its social and historical comext. 

R3.6 Recognise and comment on the attitudes of a 'niter. 

R3. 7. Understand the differences between formal and infom1al sryle. 

R3 .8. Recognise w::~ys in which \\Titers use different registers and other methods to 

conununicate \\'ith their audience. 

R3.9. Cnderc;rand hO\\ words are used for different purposes. such as tO create 

ntmospherc N to pcrsu:1Je the reader. 

R3 .1 0. Understand I in car information in relation to non-linear information. 

7.2.1 (i) Un it 1: Skimming and scanning a text (Part One) 

O bjecth·es 

Bv the end of the uni t. learners should be able to: 

• elect facts from a simple area of the reading texts 

• Select facts from a more complex area of the reading texts 

• Select key ideas from the passages and express these in own \\'Ords 

• .\1ake simple deductions from various contexts in the reading passages 

• Rephrase words and expressions from t:le text1 paraplu·asing 



Contcut 

•.\1agazine anicle. newspaper report and s}:lon story 

Learn ing ta ks 

• Learners read texts to select and li st facts from simple and comple" segments 

•Leamers infer meanings and implied meanings 

•Learners write summaries based on stimulus reading 

Assessment 

•List offacts submitted in written form 

• Write up of selected points in cominuous writing. demonstrating use of own words 

(substitution skills) 

7.4.l.(ii ) Intensive Reading Unit 2: Cohesion (Part One) 

At the end of the unjt. learners should be able to: 

• identify linking deYices between sentences and paragraphs 

• classify Yarious linking deYices 

• state the various functions of the linking deY ices discussed 

Content 

ho11 literary and non-literary texts 

A li st of linking devices, including: 

• repetition of a word from a pre\·ious sentence or part of a sentence 

• use of a synonym or synon) mous phrase 

• use of an antonym or phn1se indicating the opposite 

• use of a pronoun to replace an antecedent noun 



·repetition of a sentence structure or familiar p:mern used earlier in the text 

Learning tasks 

•Leamers compare two giYcn texts and explain ,,;hy one is bener linked than the 

other. 

•Leamers read the texts and classify the linking deYices in them 

• Leamers indicate what the functions of the classified linking de\'ices are. 

Assessment 

• A written exercise on linking deYices 

·Completing a flow chart of appropriate linking de,·ices 

·A cloze test based on linking devices 

7.4.2. Extensive Reading Unit 3: Cohesion (Part Two) 

ObjcctiYe 

At the end of the unit. leamers should be able to: 

• identify and comment on the usage of Jin.J.jng deYices in a literary text 

" adopt some linking devices identified in the text for use in their own writing 

• describe how the text hangs together through the use of appropriate linking de\'iccs 

Content 

A short literary story between 2000 and 3000 words 

A pa11ial list of linking deYices in the story used as content: 

• co-reference 

• conjunctive relations (logical c01mectors) 

• ellipsis 

• substitution 

• implicatw-e 



Leaming tasks 

•Learners examine the story, marking and ident ifying the cohesive links 

· Learners state the functions of the cohesive links identified 

•Learners comment on the strength ofthe li11king devices 

•Learners adopt the dcYices and use them in their ov•n \Hiting 

Asses men t 

•Examining the text and marking the linking devices 

•Completing the parti al list through collaborative work 

•An exercise in \\ ri ting where I inking devices are incorporated 

7.4.3. Coherence 

O bj ectiYes 

By the end of the unit, learners should be able to: 

•ldentil)' and usc coordinating clauses 

•ldemif) and usc substitution 

•Identify and usc time relaters 

Content 

•Short c;to ries, formal speeches and sci [-contained extracts from noYels 

Learning tasks 

•Identifying and clari J) ing how one sentence or paragraph relates to another 

• Identifying which sentence summarises the main idea of a paragraph 

~Pro\' idi ng a topic sentence 

•Linking allow chan to a linear text 

•Identifying the topic sentence in a multiple choice comprehension test 
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Assessment 

•Synthesizing information through sentences 

•Writing a multiple choice comprehension where learners identify topic sentences 

•Identifying subordinate ideas 

• ketching theme charts in order to link the ideas expressed in a linear text 

•Identifying non-related sentences that impede the global coherence of a text 

7.4.4. Extensive Reading Unit 4: Vocabulary 

Objectives 

At the end of the urilt. learners should be able to: 

•Read a long tex t 

•Identify and state how cer1ain '~ ords are formed 

•Classify various ,,·ord fonnation strategies, inc luding the following: 

1. Affixation (prefixation and suffixation) 

rr. Conversion 

111. compounding 

• tate the meanings of new words encour tered through application of word derivation 

skills 

Conten t 

Short litera ry text 

A chart of v.rord-fOimarion strategies: 

• prefixes (negative prefixes, reversativc prefixes, pejoratiYC prefixes. pretixes of 

tlegrcc. prefixes of attitude. locative prefixes. number prefixes and com·ersion 

prefixes 

• uffixes(now1 suffixes. adjecti\ c suffixes. Yerb suffixes and adverb suffixes) 

o compounding(subject and verb compounds, verb and object compounds, verb and 

adverbial compounds, verb less compounds, reduplicati\·es. clipping and blends) 

• blending 

• adjecti\·es and ad\·erbs 

• the noun and the \ crb 



Learning task 

• I .earners appl) the word formation chart princi pks to ,,·ords encountered in content 

tC\.l 

• JJearnl;!rs classify the ,,·ords according to the table \\'Ord roots 

•Learners sta te the difference bet,-vecn denotation and co1motation 

•! .earners state the rang~ of emoti \ e \\Ords encountered and rate them on n scale 

Assess ment 

•An exercise on neutral and emoti ,-c \\'Ords 

•.-\n exercise on Jenotution and connotation 

•1\n exercise on suffixes and alli>.es 

7.4.5. Intensive Reading UnitS: Di rect meaning and in fe rences 

0 bjcctivcs 

By the cnJ of the unit. leam-:rs should be able to: 

• read te:\ts "ith the purpose of answering questions that seek to assess 

comprehension levels based on \\hat the messages that texts communicate 

• rc:-~d text5 in order to learn. under"tand. substitute and explai n the usages or some 

\'Ocabular~' ikms embedded in te.\.lS 

Co nten t 

• Literar) texts . ..,hort pia) s. poems and short stories betv·:cen 3000-5000 '"'ords 

•r\ glossar~ or\\ords and terms used in the cxtrac1 

Lea r ning tasks 

• I earners read a selected text and identify main ideas and supporting ones 

•Lcamcrs extr:Ict points from text and tabulate them as opinion. fact or bias 

•I earners o.,ubstitu t~ and explain ~elected ''ords with syntlll~ ms and antOn) ms 
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Assessment 

• ynonyms and antonyms exercise based on contextual usages 

•Graded comprehension exercise based on the literar) lext 

7.4.6.1. lntensive reading 

Unit 6: Levels of formality 

Objectives 

By the end of the unit, learners should be able to: 

• identify and state the degree of fonnality and informality in a narrative text, a comic 

strip and a public lecture 

• define the characteristic markers such as colloquialism, jargon and code-mixing 

• examine the (un)suitability of such markers in the context of the text 

Content 

•Short c;tory. ca11oon strip. and a public figure·s speech 

Learning tasks 

• Learners read the llu-ec content extracts and state the differences in w0rding 

•Learners extract and li st specific items suggesting differences in tone and audience 

•Leamers suQQest the intention and effect of use of different le, ·els of formality 

Assessment 

·Note-making assessed as a skill 

• Report-back to peers assessed as demonstration of confidence and understanding 
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7A. 7. [ntcnsive Reading Unit 7: Summadzing information from texts 

Objectives 

By the end of the unit, learners should be able to: 

• read texts set as comprehension in order to select specific points 

• list in hierarchy the points selected for the summary draft 

• "tite a summary of the text using ovm words 

Content 

•T\\0 texts, one literary and the other non-literary, from a magazine and a short story 

anthology, based on contrasting themes 

Learning tasks 

•Identify and comment on a text' s explicit or implicit opinions and prejudices though 

caref-ul reading of '"'hat is voiced or unYoiced 

•Select a specified number of summary points 

•.'et out and use appropriate connectors to link the summary points 

• Par<1phrase some parts of the summary text 

•Edit the points for grammaticality 

Ac; cssment 

•Note-makjng assessed as a skill 

•Connectors assessed to establish now and coherence of summary 

• L•se of O\\ n '" ords assessed as indication of vocabulary range 

•l se or past tense and reporting voice assessed to check understanding 

• Final \Hite up assessed for comprehensi,·cness of points covered 

7.4.8. Grammar (Part One)Unit 8: Sentence type and variety 
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Objectives 

By the end of the unit. leamers should be able to: 

• state a range of sentence types 

• identify the components of a sentence 

• create compound and complex sentences followinQ the models identified 

Content 

Tv .. ·o texts, one literar) and the other one a diary or journal entry 

A list of sentence types and models extracted from the tv. o texts including: 

• imperat ives (commands) 

• interrogatives 

• exclamations and interjections 

• compound sentences and the cOimectives 

• complex sentences 

• the periodic sentence 

Leaming tasks 

Learners: 

•build on knov .. ledge of simple sentence to highlight component pa11s 

•describe the' arious purposes and functions of each sentence type 

•identify subordination as well as coordination 

•locate e~amples of coordinat ing and subordinating aspects in the selected content 

texts 

comment on 'ariation in sentence t) pes and effects created by the variet) 

Assc ·smcnt 

Learn crs assessed on abi I it y to: 

•identify the type of sentences used: simple, complex, interrogative, imperati,·e and 

compound 

-'I.!Xplain the effects achic' ed thoubh these Yarious sentence 1) pes. 



•demonstrate increased awareness of pauerns and effects achieved by varying 

sentences 

7.4.9. (i) Intensive Reading Unit 9: Paragraphing (Part One) 

Objectives 

By the end of the unit, leamers should be able to: 

•Identify the various paragraph types, including 

•Problem solution paragraphs 

•Comparati\'e paragTaphs 

•Ciu·onological paragraphs 

•Mixed paragraphs 

·~ame the variety of sentence types encountered 

•Break dov. n sentences into constituent units 

•Use a variety of sentence types in their own writing, based on the frame\vork of those 

encountered in the tasks 

Content 

•Short maga.1.in~ article 

• lewspaper report 

•Extract from a well -written novel or shon story 

The anicles selected should demonstrate i:1stances of: 

• the loose paragraph 

• the periodic paragraph 

Learning tasks 

Lcamcrs, in pairs or smal l groups: 

· identify tbc topic sentences in each parc.graph 

•identify and li st support ing ideas 

•identify and list devices that hold paragraphs together 

•state logical com1cctors and sequencing techniques \\·ithin paragraphs 
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Assessment 

•Ability to list and state paragraph components assessed per pair or group 

•Ability to identif) and highlight topic sentences in paragraphs 

•Ability to state, in v>riting, the cementing dc,·ices that bind the text(s) together 

· Ability to construct si~nilarly patterned sentences 

7.4.9 (ii) Paragraphing (Part Two) 

Objectives 

By the end of the unit, learners should be able to: 

•]dentify and talk about chronological. loose and periodic paragraphs 

• Jdenti fy and list main and suppotting ideas in specified paragraphs 

•ldenti fy the logical coru1ectors and other sequencing coru1cctors that bind the 

paragraphs 

•Demonstrate an awareness of. and use differcm types of paragraphs m their own 

writing tasks 

·State and e:-.plain 

(i) phrasalm~ ... ning clauses 

(ii) noun-centred meaning clauses 

(i ii ) \·erb-c~ntred meaning clauses 

(iv) Sentential meaning: the principle of compositional it) 

(v) The anomaly of"'no sense" and "'nonsense" 

(\·i) The distinction. in sentences. between metaphor and idiom 

Content 

hort literary and non-literary lexls 

Lcaming tasks 

• Leamcrs read. di . cuss and examine the three ways in which meaning may be \ ciled 

or even absent in specific paragraphs. 



•Learners explain anomaly: expressions that appear to fol low rules of syntax but go 

awry semantically. 

oLcarners identify metaphor: non-literal. indirect meanings and 

•Learners explain difference v;ith idiom: meaning of expression unrelated to the 

meaning of parts. but conYentional ly understood. 

Assessment 

•Sense-making in compound. subordinate and complex sentences 

•\\"ritten exercise on making sense in sentences such as 

(i) ··My brother is an only child .. 

(ji) ··The bachelor is pregnane 

(i ii) '·Our doubts arc traitors" 

(iv) ··Mapule is a snake in the grass" 

Leamer paragraphs on stimuli provided that use devices in this unit. 

7.4.10.(i) Intensive Reading Unit 4: Non-verbal features of a text 
(punctuation, graphs, pictures a nd colour) 

0 bj cc( ivcs 

At the end of the un it. learners should be able to: 

• state si milari ties in pairs of pictures and pairs of graphs 

• use specific discourse markers in stating the trends anc.l pattems observed 

• "rite a sustained piece on the comparative and contrastive clements identified 

•decode differences in pairs of pictures and graphs 

Content 

Trend graphs 

Contrasting pictures depicting both setting and appropriate atmosphere 

A chan with terms used for comparing and contrasting features: 

• comparative - than 

• comparisons using 1 han and as 

• comparisons using m and like 
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• the neutral. comparati,·e and the superlati\e 

• conditionals and [f:.cfau~·e,\' 

• l'er)', fairly, rather and quite 

• the adjecti\·e in comparison 

Lear ning tasks 

eLearncrs compare pairs of non-,·erbaltexts such as pictures and graphs 

• Learners demonstrate the similarities and differences 

•Learners use appropriate selected tetms to discuss and write about the obsen ed 

trends and patterns 

Assessment 

• A written exercise on terms for comparison and contrast 

•A sustained \nitten piece shov .. ·ing skills in using the appropriate markers of 

similarity and difference 

7.4.10. (ii) Intensive Reading Unit 10: Skimming and scanning a text (Part Two) 

Objectives 

By the end of the unit learners should be able to: 

•state the differ~nces between skimming through a text and scmming it 

•state v.hat the) recall from skimming and state differences with recall after scanning 

a text 

cskim through a text, identify topic sentences, key points and layout features 

•notice style features of a text and engage in deep processing 

•identify st) lc features of each text and judge the (de)merits of each 

•match di ffcrences of sh.imming and scam1ing different texts provided 

•scan a text and make notes 

•state the information structure of a gi,·en text after skimming and subsequent 

scanning 
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Content 

Magazine article, newspaper report and short stot") witl1 subtitles 

Table distinguishing skimming from scanning and showing: 

• pitfalls of glossing over detai l 

• information structure in texts 

Learning tasks 

·identifying context of the writing 

• identifying the intended audience 

• identifying stylistic features of the wri ting, including among others, the use and 

effect of punctuation, themes. foregrounding. repetition. parallel constructions. 

humour. sarcasm 

•locating information and taking short notes in scanning 

•transferring infon11ation from one mode to another 

•explaining the infom1ation structure of the texts proYided 

Assessment 

•Skimming for main ideas 

•Homework on deep text processing (scanning) 

•Reflections on texts skimmed and scanned after a period of 2-l hours 

•Shott \\Titten comments on typeface. italics, bold. subtitles and content 

•Note-making and transforming infonnation from one mode to another 

7.5. The writing curriculum component 

Taking the cue from Vygotsky's ideas on the interactiYity between learners and 

language ( 1985 ). and the capacity of the leamers to reconstruct ideas and knowledge 

in their multilingual minds, the \\Tiling programme in this empirical study was 

premised on the contrastive approach between English and the research partic ipants· 

home languages (cf 2.4 ). Whereas the trajectory was defined as ··standard English," it 

\Vas necessary to tap into the linguistic resources of the learners. establish equi ,·alems 

and challenges and. in the process. b~come explicit when challenges occuncd. The 
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relevance of the writing tasks. their purposeful inclu<;ivit) of experiences and the 

convent ions of the texts were considered paramount in both the content specifications 

and sequencing of the syllabus (cf.6.2). The writing curriculum at Form Three was 

therefore envisaged as entailing the fo llo\Ying broad and generic objecti\'es: 

W3. l Begin to develop appropriate register and a personal voice. 

\11/3 .2 Demonstrate a sense of audience and engage the reader"s attention. 

W3.3 Learn to use structures appropriate to genre and understand the need to link 

paragraphs. 

W3.4 \>o/rite persuasiYel). e.g. in letters I scri pt of a commercial 

W3.5 Add detail. tension and climax to nanatives. 

W3.6 Understand the di fference behvecn a narrative and a description. 

W3.7 Wri te an argument without repetition, but with a sense of linked progression. 

W3.8 Write to analyse, re,·ie\\ and comment. 

W" .9 Draft. re,·isc and edit 

W3.10 Write to demonstrate the effecti \·e use of cohesiYe devices in order to produce 

coherent texts. 

7.5.1. Writing narratives 

llnit 1 

0 bjcctives 

Learners should be able to: 

• identify style reoister finures of speech and rhetorical devices eXj)loited by \\ riters .. ' =:t ., =::o 

to ach ieve specific effects. 

• plan and '"rite fo r crcati,·e narrative purposes and consistent!) use the register. 

figures of speech and rhetorical de,ices encountered in their reading 

• use different stylistic and literary de,·ices explicitly taught in order to make writing 

more effecti' e 

• identif) and differenti<lte different registers and tone for narratives 

D translate stories from home language and try to capture the idiom and notice how 

idioms and values are different in m·o languages 



• demonstrate ov.:ncrship or comparisons. such as simile, metaphor. 1magc and 

personi llcation 

Content 

•\ l)tbical ~tory displaying timeless intrigue and suspense 

•Fable displaying timeless interest 

• \ 1odern <;hort stor~ "·ith surticient plot. atmosphere. charn<.:terisation 

Lea mer tasks 

• Learners rend the selected stories 

•Discus. characterization. plot. selling and language 

•Identify st: listie dev ices deployed 

•Explain the effects achie\ eel by the de\ ices identified 

Ali es mcnt 

•Reading speed and facility indi,·idually assessed 

•Dramati7ation in rcadillg a'\sesseJ on an indi\ idual and group basis 

•Re-\Hiting and summarizing stories in additional language .md own \\orJs 

•Written assessment based on narrati\·e stimulus proYided: to write a continuation. 

imagine a time and pbce 

F\ aluating <;!Or)ie ll ing techniques displayed and pro,·id ing feedbac k 

7.5.2. Writing descriptions 

l nit 2 

0 bjecti\'CS 

Learners <;hould be ublc to: 

• identify St) lcs C.\ploited b) \\Titers to achic\ c specific descripti\e effects 

• usc deYcloping kno'' ledge orlanguagc st ructure and use to describe defined 
c;timuius 



• plan and write for crcatiYe descript i\ e purposes and consistently usc the sensory 

derai Is and rhetorical devices cncounter~d in their reading 

• usc difTerent st) listie and literary de\·ices explicitly taught m order to make 

de cripti\e writing more effective 

• identify and differe1~tiate different appeals in descriptions 

o demonstrate ownership of comparisons, such as simile, metaphor. Image and 

personification 

Content 

•Visuals, photographs. artworks and recipes 

•A powerful descriptive piece of writing 

•A tourist brochure and hotel nicr 

Learning tasks 

!.earners 

• read the brochures. fliers and the descriptive piece of writing 

• identify especially the use or nouns. adjectives, \·erbs and adYerbs and comment on 

the use of emotive language and appeal generated 

• discuss euphemism. e:-..aggeration and hyperbole as features of marketing 

• d~sign own ad\·enorials and usc emoti\·e appeals 

o \Hite paragraphs and ultimately sustained descriptive pieces 

Asscssm ('n t 

• Advcnorials and \\ ording. especially colourful language 

• Csc of sustained exaggeration for comic or other effect 

• Sp~cific nouns. adjecti \ cs. \'erbs and adverbs in the descriptive pieces 

•Sustained descriptions of place, tour and experience. be t\.veen 250 and 350 words 



7.5.3. Writing to persuade 

Unit 3 

Objecth·es 

At the end of the unit. learners should be able to: 

• argue persuasively 

• express opinions and support these'' ith reasons 

• express agreement and disagreement persuasively 

• switch specific language registers creatively 

Content 

•Extract from a recent parliamentary debate on a topical issue 

•Ne\\'Spaper repo1i on a controversial action by a public official 

•Letters to the editor on topical and contested issues 

•1\ public rally speech (Martin Luther King, Mahatma Gandh i. Nelson Mandela. 

Barack Obama speeches) 

Learning tasks 

•Learners read the content texts proYided and identify the specific suasion tools 

•Learners ~xpre. s opinions and supp01t these based on plausible e\·idence 

•Learners express how f'ar they agree or disagree v,·ith the text both crit ically and 

persuasi' ely 

Assessment 

•Class debates on topical issues arising from content materia ls 

•.'tress and emphasis techniques e\ ide need by deliberate repetition. listing and 

refeJTing back through logical c01mectors 

•Written pieces demonstrating persuasi\'c techniques explicitly taught 
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"Magazines: 

cWrite for the speci1ic purpose, to ente1tain or infonn. 

•llse the proper format correctly. '' ith each paragraph dca li ng with an important 

element 

•Identify and usc the tone for the specific aud ience - fom1al or informal, depending 

on the type of magaLi ne. 

• Repor ts : 

•Formal in lone and diction. 

•Use the conect format of a report: purpose, method. findings, reconunendations. 

•Write in the third person to avoid being too personal. 

• Reviews : 

• ote difference between a favourable and critical report: ,·cry pcrsuasiYe in tone or 

Yery critical and identify specific reasons for each pcrspecti,·c 

•Identif) purpose as '"ell as the audience. v.·bich \\'ill innuencc the lone. 

Asscssmcn t 

• Written assessment covering format, content and style features of report and review 

•Group presentations 

7.5.7. \1\lrit.ing autobiography and biography 

Unit 7 

0 b j cctivcs 

By end of the unit, learners should be able to demonstrate and discuss from informed 

positions that autobiograph~: 

•can be cri1tical or positive about oneself 

•uses first person narrative and emotive language 

ere\ eats (and conceals) someihing about oneself that the general public would (not) 

h;l\'1! knon n. 



Conten t 

•Personal vo1ce and collective voices in · autobiography and biography: including 

political agendas such as Martin Luther King and Nelson Mandela, 

· films such as ··Sarajina·· and Alex I [aley ·s ··Roars··. 

•Extracts from Eldridge Cleaver (Soul on lee) and Richard Wright (Eighr .\fen) 

Learning tasks 

• '" riting own biography; 

• imagining oneself as "foreigner·' in another country and writing an autobiography of 

the foreigner or refugee. 

•differentiating between biography and autobiography 

o reading journalistic biography and '"Titing responses to questions based on the 

stimulus, such as "Suffer Liltle Children." 

• \Hiting interview scripts \IVith various imagined situations m order to develop 

appropriate registers. 

• vvriting dialogues betvv·een characters in order to illustrate the range of Yoice and 

register fo r specific situations. 

A sessmcn t 

• \\'ritten submissions of biographies and autobiographies 

• Writing on comprehension tasks set based on the extracts 

7.5.8. Us ing a dictionary and other references 

Cnit 8 

O bjectiYcs 

· Learners should learn a runge of vocabulary appropri ate to their needs and usc words 

in \\'riting to clarify meanings and to interest their audicllce. 

• Learners should spell correctly most of the words that they usc by using good 

dictionaries and u thesaurus 
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" Learners should use the dictionary and thesaurus 10 extend and develop their 

vocabulary. 

(i) In a recursive fo rmat learners are expected to develop consciously their 

language skills and continue to extend their range of language and to use it 

appropriate] y. 

(i i) continue to study personal spelling enors and to cotTect them. 

Content 

•Tense usage, spelling and word meaning in context 

Learning tasks 

., The progressive aspect: present and past (temporary happenings, habitual uses. 

future, repetition of events in a limited duration), present perfect, present perfect 

progressive and past perfect progressive. 

• Future time (shall, will) present progressive+ future meaning, mixed tenses. 

• Common morphological errors: adjectives and adverbs. prepositions and phrasal 

verbs, articles (definite and indefinite), passive voice. 

• .Modal auxiliaries (may/might, will/would, must., have to, ought to, had bel1er& 

need. 

• Indirect speech: back-shifting rules, auxiliary verbs and introdu:tory verbs. 

• Conditional sentences: generic factual conditionals, habitual factual conditionals, 

imaginative conditionals and future predictive conditionals. 

Assessment 

•Recursive tests and exercises on: 

~Linlcing verbs and adverbs 

• Linking nouns and adjectives 

"USing the past perfect tense and the past perfect progressive tense 

"Vocabulary for specific occasions such as disasters, new technologies, ecotourism, 

global \.varn-.ing, traditions and the meta-language of English 

<modals shov,'ing obligation 

~\ erb plua~es and pronouns in complex c:emences 
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c.Spelling Olymniads or\\'0rds encountered in n~adinc tc~ts . ~ 

7.5.9. Unit 9: Grammar (Part nvo) 

0 bjectives 

By the end of this unit. learners should be able to: 

•Cse conjunctions over and abo\'e "and". ·'but ... ·· since·· 

• Use present participles, i.e. the -ing fonn of the verb ending 

else relati,·e pronouns in combined sentences and complex sentences 

Content 

•Series of sentences to combine through co-ordination, subordination and the 

grammatical structures in the objecti\'es 

•A non-literary text ,.vith several structures for modeli ng 

• A short story 

Learning task 

•Learners use 1\\'0 present pa11iciples in ' '-Ti ting ov;n sentences 

•Learners use conjunctions to make complex sentences out of three simple sentences 

•Learners use relative pronouns to li nk simple sentences 

Assessment 

•Sentence structures 

•Semantic rules for adjcctiYe- noun combinations 

•C o-reference 

•Verb- centred meaning (agent, theme and goal roles of the ,·erb) 

• ~ote-making 

7.5.t0 . Cnit 10 

Grammar: Spell ing and Lhe morphology of lexica l verbs 

0 b.i ccti\'CS 



By the end of the unit i.hc learners should be able to : 

~Apply morphological rules to ensure cotTect spelling 

•State and apply inflectional spelling rules to words encountered such as the treatment 

of"-y" and deletion of "-e) 

Learning tasks 

.. Learners demonstrate understanding that final base consonants are doubled before 

inflections begirming ,.vith a vowel letter and the exceptions 

•Leam ers demonstrate understanding of the "i. ;'ie", .. ei" and "e .. rules 

Assessment 

•Spelling Olympiads 

•In·egular verbs assessment practice 

•Exercises in tense, aspect and mood concepts 

•Note-making 

7.6. Conclusion 

This chapter presented a task-based syllabus largely in the fo rm of lists covering 

specific linguistic aspects to be taught within a specific ecology. The South Afiican 

schooling landscape is a d isparate one in tenns of economic. social. geographic, 

racial, linguistic and cultural di fferences. This syllabus and the case study from which 

it is generated must therefore be read in the context of a private school whose student 

body comprises a heterogeneous population of nationalities, races and cultures from 

relari vely afflue111 backgrow1ds but one where the research participants \\'ere from 

preYiously disadYantaged schools. [tis imperative that research be extended to include 

the complexities and dynamics that characterjze other South African schools, for 

instance. schools that are overcrowded md would pose new challenges in tenns of 

teaching time. teaching-learning resources, indiYidual attention and feedback quality. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

8.1. The proposed course 

This study sought to investigate possibilities of designing an effective. relevant and 

efficient syllabus fo r L2 learners that would empower them with CALP reading and 

writing skills. In critiquing second language acquisition theories, it was possible to 

refute claims that the process of second language learning only resides within 

psychological domains but that contextual, social, economic and cultural aspects have 

to be accounted for. In assessing the historically inequitable language learning 

contexts, establishing the language needs of the learners and asking them to suggest 

input into the syllabus, this study addressed how different ways of teaching and 

asking questions might have major repercussions on learners' perceptions of and 

strategies for SLA. 

Education in the new democratic dispensation in South Africa has been beset by 

innumerable problems, ranging from the design of a new cuniculum, redressing the 

imbalances of apartheid and the acute shortage of skilled labor to implement, monitor 

and evaluate tbe programmes. [n spite of the fact that the Department of Education 

has pereru1ially received the largest share of the national budget for the past fifteen 

years, the perfom1ru1ce of leamers in key areas such as the English language. 

mathematics and science at the school certificate and matriculation levels has been 

depressingly low and a cause fo r concem. 

In order to impro\'e learner outcomes, there is an urgent need to re-look at the 

priorities set out for the specific leaming areas, and in particular in English language: 

all this in a bid to increase support and more effective utilization of available 

resources so that there is a measurable upturn in the quality of the education and the 

concomitant cogniti,·e skil ls that the leamers are equipped with at the end of their 

schooling. The syllabus designed in this study is an endeavour to foster effective and 

efficient language learning, especially CALP skil ls in reading and \\Titing in a priYate 

institution, ISSA, in order for this learning site to be a beacon of how sustainable and 

empowering learning could be achie,·ed despite the leamers' poor background. In its 

academic and intellectual curiosity. this syllabus seeks to fulfil l that social 
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engagement contract through effecti,·e reaching a<> suggested in the recommendations 

that follov,'. 

Writing and reading offer boundless possibilities for the secondary school learner. 

Both offer the learner new horizons of possibiliry. principally by affording the Ieamer 

agency in the language learning process. The task-based syllabus developed in this 

study demands active engagement on the part of the Ieamer in a dynamic and 

interactive intenogation with the English language. Interaction, which is the 

fow1dation of tll.is task-based syllabus, anticipates mu ltiple levels of exchanges 

(learner-content, learner- learner. and learner-educator), thus attention is paid to the 

ecological and discursive factors that mediate the acquisition of CALP skills at the 

secondary school level in South Africa. 

8.1.1. A task-based English language syllabus, as outlined and designed in thi s study, 

entails a grounded inventory of what is established as critical for the learners to do. 

Administering a fonnative assessment tool upon their entry into the secondary school 

ensures a comprehensive organisation of the language curriculum to guarantee that the 

gaps noted from the preYious learning experiences are covered. Such CUITicular 

organization ensures that, in its instmctional delivery and assessment strategic units, 

the intended leami.ng ultimately takes place. 

8.1.2. Additional language elements, cascading in spiral form, are integrated into the 

task-based syllabus in order to pro"ide expanded opportunities for the coh01i of 

learners participating in the acquisition programme, as outlined in the introduction to 

this study. 

8.1.3. A task-based, CALP skills development syllabus design clearly describes and 

explicitly states the writing and comprehension abilities that the learners ought to 

demonstrate at the end of the instructional period. Such an orientation in the cunicular 

specifications essentially makes both tbe learners and educators involYed 

pedagogically accountable to the interested stakeholders. From the moment of 

situational needs analysis, through the execution of tasks and finally the summatiYe 

assessment. such an orientation should. logically. measure the degree to V·ihich a 

resultant syll abus meets the research panicipants· needs. This procedure conforms to 
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\\hat Biggs { 1999) precisely calls ·'constructi,·e alignment. '' i.e. the curricular process 

of creating a task-based learning em·irolm1enl that suppons the leaming actiYitics 

appropriate to the attainment of CALP skills as the learner decod,es and constructs 

meaning tlu·ough grade-appropriate language acti,·ities. Such a procedure ultimately 

leads to the production of a relevant syllabus. 

8.1.4. tn the selection of teaching and learning actiYities (which .are derived from 

defining intended learning objectiYes and the setting of goals), the task-based 

language syllabus is guided by an over-arclling quest to establish intercmmections 

between what vms learnt and what is anticipated, a quest to integrate the learners' old 

and new learning~. The intercOtmections established develop, inter-alia, meta-cognitive 

CALP skills, especially in being explicit about language learning and extending the 

leamers' awareness of their own knowledge construction. The leamers are 

consequently encouraged to be actively im·olved in their learning and to reflect on the 

set tasks tlu·ough indi,·iduaJ , peer and group actiYiry. 

8.1.5. Consistent and objective observation of the learners as they we:re going tlu·ough 

the language processing protocols in order to accomplish the set tasks provided 

context-rich information about the challenges that they faced. and about the cogniti,·e 

demands of the syllabus designed in situ, yielding insights into hov .. , such a syllabus 

had to be re-defined and refined on implementation. 

8. 1.6. ln the context of tbe classroom, in their written respons1es, m their (in) 

consistent approximations towards information retrieval and setting out the answers, 

the learners pr0\1ded fllliher information that v,·as s01ted and categorized for inclusion 

in the task-based syllabus. EITOrs that recurred for instance, provided direct 

indications of the (in)accessibility of some tasks, and. at times, the researcher 's 

interpretation of problems wh ich had been encountered enriched the final syllabus. 

The recommendation arising from this is that the researcher's inductive and deductive 

strategies must not take precedence and interfere negatively with the learners' 

reflections and suggestions, but rather blend '"'ith those experiences, so that, even the 

pre-fabricated design should allov·; fo r modifications. 

8.1. 7. In the literatture survey on syiiabus design, it '"'as observed that 
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i) Prabhu · s design pays sttention to gramm:1r only incidental!~· and is. because 

of this. not conduci,·e for maximal language acquisition. 

ii) Breen's design is roo open-ended, especially in its suggestion of a complete 

blank before the entry of the leamers into a language programme. 

Consequently, .it is not entirely suitable for learners who have been schooled in 

rote leaming like the patticipants in this study. 

Since the design by Long and Crookes allows for some pre-selected syllabus items 

and continual adaptation, it was the model recommended fo r such a research context 

as provided by the Telkom Foundation learners emolled at ISSA. It ,;~,•as clear that tbe 

OBE, C2005 orientation had contributed to their BICS, a11d the higher order CALP 

skills anticipated in the CIE English First Language syllabus were relatively 

accomplished tlu·ough deliberate juxtaposition and recursive refinement of writing and 

reading procedures. Efficiency and pedagogical practicability \\'ere therefore 

foregrounded in the design. allowing for critique and contributions from all 

stakeholders. 

8.1.8. In the questionnaire administered to the research pmticipants, respondents \Vere 

asked to reflect back on their exit language programmes in the primru·y school and 

identify tbe gaps that they felt should be urgently filled. It emerged that the 

participru1ts' competency in sentence level grammar was at the basic level, and that 

writing compositions had mru1y errors related to compound and complex sentences. 

The sentence-based problems were relatively easier to so lve but subordination and 

coordination posed a challenge for many of the research participants as reflected in 

the results of the hypo taxis iJ1dex (cf 5.6). Thjs observation implied that in the primary 

schools attended by the research pa1ticipants, teach ing was largely unistructural 

learning (where simple and obYious connections ru·e made) and that even though there 

were official declarati\'e statements of English being the LoLT. the greater pa1i of the 

teaching still occured in the teachers' Ll. Thiee interc01mected recommendations 

emerge from this observation: 

8. l .8. l .The task-based syllabus developed in this study was oriented to extend BICS 

tov,·ards CALP competency v.·here relational connections could be made by the 
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learner. These conne-:tion::. '' ~::·e crirical for coh~sion and ..:oherence in lask:s set. . .l,t 

the relational JeYel. according to Biggs (19991, the Ieamer is able to appreci::~te th~.: 

significance of the pans in relation 10 the whole \\Titing and compre-hension task: the 

Jeamers can indicate coJmec1ions bet\,·een the language parts and the composition

comprehension continuum. At this level of operation, the lcamers can compare and 

contrast, explain cnuses. integrate information. analyze. relate and apply. For a 

language programme at the seco:1dary school level. the) fully require these CALP 

competencies. 

8.1.8.2.There is an anomaly when teachers use their Ll to teach English bur insist on 

flawless grammatical accuracy in the learners' \~>.Tittcn responses. rt has been 

demonstrated too in the study that the assessment rubrics and schemes for grading 

leamers· writing in both CIE and OBE (South Africa) examinations rigorously insist 

on lucid and effective expression (Table 10). This ch::tllenge can be addressed in 

South Africa by the Departmem of Education and individual schools rlu·ough a 

deliberate, high-fund quality assurance programme that ensures local English 

language teachers arc appropriately trained in terms of language pedagogy and are, 

themselves. proficient users of the language. 

8.1.8.3. From the field trips, it was established tl1Jough interviews and direct 

observation that the research participants had received some MT instruction in 

addition to the English language instruction. fn many cases the MT teachers are not 

sufficiently qualified or pedagogically trained to teach in tbe MT. Since the 

de,·elopment of South African indigenous languages was arrested by apanheid, these 

languages are not sufficiently de,·eloped 10 use academicnlly and scientificall~, 

pa~1icularly at secondary and higher education le\·els. This makes it extremely 

difficult for learners to transfer requisite academic literacy skills from the primary 

school to the higher levels. For both first and second language, it was c\·idem that the 

research pa11icipants had not acquired sufficiently developed CALP skills that v-iou ld 

ensure academic success at the secondary school Je\·el. lt is recommended that 

language instructional progranunes must be fom1a1ted in such a fashion that there is 

eYidence of developed CALP skills in the leamer·s home language before tbe shift 

and introduction to a second or additionallangu~ge is made. 
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Thc:·e ha\e bec:1 C3lls :n . ')Lih .-Hric3 frc:11 educ:..iion officials e:1c 11 time the 

matriculation results come out ihat learners· poor results :1re a consequence of I me 

introduction to the English language (Sunday Time~. lU January ~.009 ); and rherefore 

Engl ish should be introduced to them as early as Grade 00 ( 4 year olds). The 

understanding ofthese of'iicials is related to immersion programmes that fallaciously 

argue for ·'the earlier -the better and the more orally proficient" principle (Phillipson. 

1997). Such calls are obYiously in conflict with the endorsements of the South African 

Constitution (1994) that all elen~n languages are equal and enjoy official status. 

This study accepts the fact that learners who demonstrate deYeloped decoding and 

spelling skill s achieve greater academic success than those that do not (Monarcng, 

~009; \Veidman & van Rensburg, 2002). The resistance of the majority of black 

parents to the practice of MT instruction perhaps emanates from the "estiges and 

experiences of apartheid. but when learners cannot articulate and intenogate issues in 

:'\1T, it appears futi le to expect a fully de,·eloped repertoire of CALP skills in English. 

The situation in the more cosmopolitan classroon1 at ISSA, '"·here four out of the 

cleYen ofiicial languages were spoken funher com pi icated and made impossible the 

use ofMT instruction since choosing any particular one minoritised the others (cf. 2.5 

and 4.4). 

8.2. Limitations of the study 

8.2. 1. As a longitudinal study on a group of learners selected through purpOSI\'e 

sampling, a comparabil ity framework of emerging CALP compe1tencies could have 

been done ,,·irh the other learners who remained to pursue a language deYelopmcnt 

curriculum in the formal South .-\frican, re\'ised national cwTiculum (R."\;CS). 

Outcomes Based Education system. Such a research edge could yield insights into the 

comparati,·c efficiency or otherwise of the syllabus designed in this study. for 

purposes of enhancing learner strategies in the acquisition of reading and writing 

competencies. 

8.2.2. Similarities and differences between the :.?007 and :.?008 sponsored groups of 

learners could haYe been more systematically documented. again. to pro,·ide for 

baseline comparabili ty of the learner entry and exit competencies. Research literature 

unJerlines critical ethical considerations. including ihe ad ,·ice to a\'oid .. laboratorv 



experimentation·· IYii.h human subjects, especially if the expenment JS likely to 

disad\'antage the panicipams. This prohibited the possible research design of 

comparing the 2007 group \Vith the 2008 ~ne as experimental and control group where 

one of the groups '"'ould have followed the original syllabus specifications of RNCS 

and OBE in a South African context, white tbe other group would have followed the 

CIE English as a first language syllabus siricro sensu. This research would have been 

more elaborate and informati,·e in the extended descriptions and comparisons of the 

t\:VO groups of learners. The emergence of CALP skills and language development 

strategies described in this study arose from Jeaming and teaching based on an 

emergent syllabus, designed and workshopped in the classroom, and is effectively 

"silent" on strategies and routes that would have provided confirmation or 

contrad iction of the paths taken by the two groups had tl1ey followed the "official" 

OBE specifications. 

8.2.3.The Jack of comparable repo11ed and documented studies dealing with s imilarly 

selected leamers in South Africa meant that cunicular implementation at ISSA was a 

relatively isolated, context-bound process, rel ying on the peculiarities of the sample, 

their linguistic challenges and competencies, and educator strategies rather than any 

reported educational and evaluation research in comparable contexts. The closest 

reported research has focused on learners and imerventionist syllabus design protocols 

at either tertiary or primary school level, such as ~1gv.•enya (2001) who designs a 

syllabus fo r Law students at university level, Kilfoil (1998) who develops an 

appropriate ESL syllabus again at tertiary level, Foli and Jackson (2008) who report 

on add itive bilingual language education (ABLE) in the Western Cape primary 

schools in South Africa and 1 Iendricks (2006) who examines grade level appropriate 

skills in primary schools in the Eastern Car;e. 

In the writing of this study, there was an uneasy tension between the discourse on 

syllabus design and the discourse of the practical demands of the classroom, betv·.teen 

the desire to carve a research niche on language pedagogy through theorizing syllabus 

design and the practical reading and w:-iting needs of the research pa11icipants 

described in this study. There \\'as an awareness that this study should not be 

construed as a prescripti\e textbook. yet still there had to be insened into it thick 

descriptions of eiTorc;. the challenges and the successes emanating from the grounded 
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field data of this longitudinal c:1se study as the !e:::rners su·o,·e to t>-'\tend their CALP 

skills. 

8.2.4. The actual pedagogic situ3tion had apparent contradictions: learners came into 

ISSA with preconceptions of what it could offer; the sponsors had their own 

motivations fo r identifying the school as ideal for the financial and corporate 

investments they were making; and the teachers in the school were faced with a novel 

situation that demanded transformative approaches to the teaching of their subjects, 

particulariy English Language. This introduced the concept of reciprocity, to ensure 

that the goals and outcomes of the research process would meet the needs and 

interests of the sponsors, researcher and the research participants. All stakeholders in 

this research needed something the other could offer and this contributed to helping 

secure the commitment and participation of the research partnerships. Each one was 

accountable to the other and it was hoped this constellation of stakeholders - the 

sponsors, the learners, the school, the parents and the teachers - would improve 

quality and quantity of ideas, strategies and pedagogical approaches generated in this 

study. 

8.3. Guidelines for implementation of the syllabus 

The study recommends the following guidelines: 

8.3.1. This study attempted to situate the teaching of reading and writing by focusing 

on the contact zones bet\:veen the participants' home languages and English. A 

Bakhtinian polyphony v .. ·as generated by the dynamic set of sociolinguistic and 

rhetorical negotiating strategies of the learners. Learners· '"'riling revealed complex if 

often problematic textual cohesion and coherence and this was perceived to be 

attributable to the learners' conscious modifications and approximations to CALP 

skills. The dialogic elements between Jeamers' home language and English 

contributed to the specific heteroglossic texts that the learners produced. 

In order to achieve Jog.ical flow and textual coherence, learners continual ly modified 

their writing at both the local and global levels. The local and global levels were, in 

themselves. dynamic and multi-languaged since the learners were concerned about 

constructing stylistically efficient writing by focusing on ,-,uious components: syntax, 

i"otopes of meaning. O \ emil organization (scmence !eye] ~nd p~ragraph level}. 
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inteJie}.. tuality and commonplaces such as spelling and punctuation ( Donohue. ::!004 ). 

fhe reconm1endation that follows is r:ot a comradict1on of the previous one on 

proficient teachers of English and rigorous marking for accuracy and grammaticality. 

Rather. it acknowledges the learners· long walk to\\'ards the narrow, though useful. 

limitations of '"rri tten assessment. lt emerges therefore tbat a relevant syllabus would 

be task-based. varied an? integrated by a combination of reading, writing, spelling and 

punctuation tasks. A focus on form and meaning is imperative and the progress of the 

learners could be closely monitored through continual sununative assessment as 

conso lidated by the term reports and test instruments in this study. 

8.3 .2. It is recommended that in the period of implementing the task-based syllabus, 

the marking and evaluation of written tasks ought to recognize and appreciate the 

variety .of educational, experiential and sociolinguistic influences that are brought to 

bear on the learners' genre repertoires. Tlu·ough a systematic analysis and 

interpretation of learners' \~Titing, it is possible to trace how the previous genre 

knowledge was acquired or developed (Leki, 2004). Intervention then becomes 

possible through maintaining, transforming, abandoning or expanding the geme 

strategies in the face of the new curricular orientations and evolving communicative 

strategies that the leamers sought to acquire. The syl labus that emerges should be 

implemented in a cyclic fashion, specificall) recycling complex language areas. 

8.4. Further research 

This study could have been strengthened had the other learners who remained in the 

impoverished schools been followed up :n order to compare their results in OBE and 

those of the research participants in CIE. This is a fertile area for comparative studies 

in differing ecologies. A second area 5uggested for research is in the theories of 

language acquisition and the advocacy for Ieamer empowerment. Impeccable English 

continues to be a means to accessing ?Owerful positions and examination boards 

continue to insist on conciseness of written expression. In a multilingual envirom11ent 

such as South Afi"ica. where is the ""empmYermenf' ofthe indigenous languages? 

Another area for funber research resides in the 2010 cunicular reforms to OBE and 

the more robust streamlining suggested by the MEC for education. The decisions, 

rc,·isions and strategies dc,·eloped point to nev,• tensions in the R..'\TCS and the 
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challenges or syllabus design, publishing and making available the teaching-learning 

resources in secondary schools. including the re-orientation or educators. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TELJ<OM FOUNDATION STUDENTS 
~ORTH\VEST UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 

Research in the acquisition and teaching of English suggests that one of the most 

efficient ways to meet learners' needs is to get the propositions from the learners 

themselves. As learners, you obviously have your own ideas of how English should be 

taught and leamt so that you make the best out of this subject and other areas. You 

have been enro lled at the International School of South Africa and it is critical that 

your ideas be considered in the planning, delivery and improvement of your English 

language course: this is the purpose of this questi01U1aire. Your nan1e will not be made 

public, so fee l free to say as much as you want about your progress or Jack of it in 

English - do not say what you think the school would want to hear. Complete the 

questionnaire as sincerely as possible and return it to me. 

I. State your age when you enrolled at ISSA ____ _ ___ _ _ _ _ 

2. What is the language do you speak most at home? _ _ _ _ ___ _ 

3. What other language(s) do you speak? ----- - - --- - - -

4. At the end of your primary school, '.vhat was your symbol for English 

Language? _______ ____ _ 

5. In your primary school, what English language course ""ere you doing? 

English as a first additional language l 
English as a second additional language J 

6. You wrote an entrance selection test administered at your primary school in 

order to enter ISSA. Tick the most appwpriate response to the test: 
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I ISSA Entrance Test Descriptors I Yes No 

Generally, the test was similar to the other tests we had done 

The comprehension section was fairly easy 

The language used in the comprehension test was challenging 

The grammar seg~ent tested familiar concepts 

The vocabulary was pitched at an accessible level 

The composition topic allowed for fresh expression 

The paper tested language skills l could handle well 

7. In the table below, tick the boxes that best describe your challenges in English: 

Language area Completely Need New: need urgent 

mastered assistance assistance 

Anicle usage ('the'/ 'a'/ 'an') 

Subject- verb agreement (concord) 

Modal auxiliaries (would/should/could, can) 

Possessives and pronouns 

Relative clauses (which, that/who/whose) 

Tense aspect system (:;imple and perfect) 

Logical connectors(although, in spite of, in 

addition, as a result) 

Structure (sentence form- simple, 

compound, complex): paragraphing) 

8. Of the four language skills. which are the most critical for success in English 

Language at your level? The most important will be assigned 4 and the least 

\\ill be assigned 1: 

Listening comprehension -------

Reading comprehension 

Speaking fluently 

Writing accurately 

Understanding visuals 

9. Tick in the box the rele,·ant and appropriate number: 

I =strong! ) agree 2=agrce 3==disagrec 
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to indicate how far you agree with each of the following ideas about English 

Language as a subject at your secondary school level: 

Language aspect 

The topics covered are interesting 

1 2j3 

The topics covered are relevant I 
The topics covered are varied 

My teacher accepts my challenges 

My teacher builds on my shortcomings 

My vocabulary keeps improving with each cycle of reading lessons 

My spelling keeps impro\·ing with each cycle of spelling lessons 

My teacher accepts my p:-e\'ious experiences 

My teacher extends my previous experiences 

My study skills in other subjects keep improving through English 

Answering comprehension questions keeps improving through English 

Summary skills continue improving from exposure to lessons 

My punctuation skills have been extended 

I My punctuation skills are varied 

I can use various sentence structures effectively 

10. You speak and write your home language competently. How can these skills 

be used to help you gain the same reading and writing skills in English? 

1 I. What additional aspects in English language do you think need more attention 

and reinforcement at your cmTent level in English language studies? 
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Additional language areas for extension programmes 1 ') 3 

Content for comprehension topics ought to be varied 

Vocabulary extension skills 

Spell ing skills 

General varied pun~tuation skills 

Infom1ation selection skills in comprehension work 

Extending skill s in sentence co-ordination 

Extending skills in subordir.ation 

Skills in smmnary points selection 

Ski lls in co-coordinating selected summary points 

Skills in making connections between paragraphs 

lnfom1ation retrieval skills in comprehension work 

Colla ting information skills in comprehension work 

Evaluation skills with regards language use 

Evaluation skills with regards language effects 

Sentence level repair skills with regards meaning 

Sentence level repair skills with regards accuracy 

Word level skills with regards finding synonyms I 
Sentence level skills " ·ith regards function of comma I 
Sentence level skills with regards function o f the dash 

12. In your composition work, tick the aspects that you trongly feel your teacher 

should offer conectivc feedback: 

Aspect to be corrected Tick 

Content in my composition should be directed 

Storyl ine in my composition should be directed 

Relevance of my writing should be assessed 

Technical aspects such as gra11mar 

Technical aspects such as punctuation 

Technical aspects such as spelling I 
Technical aspects such as subject-verb concord 

Technical aspects such as misuse of words and other vocabulat") 

1 Only those aspects that affect the meaning of the writing 

I Vague expressions in the \H;ting so that the product is perfect 
1._ 
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SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW WITH PARENTS AND GUARDIANS OF THE 
TELKOM-SPONSORED LEARNERS: POLOKWANE, WELKOM, BLOEMFONTEIN 

PERIOD: BEGll'l'ING OF SCHOOL TE&W EJ\'D OF SCHOOL TERM 2009 

MUCHA T IVUGWA LIBERTY HOVE 

NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY, :vtAFIKENG 

I. How was your schooling? (When/Where). 

2. Were you, at any point in your schooling, sponsored? 

3. Can you tell me something about your own involvement in your child's 

academic experiences and progress? 

4. Do you work? How does this sponsorship affect you- financially and in terms 

of your interest in the progress of your charge? 

5. What subjects do you regard highly and that you feel your child/dependant 

should particularly focus upon/pass? Please elaborate and say why you think 

the subjects you state are critical. 

How do you regard your child's involvement in sports and other extramural 

activities? Are these important to your child's progress? 

6. Could you describe your son's/daughter's previous school/its 

strengths/challenges? \\That are the obvious differences with her new school? 

7. How would you describe your involvement with your child's teachers and 

present school? 

8. Jn the previous school, your son/daughter was following OBE, C2005: do you 

regret the change to CIE? What are your perceptions about the new syllabus 

followed at ISSA? Are you concerned that your daughter/son is not going to 

write ·'Matric"? 

9. Do you think the education provided at ISSA is better or comparable to what 

your daughter would have got from the secondary school you would have sent 

them to? 

10. in terms of English language, how would you say your daughter/son has 

coped? [s there an improvement in command of the language? Do you notice 

any change in the way s/he uses the language at home? Is this change 

important to you? Please elaborate. 
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11. Are there 2ny changes. positi,·e or negative that you have observed in your 

child since em·olment at ISSA? What has been your child's general attitude to 

the school? 

12. Are there any problems or concems that you wish to highlight? 

13. Are there any orher ideas or suggestions that you ·would ·want to make besides 

the issues that you have raised already? 
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APPENDIX (i) 

FRAMEWORKS FOR ARGUMENTATIVE WRITI NG 

SA.\1PLE OF LEARKERS' WRITTEN WORK 

TSHEPISO MALOMA: FRAMEWORK PROVIDED SHOWN BY 

UNDERLINED CLAUSES IN THE TEXT 

YEAR THREE (14 -lSYEARS); September 2008 

TEXT NOT EDITED; NOT CORRECTED FOR GRAMMAR, SPELLING OR 

OTHER ERRORS 

J submit that criminals. bv virtue of their collective name, are not part of our morally 

conscious societv because they break up our ideals. The people in our society suffer 

from murders and hijacks because of these criminals. 

The creation of a police depru1ment. a COITectional services department and the 

various other securitY ore:anisations proves that the society does not appmve of. nor 

accept criminals. rn order for us to feel safe and secure, instead of suffering and pain, 

we need the police officers to protect us. At night. streets are not safe at all; that is 

why the police wander around in their cars overnight since this is the time that 

criminals strike the most- in the dark. 

Criminal acts. ranging from robberv. murder. rape to petty violations of the law all 

cause severe strains on normal societv. In some societies, these criminals are even 

famous because of the bad things that they do. During school hours, weekends, 

holidays, the criminal wave is incessant and they strike when least expected. U won't 

always be safe because they're everywhere, especially public places. They violate 

everyone, poor or rich, young or old, clean or dirty. They break into ppls' houses, rape 

old women. lowadays, you may find stupid 16 year old rapes an 84 year old woman: 

that shows how wicked and disrespectful criminals are. Another tyme it's been found 

that a man raped a new-born baby: criminals endanger people's lives. 

HuQe resources are spent on anti-terrorism. anti-corruption, anti-hijack de\·ices- all as 

a result of criminals. Thev \\'aste public resources. The govenunent can ill afford 

fixing and stopping the destructive trail left by criminals. 1andela fought for freedom 
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but i.his is apparent!) abused by crim.nals and we. the free. a1·e caged by criminals 

once more. Should need be. this is another battle we need to co!lecti,·e!y fight. in the 

same manner that the freedom fighters fought to remove oppression. They steal cables 

and other ineplaceable goods and it does take its toll on all of us. especially when you 

have to go to an ATM and you find it out of serYice because some !llief has bargained 

the cables for a pittance. 

I have fu llv demonstrated that criminals are undesirable. and. reallv. should be 

eliminated throueh more svstematic means such as capital punishment if they commit 

more than three serous crimes. 

In conclusion. criminals are bad: hate them or loYe them: they are not a part of our 

society. We strive to live perfect and happy lives; they ruin all this for us. They 

deserve to live in hell for the rest of their miserable lives. 

Th~rt is s:Jw..e considertJbLe evidt l4t-e of a Logicat and cohe1er"t arguw._el/!,t. 

eow .. w..uvdcatioVL is C?uite effect:ive. s ow..e of the optVLiovts have bee""' su fficieVLtLy 

tJacl;ced by iitusr:radot' .. S avtd u ar.-' .. pLes frovv.. you1' experiev.:;es. The few w..istaiees ir. 

spd~ft"'-g ana the snaky coii'Lcord a~ pciv~'::s :Ao v..o-:_ h.:;wever, a1~'!e-t r:11e -::.:;tat /l!,;..tallli~ 
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ARGUMENTATIVE FRAMEWORK NOT PROVrDED 

INDIVIDUAL WRITTEN SUBMISSION 

MOTSHABI BOJOSI 

. 
LOVE THEM, HATE THEM, CRIMINALS ARE A PART OF OUR SOCIETY 

According to the South African Students' Dictionary, hate means a strong dislike fo r a 

person, while despise means regarding someone with scorn. Criminals are defined as 

a person guilty of committing a crime; you also describe something as criminal if it is 

morally wrong. Society refers to people in general, considered as a single community, 

especially with regard to the customs, ~aws and institutions that enable them to live 

together. 

It is my strong belief that we should not discriminate those who are doing wrong 

because they are part of our societies and if you consider this aspect seriously, you 

will realise that criminals, in their 0\-\11 way, make our societies complete. Without 

them, there are no nom1s, laws or regulations to govern the day to day functioning of 

what we call 'normal' society! 

Our famous leader, Jacob Zuma, committed a crime by raping a woman, yet we South 

Afiicans still accept him as part of our society and we even want to vote him in as our 

next president. Is he a criminal or not? I could put across my own assessment, but 

think about it! 

My question is, why do you have to hate only those who live in townships, poor 

,·illages for cmrunitting crime? Killing them, taking the Jaw into our ovm hands; what 

does this all tell us? You become a criminal too if you kill the criminal; and why 

should the hangman be an accepted member of our society when we are all criminals, 

anyway? Why would you want to be accepted and forgiven by society when you 

ca1mot extend the same to the convicted criminal? 

You should stop thinking of yourself on ly and start considering yourself in the shoes 

of the criminal, who committed whatever offence only in an attempt to make ends 

meet. 

The offending criminal is the unequal distri bution of resources and if this is not 

addressed, then criminals should live side by side with those that are richer, and take a 

little every time from them as pati of leveling the field. 
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The other strong reason for my point of view is that if a child steals, the mother warns 

and reprimands the trespass: she never reports this to the law-enforcement agents. 

This correctional approach is necessary: the mother needs her child as much as "·e, 

the general society, need the criminal. We should continue to warn them '"'·hen we nab 

them. 

In conclusion, I would say our duties as Christians are to forgive other people and 

love them rather than hate them. Criminals are a lasting part of our society as all our 

laws and the people who enforce them are, ironically, employed to monitor and 

correct. but not eliminate criminals! 

Rt.Sectrcl1er's coVt.tll1i\.tl'\.t 
TilCll'\.k r:JOU! 
r ree~ltze thctt t:jOU Me wrLtL11'v9 frovv-. Cl 11\A..orctllt:j cltfftcult -posLttol'\... Nol'\.ttneless, tjOU 
rew-.ctLI'\. COI'\.Vl.Ml.ll'v9 Ll'\. s-pi.te of tni.s -postttol'\.. si.Me ~::~ou -provl.c;(e ct set of poLI'\..ts tnctt 
Y\11..&111\..!:j woulc;( fi..~ c;(l.ff~-eult to cJ.efeV~-cl. There e~re e~ few proble~tV~..S LVI- tV!e v..se of 'tjou' 
ctl'\.cl, e~t tLvv-.es, the sLA.bject- verb Cl0reti11Atl"vt pe~ttems. you sl-1ouLc;( coVI-ti.l'\..ut workLII'v9 
LVI- t11Ls w~CII'\..11\.tr. Q.uLte Cll'\. aclt!LeveVYt.eV'vt:l 
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Individual \\Titten submission: Exemplar script 

6 June 2008 I~saaf Everson 

:Xarrative writin u 

\¥rite the opening to a sho~t s tory in which thing begin to happen in low 

m otion. 

A lonely swallow flew against the vast emptiness of the sky. ln the setting sun, the 

wheat fields shone like gold as they swayed rh)1lunically with the v;ind. Behind the 

house. a thin wisp of smoke rose up tainting the blue above. Bent oYer the fire, \llason 

looked up, hearing the distinct rattle of a Volkswagen engine. His brown eyes 

examined the landscape for a moment, before tuming back rather indifferently to the 

fi re. 

An old Beetle was making its way up the din road, leaYing a cloud of dust in its wake. 

:.fason stared absent-mindedly into the fire. The heat from the flames was 

uncomfortably hot on his face but Mason did not lift his gaze, not even blinking. The 

flames of orange and gold licked at the dry foliage. 

The old Beetle had pulled up to the house, its wheels grinding over the dirt. There was 

a slight click as the engine switched off, followed by the slam of a car door. Mason 

heard the light nimble footsteps tread up the porch steps. 

'Mason?' she called enqui ringly. When she spoke her voice had a beautiful low 

timbre, soft and modulated, and yet with ringing overtones. There was a time when 

Mason had been drawn by her voice. but no\:v he could not respond. He could only 

stand and stare ,,·hile the smoke from the fire stung at his eyes, making them tear. 

The door was unlocked and ha,·ing received no reply, Andrea entered the house, 

moving from one room to the next as she looked for him. She looked disapprovingly 

at the dirty dishes i11 the sink. still caked with dried potato and untouched meat 

remnants of last nigl1t"::. aitempi at di:1.'1er. He h::!d b:1re!; """allnwed a morsel before 
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ending up hunched o\·er the batlu·oom sink. abdominal muscles cantoning as he 

retched. A simple day-to-day chore like -eating had become impossible for Mason. 

There was a slight thud as Andrea tripped on the edge of the rug in the lounge. On the 

coffee table, a cup of tea. left half-full from tbe morning and next to it was an old 

newspaper clipping dated January 211
d. nearly four months ago. The corners were 

sta1ting to curl and the clipping was creased, as though handled and read a thousand 

times over by the same hands, with each crease emphasized in exactly the same place. 

She ran her finger across the text. The heading read 'Sterling sentenced to four 

months at McAlester.' From tl1e bedroom, there was the sound of breaking glass and 

startled, Andrea rushed to see what was creating the conunotion. A thin tabby cat, its 

ginger coat fade and thin, had knocked over a photo frame resting on the bedside 

table, and shattered its glass front. The cat curled itself around Andrea's leg, lingering 

for a moment. and then just as quickly moved away, flicking its tail nonchalantly. 

Andrea lifted the photo out of its frame. It was a picture of her and Yfason, taken only 

six months ago. It was one of those perfect summer days that only came around once 

in a very long while. They had spent the day at the Jake. The weather was hot and the 

water particularly inviting, so they swam and fished and laughed, and just as the 

picnic was ending, it had started to rain; a warm, humid rain that vvas more tempting 

to run about in than seek shelter from. Andrea looked at the photograph, a memory of 

happier times and let out a sigh. ft was impossible to think how quickly things had 

changed in the past four months. A single impure thought, a hand willing to act on it 

and their world was altered forever. 

Mason heard the swing of the back door and knew that Andrea was standing behind 

him. Very teary and bleary-eyed from all the smoke, he turned as if to face her and 

then continued tending the fire. stealing a quick glance at her so she wouldn't see his 
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scar. There was nothi~g but the crackle of the fire and the sound of Mason crushing 

more dry foliage to feed it. 

' How are you doing? ' she asked. Mason didn't reply; he continued feeding the flames. 

Andrea watched him quietly, sadly. Once bright and full of life, his eyes w·ere now 

dulled and sad. The mouth that had smiled and laughed was set in a grim, hard line. 

'You are like a ghost in broad daylight,' she said. 'I never see you anymore.' 

Mason stopped. Tve been here,' he said, 'or out fishing, you know.' 

Andrea hesitated. 'I've been wondering if you're alright,' she said. 

'I'm surviving, you know.' Mason picked a few stray leaves and threw them on the 

fire load. 

'Maybe you should take me out fishing again,' she said with a nervous laugh. 

Mason looked at her and half-smiled. Encouraged, Andrea went on. 

'We should go out tonight,' she said. Mason's expression fell. 

'Connor's throwing his bi1ihday party tonight; it's going to be quite an event,' she 

finished. He bit his under lip. 

'I'll catch you later, alright,' he said, and walked past her to go back into the house. 

'Mason, you can't expect to just drop out of the world,' she called after him. 'It's just 

looks! You're still the same person, you're my best friend.' 

Mason walked slowly up to her until they were face to face. 'It's just looks,' he said, 

hi s voice dangerously quiet. 'You want to try walking around like this?' Mason 

lowered his gaze and swallowed. Then he looked up at her again with tears in his 

eyes. Tm trying to keep my heart clean, Andrea. ' 

A15e.S5or'5 c.ow..$11,e.nt: I-xce.lle.nt work! J 5o wctnte~ to rer;t~ on to fin~ out 

e~:r;._ctl 1-J wh.tJvt ? .. Pvffe.ne~ r;tn~ h.C1w the 5tcm1 wou lt{ e.nt{. Wont{erfu l V15e of 

vou:.}u lr;trv; 
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Bello LIDS s~rern:,~ A Jl ~ou heard ~ breot:.t>s J bhe ontJ .;;.h fe~ 
people. In .. t~ house. I ,_3r~bD.ed tbe vcse _one t.nre.UJ :~; ot h~m. 

- ..L. b . ));±;. h';s heoc:l q~- \Je fel~ ~ tbe. ·,~yound.. • . ..L 8c:t O r} IY'l(j-honds 

and knees orc1 oi:cu:teo ~J:.l-13 for t.ne . p:!Orc .. JJut.ton a()cJ h[s 

.aun_._I pushed &:11a t.ou:.orCJs t;he .st:o~r,s ond she_ .slov~ · went. 

_ .dolA..n_ the • .stoFrs., -:I;" fouro ~helb ..L neeCP-..0 and ftiShecl the 
I J. f" ,.. ,.. r on,j . but,tcn _on bhe._rel'()D-be. 1 whdt. pG~flQir~J- cbe au() dot..On w1th~ 

1 ~n'lp/horo. 

----- -- ·--· - ~- . -
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APPENDIX (iii) 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT 

FORNI TWO 

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF SOUTH AFRJCA 

Total: 50 marks 

1. The following pairs of ·words are often confused. C r eate a sentence in 

which you use each of the words so that the sense of your sentence makes 

the meaning clear: 

Quite 

Past 

Weather 

Miner 

Board 
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quiet 

passed 

whether 

minor 

bored [10] 



Singular Plural 

Echo 

I 
Yfosquito 

Volcano I 
Crisis 

Mouse 

[5] 

3. In order to show possession (that something belongs to somebody) , an 

apostrophe(') is used. Insert the aposh·ophe in the follo·w·ing statements: 

a) This is the dogs basket and the cats is on top of the shelf. 

b) It is always a happy occasion on mothers birthday but it seldom is on her 

husbands because hers is properly planned. 

c) r ve noticed in the hearl of Durban they've gOl so many dustbins and the 

cleaners work is made much simpler. 

4. Adjectives tell us mor e about nouns: they give more detail and ma ke the 

descriptions effective a nd vivid. Underline the adjectives in the following 

sentences: 

a) Some people think that wild animals are not fearful creatures. 

b) The nervous children had locked the door and were still w ide awake when the 

alarm sounded. 

c) ~1y best friend, Usha, has been going O"Jt with Brian Harris. 

d) Zane's rich parents are getting divorced and Allen, her brother, is terribly upset. 

e) Miss Xaba lives in the gloomy house at the end of the road. 

f) The cool vveatber has been deli ghtful this summer. 
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From Two Ko-rember 2007 

Summative assessment instrument 
Time allocat•~d 1 hour 30 minutes 

You are ad,·ised to spend -W minutes on section A 

Section A · Comprehension 

Read the following passage carefully and then answer the questions that follow. 

(In the passage, Betty 1l1acDonald describes the trials of tlte first rainy season on 

her chicken farm) 

It rained and rained and rained. It drizzled - misted - drooled - spat- poured - and 

just plain rained. Some mornings were black and wild, with a stonn raging in and out 

and around the mountains. Rain was driven under the doors and down the chimney, 

and Bob went ro the chicken house swathed in oilskins like: a Newfoundland 

fisherman and I huddled by the sto\·e and brooded about inside toilets. Other days 

were just grey and low hanging with a continual pit - pat-pit - pat - pirta - patta -

pitta - patta which became as vexing as listening to baby talk. Along about November 

I began to forget when it hadn' t been raining and became as one with all the 

characters in all the novels about rainy seasons, who rush around banging their heads 

against walls. drinking water glasses of straight whisky and moani1ng. 'The rain! The 

rain! :vfy God. the rain!' 

In case you are: wondering why I didn't take a good book, settle clovvn by the stove 

and shut-up, I would like to explain that Stove, as we called him, had none of the 

warm, friendly qualities ordinarily associated "ith the name. In the first place, he was 

too old and, like some terrible old man, he had a big strong frame, a lusty appetite and 

no spirit of co-operation. All attempts to get Stove to crackle and gllow were as futile 

as trying to get the Rock of Gibraltar to giggle and cavon. I split pure pitch as fine as 

horsehair and stuffed his pcnderous belly full. but there was no sound and no heaL 
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Yet. v:hen I took off the lids. the kindling had burned and only a few wam1 ashes 

remained. It was as mvsterious as the girl in hi!Zh school \-\hO ate enom10us lunches 
; - -

without apparent!) che\\'ing or swallowing. 

Incongruously. things did boil on Stove. This always came as a delightful shock, 

albeit J finally stopped rushing to the back door and shouting hysterically to Bob, 

quietly and competently at work. ' The water is BOILING!' as I had done for the first 

few hundred times I had witnessed this miracle. 

On the co ldest dreariest mornings, Stove sulked all over his end of the kitchen. He 

smoked and choked and gagged. He ate load after load of my precious live bark and 

by noon I could have sat cross-legged on him and read Pi lgrim's Progress from cover 

to cover in perfect comfort. 

Stove was actually a sinister presence and he was tricky. The day we first looked at 

the place. T remarked that he seemed rather defiantly backed up against the wall, but 

such an attitude could come from neglect, I thought, and so when we moved in the 

first thing l did was to clean his suit, take all the rust off his coat and vest, blacken 

every inch of him. except his nickel which I polished brightl y, and then I built my first 

fire, which promptly went out. I built that fire five times and then Bob came in and 

poured about a gallon of kerosene on top of the kindling and Stove began balefully to 

bum a little. I Jeamed by experience that morning and that it took two cups of 

kerosene to get his blood circulating in the morning and that he would only digest 

bark at night. In the summer and spring I didn't care how slow he was or how little 

heat he gave out. Bob and I were out doors from dawn and we allowed plenty oftime 

for cooking things and all of the wood was dry and the doors were open and there \Vas 

plenty of draught. But wi Lh the first rainy day I realized that Stove vvas my enemy and 

wou ld require the utmost in shrewd, cautious handling. 
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From the first rain. until late spring. across the kitchen in true backwoods fashion. 

were strung lines and lines of washing .. only slightly less damp than \\'hen first hung 

up days and sometimes weeks ago. Those things directly over Stove flapped wetly 

against me as l cooked. but 1 dared not take them dO\vn for thev were the necessary - . 

things like underwear and socks which had to get dry before summer. Try tuming the 

chops, and sti ITing the tomatoes with someone slapping you across the back of the 

neck with a wet dish towel - you·u get the idea. I was cold all winter - it seemed that 

I moved around inside of but without direct contact with my clothes, and my skin 

became so damply chill that put side by side with a lot of clams l would have found 

them cosy. Another factor was that being so cold kept me rui1Iling to the outhouse and 

each trip made me colder and the next trip frequenter. 

Our spring and summer had been strenuous to the point of exhaustion and L at least, 

ha,·ing read many books about fanns and fanners. had looked forward to winter as a 

sort of hibernation period. !\ time to repair machinery. hook rugs. patch quilts mend 

harness and perform other leisurely tasks. Obviously something ·was wrong with m) 

plaru1ing. for it took me sixteen hours a day to keep the stove going and three meals 

cooked. l leaped out of bed at four a.m .. took two sips of coffee and it was eleven and 

time for lunch. J washed the lunch dishes and pulled a dead leaf off my kitchen 

geranium and it was five o'clock and time for dinner. 

(from The Egg and f by Betty MacDonald) 

What did the narrator long for as she huddled by the stove? [l] 

2. In what ways is ·'Sto,·e .. like a 'terrible old man'? Give tlu-ee points and 

answer in your own v\ords. [3] 

3. What vvas as 'mysterious as the girl in high school who ate enormous lunches 

without chewing or apparently svvallowing? [3] 

4. What \\as the ·miracle' mentioned in paragraph one? r 11 
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5. Why does Betty describe the stoYe as ·tricky'? [ I l 

6. How did she manage to get the stove going in the morning and in the nigbt?(2] 

7. \Vhy is Betty ·cold all winter'? Give two points. 

8. What does Betty look forward to in winter? Give three points. 

[2] 

[3] 

9. State the meaning of each of the foliO\\ ing words as they are used in the 

passage: 

(i) Swathed 

(ii) Futile 

(iii ) Kindl ing 

(iv) Competently [4] 

T ota l: 20 mar ks 

Section B Language 

I. Use each of the following ''-'Ords in a sentence to show clearly the differences 

in their meanings: 

Gilt/guilt 

Advise/advice 

fhere/their 

2. Write do\vn all the adjectives you can identify in the sentence below: 

The town was glad with morning light; places that had been ugly and unpleasant 

during the long night were nov,: cheerful. The sparkling sunbeams danced on the 

opening windows and chased away the murky shadows of the night. [5] 

Punctuate the following sentence: 

In his book called mukiwa. peter godwin gives an account of his many 

observations of black and white people in a war the destruction and misery that is 

bred and the final triumph of understanding each other [41 

Total: 15 marks 
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Section C Composition 

Choose one of the following titles and write a short composition. 

a) My fa,·ourite book. 

b) A family quarrel. 

c) Winter. 

d ) What l would do ifl won the lottery. 

Total: 15 marks 
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APPENDIX (iv) 

Language use and the effects created by the writer 

FADE TO BLACK 

Wby is it that v. hen some people achie·ve stardom. they try their hardest to end up as 

stardust? 

1 \-vatched Amy Winehouse performing at the Grammy Awards a couple of weeks 

back and was struck by two tlungs. The first was the uniqueness of her voice. which 

switches from baby-doll sex iness to a mw, throaty intensity that sounds like the great 

Mahalia Jackson trying to sing hip-hop. 

The second was her look, with the tattoos and the 'slut chic' image that she, and very 

few others, are able to carry off with such nonchalance. That mound of black hair 

piled on top of her head like an exploded beehive should make her look like a train 

wreck, but instead it looks sensual and oddly glamorous, like a torrid '50s diva who 

has tumbled out of a dysfunctional time machine. 

he's a fascinating original but as I looked at her, I found myself r~rnembering that 

old cliche, 'Live fast. die young and have a good looking corpse; because there is 

every possibility that Winehouse will do exactly that. 

She sings songs entitled 'Rehab' and'·[ told You I Was Trouble'. and her perpetually 

outrageous behaviour with drugs has become a sort of trademark. There are not many 

young music stars who, when pbotogr.aphed by a tabloid newspaper what they alleged 

was a crust of cocaine around her nostrils, docs not deny it. 

I was reminded of another phrase, used to describe the poet. Byron - 'mad, bad. and 

dangerous to know' . and because pedantry is hard-wired into my D A I inunediately 

had to look up to see who said them. The Byron quote was from Lady Caroline Lamb, 

another scandalous celebrity who was one of Byron's mistresses. 

The first quote has been slightly rearranged over the years. I t comes from a 1949 

movie called Knock on Amy's Door, starring Humphrey Bogart as a liberal-minded 

lawyer trying to save a young hood lum accused of murder. 

The hoodlum, Pretty Boy Romano, was played by John Derek who was. indeed, one 

of the best-looking actors \\ho ever stood before a camera. The exact phrase. as he 

said it in the mo\'ie. was: 'I \\anna live fast. die young and leave a beautiful corpse.' 
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The film's title derives from the la\'l')'er·s courtroom speech. talbng about ho'' 

society is rigged in such a way that many young people have no option but to destroy 

their lives. 'Knock on any door,' the laV\-)·er says to the jury, 'and you' ll find another 

Pretty Boy Romano.· 

That sixty-year old quote really got me thinking about rhis 'doomed youth syndrome', 

what F. Scott Fitzgerald called the 'beautiful and damned.· 

It has almost become an expected thing. Is Winehouse rehearsing to be the next Janis 

.JopJin? ls poor - but very rich- little Britney heading for the next Marilyn Monroe 

exit.? 

Has being a sel [-destructive diYa become a career option? It puzzles me that for many 

people, especially the young. the coincidental combination of great talent, media 

success and a sudden imush of money, which should open doors and endless 

possibilities, has become like the witch's poisoned apple for the gifted fe\\. 

When 1 heard about Heath Ledger's death l was angry about its futility. That 

'acciden ta l' overdose of pills destroyed so many things. A child lost a father. A family 

lost a son. A man lost his life. The people who loved him lost a friend and, crucially. 

Hollywood lost a good actor. along vvith the prospect of a lot of money. 

What annoyed me the most was that within 10 minutes of the news of Ledger's death , 

there was a media buu about how it might affect the last movie he completed - the 

costly The Dark Knight. a Batman movie in which Ledger plays The Joker. Suddenly. 

the Internet was seeth ing with questions. 

Perhaps the media and industry pressure turns into an insupportable burden that 

translates. in turn. into reckless defiance. And when major fame comes. it's not the 

final goal but it' s the last straw. 

From Marilyn Monroe to Lindsay Lohan, young stars are placed in a bubble 

maintained by people who wil l do anything to keep the stars happy because they are a 

luxurious meal ticket. 

Total freedom and lack of accountability can be as corrosive as acid. and I hope that 

somebody gets inside Amy Wine house's bubble to offer her real protection because 

that's one good-looking corpse T don't want to see as a breaking-news feature on 

CNN. 
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Tone, turn of ph rase and language effrcth eness 

Explore and explain the following phrases: 

l. ·The mound of black hair \\ as ... like an exploded bt!ehi,e .. . and made her look 

like a train wreck.·. 

·Amy has ... perpetuall~ outrageous bl;!haviour with drugs.' 

3. From the information in paragraph 5. "hy do you think it would ha' e been 

·mad. bad and dangerous to kno\'/ to kno'rv the poet Byron? 

-L Lady Caroline Lamb shares the quality of 'scandalous celebrity" \.Vith many 

contemporary personalities in this passage: identify the names of the 

characters and say \Yhat else they share. 

5. ·1 wanna live fast, die young and leave a beautiful corpse·: what is your 

reaction to this outlook on life? State the point of view of the writer towards 

tllis perception of realit). 

6. When the vvriter thinks of ' the doomed youth syndrome· he also finds an 

equivalent thought in which writer? Sharing this common thought, what is the 

\\Titer implying about today's :oung ar1ists? 

7. ' \\"inehou e is rehearsing to bt: the next Janis Joplin': even though the writer 

never really tells us \\hO this character is. \\hat could you guess her to have 

been in life? From the tone of the passage at this point, how could her life be 

described? Would vou sa' her ending was tr<:H.!ic? 
..; .. - -

8. ·The I ntemet \\as seething with questions' : what does seething suggest? 

Media reporters and cameramen have contributed to the publicity of art.ists: 

what negative term or word describes their endless trai l of any kind of ne\\ s 

relating to the clay' s stars? 

9. ·When major fame comes. it"s not the final goal: it' s the last straw·: what is 

the tcchnicalterm gi,·en to such a statement? \\'hat is its effect in this story as 

a whole? 

I 0. ·Total freedom and lack of accountability can be as COITosivc as acid. : what is 

being compared here? \\'hat is the warning can ied in the comparison? In your 

opinion, why is the title ·fade to Black' appropriate to this article? 

11. Explain the following as the; are used in the passage: 

(i) throaty intensity 
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(ii) nonchalance 

(iii) look like a train wreck 

(iv) outrageous behaviour 

12. 'Rehab· and ' J told you l was trouble': what do these song titles suggest about 

Amy·s personality and lifestyle? 

13. ·Trademark·: what do you understand of Amy's performance beha,·iour from 

rhe use ofthis word? 

14. Byron the poet v\as 'mad, bad and dangerous to know.' What makes Byron 

similar, implicitly, to Amy? 

15. 'Hoodlum' is used to describe Pretty Boy Roman. What other word can you 

suggest to replace 'hoodlum?· 

16. From the word you substituted, what connection IS there bet'v\'een Amy 

Winehouse, the poet Byron and pretty Boy Romano? Can hoodlum ever be 

used in a positive sense?· 

17. What is the 'doomed youth syndrome· that this wTiter finds as a typical feature 

of celebrities? Y\'hat phrase does Fitzgerald use to express the same trait or 

quality in pop stars? 
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APPENDIX (v) 

LANGUAGE AT WORK: OPINION, STYLE AND EFFECTS 

DARK NIGHTS IN SHINING ARMOUR 

Eskom 's blacko uts may be driving us bonkers, but they're getting us off our 

bums and out and a bout. 

This week I woke early on a chilly autumn morning. contemplating a day on which 1 

would have no access to water from 6cun to 6pm. I also knew thot. just as tbe water 

supply was being turned back on, Eskom would turn my power off. 

Then 1 checked the Eskom website, a profound ly fall ible source, to discover my two 

moming appointments were both in suburbs that could only be accessed by roads that 

would be badly affected by load shedding. 

I had an hour· s traveling time because Joburg drivers are. in some mysterious way. 

altered by the power cuts. Their brains go dead at the exact same time that power goes 

down. 

On every other day these drivers can safely - and even coUlteously- negotiate a four

\\'ay stop-street or a traffic circle. But faced with an intersection controlled by a traffic 

light that is not working. they lose control and the result is like a pub brawl - on 

\Yheels. 

It's hard to say who the worst culprits are, but to my mind it's a toss between the taxis 

and the four-wheel drive luxury vehicles. To both those sets of drivers, a continuous 

stretch of main road on which there are five or six disabled traffic lights is like a 

declaration of war, a 'survival ofthe fittest' derby. 

lt starts wiib the aggressive exclus.ion of any car that is not taller than its dri' er, and 

escalates into an intensely focused class war that is no longer about race. This is equal 

opportunity aggression, pitting the 'haves· - in their costly wheeled weapons against 

the ·have-nots· - who relish the chance to mount a counter offensi'e against the 

capitalist overlords. The rest of us are just collateral damage. 

But long before 1 even stari worrying about dealing '.Vith the roads. l had to deal with 

the impending water cut. l had to shower especially early, while there was still enough 

cold water to temper the scalding hot water which would otherwise cause my skin to 

blister. 
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Then I had to set about tilling Yeuious jugs. pots and bottles so the routine business of 

dish-\\·ashing and other household chores could be dealt vvith. l t also meant an extra 

trip to the supermarket to buy bottled water for tea. coffee and cooking. 

l 'm wary of municipal water at the best of times. but who kno\YS what might be 

lurking in that first flO\Y that gushes out of old. empty pipes and tanks after people 

have been working on them all day? It's not a chance I choose to take. 

But cope with it we must. We can fulminate against inept. greedy executives and 

spineless politicians. We can rage at the people who get vast bonuses which are 

awarded at much the same time that ,·ast consumer price increases are announced. 

But \Vhat good does shouting do? obody listens. At least not anybody who could 

actually make a difference, and to be just another droning voice in a chorus of 

complaint that is totally ignored by everyone, is boring. 

But irs changing the ,,-ay we live. I gather that there are now Eskom nomads, a 

unique urban tribe who study the load-shedding grid to try and determine where they 

must dine and look for fun. 

They literally foliO'v\' the electric lure from mall to maiL cinema to cinema and from 

club to club, like moths. in senrch of a perpetually elusive flame and still they land up 

in the dark.. 

The '"orst thing, ho\ve,er, is '"hen the Eskom site says ~our lights will go out at 6pm. 

You make sure your laptop is powered so that you can use it into the night. By 

5.50pm you light the lamps and candles in all the strategic places. and call your 

relatives to ensure that they remember to record the TV shows you are going to miss. 

Thafs what the human race does best: we adapt. That's why the tyrannosaurus rex is 

extinct, and we feeble human creatures are still here. 

Then you sit there, waiting for the lights to go out - but they don't. This ought to be a 

relief, but human nature does not work that wa). After all the trouble you have taken 

to deal with the darkness. keeping the bloody lights on is like a contemptuous 

practical joke. 

Jt"s as if Eskom has crept up behind you to yell '·Gotcha!" and that' s exactly where 

the dangerous spirit of rebellion is born. 

This at1iclc, wrincn by a Sunday Times columnist, relies on witty invective, ridicule, 

irony of situation and sarcasm to make its pointed criticism of non-performing. poor!~ 

administered and inept organisations. 
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1. Identify the 1\\'o major targets of criticism in this article . 

2. Identify three 'new' behaviours that"have become characteri stic norms because 

of the blunders of the two bodies. 

3. ·A survival of the fittest derby" : what figure of speech is employed by the 

writer here? In wh"at ways wou ld the race between the rich and the poor in this 

instance be seen as both comic and tragic? Explain fully. 

4. Comment on the way the writer calls the executives 'inept" but calls the 

politicians 'spineless.' What effect is achieYed by the use of these adjectives? 

5. 'Eskom nomads·: what new breed of urban d\\"ellers is this? How different are 

they from the everyday urban dweller? 

6. 'The human race adapts' : is this actually true from the tone and style of the 

article? Closely support your opinion by reference to the details in the article. 

7. tate the ways in '1-\ hich Eskom breeds 'the dangerous spirit of rebellion.' 

8. Comment on the s ignificance and relevance of the title of this article, focusing 

on the content and sty le of the writer. 
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Append ix Yi 

Short story: 'The Maternal Instinct' by V.S. Naipaul 

The Maternal Instinct 

I suppose Laura holds .a \\'Orld record. 

Laura had eight children. 

There is nothing surprising in that. 

These eight chi ldren had se\ en fathers. 

Beat that! 

It vvas Laura vvho gave me my first lesson in biology. She lived jut next door to us, 

and r found myself observing her closely. 

I would notice her belly rising for months. 

Then T would miss her for a short time. 

And the next time 1 saw her she would be qui te flat. 

And the leavening process ~ould begin again in a few months. 

To me this was one of the \•;onders of rhe world in which I lived. and I always 

observed Laura. She herself was quite gay about what was happening to her. he 

used to point to it and say, 'This thing happen ing again, but you get used toot after 

the first three four times. ls a damn nuisance, though.' 

She used to blame God. and speak about the wickedness of men. 

For her first six chi ldren she tried six different men. 

Hat used to say, 'Some people hard to please.' 

But I don't want to give you the impression that Laura spent all her time having 

babies and decrying men. and generally feeling sorry for herself. If Bogart "'as the 

most bored person in the street. Laura was the most vivacious. he was always gay, 

and she li ked me. 

She v\'Ou ld give me plum" l'lnd mangoes when she had them: and whenever she 

made sugar-cakes she would gi\'e me some. 
~ ~ 

Even my mother. who had a great dislike of laughter, especially in me, even my 

mother used to laugh at Laura. 

She often said to me, ' I don't k110w why Laura muching you up so for. Like she 

ain't ha,·e enough children to mind.' 

I think my mother was right. I don· t think a woman like Laura could have ever had 

too many chi ldren. She loved al l her children. though you wouldn 't have believed it 
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from the language she used when she spoke to them. Some of Laura· s shouts and 

curses \Yere the richest things I have ever heard, and 1 shall never forget them. 

Hat said once. 'Man, she like Shakespeare when it come to using words.' 

Laura used to shout. 'AI wyn. you broad-mouth brute. come here.' 

And. 'Gavin. if you don't come here this minute. 1 make you fart fire. you hear.' 

And. 'Lorna. you black bow-leg bitch. why you can't look what you doing?' 

:0-'ow, to compare Laura. the mother of eight. with Mary the Chinese, also mother of 

eight. doesn't seem fair. Because Mary took really good care of her children and 

ne,·er spoke harshly to them. But Mary. mark you, had a husband who owned a shop, 

and ]V[ar) could afford to be polite and r.ice to her chi ldren. after stuffing them full of 

chop-sue) and chow-min. and chO\-v-fan. and things with names like that. But who 

could Laura look to for money to keep her children? 

The men who cycled slowly past Laura's house in the evening. whistling for Laura. 

were not going to giYe any of their money to Laura ·s children. They just wanted 

Laura. 

I asked 111) mother. ·Hov, Laura does live?' 

\II) mother slapped rne, saying, 'You lnow. you too fast for little boy.' 

I suspected the worst. 

But l wouldn't have liked that to be true. 

So I asked I lat. Hat said, 'She have a lot of friends who does sell in the market. 

I hey does give she things free. and sometimes one or two or three of she husbands 

does Q.ive she something too. but that not much.' 
~ ~ . 

The oddest part of the whole business was Laura herself. Laura was no beauty. As 

Boyce said one day, ' he haYe a face like the top of a motor-car battery.' And she 

was a little more than plump. 

I am talking nov\ ofthe time when she had had only six children. 

One day llat said. 'Laura have a new man." 

Everybody laughed, 'Stale news. If Laura have she wa~. she go try every man 

once. 
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But Hat said. 'No. is serious. He come to li ve ,.vith she for good now. r see him 

this morning when I was taking out the CO\\·s. · 

We watched and \\'aited for this man. 

We later learned that he was \\'atching and •.vaiting for us. 

In no time at all th is man, Nathaniel, had become one of the gang in Miguel Street. 

But it was clear he was not really one of us. He came from the east end of Port of 

Spain. which we considereu dirtier: and his language was really coarse. 

He made out that he was a kind of terror in the east end around Piccadill) Street. 

He told many stories about gang-fights, and he let it be known that he had disfigured 

two or tlu·ee people. 

Ilat said, ' I think he lying like hell. you know.' 

I distrusted him myself. He was a small man. and I always felt that small men \vere 

more likely to be wicked and violent. 

But what really sickened us was his anitude to women. We were none of us 

chivalrous, but 1 athaniel had a contempt for women which we couldn't like. He 

would make rude remarks 'vvhen women passed. 

1athaniel \\Ould say. 'Women just like cows. Cow and they is the same thjng.' 

And when Miss Ril:aud, the ·welfare woman, passed. athaniel would say. 'Look at 

that big cow.' 

Which wasn't in good taste. for we all thought that Miss Ricaud was too fat to be 

laughed aL and ought instead to be pitied. 

Nathaniel. in the early stages, tried to make us believe that he kne"" how to keep 

Laura in her place. He hinted that he used to beat her. He used to say. 'Woman and 

them like a good dose of blows, you know. You knO\\ the calypso: 

Every now and then just knock them down. 

Every now and then just throw them down. 

Black up their eye and bruise up tbeir knee 

And then they love you eternal!). 

ls gospel truth about woman.' 

Hat said, 'Woman is a funny thing, for truth. though. I don't know what a woman 

like Laura see in Nathanie l.' 

Eddoes said, '1 know a helluva Jot about woman. I think Nathaniel lying like hell. 

I think when he with Laura he got his tail bem;een his legs all the time.' 
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\\'c used to hear fights and hear the chi ldren sc reaming all oYer the place. and ,,·hen 

''c saw 1athan ieL hl' would just say. ·.Just been beati ng some sense 

into that woman.' 

Hat said. ·Js a funny th ing. Laura don "t look an) sadder. · 

' athaniel sa id. · J 5 only blows she real 1; want to keep . he happ) ." 

·athanid was lying of cow·st!. It "'asn·t he "'ho ''as gi\'ing the blo,,·s. it \\a5 

Laura. That 

came out the da: when athanic l tried to wear a hat to cover up a beaten eye. 

Eddoes said. ·[t look like the) make up that calypso about men. not \\Omen." 

>Jathaniel tried to get at Eddoes. ''ho \\US small and thin. But Hat said. 'Go trv that - ' 

on Laura. I knO\Y Laura. Laura just trying not to b...:at you up too bad just to keep 

)OU \\'ith she. but the day she start getting tired of you. you better run. bo}.' 

\\!e pra) ed for something to happen to make athan icl leaYe Miguel Street. 

l lat said. · \Ve ain't have to wait long. Laura making baby eight months now. 

Another month. and tathnnicl gone.' 

Eddoes said. 'That \\'Ould be a real record. Seven children with seven different 

man. 

The baby came. 

It was ~~ Saturday. Just the C\'cning before I had seen Laura standing in her yard 

leaning on the fence. 

The baby came at eight o ·clod. in the morning. And, like a miracle, just two hours 

later, Laura 'v\'a5 calling to my mother. 

I hid and looked. 

Laura \\'as leaning on her '' indow-sill. She \\US eating a mango. and the yellow 

juice \\·as smeared all over her face. 

he \\'a!> saying to m~ mother. ·The baby come this moming. · 

t\nd my mo:her onl) said. ·Boy or girl?' 

Laura said. 'What sort of luck you think 1 have? It looks like l reall y blight. Is 

another girl. I just thought I would let you know, that's al l. Well, I got to go now. 

have to do some sewing.· 

And that very evening it looked as though what I Iat said was going to come true. 

For that cvenmg Laura came out to the pavement and shouted to arhaniel, ·Hey. 

athanicL come here.' 

I lat said. 'But \Vhat the hell is this? Ain't is thi~ moming she make baby?' 
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athaniel tri ed to shO\v offto us. He said to Laura, 'I bus). I ain't coming.' 

Laura advanced, and J could see fight in her manner. he said. 'You ain't 

coming? Ain't coming? But whar thi s ·r hearing?' 

Nathaniel was v·,;orried. He tried to talk to us; by he wasn't talking in a sensible 

way. 

Laura said. ·You thi'nk )Ou is a man. But don .t try playing man with me, you hear. 

Yes. Nathaniel. is you I tailing to, you with your bottom like two stale bread in you 

pants.' 

This was one of Laura's best, and we all began laughing. When she saw us 

laughing, Laura burst out too. 

Hat said. 'This woman is a real case.· 

But even after the b irth of his baby 1athaniel didn't leave I\tliguel Street. \Ve were a 

little "·orried. 

Hat said, ' If she don 't look out she go have another baby with the same man, you 

know.' 

lt wasn't Laura·s fau lt that Nathaniel didn't go. he knocked him about a lot. and 

did so quite openly now. ometimes she locked him out. and then we would hear 

1athaniel crying and coaxing from the pavement, 'Laura, darling. Laura. doux-dou. .. '( 

just let me come in tonight. Laura. doux-doux, let me come in.' 

He had dropped all pretence now of keeping Laura in her place. He no longer 

sought our company, and we were glad of that. 

Hat used to say. 'J don't know why he don't go back to the Dry River where he 

come from. They ain't have any cultme there, and he would be happier.' 

I couldn't understand why he stayed. 

Hat said. 'lt have so me man like that. They like woman to kick them around.' 

And Laura was getting angrier with Nathaniel. 

One day we heard her tell him, 'You think because you give me one baby, you own 

me. That baby only come by accident, you hear.' 

She threatened to get the police. 

1 athanicl said, 'But who go mind your children?' 

Lau ra said. 'That is my worry. l don't want you here. You is only another mouth 

to feed. And i f you don't leave me right nov. I go and call Sergeant Charles fot ) ou. · 
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It \\aS this threat of the police that made Nathaniel leave. 

He was in tears. 

But Laura was swelling out again. 

Hat said, 'Oh, God! Two babies by the same man!' 

One of the miracles of life in MiQuel Street was that no one starved. If You sit do\;.,n 
~ J 

at a table with pencil and paper and try to work it out, you will find it impossible. 

But llivecl in Miguel Street, and can assure you that no one starved. Perhaps they did 

go hungry, but you never heard abou t it. 

Laura's children grew. 

fhe eldest daughter, Loma, began working as a servant in a house in St Cla ir and 

took typing lessons from a man in Sackvi l!e Street. 

Laura used to say, ·Jt have nothing like education in the \\Orld. 1 don't want my 

children to grow like me.' 

ln time, Laura delivered her eighth bab), as effortlessly as usual. 

That baby was her last. 

It wasn' t that she was tired or that she had lost her love of the human race or lost her 

passion for adding to it. As a matter of fact, Laura never seemed to grov\ any older or 

less cheerful. I always felt that, given the opportunity, she could just go on and on 

having babies. 

The eldest daughter, Lorna. came home from her typing lessons late one night and 

said, 'Ma, I going to make a baby.' 

I heard the shriek that Laura gave. 

And for the first time I heard Laura crying. It wasn't ordinary crying. She seemed 

to be crying all the cry she had saved up since she was born; all the Cr) she had tried 

to cover up with her laughter. I have heard people cry at funerals, but there is a lot of 

showing-off in their crying. Laura's crying that night was the most teJTiblc thing I 

bad heard. lt made me feel that the world was a stupid, sad place, and I almost began 

crying \,\·ith Laura. 

All the street heard Laura crying. 
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Next day Boyee said. ·] don·t see \vhy she so mad abom that. She does do the 

same.' 

Hat got so annoyed that he took off his·leather belt and beat Boyee. 

I didn't know who I felt sonier for- Laura or her daughter. 

I felt that Laura .. vas ashamed nov• to show herself in the street. \\'hen I did see her 

I found it hard to belit:Ye that she \\·as the same woman who used to lauoh with me :::-

and give me sugar-cakes. 

She was an old woman now. 

She no longer shouted at her children, no longer beat them. I don·l know whether 

she was taking especial care of them or whether she had lost interest in them. 

But we never heard Laura say a word of reproach to Loma. 

That was terrible. 

Lorna brought her baby home. There were no jokes about it in the street. 

Laura's house was a dead. silent house. 

Hat said, ·Life is helluva thing. You can see trouble coming and you can't do a 

damn thing to prevent it coming. You just got to sit and watch and wait.' 

Accord ing to the papers. it was just another vveek-end tragedy. one of man). 

Lorna was drowned at Carenage. 

Hat said, ' Is what they always do. swim out and out until they tired and can·t swim 

no more.' 

And when the police came to tell Laura about it, she had said very lillie. 

Laura sa id. ' It good. It good. It better that way ' 

Context questions 

1. ldenti [y the major ironic twists in this story. 

2. Laura·s life is compared to that of Mary. the Chinese woman who also has 

eight children. State the similarities and differences bet\\CCn the two. 

3. Hat. Eddoes and Boyee share similar experiences that somehow make them 

different from Nathaniel. State these experiences and show why they should 

hn vc reason to fence offNathaniel from their circle. 
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-1-. ·In time Laura delivered her eighth baby, as effortless!.> as usual. That baby 

was her last." Why does the author .stress that the eighth baby was her last? 

Explain in your own words ,,·hy thi reality is shattering for all: Laura. Lorna 

and ivliguel Street. 

5. Evaluation question 

c ·Loma came home from her typing lessons late one night and said. <Ma, I going 

to make a bab). · Why does this statement shatter Laura, and Lorna herself? What 

eventually becomes ofLoma? Why does Laura not regret the death of Lorna? 

c llow does V .S. aipaul achieve the sense of the tragic in this story? (You need to 

examine such detail as the picture we get of Laura and her men, the stern control she 

has over her fami I). the sense of desperation in all the boys of Miguel Street and the 

culmination in Lorna's devastating news of her pregnancy and. later, her suicide. You 

need to look specifically at the word use. the use of dialect and the tone of the story: it 

is very bleak indeed.) 
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Appendix ,·i i 

A letter to God' 

Gregorio Lopez yFuentes, Mexico 

THE HOUSE - the only one in the entire valley - sat on the crest of a low hill. From 

this height one could see the ri,·er. and next to the corral. the field of ripe corn dotted 

with the kidney-bean flowers that alvYays promised a good harvest. 

The only thing the earth needed was a rainfall, or at least a shovver. Throughout the 

morning, Lencho who knew his tields intimately - had done nothing else but can 

the sky toward the north-east. 

'Now we're really going to get some water, woman.' 

The woman, who was preparing supper, replied: 

'Yes. God willing.' 

The oldest boys were working in the field , while the smaller ones were playing near 

the house, until the woman called out to them all: 

'Come for dinner. .. ' 

It was during the meal that, just as Lencho had predicted, big drops of rain began to 

fall. In the north-east, huge mountains of clouds could be seen approaching. The air 

was fresh and s"vveet. 

The man went out to look for something in the conal for no other reason than to allow 

himselfthe pleasure of feeling the rain on body. and when he returned he exclaimed: 

'Those aren't raindrops falling from the sky. they're new coins. The big ones arc ten 

centavo-pieces and the little ones are fives ... ' 

With a satisfied expression, he regarded the field of ripe com v\'ith its kidney bean 

tlo\\ers, draped in a curtain of rain. But suddenly. a strong wind began to blow and 

together with the rain very large hailstones began to fall. These truly did resemble the 

si lver coins. The boys, exposing themselves to the rain, ran out to collect the frozen 

pearls. 

•It's really getting bad now,' exclaimed the man, morti fied. 'I hope it passes quickly.' 

lt did not pass quickly. for an hour, the hail rained on the house, the garden, the 

hillside, the cornfield, on the whole valley. The field was white, as if covered with 

salt. ot a leaf remained on the trees. The corn was totally destroyed. The flowers 

were gone from the kidney-bean plants. Lencho 's soul was filled with sadness. When 

the stonn had passed. he stood in the middle of the field and said to sons: 

'A plague of locusts would have left more than this .. . The hnil has left nothing: this 
- -------------------------
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year we"' ill ha\ e nor corn or beans ... · 

That night was a soiTowful one. 

·We' 11 all go hungry this year. .. ' 

But in the hearts of all who lived in that solitary house in the middle of the valley. 

there was a single hope: help from God. 

'Don't be so upset. even th.ough this seems like a total loss. Remember, no one dies of 

hunger. .. · 

All tlu·ough the night. Lencho thought only of his one hope: the help of God, whose 

eyes, as he had been instructed, see eYerything. even what is deep in one's consciem.:e. 

Lencho was an ox of a man. working like an animal in the fields, but still he knew 

how to write. The following Sunday. at daybreak. having convinced himself that there 

is a protecting spirit, he began to write a Jetter which he himself would carry to town 

and place in the mail. 

lt was nothing less than a letter to God. 

'God.' he v\1·ote. 'if you don't help me. my family and I 'vvill go hungry this year. l 

need a hundred pesos in order to reso'"' the field and to live until the crop comes, 

because the hailstorm ... · 

He wrote 'To God' on the envelope, put the letter inside and, still troubled. wem to 

town. At the post office. he placed a stamp on the letter and dropped it into the 

mailbox. 

One of the employees, who was a postman and also helped at the post office. ''ent to 

his boss laughing heartily and showed him the letter to God. ever in his career as a 

postman had he known that address. The postmaster - a fat, amiable fellow - also 

broke out laughing, but almost immediately he turned serious and, tapping the letter 

on his desk, commented: 

'What faith! I wish I had the faith of the man who wrote this Jetter. To believe the way 

he believes. To hope vviih the hope that he knows how to hope with. Starting up a 

coiTespondence v\ i th God!' 

So in order not to disillusion that prodigy of faith. revealed b} a letter that could not 

be delivered, the postmaster came up with an idea; answer the lener. But when he 

opened it, it was evident that to answer it he needed something more than goodwill, 

ink and paper. But he stuck to his resolution: he asked for money from his employee. 

he himself gave part of his salary, and several friends of his v,ere obliged to give 

something 'for an act of charity.' 
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lt was impossible lor him to gather the hundred pesos. so he was able to send the 

farmer only a little more than half. He put the bills in an envelope addressed to 

Lencho and with them a Jetter containing only a single word as a signature: GOD. 

The follovving unday Lencho came a bit earlier than usual to ask if there was a Jetter 

for him. It was the postman himself '-'Vho handed the letter to him. while the 

postmaster. experiencing the contentment of a man who has perf01med a good deed, 

looked on from the doorway of his office. 

Lencho shO'.\ed not the slightest surprise on seeing the bills - such was his confidence 

- but be became angry when he counted the money ... God could not have made a 

mistake, nor could he have denied Lencho what he had requested! 

Immediately, Lencho went up to the window to ask for paper and ink. On the public 

writing table. he started in to write, with much vvrinkling of his brow caused by the 

effort he had to make to express his ideas. \Vhen he finished, he went to the window 

to buy a stamp "vhich he licked and then affixed to the envelope with a blow of his 

fist. 

fhe moment the letter fell into the mailbox the postmaster went to open it. It said: 

·God: of the money that r asked for. only se,·enty pesos reached me. Send me the rest. 

since I need ·t very much. But don't send it to me through the mail. because the post- I 
office employees are a bunch of crooks Lencho. · 

1. Outline the storyline in the form of plot boxes. 

2. List the main events in this story. 

3. What do you observe about the length of the paragraphs. Explc:Jin , in your own 

words. v\ hy you think the writer organizes the paragraphs the way he does. 

4. List the images and metaphors that you can identify in this story. 

5. What is the purpose of direct speech in this story? 

6. '·Lencho was an ox of a man .. : \\'hat kind of man is this? 

7 "The fie ld was draped in a curtain of rain:· Explain the figure of speech used 

here. 

8. Extended writing based on the story: 

After bui ld ing a modest house fi·om your only savings, a sudden earthquake destroys 

your entire \ illage. You survive- miraculously. Write to someone in authority (civic 

group, your fo1 mer employer. the president. God . .. ) What v.ould he your possible 

ironic end? 
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APPENDIX (viii) 

COMPREHENSION 2009 

BBLOCK 

"SOCIAL LIFE I~ THE INSECT WORLD": J.H. FABRE 

'vVe are near the end of August. The male r-..lantis. a slender and elegant lover. judges 

the time to be propitious. He makes eye at his po,verful companion; he turns his head 

to\\ards her: he bows his neck and raises his thorax. His little pointed face almost 

seems to wear an expression. For a long time he stands thus motionless. in 

contemplation of the desired one. The latter, as though indi fferenL does not stir. Yet 

the lover has seized upon a sign of consent; a s ign of which I do not kno\v the secret. 

He approaches: suddenly he erects his wings, which are shaken wHh a convulsive 

tremor. 

This is his declarmion. He throws himself on the back of his corpulent companion: he 

clings to her desperately. and steadies himself. The prelude to the embrace 1s 

gcnerall} lengthy, and the embrace will sometimes last for five or six hours. 

Nothing worthy of notice occurs during this time. Finally the two separate, but they 

arc soon to be made one flesh in a mucn more intimate fashion. If the poor lover is 

loved by his mistress as the giver of fen il ity. she also loves him as the choicest of 

game. During the day, or at latest on the morrow, he is seized upon by his compauion, 

who first gnaws through the back of his neck. according to use and wont, and then 

methodically devours him, mouthful by mouthful, leaving only the '"'ings. Here we 

hm e no case of jealousy, but simply a depraved taste. 

I had the curiosity to wonder how a second male would be received by a newly 

fecundated female. The result of my enquiry was scandalous. The Mantis in only too 

many cases is never sated with embraces and conjugal feasts. After a rest. of variable 

duration. whether the eggs have been laid or not, a second male is welcomed and 

de,oured like the first. A third succeeds him, docs his duty, and affords yet another 

meal. A fourth suffers a like fate. ln the course of two \Vccks l have seen the same 

Mantis treat seven husbands in this fashion. She admitted all to her embraces. and all 

paid for the nuptial ecstasy with their lives. 
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1. What is the meaning of. ·The male ;vlanti s ... judges the time to be propitious·? 

2. How docs the female Mantis react to the male Mantis · ·making eyes· at her? 

3. What noticeable di ffe rence is there in the physical appearance of the male and 

female Mantis? 

4. \Vhat do you think was the writer·s purpose in this passage? 

5. What explanat~on does the writer give for the female·s killing of the male 

Mantis? 

6. What evidence can you find to show that the writer a iJ o,vs his own feelings to 

be revealed? 

7. What evidence can you find to suggest that the writer is a dedicated naturali st? 

8. Wl1at do the following words mean: 

a) prelude 

b) tremor 

c) nuptial ? 

9. What docs the writer mean by ' conj ugal feasts'? 

10. Did you sympathize with the male Mantis? Why? 

I I. \\'hat comments would ) ou make about the style of the \Hiter? Would ) ou 

expect a scientist, biologist or naturalist to write like this? Why? 

12. What is the writer·s tone in this passage 
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APPENDIX (ix) 

COMPREHENSION (2) 

No Smoking 

Tobacco is dirty weed: I like it. 

Tt satisfies no normal need: I like it. 

It makes you thin. it makes you lean. 

lt takes the hair right out of your bean: 

If s the v. orst darn stuff r \'e e,·er seen. 

r like it. 

GRAHANI HEivlMlNGER 

Smokers know that they are addicted to cigarettes. But it doesn't feel like an 

addic tion unti l they try to stop. 

And only then do they experience the callousness of this addiction, which 

abandons them to the anguish of knowing that one cigarette, that butt in the 

ashtray, just a tiny puff- will release the mind held hostage. 

Smokers know too that succumbing to an addiction does not advance man as a 

species on the evolutionary scale. They know their lungs are dripping with slag 

and every cigarette is a nail in their coffin. They feel the sting of the polite sign in 

the doctor·s waiting room - ·Thank you for not smoking' - and the cancer 

advertisement in the train - 'Kiss a non-smoker toda) - enjoy the difference'. 

Thus the segregation begins. Smokers smell distinct!) of nicotine which they 

cannot smell themselves because. as any non-smoker will tell them, tobacco dulls 

the senses. They have two or more orange fingers and the occasional orange tooth. 

Smokers who stru1ed young are stunted. 

Because of a basic insecurity that is either consequence or a cause of smoking, 

they always have cigarettes upon their person, and fresh packets are never far 

av.ay - stacked in the pantry, behind the piano or in the sock drawer. 

And always there is the problem of disposing of those major pollutants - butts. 

ash and smoke. Cigarettes meet a thankless end in the ashtray, the aluminum pie 

plate, the empty beer can. the dregs of cofiee or the toilet bowl. The smoke 

permeates the drapes and the carpets and sours the air like a cremated memory. 
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Cigarette ash also bums holes in the furniture, clothes and people. lt falls into 

drinks and food and blows out of the ashtray onto the cream carpet. And so the 

segregation continues. 

Smokers are not allovved to smoke on trains. government buses and large sections 

of planes. Traditional!) . they have neYer smoked in theatres but they are ah,·ays 

the tirst into the foyer. lighting up the rescuing cigarette before they suffocate. 

Smoking is discouraged while others eat. but some cheat and smoke during 

dessert. preferring the cigarette to the sweet. They cling to the inalienable right to 

smoke with coffee. cup after cup after cup. 

While smokers are digesting social pressures to stop smoking, they must also 

absorb internal shocks to their wallets. The tax on cigarettes, increasing with every 

budget. is gradually pricing some low-income smokers clear out of their addiction. 

But not tbe hardened smokers, even if they have to ro ll their own. They smoke on 

- in moments of boredom. of stress, of calm. They hold the cigarette scissored 

between the first two fingers and, whenever they remember, they put it in their 

mouths and breathe it in. 

ff both hands are engaged. they clench the cigarette between the teeth. The smoke 

wafts into the e)es, producing the famous smokers· squint. And until the filter 

sogs and sags, they can still talk "' ith their lips together. although the) may not 

pronounce their ,·owe! as roundly as they would like. 

No one really knows why smokers must smoke. 1on-smoking theorists suggest 

smokers were depri\ ed of their dummies when they ""ere babies, and this, 

combined with a defect in their personalities. creates a compulsion to suck 

something. Smokers anS\\er that a cigarette is merely a mechanical device that 

stops them eating and drinking too much, or climbing the walls with tension. at 

the same time keeping the economy flu id and besides, everybody should mind 

their own business. 

But it is everybody's business because cigarette smoke, as a pretty cloud, floats 

unerringly to the nearest non-smoker, whose lungs are innocent of smoke. rature. 

in her wisdom, abhors a vacuum. 

Some smokers smoke in bed and, if they go to sleep with the cigarette in their 

mouths. it ralls on their nylon nighties and burns them up. Sometimes they 
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Some smokers, with criminal apathy. drop live cigarette butts out of car windows 

into a forest. It is a mystery why they do that. Perhaps no one told them not to, or 

maybe they do not know how hard it is to extinguish a fire in a forest. 

Some smokers sec another smoker have a massive heart attack. and this terrifies 

them into giving up smoking. ff this terror is stronger than the desire to smoke, the 

separation from cigar~ttes v\'il l be permanent. 

evertheless. those tirst weeks of withdrawal are an agony, not only for ex

smokers. but for all wbo speak to them, sit beside them, look at them, live with 

them or do anything that could suggest cigarelles, such as burning a toast. 

Time pacifies them and they become non-smokers, but always they are divided by 

two emotions: a yearning for this dear dead friend, the cigarette~ and pride that 

they have mastered the killer, the cigarette. 

But. in moments of doubt, they wonder if they have really been snatched from the 

jaws of death. All around them they see smokers still in the grip of the addiction 

that kills and maims. Why don't tbey all, without exception, die of heart or lung 

failure at 35 years of age? Why do some smokers li ve long, full, rich. healthy 

lives? Is there any justice? 
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I. Explain why the writer says that ex-smokers· minds are 'held 

hostage·? 

,., What is the meaning of 'succumbing to an addiction"? 

3. What does the \\ ord segregation mean? In what ways are smokers 

segregated? 

4. What evidence docs the writer provide to show that smoking is a dirty 

habit? 

5. What economic pressures are brought to bear on smokers to give up 

smoking? 

6. What impression of smokers dm:s the writer offer the reader? 

7. What do smokers mean when they argue that smoking keeps the 

'economy fluid'? 

8. Wbal is the meaning of apathy? Why docs the writer refer to the 

dropping of live-cigarette butts out of a car window into a forest as 

'criminal apathy'? 
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9. How can fear influence smokers to give up smoking? 

I 0. Explain in your own words the meaning of 'Time pacifies them'. 

II. Explain what the writer means by ·their dear dead friend· . 

12. What C\'idence can you find to suggest that the writer 1s against 

smoking? 

13. What evidence can you find to suggest that the writer sympathises with 

smokers? 

14. Explain the meaning of: 

a) The smoke permeates the drapes and the carpets; 

b) 'W11ose lungs are innocent of smoke? 



Appendix (x) 

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF SOUTH AFRICA JUNE 2009 

FORM THREE CYCLE SUMMATfVE ASSESSM ENT 

A SESSOR: M. L. HOVE 

Read the two articles belO\Y and, ba cd on your comprehensio n of the ideas in 

them, resp ond to the q uestions th<l t follow. Use your own words as fa r as 

possib le, unless you are ins tructed oth('n vise. 

THE HORROR RETURNS! 

The dogs barked. They howled. They bayed at the moon. They kn ew. That night, the 

Horror wo uld return. Thei r teeth flashed in the black night. They were ready to kill. .. 

In her bedroom, Melissa Mercury combed her hair. She li stened to the sounds of the 

storm. The thunder banged in the heavens. The lightning cracked. The rain lashed 

against the \VindO\\'S. The breakers thumped heavily onto the bartered shore of 

PJattenberg Bay. he stiJJ combed her hair. methodically and carefull y. 

From the ba) . through the ·wet. dark night. a shape moved up U1e beach. A deep. s limy 

green glinted now and then. The shape topped. It seemed to sniff the ai r. Then, from 

the depths of its black. black heart it utteret.l a soul-teari ng shriek. The sound sliced 

through the little town. The dogs yelped. Their tails bet·ween their legs, they Oed fo r 

cover. 

Meli ssa heard the noi se. She knew. ft was the Horror. She had waited for this night fo r 

nearly a year. It had been a long wa it. ow it was over. She rushed to her desk. he 

pulled out her di ary. Feverishly, she began to "' ri te. Thi v;as to be the last entry 

recounting her experiences with the Horror. Tn the morning. she would be dead. 

She went to the windO\o\ and looked out. There, on the lawn below. was an evil gl int 

of green, a nd the smell o f decay. The Horror had come to fetch her. he had a prom ise 

to keep. 
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DRAMA IN PLET: HEIRESS 
MISSING 
Strange sounds in night 

Pat Clanc). Plettenbcrg Bay 

Residenb or Plettenberg Bay were 

av.oken round midnight last night by a 

cry that seemed to echo through this 

sleepy little Garden Route village. 

No one could say what it was, although 

Ms Blumberg of Watery Street 

described it as 'soul-tearing. ' ' It 

seemed to cut right through your 

bodY: she said.' I can hear it still .' 
"' 

In addition to the terrifying sound of 

last night. heiress to the Fortress Beer 

millions. ex-beaut) queen and socialite 

Ms Melissa Mcrcur), has disappeared. 

There is no trace of breaking or 

entering at the palatial Mercury 

residence above the town. The dogs 

vvere found cowering in an outhouse. 

Most confusing of all is the presence of 

a dark green sl imy substance which is 

smeared on the lawn below Ms 

Mercury·s bedroom window. Traces of 

the slime ha\ e been found on the beach 

and in some streets of the tovvn. 

Forensic experts arc tight-lipped about 

what this substance might be. 

Meanwhile, police spokes person, 

Lieutenant Mhlambiso, said that a full 

investigation was under ~way. 'VIe are 

at this moment fol lowing up some 
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clues. but this is going to be a difficult 

nut to crack. We appeal to anyone in 

the Plet community who knows 

anything about this incident to please 

come forward.· 

The Mayor or Plettenberg Bay. 

Counci lor Ashley Rudie. was 

distraught at the news of Ms Mercury's 

disappearance. 'She was such a well

loved person. l ler charity bazaars and 

fun-runs were loved by all residents of 

Plet. She really doesn't have an enemy 

in the world.' 

Scientists dismissed comments that the 

shriek in the night was uttered by some 

non-human source. · fhere was a storm 

last night. and the noise was probably 

thunder or the wind, ' said Bell don 

Bradnick of the C lR. 

Fisherman and long-standing resident 

of Plet, Sellasie Parker, said. 'I've 

heard a lot of noises in my li fe, but that 

noise wasn't human or animal. l1 was 

unearthly." 

The investigation into the 

disappearance 

continues. 

of Ms Mercury 



The newspaper article state that investigations into the disappearance of Ms Mercury 

continue. The shon story states that she ·feverishly began to write' what ·would be her 

last entry in her diary. Imagine that this diary is discovered with the entry below as the 

last one: 

July 4, [Full moon] 

Tlr~s ctLClvjj ~s ll reccf ct of eve1· tJi:Vl~V\,g t!ttc;t hers VtlilpF~-"ve ct rA"- tke pllst tJeC!t. 1{ av~jjOV\.t 

ree~cts ~t Cl ( ... e~- 1 ~t:~v: eov-..e, 1 ueg !jDU r:o ~e~~eve e·.1ev1:1 we Yet of U:. As !:Y u cct111. see t!tt~s Ls 

t~e verlj Le~st e~~~.t:rl:j. rf !jC'U V!etve rec;vl eve'(t)tVi~V\.g u-p w tVi!.s -po~V'-r:, tJCLt w~lt 

UV\,!ilerscetV\,c( W..tJ fe~r ~f1Clt I wiL be 1 egardd as ll w..C!ct ..vow..C!111. wY1o suffered {Yow.. 

wLLd. cteLusLoV\.S li!V\.cl fll V\,tctsLes . A LtvwugV! L: V1A.lltJ seew. be!jDV'vcl COV'..tpre!tlev .. .si.ovv, 

eve.-Jjt:V.~~ i:Vittt r Y::?.ve 't.'rU:te"" ~Jere i.s t ine trv.tV. ' 

\\'rite i\ls Mercury's five entries for the year, describing the encoun ter with and 

features of the Horror, and the promise that she had to keep. (25 marks'! 

E xtended language work 

The Horror Retums! consists entirely of simple sentences: every sentence has onJy 

one subject and one finite verb. 

1. Combine into one the first two sentences in paragraph one. 

2. Combine sentences 3. 4, and 5 into one sentence. 

3. Look at paragraph four of 'The Horror Returns! · combine each of the 

sentence groups giYen below into one: 

a) She knew. It was the Horror. 

b) It had been a long wait. Now it was over. 

c) She rushed to her desk. ' he pulled out her diary. Feverishly, she began to 

write. 

d) Rewrite each of the sentences below by first removing the ands and the but 

and then use the conjunction provided. 

(i) He has returned, and I must nO\\ leave behind all that 1 love. (since) 

(ii) I love my father more than he ever might imagine, and I am doing this for 

him. (because) 

(iii) 1 am filled with sadness. but 1 kno\v that this is what l must do. (although) 
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-L Rnnk the "·ords in each of the groups from whnt you think is the least emoti , .e 

to the most emotive. Here is an example: 

Scare /rightl!/1 startle terrify 

Startle care frighten terri f.\ 

a) untamed saYage vYild unc ivitiscd 

b) hop~ful confident expectant optimistic 

c)'' inner ,·ictor conqueror first-placed 

d) bad disobedient mischievous misbcha\ eel 

e) ri val enemy opponent mhersar) 

f) proud arrogant conceited snobbish 

g) outraged angry iJTilated disgusted 

125 marksl 
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Read the following passage and then an wer the questions that follow. 
The ·writer had been !rare/ling and working in Brazil for three momhs. A 

pilot. who had been recently dropped by a party of climbers near Mount 

Roraima. offered tofly him there to join them. 

This was a chance not to be missed, not onl) lO climb a legendary mountain. 

but also to have a quiet period of intense physical activity. This would give 

me an opportunit) to unwind after my hectic labours of the past three 

2 months. 

Roraima is not a particularly difficull mountain to climb. The main problem 5 

is its inaccessibility. It bad been climbed before a good many times. but the 

parties of climbers had always needed the suppo11 of the local people in 

guiding them to the mountain and in ferry ing their supplies there. I onnally I 

would not have dreamt of setting off for the mountain without their help. As 

it turned out, the pilot had been forced to land some way away from their 10 
v illage. He realised that he \\'Ould not have enough fuel for his return 

journey if he fle\\ on to their settlement. At first he did not want to lea\e me 

on m y own, saying that I \\'Ould instantly b~ attacked by one of the 

dangerous \\'ild animals \\'hich roamed the area. Somehow l convinced him 
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3 that his fears were exaggerated: I was confident I could work out a route 15 
towards the mountain and join up with the party of climbers he bad dropped 
earlier. 

I watched the shaky little single-engine aeroplane take off, and then sat for a 
" ·hile looking around. Eventually I set of[ feeling more than a little isolated. 
Abo,·e me tovvered a steep slope culminating in a sheer, grey cliff. Somehow 20 

it seemed to symbolise the task l had set myself. Elsewhere, though. there 
,,·ere magnificent' iews. The wooded areas. looking as elegant as if they had 

4 been deliberately landscaped, contrasted with the wilder scene of the hills 
and ri vers that stretched into the distance. OnJy to the west was the view 
interrupted, by a bank of cloud. Some\Yhere behind it lay my goal - Mt. 25 
Roraima - but not too far behind. 1 hoped. The nagging doubts returned. 
lt \\as time to make a start but, ha\'ing expected to be flown straight to the 
village, l was badly overloaded \lv"itb presents which 1 had brought for the 

5 local people. among them some bulky hammocks and blankets. I picked out 
the essentials for my journey - compass. map. sleeping bag, torch and 30 
camera. along wi th the only food I had with me, a bunch of bananas. i hid 
everything else carefull) in a dense thicket and then. wjth my compass in 
hand, set off into the woodland, towards the mountain. 
There was a track, but it kept on dividing. Part of my mind had to keep 
concentrating on '' hich path to follow. the other pati \Yandered in a "''a) that 35 
had not been possible for some time. At long last the labours and mental 

6 stress of the last tlu·ce months were behind me. Now that there was no need 
to plan. discuss, argue or talk, my step lightened and began to quicken as 1 
journeyed on through this silent place. Insects buzzed around my head, and 
the hot sun beat down on tbe hard. burnt ground. Apart from the hum of 40 
insect life and occasional stirrings and rustlings in the undergrowth, an 
ovcrpo"ering silence lay over the landscape. It was lonely - and all a little 

fi·i ghtening. 
Towards evening I reached a thick belt or jungle. A glance at my map 
showed me that it marked one of the rivers Thad to cross. I chose a llat piece 45 

7 of ground, hacked up some of the hard sandy earth to make it softer to lie on, 
and laid my sleeping-bag over the top. After eating a couple bananas l 
settled down and went to sleep. I slept onl) fitfully. Once 1 heard the gruff 
barking of some wild animal, and a little later a few drops of rain fell. 
f-inally, 1 awoke and, warmed by the first rays of the sun, I set out for the 50 
river marked on my map, looking fonYard to a long cool drink after some 
thirteen hours without any water. Suddenly I saw the river, yet I was still 
separated from it by a steep and densely overgrown slope. The jungle. too. 
on the far bank looked impenetrable and forbidding. 
At last l found a track which led down to the water· s edge and I scrambled 55 
dmm it. I waded across the thick river, gulping down handfuls of water as 1 

8 did so. Depositing everything on the opposite bank, I dived into the ri ver for 
u \ "Cf\' rcfrcshino and \\elcome S\\ im. A c; I emcr!!.cd. the dark stretch of • e ~ 
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jungle confronted me. In its depths a bell-bird vvas calling monotonously. 
The solitude almost seduced me; l could gladly ha,·e stayed here, avoiding 60 

9 the long journey ahead, but I had to continue. Following the faint track 
through the dense. gloomy undergrowth meant that 1 took several wrong 
turns until at last I burst into the sunlight again. Here in open coumry the 
path vvas clear and eas~ to follow. It went winding up along a nan·ow ridge, 
gaining height all the time. Then Mount Roraima came into ,·iew. Even so I 65 
could not yet make out the summit. J began to wonder whether f could reach 
the foot of the mountain before nightfall. 

10 Jungle once more shrouded the path I was following. J plunged into the 
undergrowth, grateful that the path \Yas still visible, but instead of simply 
having to put one foot in front of the other in order to go forward, I had to 70 

keep on climbing. Moreover an ominous fog was beginning to gather and it 
v\as getting dark. 
1 suddenly thought of the party of climbers I had come to join. Hoping they 

11 would be somewhere near, I laboured up to the top of the highest point I 
could find. 1 stood and shouted, as loudly as my lungs would bear it, to the 75 
four points of the compass. Silence. There was no sound except for the faint 
whispering of the breeze over the rocks. Scrambling from my pinnacle. I 
missed my footing and rolled down helplessly, ending up in a shallow 
puddle. I cursed my carelessness, and was horrified at its possible 
consequences in such a place. 80 
I groped on through a grotesque. deserted landscape in which strangely 
distorted walls of rock. their tops invisible. often forced me to change 
direction. I considered getting into my sleeping-bag and waiting for daylight. 
Though wet like everything else, it was probably sti ll dry inside. But how 
was J to get myself a little drier first? And where could I put my sleeping
bag when all around was wet? There was nothing but pools of water. mud 
and slimy rock. 
l struggled on for another kilometre before I thought of shouting again. This 
ti me t11ere was an answer. A fe"' minutes later J saw a torch. From the 
darkness a lone figure emerged: I took him to be one of the guides 
accompanying the climbers. He looked at me as though I was an apparition 
from the dead or one of the spirilc; thought to haunt the summit of Roraima. 
When I reassured him that I was not. he began to laugh, and giggling and 
shaking his head led me to where the party of climbers were camped. They 
were sheltering in a shallow cave under an overhanging cliff. In the light of 
a roaring fire I saw the seated figures of my new companions, and a 
bubbling stew of meat and beans was more welcome to my nostrils than all 
the spices of Arabia. 
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Question 1 
From paragraph I: 

a) Apart from the quietness, what did the >YTiter expect would help him 
''unwind'' on his expedi tion? 

b) Besides the opportunity to ··un\\'ind:· what else made the idea of 
climbing Mount Roraima attractive? 

Question 2 
From paragraph 2: 

a) '·Roraima is not a particularly difficult mountain to climb. The I 
problem is its inaccessibility" (lines 4-5). 2 

Complete the following sentence with a word or shoti phrase of your own to 
show that you understand what the author is telling you in lines 4-5: 2 
'·Roraima would have been relatively easy to climb if it had not been so ... " 

b) Explain fully why the author was unable to enlist the help of local 
people on his journey to Mount Roraima. 

c) What two reasons. according to the passage. made such help 
advisable? You must answer in your own words. 

Question 3 
From paragraph 3: 

The .. sheer. gre_y cliff" (hne 18) seemed to ··symbolise .. the task ahead of the 
author. Suggest \\hat the clifTwas --symbolising .. about the task. 

Question 4 
From paragraph 4: 

The author took a compass with him, among other essentials for his journey. 
From the evidence of the passage so far. what made the compass an 
--essential" item? 

Question 5 
From paragraph 5: 

In line 36 the author writes, ''my step light~ned and began to quicken." 
Apart from the notion of speed, what other idea is the author suggesting 
here? 

Question 6 
From paragraph 7: 

a) We have been told earlier in the passage that the jungle had appeared 
'·forbidding" to the author. What now made it seem attractive to him? 

b) The word '"burst"" in line 52 is not describing the author's speed. 
What effect is it describing? 
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Question 7 
From paragraph 8: 

In lines 58-59 the author ·writes. '·instead of simply haYing to put one foot in 
front of the other."' What does this tell you about the nature of his progress 
so far? 

Question 8 
From paragraph 9 

a) Why did the author climb to the .. highest point'. he could find before 
starting to shout? 

b) Give two possible reasons why the author was "horrified'. at his 
carelessness. 

Question 9 
From paragraph 10: 

a) Which feature of the landsca;:>e justifies the author's description of it 
as "grotesque"? 

b) Why was he often fo rced to change direction? 
c) Why did the author not take the obvious course of getting into his 

sleeping ba.g and waiting for daylight? 

Qu('stion 10 
From paragraph I I : 

After carefully reading the whole paragraph. explain ful ly 111 your own 
words why the '·lone figure·' began to laugh and giggle. 

Que tion ll 
Fron1 the whole passage: 

2 

Choose five of the following words. For each of them give one vvord or shon 
5 

phrase of not more than five words which has the same meaning that the 
word has in the passage. 

1. exaggerated (line I 2) 
2. culminating (line 17) 
3. interrupted (line 21) 
4. belt (line 37) 
5. fitfully (line 40) 
6. monotonously (line 50) 
7. shrouded (line 57) 
8. bear (line 63) 
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Summary 

Question 12 
Much of the author· s journe) was difficult and worrying. 

Using your own words as far as possible. summarise these difficulties anJ 
wo1T1es. 
Use only material from line 15 to 73. 

Your summary, which must be in continuous writing (not note form) and 
may not be longer than 160 words, including tl1e ten words given below: 

Begin your summary as follows: 

As soon as I set off. J began to feel ... 
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Section B: Language structures 

Most newspaper reports are longer than one paragraph. They often say how 

or why something happened and they quote and tell us what people said 

about the event. Read this rep01t about a heroic animal and answer the 

questions that fo llovv·. 

SEAL SAVES DOG FROM DROWNING 

1. A seal saved a dog from a watery death after it was swept away by 

strong currents in a fast-tlowing river. 

2. Eyewitnesses said the dog, which seemed to be injured and 

traumatised, scampered into the Amanzimtoti River in Kwazulu 

and tried to swim to the opposite bank - but the current got the 

better of it. 

3. Suddenly. a seal appeared and gently pushed the dog onto the 

mudflats on the bani<. 

4. ·-rve never seen anything like it and I don't think 1 ever ·will 

again:' eyewitness Xaba 1 dabeni said yesterda). "This seal came 

ot:t of nowhere. It was ]ike a guardian angel came up." 

5. 1 dabeni took care of the dog until emergency services arrived 

v;elJ after the rescue. 

1. What docs the expression "watery death'' convey? 

2. In paragraph l, give a reason why the \\Ord ·'fast-Oowing" 1s 

hyphenated. 

3. In paragraph 2, state one strong verb that describes the movement of 

the dog. 

4. In paragraph 2, what is the function of the dash? 

5. [n paragraph 4. rc-vuite in reported speech what Xaba Ndabeni. the 

eyewitness first said to the reporter. 

6. ·what is the purpose of this newspaper report? 

7. Which paragraph summarises the main idea of the report? 

8. Which paragraphs sho'" ho\\ the e\'Cnt unfolded? 

9. Which paragraph shO\\S wh) the event occun·ed? 

10. Which paragraph contains informat ion which is reall~ not crucial? 
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ADJ ECTIVES 

Change each word in italics into a·n adjectin. 
I. Offence remarks 

5 

2. Circumstance evidence 
3. A malice remark 
4. A vigour g.:~me 
5. Fraud behaviour 

HYPERBOLE 

Each of the following sentences contains hyperbole. Identify the 
hyperbole and re~write the sentence in plain English. 3 

a) At the end of the performance the applause brought the house down. 
b) His new girlfriend possessed a truly divine fi gure. 
c) The telephone has rung a thousand times this morning. 

TEl"SES 

Fill in the correct present tense form of the verb in brackets. 

1. Neither the lawyer nor the prosecutor(to seem)properly prepared for 
tomorrovv' s tria l. 

2. Someone always (to forget)to leave one light on at night. 

PU~CTUATIO~ 

U e comma where n eeded to punctuate the following sentences. 

1. The long difficult climb to the top of Mount Roraima was attempted 
by three di ffercnt groups. 

2. Lindy's fam ily doctor referred her to an eye specialist Dr Buhlc Xola 
in the next town. 

Parenthesis 
a) Dudu Carpenter - m)- old classmate - now practices Ia\.\ in 

eMthunzini. 
What is the purpose of the parenthesis in the sentence above? 

b) Dudu Carpenter (my old college classmate) now practices law in 
eMthunzini. 
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SECTION C: POETRY 

The Road Not Taken 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 
And sorry I could not travel both 
And be one traveller, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it bent in the undergrowth; 

Then took the other, as just as fair, 
And having perhaps the better claim 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear, 
Though as for that the passing there 
Had worn them really about the same, 

And both that morning equally lay 
In leaves no step had trodden black. 
Oh , I marked the fi rst for another day! 
Yet knowing how way leads on to way 
I doubted if I should ever come back. 

I shall be telling this with a sigh 
Somewhere ages and ages hence: 
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I, 
I took the one less travelled by, 
And that has made all the difference. 

Robert Frost 

I. Do you think the road the speaker took \\'as really the less travelled 
one? Why? 

2 . What do you think the chances are that the speaker will get to come 
back and try the other path? 

3. Do you think the speaker regrets his choice, or is happy about it? 

15 

2 

2 
Wh~ 2 

4. What type of choices do you think this fork in the road represents for 
the speaker? 

5. What personal choices does this poem remind you of? 
6. What time is the poet thinking of in the last stanza? 
7. What has made all the difference for the poet. and what do you think 

the two roads stand for in thi s poem? 
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MARKJI'\G MEMORI\NDUM 

SECTlON A 

Ja) Jn addition to the quiet atmosphere. the writer believed that the difficult 
physical acti' ity of climbing the mountain would help him to unwind from 
his \\Ork. 
b)The writer believed that climbing Mount Rarn ima was an attractiYe 
prospect because it '' as legendary mountain. 

2 a) The mountain would have been comparatively easy to climb but it was 
rather difficult to get to. 
b)Thc pilot was sh011 of fuel and did not have enough 10 lly to the village 
and get back. If he had gone to the village. there would not have been 
enough fuel to get back. 111erefore, he landed some distance away from tbe 
village and because of this, the writer was not able to get help from the 
villagers. 
c) Climbers needed help from the villagers to guide them and to carry their 
supplies. 

3. The '·sheer grey cliff' symbolised that the task of climbing the mountain 
was difficult and dangerous. 

-L A compass \\as necessary because the author was in an unknown place 
and had to navigate to get to where he was going. 

5. Apart from '·speed .. the phrase suggests that the author "as happy and 
cheerful ; because he had left all his routine "'·ork behind. 

6 a) Though the jungle had been "forbidding" in the earlier part of the 
journey, it now appeared attractive. This was because of the intense isolation 
he fe lt. 
b)Thc word tells us that the author came into the s1mlight suddenly. 

7. Jt implies that because the climb was steep. the progress was slow. 

8a) He climbed to the highest point because that would probably ensure that 
his voice travelled far enough for the group to hear him. 
b)The two possible reasons for his being horrified could be that he could 
have been seriously injured and lain there helplessly or he could have been 
killed. 

9a) The \\!'iter uses '·grotesque .. to describe the strangely distorted \\ails of 
the rocks with their tops hidden. 
b)The writer probably changed direction every time he came to a rock, 
which he could not climb or which seemed too dangerous to climb. 
c)Though the inside of the sleeping-bag was probably dry, the author 
decided not to sleep. He himself was wet and there was no dry ground where 
he could lay the sleeping-bag. 
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IO.The "lone figure .. looked at the author as if looking at a ghost. Then. 
when the writer assured him he was human, be began to laugh and giggle. 

11. 
a) exaggerated =distorted 
b) culminating= completing 
c) intenupted =broken 
d) belt = stretch 
e) fitfully= with many intenuptions 
f) monotonously= banally 
g) shrouded = covered 
h) bear= stand 

12. SUMMARY 

As soon as I set off, I began to feel lonely. In front of me rose a steep slope 
and the mountain appeared far away. I took only essential items for the 
journey. l had to concentrate intently to navigate. Ever)"vhere it was quiet 
except for some rustling sounds. J felt lonely and afraid as 1 walked on. 
When it \\'as nearly evening. 1 reached a thick jungle and a river. 1 lay dovvn 
in my sleeping-bag but an animal barking and rain disturbed my sleep. 
When I reached the river 1 saw that a steep. thick and overgrown slope 
separated me from it. The jungle on the far bank was thick. After bathing in 
the river, 1 walked on but took several wrong turns before finall y coming to 
a clear path. 1 \\'aS afraid that i might not reach the mountain before nightfall. 
I could only progress slowly because of the steep slope I bad to climb. 

160 \-Yords 

SECTION B 

I. A seal sovcd a dog from a watery death after it was swept away by strong 

current in a fast-flO\\ing river 

2. Eyewitnesses said the dog. which seemed to be injured and traumatised, 

scampered into the Amanzimtoti River in Kwazulu and tried to swim to rhe 

opposite bank - but the current got the better of it. 

3. Suddenly, a seal appeared and gent!) pushed the dog onto the mudflats on the 

bank. 

4. '·I've never seen anything hke it and I don 'r think I ever will again,'' eyewitness 

Xaba Ndabeni said yesterday "This seal came out of nowhere. It was like a 

guardian angel came up.'' 

5. Ndabeni took care of the dog until emergency services anived well after the 

rescue. 
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11. What does the expression "watery death" convey? 

"wate1:)l death" means death by drowning; s inking to death; 

gulping water to death. 

12. In paragraph 1, give a reason why the word "fast-flowing" 1s 

hyphenated. 

The hyphen j oins two different words into one new word/ 

hyphenation is a word forming strategy. 

13. In paragraph 2, state one strong verb that describes the movement of 

the dog. 

The strong verb is "scampered. " 

14. In paragraph 2, what is the function of the dash? 

The dash adds detail/ it facilitates the heightened tension in the 

action/ the conjunction but stands visibly to present a contrasting 

action/sudden event/twist. 

15. In paragraph 4, re-write in reported speech what Xaba Ndabeni, the 

eyewitness first said to the reporter. 

16. What is the purpose of this newspaper report? 

The report informs the readers of an wzusual event/episode. 

17. Which paragraph summarises the main idea of the report? 

Paragraph 1. 

18. Which paragraphs show bow the event unfolded? 

Paragraphs 2 and 3 

19. Which paragraph shows why the event occurred? 

Paragraph 4 

20. Which paragraph contains inf01111ation which is really not crucial? 

Paragraph 5. ADJECTIVES 

1. Offensive remarks 
2. Circumstantial evidence 
3. A malicious remark 
4. A vigorous game 
5. Fraudulent behaviour 

HYPERBOLE 

a) The streets ran red with blood.= There was a lot of blood on the 
streets 

b) At the end of the performance lhe applause brought the house clown. 
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= There was loud app lause at the end of the performance. 
c) llis thoughts were as black as hell itse lf.= He had sinister 

thoughts/evil ideas 
d) His new girlfriend possessed a truly di,·ine figure.= His new 

girlfriend is beautifu l 
c) The telephone has rung a thousand times this morning.= The phone 

has been 'ery busj' all morning/ There have been numerous calls this 
morning 

TENSES 

Fill in the correct presen t tense for m of the verb in brackets. 

3. (to seem) Neither the lawyer nor the prosecutor seems properly 
prepared for tomorrow's trial . 

4. (to forget) omeone alv,ays forgets to leave one light on at night. 

PUNCTUATION 

Usc commas '' here needed to punctuate the following entences. 

1. The long.~. difficult c limb to the top of lount Roraima was attempted 
by three different groups. 

2. Dudu Cnrpenter1 my old college classmate1 nm\ practices law in 
eMthunzini. 

3. Lindy's [amity doctor referred her to an eye spec i alist.~. Dr Buhler 
Xola1 in the next to~n . 
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SECTJON C: POETRY 

Tbe Road Not Taken: Robert Frost 

I. Do ) ou think the road the speaker took ''as rea II} the less tnn elled 
or.e? Why? 

Tlte poet has certainly chosen differently. It canuot be ascertai11ed 
that It is was a less travelled one but we believe wluttlte tells us. 

2. What do you think the chances are that the speaker "viii get to come 
back and try the other path? 

Life's choices are a difficult experience. He has chosen a different 
pat It and might find challenges and therefore easily revert to the 
"well-known" choice. But it could also be that he would colltin ue 
to explore the unustwl choice he lzas made and not come back to 
fak e tlte oilier patlz. 

3. Do you think the speaker regrets his choice. or is happy about it? 
Why? 

Apparently,for the duration of the poem, lte is aware ofwlwt risks 
he It as taken and is content. The regrets, if any, are not clearly 
spell out. Consequently, there are no easy statements to be made 
about what lte has chosen. 

4. What type of choices do you think this fork in the road represents for 
the speaker? 

On a simple level, the choices are between right and tvrong, good 
anti bad. On another level, difference does not always fall into 
these neat binaries/categories. In making a choice, one asserts 
individuali~y and litis is clear in the poem. 

5. What personal choices does this poem remind you of? 

The poem deals wit!t personal experiences. Tlte regrets and 
celebrations tltat we all go t!troug!t are captured in tlte poem. It 
states what we all go tlzroug!t on a daily basis as 1ve make school 
choices, choose friends and even careers later 011 in life. 

6. What time is the poet thinking of in the last stanza? 

He is focusing on tlte future as evident in tlte pit rase "some1vltere 
ages and ages lt ence." 

7. What has made all the difference for the poet, and what do you think 
the two roads stand for in this poem? 
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Tire poet's decision has made all the difference. His decision to 
take tire other road lras made /rim arrive at this point where lze 
reminisces over tire past and wit at lessons Ire It as learnt. Tire two 
roads obviously stand for tire choices we /rave to make in life/ wlrell 
one finds it difficult to make a choice. 

Flanders Fields 

1. What l\VO meanings are conveyed by Flanders fields? 

Flanders field is both a battlefield and a graveyard; it is a war zone 

and a place of death; Flanders field is a place of heroism and 

bravado. 

2. The larks in stanza one seem happy and unaware of any danger. 

What danger awaits the men in the stanza? 

Tire larks are natural birds. Tirey are a part of nature and are 

untouclred by man's battles. As tire men die in the Irene/res, the 

birds demonstrate a complete sense of oblivion and innocence. 

3. What do you find curious and perhaps shocking in the whole of 

stanza 2? 

The persona is a collective voice. Tlris voice declares "we are tlte 

dead.'' it is quite spooky that tlt e dead can speak to the lh•ing, as 

happens in this poem. Tt is also curious wltat message tir e persona 

intends to convey to the living - a warning, a piece of advice or 

something they !tad not been able to say before tltey were mowed 

down in t/ze war? 

4. State what you observe about the rhyme and rhythm of thi s whole 

poem. 

Th e poem moves briskly. The rhythm is regular, as if to mock tlte 

futility of life. Tlt e words are generally short and easy to say. ~Many 

lines run on to the next line wit/tout a pause, causing tlte reader to 

!turry along as tlr ey read. Rltytlrm. is used effectively to complement 

and consolidate t!te message oftlze words. 

5. What torch is the persona in this poem referring to? 
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sense oj1zatioual duty and patrioticferllour that sees young men 

enlist as soldiers to defend the nation. This voice mocks the 

enterprise of war. It is bitter at the senseless deaths at the war 

front. 

6. This is a personal response, pitched at tile le1•e/ of evaluation and 

synthesis oft!te reader's reactiou to the poem. Reward seusible and 

defensible selections. 
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APPENDIX (xi) 

Excerpt from the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. (Act 108 
of 1996) 

Provisions on Language 

Section 6: Languages 

(i) The official languages of the Republic are sePedi. Sesotho. Sctsmma, 

· i 'wati. T hi\'enda. Xitsonga. Afrikaans. English. isiNdebele. i iXJ1osa 

and isiZulu. 

(ii) Recognizing th~.: historically diminished use and status or the indigenous 

languages of our people, the state must take practical and positive 

m<!asures to elevate the status and advance the use of these languages. 

(iii) The national and provincial governments may use any pa11icular official 

languages for the purposes of government, taking into accoun t usage, 

practicality. expense, regional circumstances and the balance or the needs 

and preferences of the population as a whole or in the province concerned: 

but the national government and each provincial government must usc at 

least mo orticial languages. ~ lun icipalities must take into account the 

language usage and preferences of their residents. 

( i') ll1e national gO\ emment and pro,·incial govemments, by legislative and 

other measures. must regulate and monitor their use of ofJicial lanuuagcs. 
~ ~ -

Without detracting from the pro,·isions of subsect ion (2). all offic ial 

languages must cnjo) parity of esteem and must be treated equitably 

(' ) ,\ Pan South African Language Board established by government must: 

(a) promote. and create conditions for the development and usc of' al l offic ial 

languages: 

(b) the Khoi, Nama and an languages and 

(c) sign language and promote and ensure respect for 

(ix) al l languages commonly used by the communities in South Africa, including 

German. Greek, Gujarati, 1:-Jindi, Portuguese, Tamil, Telegu and Urdu: and 

(x) J\rabic, Hebrew, Sanskrit and other languages used for religious purposes in 

outh Africa. 
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Section 29: Education 

(I) Evervone has the riuht: 
~ ~ 

(a) to a basic education, including adult basic education: and 

(b) to fu rther education, vvhich the state, through reasonable measures. must make 

progressi vcly. C:lVai I able and accessible. 

(2) £,·eryone has the right to recei' e education 111 the official language or 

languages of their choice in public educmional institutions where 1hat 

education is rcasonabl) practicable. In orJer to ensure the effecti,·e accc s to. 

and implementation of th is right. the state must consider all reasonable 

educational altcmatives. including single medium institutions. taking into 

account: 

(a) equity; 

(b) practicabil ity: and 

(c) the need to redress 1he results of past racially discriminator) la\\s and 

practices. 

cction 30: Language anti C ulture 

Everyone has 1he right 10 use the language and parllcipnte in the cultural life ur 
their choice. bul no one C\.crcising these rights mu~ do so in a manner inconsis1cn1 

vvith any provision of the Bill of Rights. 

ection 3 1: Cultural. religious and linguistic communities 

(xi) Persons belonging ton cultural, rel igious or linguistic community may not he 

denied the right. v .. ith other members of that communi!): 

(a) to enjoy their culture. practice their religion ant! use their language: and 

(b) to fonn . join and maintain culn:ral. religious and linguistic associations and 

other organs or civil socict). 

ection 35: Arrcstr d , deta ined and accused persons 

(3) Every accused p~;: rso n has a ri ght to a fai r trial, which includes the right 

(k) to be tried in a language that the accused person understands or. if that is nol 

practicable. to have the proceedings interpreted in that language. 

(4) \Vhene,·er th is cc1ion requires infOimation 10 be giYen to a person. that 

infonnation must he gi ' en in a language that the person understands. 
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